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ABSTRACT 
Background: Health Information Technology (HIT) has the potential to improve the quality and 
efficiency of healthcare delivery and reduce costs. However, the integration of HIT into healthcare 
workflows has experienced a range of issues during its implementation. It can adversely impact 
healthcare workflows, therefore reducing efficiency and safety in healthcare delivery. As healthcare 
settings are characterised by its own workflow, an in-depth understanding of the workflows of where 
the HIT to be implemented is crucial in order to avoid complexities that can arise. As there is a lack of 
research investigating an overall ED workflow, both clinical and non-clinical processes and practices, 
this research aims to gain an in-depth understanding of emergency care workflow which includes the 
work processes and practices of its clinicians and non-clinicians and its information artefacts.   
Methodology: This research employed a fieldwork case study approach analysing the work 
processes and practices of clinicians and non-clinicians in the delivery of emergency care. The 
approach was used in order to capture the situated nature of the ED workflow. The study was 
conducted in two emergency care settings located in the UK. Data were collected using semi-
structured interviews, non-participant observations and documents. A multiple triangulation 
technique: data triangulation and within-methods triangulation were employed in order to gain an 
in-depth understanding of the topic. The data were analysed using thematic analysis. 
Findings: The emergency care workflow consisted of multidisciplinary ED team members’ work 
processes. These work processes were comprised of collaborative clinical and non-clinical tasks and 
activities in delivering care treatment governed and defined by time-related activities, organisational 
rules, exceptions and variability. The workflow was supported by both computerised systems and 
non-computerised information artefacts, such as non-electronic whiteboards and paper-based 
records and forms, which needed to be used in conjunction with each other. Additionally, the hybrid 
implementation had also been utilised to support collaborative work of the clinicians and non-
clinicians, hence giving the implication that HIT systems should not be designed as purely technical 
system focusing on single users, but also as a collaborative work system.  
Conclusion: An ED workflow consists of interrelated care processes, clinical and non-clinical 
processes. These processes are executed semi-autonomously by clinicians and non-clinicians and 
governed by time-related organisational constraints, variable and exception-filled, relying on hybrid 
information architecture. The architecture presented workflow with a number of integration issues. 
However, its implementation does not only support the functionalities for the delivery of emergency 
care processes but also the collaborative practices of the clinicians and non-clinicians. 
 xviii 
Keywords: Emergency Department, healthcare workflow, collaborative work, HIT
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Overview 
The field of Health Information Systems deals with the application of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) in healthcare, which supports the management and transmission of 
health information of various user groups such as healthcare professionals, patients and policy 
makers (Subiya & Masoodul, 2015). The computerised information systems in healthcare, also known 
as Health Information Technology (HIT), includes applications such as Electronic Medical Records 
(EMR), Electronic Health Records (EHR), Computer Provider Order Entry (CPOE) and Picture Archiving 
Communication Systems (PACS) (Jamal, McKenzie, & Clark, 2009). These applications can be found 
across a range of healthcare domains: primary care, secondary care, pharmacy, laboratory and 
research (Mettler & Raptis, 2012).  
In its early stages, when the diffusion of technology within healthcare was still relatively 
limited, HIT was primarily used for financial and accounting purposes of medical transactions (Haux, 
2010). As for patient record systems, they have been largely conceptualised and designed as data 
repositories with capabilities such as enhanced storage, smart search functionalities and multi-
location accessibility (Berg & Toussaint, 2003). As the ICT field progresses, and as healthcare 
providers moving rapidly to embrace the technology, HIT has become more than just an information 
storage and retrieval tool. Considerable attention is now being directed towards the potential of HIT 
in improving the efficiency and quality of healthcare delivery, and ensuring patient safety (Nykänen 
et al., 2011; Sicotte et al., 2009).  Given the importance of healthcare delivery, it is important to 
consider the challenges that are faced in the development of HIT systems, both from the point of 
developing and implementing such systems, but also from gaining a better understanding from a 
research perspective. 
 In many cases, the model of healthcare work that the HIT is to support is mainly based on the 
software designer’s simplistic perspective (Ajmi et al., 2015; Berg, Aarts, & Van der Lei, 2003). In 
reality, healthcare workflows are situated and interactive, although there are pre-defined routine 
and standard operating procedures (Bjørn & Rødje, 2008; Park, Lee, & Chen, 2012). Re-interpretation 
is required in the light of sudden changes and unforeseen circumstances. The main challenge is to 
design a system that can support the situated work of the healthcare professionals and research is 
required to understand the complexities of this better. To address this issue, many studies 
investigating healthcare work have been conducted in actual healthcare settings, instead of the 
traditional  approach of obtaining system requirements, such as software development methodology 
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or clinical trials (Bjørn & Rødje, 2008; Bossen, Jensen, & Witt, 2012; Dexheimer & Borycki, 2014). This 
approach, however, has introduced yet another issue. These types of study can be tightly tied to the 
contextual elements of the study settings hence giving the perceptions that findings are not 
applicable outside the study context (Unertl, Novak, Johnson, & Lorenzi, 2008). Nevertheless, such 
studies can contribute significantly to the field, where methods/approaches used or general theories 
formulated can be adopted in related studies. It is also a challenge in developing computer-based 
information systems for dynamic healthcare systems. In dynamic systems, change and chaos are 
common. Seemingly insignificant changes in one part of the system can have a dramatic impact on 
the entire healthcare system (Effken, 2002). Therefore, as healthcare systems are susceptible to 
these continual changes, it is difficult for designers to design such computerised systems. With HIT 
being continuously adopted by healthcare providers, the challenges with developing, implementing 
and using it will continue to grow (Ammenwerth, Gräber, Herrmann, Bürkle, & König, 2003). 
Understanding these issues from a research perspective will help to inform the design of HIT systems 
and their implementation in different health care settings. 
 
1.2. Background to the research  
Despite the documented benefits of computerisation of healthcare systems in improving 
efficiency and quality of healthcare delivery (Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, & Blumenthal, 2011; Caldwell, 
Katz, & Pascarella, 2011; Handel, Wears, Nathanson, & Pines, 2011; Hillestad et al., 2005; Jamal et al., 
2009), concerns about the impact of HIT applications such as EMR, EHR, CPOE and PACS, on clinical 
workflow abound. The integration of HIT into healthcare workflow has remained an on-going 
challenge, where complexities and unintended consequences resulting from the integration have 
frequently being reported. These include the introduction of workflow blocks and workarounds 
(Koppel, Wetterneck, Telles, & Karsh, 2008; Patterson, Rogers, Chapman, & Render, 2006), work 
redundancy  (Abraham, Kannampallil, & Reddy, 2009; Saleem et al., 2011), increased documentation 
time (Banet, Jeffe, Williams, & Asaro, 2006; Park et al., 2012) and introduction of errors (Ash, Berg, & 
Coiera, 2004). These complexities and unintended consequences have been theorised as the result of 
a poorly designed HIT that has been due to a lack of understanding of the healthcare workflow.  
It has also been argued that one-size-fits-all HIT solutions can result in healthcare professionals 
having to adapt to a new way of working due to the complexities when using the technology 
(Abraham et al., 2009; Eason, 2010). This is because healthcare settings, such as Emergency 
Departments (ED), Intensive Care Units (ICU), Operating Rooms (OR) or out-patient settings each 
have their own inherent workflow. The individual workflow of these settings is mainly characterised 
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by patient flow, patient condition and type of care given. Therefore, HIT that is used in these settings 
is different, as it needs to support different patient care processes and practices. Constructive 
workflow analyses are needed to inform the effective design and implementation of HIT. As stated by 
Ammenwerth, Iller, and Mahler (2006), HIT is comprised of technological systems which are 
embedded in socio-organisational settings characterised by different organisational workflow.  
Before proceeding with discussion on workflow-related studies, it is necessary to understand 
what the workflow term represents. Not all workflow-related studies (e.g. in Section 2.4.3 and 
Section 2.4.4) explicitly defined what the term means. Studies that do provide the definition do so in 
numerous ways. For example, Cain and Haque (2008) loosely defined the term as “set of tasks- 
grouped chronologically into processes- and the set of people or resources needed for those tasks, 
that are necessary to accomplish a given goal” (p. 1). They further elaborate that “An organization’s 
workflow is comprised of the set of processes it needs to accomplish, the set of people or other 
resources available to perform those processes, and the interactions among them” (p. 1). Workflow 
is also simply defined “as typical sequence of work activities” (Flanagan et al., 2011, p. 427).  
 Zheng et al. (2010), on the other hand, provides a rather ‘non-typical’ definition: workflow as 
“hidden regularities embedded in the sequential order of a series of clinical task execution” (p. 455). 
They claim that workflow can be collectively determined by “individual physicians’ practice styles, 
regulatory requirements, team coordination needs, and even the physical layout of a medical facility” 
(p. 455). Similarly, Lee and Shartzer (2005) also included non-tangible aspects (i.e. interaction) as part 
of a workflow: “An important part of workflow is the interactions among staff as they fulfil their tasks 
using available resources”  (Lee and  Shartzer, 2005, p.1). Although an exact definition of the term 
seems to be lacking and not explicitly defined in many workflow-related studies, there appears to be 
some agreement regarding what constitutes workflow. It can include: work processes, practices and 
activities which are sequentially executed by availability of resources (actors and artefacts).   
With the various definitions of the term, it is important to clarify how the term is used in this 
thesis. The term will be used in its broadest sense to refer to the execution of work processes and 
practices using sets of resources (actors and artefacts), relationship and interaction among actors, as 
well as interaction of actors with the artefacts. The general aim of workflow-related research 
discussed in this thesis is to gain an in-depth understanding of the situated work of professionals 
working in the work domain.        
  There are no specific approaches that can be used to gain an understanding of workflow. 
There are also different motivations and methodological orientations towards conducting workflow-
related research. For example, some workflow-related studies are designed to investigate the impact 
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of HIT implementation on specific processes within the clinical workflow. Such studies are valuable in 
understanding the complexities and unintended consequences resulting from a HIT implementation 
so that improvements to system design can be suggested. Guite, Lang, McCartan, and Miller (2006), 
for instance, investigated an ED nursing assessment and referral process which is part of an ED 
workflow, as part of the re-design effort of an EHR. Similarly, Park et al. (2012) conducted a 
qualitative study at an ED to study the impact of a clinician documentation system, which is part of 
an EMR, on the documentation process and practices of the clinicians. There are also open-ended 
workflow studies not linked to any HIT implementation. These studies for example, are carried out to 
investigate the collaboration, coordination or communication practices of the overall workflow. For 
example, Kuziemsky and Varpio (2011) conducted a qualitative exploratory study at a hospice to get 
an in-depth understanding of inter-professional collaborative and communication practices during 
clinical activities such as team rounds, patient admissions and patient discharges. Similarly, Bardram 
and Bossen (2005b) investigated the coordination practices of the clinical staff while on ward duty 
and on-call activities at a haematology ward. These two studies share commonalities in that the 
studies were conducted not-linked to any specific HIT implementations. Rather, the focus was to 
obtain an in-depth understanding of the collaboration and coordination practices of the clinicians. 
Studies on communication practices among clinicians and information seeking activities which are 
part of a healthcare workflow can also be found (Benham-Hutchins & Effken, 2010). 
Workflow-related studies based on the usage of non-computerised information artefacts are 
also fairly common, as it is theorised that understanding the implicit functionalities afforded by these 
non-computerised information artefacts are pre-cursors to successful design of their electronic 
counterparts and, hence, successful integration into clinical workflows. These non-computerised 
information artefacts include paper-based forms (Xiao, 2005), medical records (Bringay, Barry, & 
Charlet, 2006; Cabitza, Simone, & Sarini, 2009) and dry-erase whiteboards (Bisantz et al., 2010; Bjørn 
& Hertzum, 2011). In Unertl et al. (2008), based on their review on workflow-related studies, stated 
that determining which workflow elements to consider is intrinsically linked to the individual study. 
These workflow elements can include “the people performing actions (actors), the physical and 
virtual tools the actors are using (artefacts), specific details of the actions being performed (actions), 
characteristics that describe the actions (characteristics) and the end products of the actions 
(outcomes)” (p. 270).  
  This research was designed to obtain an in-depth understanding of an emergency care 
workflow, with the focus on the clinical and non-clinical processes and practices, as well as how the 
Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) was being utilised to support the workflow. The 
study was conducted in two Accident and Emergency (A&E) departments (referred to as Emergency 
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Departments (ED) in this thesis), at two urban hospitals in the UK.  This study seeks to provide an in-
depth understanding on the work processes that formed the workflow and the work practices of the 
ED team members. Such understanding is crucial in designing computerised systems that can support 
the workflow, eliminating the complexities that can arise from using them, and hence contributes to 
the efficiency and safety of patient care delivery. The effective functioning of an ED is dependent on 
the introduction of technology that support the work processes (Laxmisan et al., 2007). 
 
1.3. Importance of the research 
Overcrowding is a common problem in an ED. It is an issue faced by EDs worldwide (Di Somma 
et al., 2015). Overcrowding can negatively affect efficiency and safety of care delivery.  For example, 
it can caused adverse clinical outcomes (Bernstein et al., 2009), delays in patients receiving 
medications such as antibiotic and analgesic (Hoot & Aronsky, 2008) and longer patient waiting times 
for receiving treatments (Pines et al., 2007; Pines & Hollander, 2008). Patient mortality has also been 
reported as a result of overcrowding (Richardson, 2006; Sprivulis, Da Silva, Jacobs, Frazer, & Jelinek, 
2006). In the UK, ED overcrowding has become a national concern (Benger & Willett, 2013; Iacobucci, 
2013b).  
One intervention that could improve efficiency of care to overcome ED overcrowding is the 
implementation of HIT (Batley, Osman, Kazzi, & Musallam, 2011). HIT ensures accessibility to patient 
information and provide support for clinical decision making in a timely manner. Delays in receiving 
test results can cause failures in medical diagnostics (Ferris et al., 2009) and insufficient patient 
information can delay in-patient transfer (Abraham & Reddy, 2010). However, a suitable technology 
for the established workflow is critical to avoid the complexities and unintended consequences which 
can arise from a non-seamless integration of HIT into the workflow.  
Before the technology can effectively be designed to support its workflow, however, it is 
important that entire components that form the workflow be identified. This study is designed to 
obtain an in-depth understanding of an ED workflow where the overall and overarching question is 
“what characterises an ED workflow”. This includes answering the question: “what is the entire 
component that makes up the workflow, in addition to clinical processes performed by the obvious 
members of an ED team, i.e. the clinicians. It is argued that the clinical processes of the workflow 
cannot be separated from the non-clinical processes. Because a workflow is embedded and regulated 
with organisational and national requirements, there is a need to understand the inter-
connectedness and inter-relatedness of these processes and how the execution of the processes is 
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governed by these requirements. In other words, the execution of an ED workflow is dependent on 
the execution of both clinical processes and non-clinical process of ED heterogeneous team members 
and at the same, are intertwined with local and national operating procedures. Furthermore, clinical 
workflow is commonly cited in the literature as being fluid and interactive, which requires re-
interpretation by the clinicians (Berg, 2003; Feufel, Robinson, & Shalin, 2011). However, as 
healthcare delivery also constitutes of non-clinical processes, it is also argued that fluidity can 
happen across the entire workflow. Thus, this study also seeks to identify the possible variability and 
exception that can surface in both the clinical and non-clinical processes. ED components should also 
be looked at from the perspective of the resources, i.e. the multi-disciplinary team members and the 
existing EDIS implementation. The ED multi-disciplinary team members extend more than just clinical 
members involved in a clinical workflow. The overall workflow is as much clinical as it is 
organisational. Therefore, understanding of their roles and responsibilities and how their semi-
autonomous work practices is being supported by the existing legacy systems can contribute for 
greater understanding of the overall ED workflow. All these issues are of great importance in 
developing our understanding of an ED model of care.    
 The failure of the standard solution proposed by the UK national IT programme has lead 
others to suggest that a socio-technical approach be used in understanding Trust’s diverse processes, 
practices and previous implementation (Clegg, Wyatt, Elliott, & Sinclair, 2010; de Lusignan & Aarts, 
2008; Eason, 2010). Responding to this suggestion, this study is designed to gain an in-depth 
understanding of an emergency care workflow and its supporting information artefacts within the 
socio-technical framework. In doing this, two qualitative case studies were performed in an adult ED 
and a paediatric ED where each ED is under the management of different NHS Trusts. This method 
then leads to another research question: “What are the differences and similarities in the workflows 
of the two settings?” The UK’s government documents have briefly mentioned that Trusts have 
adopted their own non-technical and technological solutions in order to improve patient flow in their 
EDs (Department of Health, 2004a). This inadvertently meant that UK EDs can have different 
workflows. It is thus necessary for such differences to be recognised as the National Programme for 
IT has its roots in imposing standardised IT solutions. Standard technological solutions that fail to 
recognise healthcare professionals’ varying work practices and existing implementation can result in 
requirements and expectations of the settings not being met, which inadvertently lead to unintended 
consequences (Ellingsen & Monteiro, 2006). This research calls for a more comprehensive approach 
in understanding emergency care workflow to include both the clinical and non-clinical processes 
and practices, and how these processes and practices are being supported by existing EDIS 
implementation.        
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1.4. Aim of the research 
This overall aim of this study is to gain an in-depth understanding of Emergency Department 
(ED) workflow in relation to its information systems. This includes the work processes and practices 
of its clinicians and non-clinicians, and how the workflow is being supported by existing information 
artefacts. The results are examined from the perspective of collaborative work utilising the Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) field of study.  
1.5. Objectives 
 The objectives of the study are:  
1. To identify and describe the components which make up the ED workflow. These 
components include both clinical and non-clinical care processes of multi-disciplinary 
team members.      
2. To provide an analysis on the similarities and differences of how the care processes are 
executed in emergency care settings.  
3. To identify the computerised and non-computerised information artefacts used.   
4. To provide a socio-technical analysis of how the information artefacts support the 
delivery of collaborative emergency care, taking into consideration its strengths and 
limitations.   
5. To discuss some key socio-technical design requirements for emergency care systems 
that can appropriately support collaborative processes of the ED clinicians and non-
clinicians.  
  
 
1.6. Structure of thesis 
The overall structure of the thesis takes the form of eight chapters including this chapter. The 
introductory chapter presents an overview of the research field and background of the study. The 
aim and the specific objectives of the research as well as the research questions are also discussed.  
Chapter 2 provides a more extensive review on the theoretical dimensions of the research. It 
includes the justification and importance of conducting healthcare workflow-related research in 
order to inform HIT system design, what this type of studies typically entails as well as their 
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methodological approach. As this study was conducted in emergency care settings in the UK, a 
background on the UK health system and the implementation of a national IT programme to improve 
healthcare delivery is also discussed. The research questions that were developed following the 
literature review are also presented at the end of the chapter.  
Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach of the study in which the format of the 
chapter follows the Saunders, Lewis, and Thronhill (2012) research onion model. The description of 
where the research took place is in Chapter 4. As this study was conducted in two emergency care 
settings, the findings obtained are discussed separately in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. This method is 
adopted in order to allow for comparisons to be made between the two settings. Chapter 7 discusses 
common characteristics of emergency care work by triangulating the findings from the individual 
studies. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents the research implication on practice and 
provides suggestion for future research.    
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Given the aim and objectives of the study, this chapter reviews the relevant literature on the 
topic area. The review starts with a background on Health Information Technology (HIT); its 
associated terms and benefits. It then goes on to discuss the workflow-related problems of HIT 
implementation in clinical settings and the importance of conducting workflow-related studies for 
seamless integration of HIT into clinical work. This also includes examples of workflow-related 
research conducted in other industries as well as in healthcare settings. As this study was conducted 
in emergency care settings in the UK, Section 2.5 discusses the characteristics of emergency care 
delivery as well as workflow-related studies which have been conducted specifically in emergency 
care settings. In the same section, issues related to the UK healthcare system and the 
implementation of the UK national IT programme, i.e. the National Programme for IT, for healthcare 
delivery including in emergency care was also discussed. Further, the theoretical frameworks, socio-
technical framework and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) used in the study are 
discussed in Section 2.6.  The chapter ends with Section 2.7 to Section 2.9 synthesising the reviewed 
literature, setting out the limitations of existing research and listing the research questions.     
  
2.2  Literature review methods 
The references cited in the thesis were identified via a comprehensive literature search. A 
search strategy was developed to identify relevant academic research articles and UK government 
documents: White papers and Green papers. Databases used include: Pubmed/Medline, ACM Digital 
Library, ScienceDirect, Web of Knowledge, Scopus and CINAHL, as well as Google Scholar and Google. 
Only articles that were published in English were reviewed.   
 A broad set of terms related to computerised information systems in healthcare were used to 
maximise sensitivity. Analysis of the index terms used to describe the retrieved articles was also 
conducted to identify relevant terms. The terms used include: electronic health records, electronic 
medical records, health information technology, CPOE, medical informatics, emergency medicine, 
emergency department, accident and emergency and medical workflow. Other terms related to 
CSCW, UK IT programme and qualitative research such as CSCW, collaborative work, cooperative 
work, qualitative research, case study and National Programme for IT were also used. In addition, 
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related citations and references within the retrieved articles were also reviewed. The search started 
in October 2011 and was repeated until the conclusion of the research in January 2017. 
 
2.3 Health Information Technology  
The term HIT and HIS have been used interchangeably to represent computerised information 
systems in a healthcare context (Faggioni, Neri, Castellana, Caramella, & Bartolozzi, 2011; Kuhn & 
Giuse, 2001; Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011). A broad definition of HIT offered by Friedman and Wyatt 
(2000) simply describes HIT as computerised systems that collect, store and retrieve healthcare data, 
for example, clinical workstations. It also includes systems with intelligent processing, such as 
knowledge-based systems. A more comprehensive definition is offered by Jamal, McKenzie and Clark 
(2009) where they define HIT as “a broad array of technologies involved in managing and sharing 
patient information electronically rather than through paper records” (p. 27).  Health IT is a another 
term commonly used to refer to computerised information systems in healthcare (Parente & 
McCullough, 2009; Zheng et al., 2010). In this thesis, for the purpose of consistency, the term HIT will 
be used to refer to any computerised information systems used in a healthcare context.  
There are two components of HIT: ICT component and application component. The ICT 
component includes hardware (e.g. workstations), wireless devices (e.g. sensors and scanners), 
wireless connection (e.g. Bluetooth and WIFI) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Goldstein & Blumenthal, 
2008). The application component includes Electronic Health Record (EHR), Clinical Decision Support 
System (CDSS), Computerised Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and Electronic Medical Record (EMR). 
Patient tracking and electronic documentation (Pallin, Sullivan, Kaushal, & Camargo, 2010; Wong, 
Caesar, Bandali, Agnew, & Abrams, 2009) as well as Picture Archiving and Communications Software 
(PACS) and Radiology Information System (RIS) (Faggioni et al., 2011) are also examples of HIT 
applications. These HIT applications can be found across a range of healthcare domains such as 
primary care, secondary care, pharmacy, laboratory and research (Mettler & Raptis, 2012). In 
secondary care, for example, the Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) can contain in 
part or in full HIT applications such as EMR (Abraham et al., 2009; Batley et al., 2011), CPOE (Banet et 
al., 2006), PACS (Hripcsak, Sengupta, & Wilcox, 2007) and patient tracking (Aronsky, Jones, Lanaghan, 
& Slovis, 2008; Hertzum & Simonsen, 2014).   
Each HIT application serves certain functionalities. EMR and EHR allow healthcare providers 
accessibility to patient data. EMR is an electronic repository of patient data from one practice, for 
example in an ambulatory setting (Siika et al., 2005), in-patient settings (Abraham et al., 2009; Feufel 
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et al., 2011; Lin, Harris, & Zalis, 2010) and out-patient settings  (Bates, Ebell, Gotlieb, Zapp, & Mullins, 
2003; Gadd & Penrod, 2001). In contrast, EHR can be accessed by multiple healthcare providers 
(Häyrinen, Saranto, & Nykänen, 2008). PACS and RIS manage, store and distribute digital images (e.g. 
CT, MRI, x-ray and ultrasound scans) and reports (Faggioni et al., 2011). CPOE systems are used for 
medical orders such as medications, laboratory and radiology orders (Aarts, Ash, & Berg, 2007). 
Finally, CDSS is a system designed to aid clinical decision making, for example, by issuing flags or 
triggers during clinical diagnoses and medication ordering, and is usually integrated with a CPOE 
system (Berlin, Sorani, & Sim, 2006; Bright et al., 2012). An information system used at specific 
settings can comprise some of these HIT applications. For example, an EDIS can have an EMR system 
and a CPOE system (Rothenhaus, Kamens, James, & Coonan, 2007). HIT applications such as PACS 
and RIS are commonly found in radiology departments (Modrák & Modrák, 2013).  
The benefits of HIT have been well documented in a number of review and clinical studies. A 
systematic review of 257 studies on the impact of HIT such as EHR, CPOE and CDSS on quality, 
efficiency and costs of medical care concludes that HIT has benefits in improving efficiency and 
quality of care delivery, for example in increased adherence to clinical guidelines (Chaudhry et al., 
2006). An update to the review, in Buntin, Burke, Hoaglin, and Blumenthal (2011), also demonstrated 
a similar outcome, namely benefits relating to the quality and efficiency of healthcare delivery. 
Moreover, the combination of CPOE for medication administration process and CDSS for decision 
making process was found to reduce medication errors, adverse drug reactions and medication 
turnaround time (Cordero, Kuehn, Kumar, & Mekhjian, 2004; Georgiou et al., 2013; Kaushal, 
Shojania, & Bates, 2003). Other benefits of CPOE include legibility of orders and remote accessibility 
(Niazkhani, Pirnejad, Berg, & Aarts, 2009) as well as  shorter time to complete and clarify medical 
orders (Banet et al., 2006).  
Benefits in relation to the usage of EMR have also been documented. The systematic review by 
Hillestad et al. (2005) on potential benefits of EMR on health, savings and costs, concludes that an 
effective implementation of an EMR improves efficiency and safety in healthcare delivery by enabling 
savings in the prevention and management of chronic diseases. The study also estimated that with a 
90% adoption rate, HIT is able to provide cost savings in areas such as reduced hospital length-of-stay 
and nursing administrative time. In addition, doctors and nurses of an ED positively perceived 
entering, accessing and reading data from an EMR as it helped them to complete their work faster 
compared to a paper and pen system (Likourezos et al., 2004). Furthermore, an EMR system that is 
integrated with a hospital-wide information system can efficiently coordinate care between the ED 
and hospital (Reddy et al., 2009).    
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The quality of data and centralised storage capability of a HIT also enables efficiency and safety 
in healthcare delivery. For example, using PACS enables better diagnostics through the availability of 
superior quality of x-ray/scan images (Modrák & Modrák, 2013). This in turn contributes to improved 
patient safety and reduced operating costs as radiation doses on patients can be reduced. 
Additionally, a centralised repository for all imaging data allows data to be available in any physical 
location (Faggioni et al., 2011). Meanwhile, distributed accessibility on centralised data storage 
through the usage of an electronic whiteboard allows more time to be spent on patient-provider 
interactions (Hertzum & Simonsen, 2013).  
 However, despite these documented benefits, HIT adoption has remained low. In England, for 
example, implementation of a EHR in secondary care is slower than what was being envisioned   
(Robertson et al., 2010). Similarly, the acquisition of ICT in Massachusetts US EDs is also limited 
(Pallin, Sullivan, Auerbach, & Camargo, 2010). These slow uptakes have been contributed to issues 
such as complexities and unintended consequences associated with its integration into healthcare 
workflows.  
 
2.4 HIT integration into healthcare workflows 
2.4.1 Unintended consequences of HIT implementation   
Integration of HIT into healthcare workflows is complex and can contribute to 
unfavourable workflow effects. To date, numerous studies on HIT implementations in in-
patient settings and out-patient settings have reported unfavourable workflow effects. This 
includes complexity in using the systems and unintended consequences arising from its usage.  
Increased documentation time is one of the most common unfavourable workflow 
effects. Park, Lee and Chen (2012) found that implementation of an electronic documentation 
system as a part of an EMR at an ED had significantly altered the documentation practice of its 
doctors primarily by increasing documentation time and responsibility for the resident doctors. 
As a result of these changes, patient-doctor interaction and doctor-nurse work collaboration 
were negatively affected. Similarly, Banet et al. (2006) reported that an electronic 
documentation of a CPOE system at an ED had caused the nursing staff to spend more time 
using the computers for both documentation tasks and laboratory and medication ordering 
tasks. Gadd and Penrod (2001) found that after 6-months post-implementation of an EMR at 
six out-patient settings, the doctors’ overall optimism of the EMR decreased due to the time 
required for documentation purposes.   
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 Redundancy or duplication of work is another possible side-effect. In a study of an EMR 
at an ED, the clinicians found themselves having to enter the same information in two separate 
electronic forms and to transition between paper-based artefacts and the EMR, in order to 
coordinate their work activities (Abraham et al., 2009). Having to transfer information from 
paper-based records into an EHR is also another example of redundancy of work (Saleem et al., 
2011). However, redundancies may be considered positive if they are part of a failsafe method, 
for example to ensure that there is no missing data (Saleem et al., 2011). Other workflow-
related issues in the usage of healthcare technological systems include: the need to 
unnecessarily manoeuvre different screens, templates and forms as well as the need to 
manage systems alerts or pop ups (Saleem, 2009); the need to have typing ability (Zandieh, 
2008; Saleem, 2009); and the need to enter data during interaction with patients (Linder, 
2006).   
 Studies on CPOE implementation have mainly highlighted the introduction of workflow 
blocks and workarounds. Workflow blocks are mainly designed to ensure patient safety, 
although its purpose can be undermined by users performing a workaround. A workaround is 
an “informal temporary practices for handling exceptions to normal work flow” (Kobayashi, 
Fussell, Xiao, & Seagull, 2005, p. 1561). In other words, workarounds can be performed to 
circumvent system workflow blocks. For example in Patterson, Rogers, Chapman, and Render 
(2006), a workflow block is implemented in a CPOE system to avoid adverse reactions of a drug 
combination on patient conditions and to avoid allergic reactions on patients. However, the 
CPOE users were found to perform a workaround to avoid the block. Similarly, a multi-method 
study on an implementation of a CPOE system in five nursing homes found that medical 
workarounds were constantly being performed during a medication ordering process  
(Vogelsmeier, Halbesleben, & Scott-Cawiezell, 2008). The workarounds which are performed 
to override the intentional blocks imposed by the CPOE system for an inappropriate dosing, 
can affects patient safety. However, despite a potential hazard for patient safety, workarounds 
are common practice when using a CPOE system (Koppel et al., 2008). A CPOE implementation 
also revealed other type of unintended consequence. A study conducted on a CPOE 
implementation at five healthcare organisations which the authors described as organisations 
that had successfully used commercially or locally developed CPOE had caused “changes in the 
power structure of the organization” (Ash, Sittig, Campbell, Guappone, & Dykstra, 2006, p. 11). 
The redistribution of power occurred between the non-clinical staff (e.g. quality assurance 
staff) and clinical staff (e.g. doctors) where the former group felt that they had gained power 
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as the CPOE succeed while the latter group perceived that they were losing power and 
autonomy over its usage.   
In addition to medical workarounds resulting from CPOE implementations, the 
implementation of HIT applications such as EMR and EHR reported a different type of 
workaround, i.e. paper workarounds. Unlike medical workarounds that could affect patient 
safety, paper workarounds can cause inefficiency in the care delivery as it can result in 
unnecessary pauses and delays. A study found that although at times papers were used to 
assist clinicians to do their work, in other cases paper-based alternatives were also used to 
circumvent, i.e. to work around, an intended EHR design (Saleem et al., 2009). This is due to 
the fact that the EHR “was not sufficiently designed and does not efficiently support clinicians’ 
work and/or is not aligned with clinicians’ natural workflow” (Saleem et al., 2009, p. 624). This 
finding corresponds to other studies on EMR and EHR implementations which found that a 
paper workaround was employed to ensure task completion, to save time to complete tasks 
and to perform tasks without the need to ask for help from other staff (Tucker, 2009), as well 
as a memory aid as a result of increased documentation time (Park et al., 2012). Paper-
persistence can also be a result of an implementation of other HIT applications such as a 
patient tracking system (Vezyridis, Timmons, & Wharrad, 2011).    
 HIT has also impacted collaboration practices among healthcare providers. Saleem et al. 
(2011) found that a computerised consult management system, an application package that is 
part of an EHR that handles referral requests between primary care and specialty care, 
resulted in a communication gap among the clinicians. Another study conducted at two EDs, 
each with different degrees of reliance on an EMR system found that the ED that depended 
heavily on the EMR suffered negatively on the coordination of parallel works and continuity of 
work among members of the team (Feufel et al., 2011). An implementation of a CPOE system 
at community and academic hospitals reduced the collaboration among the attending and 
resident doctors (Aarts et al., 2007). This is because clinical orders can only be entered by the 
attending doctors as opposed to in the previous practice prior to the CPOE implementation, 
where the attending and resident doctors normally collaborate together. 
Perhaps a more serious consequence reported is the introduction of errors. In Ash, Berg, 
and Coiera (2004), a Patient Care Information System (PCIS) which consisted of a CPOE system, 
a medical records system and a patient information system “seemed to foster errors rather 
than reduce their likelihood” (p. 105). The study indicated the possibilities of occurrences of 
two types of errors: errors during the entering and retrieving of information, and errors during 
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the communication and coordination of healthcare activities. According to the authors, the 
reason for this is that the interface design of the PCIS was not able to support the interruptive 
nature of the healthcare processes and tasks, coupled with the need to adhere to a very 
structured information entry and retrieval. This appears to be in agreement with Berg (2003), 
who argues that information that is highly structured prevents clinicians from communicating 
in their own ‘language’ by producing information that is highly context-dependent.   
These studies have shown that HIT that does not support its inherent workflow can 
result in work processes that require workarounds, contain unnecessary pauses and delays, 
and are time consuming as well as contain gaps and errors. Otherwise, HIT is able to eliminate 
redundant information that is often introduced during care delivery (Hughes, 2008) and 
accessibility to a more organised and structured information (Abraham et al., 2009).  
  
2.4.2 Workflow – an introduction 
To avoid the complexities and unintended consequences resulting from HIT 
implementations (e.g. in Section 2.4.1), constructive workflow analysis is crucial in order to 
inform an effective design and implementation of HIT (Abraham & Reddy, 2010). As points out 
by Leu et al. (2007), “Understanding the full clinical context for health IT to the level of task, 
resources, and workflow is a necessary prerequisite for successful adoption of health IT …” (p. 
372).  
As there is a lack of a precise definition for the term and what constitutes workflow-
related research, Unertl et al. (2008) reviewed 127 sources on workflow-related studies 
conducted between January 1995 and January 2008 in various industries (e.g. healthcare, 
manufacturing, offices). In their review, they found no standard definition for the term. 
Instead, a number of terms such as work processes, work practices and modelling are 
commonly associated with workflow-related studies. From the review, they developed a 
framework (the Workflow Elements Model) consisting of elements that can be considered in 
research investigating workflow regardless of field of study or researcher perspectives. The 
framework elements include: context/spatiality (e.g. physical or virtual workspaces and 
organisational), aggregation (relationship and interaction among tasks and actors) and 
temporality (coordination of events across time). More specifically, the framework is 
composed of “the people performing actions (the actors), the physical and virtual tools the 
actors are using (artefacts), specific details of the actions being performed (the actions), 
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characteristics that describe the actions (characteristics) and the end products of the actions 
(the outcomes)” (Unertl et al., 2008, p. 6). They further proposed that these elements not be 
treated in a strict way and that they depend on individual research projects. This stance 
seemed to be demonstrated in workflow-related research.   
As demonstrated in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.4, some studies, in order to gain an 
understanding of a workflow, investigate the impact of technological implementations and/or 
non-computerised information artefacts on the workflow. For instance, Banet et al. (2006) 
investigated the impact of a nursing documentation system (i.e. an artefact) on medication, 
laboratory and radiology orders (i.e. processes) of an EDs nursing staff (i.e. actors). In another 
study, Feufel et al. (2011) made a comparison of a hybrid-based system (electronic and paper 
systems) and an electronic-system, both of which are artefacts which support clinical workflow 
of doctors and nurses (i.e. actors). It is also important to note that not all workflow-related 
studies explicitly state or identify in diagrammatic format the specific processes that formed 
the workflow but rather describe the workflow in generic description such as nursing workflow 
or clinical workflow. The scope within the workflow can also vary. While others concentrate on 
specific processes within a workflow for example documentation process (Park et al., 2012) or 
patient transfer (Abraham & Reddy, 2010), there are also some studies that focusing on a 
more general aspect of workflow such as coordination practices (Cabitza et al., 2009; Feufel et 
al., 2011).    
 
2.4.3 Workflow-related research outside healthcare 
The concept of studying workflow and the interaction between workflow and 
technology has longstanding roots in industries outside of healthcare. Heath and Luff (1992) 
conducted a study of collaborative work and task coordination of people working in line 
control rooms at the London Underground. The work was conducted based on a theory that 
failure to understand organisational collaborative work can result in failure of technological 
implementation despite advances being made in the technical field. Similarly, such study was 
also conducted in a business industry such as in an airline operation room (Berndtsson & 
Normark, 1999; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996) and in a trading room (Heath, Jirotka, Luff, & 
Hindmarsh, 1993). In addition to the business sector, other industries such as manufacturing 
(Bowers, Button, & Sharrock, 1994; D’Souza & Greenstein, 2003) and banking (Hughes et al., 
1999) also benefited from workflow-related research. The general aim of these studies was to 
provide constructive analysis of the work processes and practices (e.g. collaborative work, staff 
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interaction with various non-technological tools and technology) at the study settings in order 
to provide recommendation for system design.   
Workflow-related research is still on-going, manifesting itself in the implementation of 
various types of technology including mobile and interactive technologies. For example, in the 
manufacturing industry, Mark and Su (2010) conducted an analysis on work processes of 
mobile workers of a large manufacturing organisation. The analysis focused on how the 
workers assembled their mobile offices, how they sought resources and how they 
synchronised their work across different time zones using technologies such as emails and 
mobile phones. This study utilised the CSCW field in putting forward design implications of 
ubiquitous systems in supporting collaborative nomadic work (CSCW is discussed further in 
Section 2.6.2). Other workflow-related research include analysing work processes in the news 
industry (Raviola & Norbäck, 2013), the business sector (Selvaraj & Fields, 2010), software 
development (Blincoe, Valetto, & Damian, 2015), architectural work (Vyas, van der Veer, & 
Nijholt, 2013) and the insurance sector (Vaast & Walsham, 2005).   
In regards to methodological approach, most qualitative studies employed a data 
triangulation technique where multiple data sources are used. For example, Vyas et al. (2013), 
in addition to performing observation, also interviewed 15 research participants and analysed 
video-recorded collaborative design sessions. The aim of the study was to analyse the work 
practice of architectural and industrial designers in order to propose a system design for 
ubiquitous computing in design studios. For the interviews, the participants included students 
and lecturers, the head of a design company, and junior and senior designers. The participants 
were asked questions regarding their on-going design projects and to give accounts of their 
everyday design activities. This included asking the participants how they performed 
brainstorming activities, methods that they used to come up with design concepts and the 
tools that they used during design activities. In addition, the researchers also attended several 
week-long design courses. The study also involved analysing video recordings of four design 
project sessions and several discussion sessions. Analysing video recordings gives the study the 
advantage of capturing work related practices and activities that observation alone could have 
missed. The interviews, observation field notes and video recordings were analysed and an 
affinity diagram was created to explore emerging patterns in the data where three themes 
were then developed. Observations coupled with interviews allow systematic analysis of work 
activities supported by various non-technological tools and technologies (Heath & Luff, 1992). 
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Similar qualitative techniques were also used in the study by Mark and Su (2010) to 
understand the role of ubiquitous infrastructure for nomadic workers of a manufacturing 
company. Twenty-two semi-structured interviews and a week-long shadowing was conducted. 
Some of the interviews were telephone interviews. Telephone interviews were conducted in 
order to capture the nomadic workers’ activities while they were at home, in hotels and 
different worksites. The interviews also included capturing information on projects they were 
working on, sources of stress, amount of travel, technology used, and methods of being 
reached and reaching others. The week-long shadowing was conducted at one of the work 
sites to gain a detailed understanding of the problems faced when the participants were 
working at a non-routine location. During the shadowing process, the participants’ activities 
were identified and time-stamped. In addition, the artefacts used, interaction activities 
performed, locations the participants visited and problems encountered were also 
documented. Each shadowed participant was typically observed for four hours. The 
researchers believed that a triangulation of both interviews and observations allowed them to 
derive a rich narrative of the work of the nomadic workers. The study, however, suffers from a 
severe limitation. The shadowing technique was only done for seven days for a number of 
participants working at only one location. As this study aimed to study work activities of 
workers who were constantly on the move across multiple geographically areas with different 
time zones, shadowing performed at only a single location might not be able to generate a rich 
understanding of nomadic work. However, the telephone interviews conducted while these 
participants were on the move might be able to supplement the ‘missing’ data. 
In investigating social interaction among university staff members in their daily non-
work activities, in addition to conducting interviews, Vyas et al. (2015) also employed 
observation techniques where they used videos and cameras to capture the participants’ 
activities. The observations were conducted at various locations such as the staff room, 
printing room and the cafeteria. The study has the advantage of using technologies such as 
cameras and videos where all data was recorded and potentially not be missed. Thus, the 
interpretation of the data can be conducted accurately and in more detail. However, using 
such technologies during observation can also have its own setbacks. Videos can cause 
participants to feel that the activity is intrusive (Fitzpatrick & Boulton, 1994) and this may 
change their behaviour (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). Photographs can be subjected to 
‘airbrushing’ techniques where a photographic print can be removed and only snap-shots of 
times can be captured (i.e. photographs freeze the situation in time) (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000). 
The use of field notes in recording observation, on the other hand, can be subjected to 
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observer’s bias (Fitzpatrick & Boulton, 1994). A study by Vyas et al. (2015) also employed a 
method called an ‘organisational probe’, consisting of participatory tools such as disposable 
cameras, sets of coloured pencils, postcards, maps, markers and magazines. These tools were 
used by the participants to create a personalised workbook and a logbook of their activities. 
This method aimed to realistically capture the participants’ social and playful practices and to 
engage them in the design process. 
The workflow-related studies discussed here mainly used a data triangulation technique 
in the context of the participants, i.e. participants were interviewed and observed. 
Additionally, investigator triangulation was also adopted, for example in Vyas et al. (2015), 
where more than one researcher is involved in the same study (Denzin, 1970).   
 
2.4.4 Workflow-related research in healthcare     
Within a healthcare domain, workflow-related research can be found across various in-
patient settings (e.g. ED, ICU, OR, hospital wards) and out-patient settings (e.g. speciality clinics 
and general practices). Depending on the aim of the research, some studies, although 
conducted at specific settings, have the aim of developing HIT-related information system 
models or theories non-specific to the studied setting. For example, Kuziemsky and Varpio 
(2011) conducted a qualitative exploratory study at a nine-bed hospice in order to gain an in-
depth understanding of the healthcare professional collaborative processes and practices at 
the hospice. This involves understanding on why and how they collaborate, who they 
collaborate with and methods used in the collaborative practice. The study then proposed a 
generic model that can be used in the design of any HIT applications for collaborative care 
regardless of healthcare settings. Similarly, Bardram and Bossen (2005b) also proposed a 
generic model that can be used as a guideline to design non-specific HIT applications that can 
support healthcare workers who are on the move. Cabitza, Simone, and Sarini (2009), on the 
other hand, proposed a more specific model for an HIT application, an EPR, which can be used 
at any types of healthcare setting, i.e. in-patient and out-patient settings. Their proposed 
design is based on the study of the usage of coordinating mechanisms afforded by a set of 
paper-based records at two in-patient settings: Internal Medicine and Neonatal ICU (NICU) in 
supporting clinical workflow at the settings.   
However, some researchers argue that one-size-fits-all solutions for different healthcare 
settings can result in healthcare professionals having to adapt to a new way of working or to 
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face unintended consequences or complexities in using the technology (Abraham et al., 2009; 
Eason, 2010). This is because healthcare settings have its own individual workflows where 
patient care processes and practices are mainly characterised by patient flow, condition and 
type of care required. For example, in EDs patient flow and patient condition are 
unpredictable. Patients can come at any time with varying levels of injuries and illnesses and 
the ED clinicians need to make diagnoses or to stabilise patients with vague symptoms in a 
very restricted time period (Amouh et al., 2005; Reddy & Jansen, 2008). This means that 
patient care process at an ED can span only in hours as patients need to be quickly diagnosed 
and treated. In contrast, in an ICU, patient condition is fairly predictable. ICU patients are 
already diagnosed but need to be stabilised, and they are treated until their condition is no 
longer critical which can be in matters of days or weeks (Reddy & Jansen, 2008). However, flow 
of patients to the ICU is unpredictable in comparison to patients visiting out-patient clinics at a 
hospital. For example, oncology patients go to oncology clinics with appointments, before, 
during and after treatment, based on referral from general practitioners or specialists 
(Schmidt, Wagner, & Tolar, 2007). In this case, diagnosis has already been made. Although 
similar to ICU patients in the sense that patients already have their diagnosis, their visits to 
out-patient clinics are already scheduled, hence very predictable.   
Whether the aim of the research is to produce a one-size-fits-all solution or otherwise, 
workflow-related research is multifaceted. There are various approaches (i.e. quantitative, 
qualitative and mixed-method methodology) and scope within the workflow that can be 
studied. In Campbell, Li, Mori, and Osterweil (2008), a quantitative work-sampling method was 
used to identify task performed by clinical team members, i.e. nurses, medical residents and 
medical faculty at a labour and delivery unit (i.e. a labour ward) of a hospital. Although a 
quantitative study, a work sampling method can be used only to identify the tasks or activities 
performed and does not however, record the amount of time spent on those activities 
(Fontaine, Speedie, Abelson, & Wold, 2000). In the study, the work sampling method was used 
to identify the tasks the clinicians performed at pre-determined and discrete time intervals in 
order to make inferences regarding the overall time the clinicians spent performing the tasks, 
in a given time period. In terms of the scope of the workflow, the study was conducted at pre- 
and post-implementation stages of an EHR to study its impact on clinical work of the clinical 
staff.   
Quantitative workflow-related studies can also be done to measure the amount of time 
spent on specific tasks but instead of using a work sampling technique, a time-motion 
observation technique is used. In Carol et al. (2008), the method was used to both identify and 
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quantify the amount of time the nursing staff spent on processes related to medication 
administration. The processes include obtaining and verifying orders, documentation and 
management of orders received from doctors as well as time spent on non-related medication 
tasks such as time spent communicating with patients and family members. The aim is to 
inform the design of a new medication system, i.e. a CPOE system to be used for the entire 
tertiary medical centre. These quantitative studies used structured observation as a data 
collection method. A structured observation requires a highly structured data collection 
instrument where for example, details such as activities and actions of the observed 
participants as well as locations of where the activities are executed are explicitly stated in the 
instrument and the data statistically analysed (Carol et al., 2008). A highly formatted 
observation instrument provides the advantage that all observed behaviours be documented 
as observers know specifically what to observe (Carayon & Wetterneck, 2005; Koppel et al., 
2008). It can also limit potential disharmony among multiple observers in a case of when 
multiple observers are used (Carol et al., 2008).   
A questionnaire is another quantitative technique that is similar to structured 
observation in that it contains closed-ended items. For example, a self-administered 
questionnaire was used to measure nursing staff’s perceptions on the impact of an EDIS on the 
nursing workflow 12 months post-implementation (Banet et al., 2006). The questionnaire 
included questions on the amount of time spent documenting patient care; amount of time 
taken for medication and laboratory test ordering; number of verbal orders and time taken to 
verify doctors’ orders, where following options were used: Much less = -2, Less = -1, About the 
same = 0, More = 1 or Much more = 2, as responses. 
A qualitative approach, on the other hand, is used to provide a more descriptive analysis 
of the workflow such as communication challenges, gaps, collaboration techniques as well as 
challenges or issues in regards to technological implementation that support the workflow. For 
example, in Guite, Lang, McCartan, and Miller (2006), the approach was used to identify 
problems faced by nursing staff during nursing assessment and referral process when using an 
online form which is part of an EHR being implemented at an ED. From the analysis, they 
concluded that the form did not fit into the overall ED admission process and was creating 
unnecessary and duplicated referrals. The findings were then used to-redesign the old online 
form. As a result, the new form is well integrated into the workflows of the ED nurses and 
related departments where unnecessary and duplicate referrals were eliminated. Horsky, 
Gutnik, and Patel (2006) also conducted a study on a nursing workflow at an ED, but without 
focusing on any existing information system. In the study, they characterised the nursing task 
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into four main categories: pre-triage; triage; ED transfer; and registration. They used smaller 
sub-tasks for each of the main task categories and created a recommendation for each of the 
problematic sub-tasks. For example, in the triage category the tracking of patient sub-tasks 
caused duplication of work which resulted in inaccurate updates. They suggested an integrated 
tracking system with an automatic update via Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). For an ED 
transfer category, one of the tasks was to find available beds for patients. When there were no 
beds available, the main ED area became overcrowded. To solve this problem, they suggested 
electronic tracking that signals bed availability. Overall, they suggested RFID technology for 
automating updates in real time. They also recommended system integration that can do 
automatic updates to save time in entering known data, and instant messaging on 
workstations for the division of work. The qualitative approach was also adopted in providing 
interpretation to coordination challenges during documentation processes (Park et al., 2012), 
inter-departmental patient transfer (Abraham & Reddy, 2010), OR management (Plasters, 
Seagull, & Xiao, 2003) and emergency medical services (Reddy et al., 2009). Coordination is 
also studied on aspects of temporality or time (Bardram, 2000; Reddy, Dourish, & Pratt, 2006), 
spatiality or space (Scupelli, Xiao, Fussell, Kiesler, & Gross, 2010), workaround (Kobayashi et 
al., 2005) and communication (Benham-Hutchins & Effken, 2010; Wong et al., 2009). These 
studies collectively provide an understanding of coordination practices, such as what are the 
clinical processes and how these processes are coordinated among staff across physical space 
and time afforded by computerised and/or non-computerised information artefacts, as well as 
on issues related to communication and workaround during coordination activities.  
Workflow-related research is also multi-faceted in the sense that workflow can be 
investigated in relation to a single information artefact or multiple information artefacts in 
supporting their workflows. These artefacts can be in the form of pre- and post- 
implementation of computerised systems (Bisantz et al., 2010; Carol et al., 2008; Park et al., 
2012; Vishwanath, Singh, & Winkelstein, 2010), comparative studies between a computerised 
system implementation and a hybrid system implementation at separate settings (Feufel et al., 
2011) or computerised systems (Reddy, Shabot, & Bradner, 2008). Workflow-related studies 
based on the usage of non-computerised information artefacts are also fairly common as it is 
theorised that an understanding on implicit functionalities afforded by these non-
computerised information artefacts are pre-cursors to successful design of their electronic 
counterparts, hence successful integration into clinical workflows. These non-computerised 
information artefacts include paper-based forms and medical records (Bansler et al., 2016; 
Bringay et al., 2006; Cabitza et al., 2009; Xiao, 2005) and dry-erase whiteboards (Bisantz et al., 
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2010; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011). There are also studies conducted on issues or challenges in the 
workflow without focusing on any information artefacts (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Campbell et 
al., 2008; Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011). Regardless of whether or not the studies are designed to 
incorporate the existing implementation of the information infrastructure in the interpretation 
of the findings, the main aim is to gain an in-depth understanding of the workflows in order to 
design or to improve existing HIT design that can seamless be integrated into healthcare 
workflows.  
Workflow-related research at in-patient settings can also be carried out at various levels 
of healthcare work. This include overall clinical workflow (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Campbell et 
al., 2008; Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011) or specific part of an overall clinical workflow such as the 
medication administration process (Carol et al., 2008), referral process (Guite et al., 2006) and 
triage process (Bjørn & Rødje, 2008; Castner, 2011). Studies can also be conducted on 
integrated processes that span multiple settings (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Reddy et al., 2009). 
In addition to in-patient settings, researchers have also examined workflow in out-patient 
settings. Similar to in-patient settings, such studies can also be  carried out on specific 
processes within the overall workflow such as diagnostic testing processes (Hallock, Alper, & 
Karsh, 2008), chronic disease management (Unertl, Weinger, Johnson, & Lorenzi, 2009) and 
prescribing practices (Johnson & FitzHenry, 2006).  
In regards to methodological approach, these qualitative fieldwork studies also 
employed similar sociological inquiry methods used in workflow-related research in industries 
outside healthcare (discussed in Section 2.4.3). However, observation conducted via video 
recording employed by studies such as Heath and Luff (1992); Vyas, Dix and van der Veer 
(2015) and Vyas et al. (2013) cannot be found. Most common methods employed are non-
participant observations (recorded in field notes as opposed to using video recording) and 
interviews. Observation is conducted via a shadowing technique or a general observation 
without focusing on specific individuals. In Kuziemsky and Varpio (2011), for example, non-
participant observation and semi-structured interview techniques were employed to gain an 
in-depth understanding of inter-professional collaboration during patient care activities at a 
hospice. Both techniques were used to identify clinician and non-clinician processes and tasks 
during team activities such as team rounds, patient admissions and discharges.  
Similarly, Park et al. (2012) employed a combination of non-participant general 
observation, shadowing and semi-structured interviews to identify system’s users, and 
conflicts or breakdowns in a clinical documentation workflow. During non-participant 
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observation, the clinical documentation process was observed at various locations in the ED 
such as at patient waiting rooms, front desks, triage, nursing stations and a charting room. Two 
researchers (i.e. investigator triangulation) stayed in the same locations to observe ED 
activities and how different information artefacts, such as paper charts, and the electronic 
system, were used to support the clinicians’ documentation process. Twenty-one clinicians 
were also shadowed to gain an understanding of their behaviour changes during the EMR 
deployment period. Semi-structured interviews, on the other hand, were centred on the 
doctors’ understanding of their work practices, their opinions regarding the EMR and their 
perception on the effects of the EMR on their work practices. Semi-structured interviewing 
was also adopted in Abraham et al. (2009) to identify peripheral activities surrounding the 
usage of an EMR. Peripheral activities are secondary activities resulting from the use of the 
EMR which needed to be performed by the clinicians. The semi-structured interview questions 
were focused on two main themes: EMR usage behaviour and the challenges the clinicians 
faced with the current workflow. 
Feufel et al., 2011 also adopted a qualitative approach, shadowing and opportunistic 
interview, in order to compare and contrast clinicians’ work practices at two EDs. The 
shadowing was performed by different investigators: one investigator at each ED. During 
shadowing, the researchers took handwritten notes and asked clarifying questions 
(opportunistic interviewing) when appropriate. In opportunistic interviewing, questions asked 
were related to observations for the purpose of clarification and verification.  Data analysis 
started with identification of instances (e.g. how and when during the workflow patient 
records are used) in relation to patient record technologies and work practice coordination. 
These instances were identified in order to compare and contrast the clinicians’ work practice 
based on the usage of two different types of patient records, a fully electronic patient record 
system and a hybrid system, in supporting the clinical workflow. Adopting investigator 
triangulation can potentially decrease potential bias in gathering, reporting, coding or 
analysing (Thurmond, 2001). This is because having more than one investigator can potentially 
keep them honest, hence improve credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1994). In this study, however, it 
can potentially lead to inconsistencies in the collected data as different observers were 
allocated at separate settings. As a result each observer provided their own interpretation of 
what was observed. However, they claimed that this technique of triangulation did not limit 
the ability to identify common patterns across the investigators’ data in order to compare and 
contrast the differences of the implementation. Other studies that had adopted investigator 
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triangulation however, allocated multiple observers at a single setting as opposed to allocating 
different observers in different settings (Abraham et al., 2009; Park et al., 2012).   
In addition to these common techniques (unstructured observation and semi-
structured/opportunistic interview), the usage of prototyping techniques has also been 
documented. For example, in order to design digital whiteboards with de-identified patient 
information to support care coordination of nursing staff at a surgical ward, Gjære and Lillebo 
(2014) developed a prototype model of a digital whiteboard where 15 surgical ward nurses 
demonstrated how the prototype can be used using role-played scenarios. Simulation is also 
another technique that can be incorporated. Borycki, Mn, Kushniruk, Kuwata, and Kannry 
(2006) claim that a simulation technique allows both clinicians and developers to determine 
the impact of HIT implementation on clinical workflow prior to actual systems being deployed. 
Qualitative techniques can also include attending expert-users meetings and management 
meetings (Bossen et al., 2012; Koppel et al., 2008). Other techniques include documentary 
sources such as minutes of meeting (Koppel et al., 2008; Vogelsmeier et al., 2008), computer 
logs (Harrison, Koppel, & Bar-Lev, 2007), paper-based patient records (Cabitza et al., 2009), 
and information artefacts such as dry-erase whiteboards (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011). In these 
qualitative studies one common aspect can be inferred. Instruments used for observation and 
interviewing are not entirely unstructured or open-ended, but were structured towards the 
objectives of the individual research.  
In addition to sociological inquiry methodology where the context of implementation 
plays a significant part in understanding the workflow,  workflow-related research can also be 
conducted using a more ‘traditional’ software engineering methodology. In Ajmi et al. (2015) 
for instance, a structured observational tool was used to document patient journeys of an ED. 
An acceptance testing on the developed models was then conducted with one of the staff. 
Similarly, Salimifard, Hosseini, and Moradi (2013) employed a software modelling and 
simulation tool in order to develop a generic model of emergency care workflow. In the study, 
an initial model was developed from a literature study. Further, information required for 
simulation was then collected from sampling the ED processes while interviewing technique 
was used to verify the simulation results. These studies, which oriented toward software 
engineering methodologies, mainly aim to create an idealised model of healthcare workflow 
for use in computer simulation, as opposed to studies that adopted sociological inquiry 
methodology that aim to capture the situated nature of healthcare workflows.      
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Healthcare workflow-related studies can inform various aspects of the workflows such 
as efficiency of healthcare processes and activities, identification of healthcare processes and 
activities and healthcare professionals working practices, as well as challenges they are facing 
as they deliver healthcare work. Understanding of such issues may avoid complexities and 
unintended consequences (as discussed in Section 2.4.1) resulting from technological design 
and implementation. HIT that attempts to change how work is done, or in conflict with existing 
ways in which work is done can result in failure. To increase adoption, HIT must support their 
inherent workflows. As claimed by Ash and Bates (2005), “when clinicians have access to larger 
amounts of information with which to make decisions, and when the system fits their 
workflow, they tend to use it” (p. 9).    
 
2.5 Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) 
Having reviewed the literature on the integration of HIT into healthcare workflows, this 
section focuses on research examining information systems in Emergency Departments, the 
setting for the study described in this thesis. 
 
2.5.1. Characteristics and information behaviour in emergency care setting 
An ED is a dynamic clinical setting characterised as being unpredictable in terms of 
patient flow and patient condition. The unpredictability of patient flow caused by non-urgent 
visits, frequent-flyer patients and ambulance diversions can lead to ED overcrowding (Hoot & 
Aronsky, 2008). ED overcrowding is also caused by patients who cannot be transferred to in-
patient hospital beds (Clancy, 2007) and delays in speciality referral (Baig, Mian, Najeeb, & 
Shahzad, 2015). Overcrowding can have serious consequences on the efficiency and safety of 
emergency care. For example, it can lead to adverse clinical outcomes (Bernstein et al., 2009), 
delays in patients receiving medications, such as antibiotics and analgesics (Hoot & Aronsky, 
2008) and longer patient waiting times for receiving treatments (Pines et al., 2007; Pines & 
Hollander, 2008). Patient mortality has also been reported as a result of overcrowding 
(Richardson, 2006; Sprivulis et al., 2006). 
Therefore, in emergency care it is crucial that information be obtained in a timely 
manner. Different types of information serve different purposes. For example, information on 
patient medical history and their plan of care is to decide or review treatments given to 
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patients (Haleh Ayatollahi, Bath, & Goodacre, 2013), while organisational information is 
needed to coordinate care within ED organisational framework (Reddy & Spence, 2006). 
Furthermore, the availability of information, such as discharge summaries, improves the 
overall patient care process and previous investigation results reduces the requests for more 
tests (Rogg, Rubin, Hansen, & Liu, 2013; Stair, 1998). This information can come from a variety 
of sources. Information sources range from paper-based forms and records, non-electronic 
information artefacts and computerised information systems (Haleh Ayatollahi et al., 2013), as 
well as from direct communication with fellow colleagues (Reddy & Spence, 2008).  
However, as a result of synchronous communication with fellow colleagues, interruption 
is frequently reported in EDs. One study found that ED doctors were interrupted on average 
every 9 to 14 minutes (Laxmisan et al., 2007). Similarly, Westbrook et al. (2010) reported that 
doctors were interrupted 6.6 times in an hour. A comparative study on interruption between 
emergency care doctors and doctors in primary care found that doctors at an emergency 
setting were interrupted 9.7 times in an hour compared to only 3.9 times an hour for primary 
care doctors (Chisholm, Dornfeld, Nelson, & Cordell, 2001). A study conducted in an ED in the 
UK found that the rate of interruptions was the highest when a consultant was teaching, 
followed by when he was writing clinical notes (Allard, Wyatt, Bleakley, & Graham, 2012). 
Interestingly, in this study, interruptions also happened during coffee and lunch breaks. 
However, such interruptions at times can be necessary to deliver safe patient care. For 
example, Ayatollahi et al. (2013) found that although information such as blood test results 
can be obtained from a computerised system, verbal communication with fellow colleagues 
was the quickest source of information in life-threatening situations. Furthermore, the 
complexity of information needs and lack of domain expertise can also be causes of 
collaborative information seeking practice in EDs (Reddy & Spence, 2008). Staff working in a 
dynamic work situation “must seek, collect, integrate, analyse and disseminate information 
from multiple domains and resources under multiple stringent constraints” (Sonnenwald & 
Pierce, 2000, p. 462).  
 
2.5.2. HIT in emergency care 
 HIT has a prominent role in supporting efficient and safe emergency care delivery. 
Significant ICT investment has been made by a number of countries at a national level to 
achieve efficient and safe healthcare delivery, including in emergency care. This includes the  
former National Programme for IT in the UK (Department of Health, 2006) and the 
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interoperable EHR in Canada (Protti, 2009). Many empirical studies have also demonstrated 
significant benefits from computerisation in EDs. For example, an electronic tracking board can 
efficiently reduce patient length of stay by making patient data more organised and accessible 
(Boger, 2003). An electronic whiteboard system that displays patient information in real time 
and integrates with other systems, such as CPOE and EPR, serves as a pivotal information 
centre for all staff, therefore improving overall ED operational efficiency (Aronsky, Jones, 
Lanaghan, et al., 2008). Rapid accessibility and real-time display of patient information, 
integration with other systems as well distributed and automated broadcasting of electronic 
whiteboards have seen rapid replacement of their manual counterparts (Aronsky, Jones, 
Lanaghan, et al., 2008; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Hertzum, 2011, 2012). Less time is needed to 
complete laboratory and radiology orders when using a CPOE system (Banet et al., 2006) and 
reduced risk of errors from implementation of alarms or reminders for late arriving laboratory 
results (Cai, Kohane, Fleisher, & Greenes, 2002) have also been reported. In contrast, the 
unavailability of information can have serious consequences for patient safety. Delays in 
receiving test results can cause failures in medical diagnostics (Ferris et al., 2009) and 
insufficient patient information can delay in-patient transfer (Abraham & Reddy, 2010). 
However, the adoption of HIT, for example in the UK (Sheikh et al., 2011), Canada 
(Gagnon et al., 2009) and the US (Pallin, Sullivan, Auerbach, et al., 2010), has been slow 
despite its benefits. This is because the seamless integration of HIT into clinical workflows, 
including into emergency care workflow, has remained an on-going challenge. A number of 
studies have highlighted the complexities and unintended consequences arising from 
technological implementation in EDs. Park et al. (2012), for instance, found that the 
implementation of an EMR had altered the documentation practice between the attending 
physicians and resident physicians. They also found an emergence of a paper-based practice as 
a workaround mechanism and an increase in clinical documentation time. Persisting and 
added paper-based practices were also recognised as a result of the implementation of a 
computerised patient tracking system (Vezyridis et al., 2011). A computerised system for 
emergency care is also weaker in facilitating workload assignment (Feufel et al., 2011). Other 
reported workflow effects include the introduction of peripheral activities such as transition 
between multiple artefacts and increased distance travelled between locations, both of which 
affect the continuity in the care processes (Abraham et al., 2009). More recent studies on HIT 
implementation in emergency care settings have shown that it had caused changes to doctors’ 
existing practices, such as changes to the sequence of information access and changes to test 
management work process (Callen et al., 2014), the usage of personal notes as memory aid 
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(Park, Chen, & Rudkin, 2015) as well as a decrease in patient-clinician interactions (Hertzum & 
Simonsen, 2014). These workflow effects can result in inefficiency in the care processes as well 
as adversely affecting patient safety.  
An optimally designed HIT may, for instance, provide better accessibility to complete 
patient information or test results, and so avoid longer waiting times in the ED, hence avoiding 
overcrowding. Therefore, the critical aspect of transitioning from a paper-based system or a 
hybrid system to computerised systems is implementing the most appropriate technology for 
the established workflow without adding unnecessary complexity to an emergency care 
workflow.  
 
2.5.3. Emergency Department (ED) workflow 
Many empirical studies conducted in real emergency care settings are designed to gain 
an in-depth understanding on emergency care delivery. Similar to other workflow-related 
research discussed in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.4, the scope studied within the emergency 
care workflow can vary. It can focus on a more general workflow such as nursing workflow, 
clinical workflow or on specific care processes.  
Bjørn and Hertzum's study (2011), for instance, primarily described the tasks of nursing 
staff, such as triage nurse and charge nurse, which are part of a nursing workflow, in relation 
to the use of dry-erase whiteboards. The triage nurse is responsible for assessing patient 
according to level of urgency and segregating them to two main streams (i.e. acute and fast-
track). Meanwhile, a charge nurse is responsible for organising most of the work in the ED, 
such as assigning who is in charge of managing incoming patients, assigning nurses for   
examinations and treatment of patients, bed management as well as nursing breaks. In 
general, a charge nurse is mainly responsible for the management side, while nurses are 
responsible for the clinical aspects of the nursing workflow. Bjørn and Hertzum's study (2011) 
also identified the multiplicity of the nursing workflow in the management of multiple patients 
entering the ED, i.e. multiple tasks for individual nurses as well as arrays of treatment for 
multiple patients, hence adding to the complexity of the nursing workflow. The study also 
inadvertently highlighted the role of a charge nurse as primarily responsible in the 
management side of the clinical workflow. This was also briefly mentioned  in  Feufel et al. 
(2011). The non-clinical work of a clinical workflow can also include supervision tasks, for 
example, supervision given by attending doctors to resident doctors (Park et al., 2012).  
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The clinical workflow of doctors and nurses can also get complicated not just because of 
multiplicity of patients’ medical conditions and clinicians’ work processes. Feufel et al. (2011) 
found that socio-cultural conditions such as “frequent flyers” who occupy bed space or addicts 
who may not need medical intervention are also factors or elements of an ED workflow that 
can influence clinicians’ practices. The patient’s personal background, such as their ability to 
pay (e.g., their insurance provider), as well as the distance they have travelled to receive 
emergency care can also be part of the mix. Additionally, clinical workflow also extends across 
space where doctors and nurses have to carry out their work in multiple areas. 
 An ED workflow can also be studied from the perspectives of a single process. In Bjørn 
and Rødje (2008), for instance, the situated nature of an ED triage work process was 
extensively described. From the study, it can be inferred that the process does not simply 
involve sorting or prioritising patients according to their acuity level using an organisation 
determined triage index (i.e. Canadian Triage & Acuity Scale). The process involves many 
challenges and dealing with complex aspects. These are partially determined by the need to 
triage various patients with myriad conditions, and ‘matching’ the patients’ presenting 
conditions against available resources. The usage of myriad tangible information artefacts also 
contributed to the complexity of the process.  The process is, at times, prone to interruption, 
in that triage needs to be temporarily halted in order for the triage nurse to attend to other 
urgent matters. The triage work is also not as straightforward and can be influenced by the 
current status and busyness of the ED. This can means that exceptions often need to be made. 
One interesting exception that was described in the study was when an acute patient was 
triaged to a lower category of the triage scale. Although the patient’s condition was serious 
which required fast medical intervention, he was assigned to a lower category triage scale. This 
was because there were more patients waiting to receive treatment in the higher priority 
group, but in order to ‘speed up’ his treatment he was assigned to a lower triage scale. This 
demonstrates that a triage process is not a static process. Embedded within the triage 
workflow are probably unregulated practices of the clinicians. Another study documented 
additional time for a triage process, (i.e. more than the published estimation) nursing staff are 
required to complete a triage process (Castner, 2011), signifying the complexity of the process.  
In their study, Abraham and  Reddy (2010) found that an ideal patient transfer workflow 
of ED patients to in-patient hospital beds may not be achieved at all times. Such 
unpredictability can be caused by the existence of hierarchical power structure within an 
overall hospital workflow, as well as conflicting workflows between an ED and in-patient 
hospital units. The ineffectiveness of information technologies was also found to hamper the 
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patient transfer process. These problems more often caused ED patients to overstay resulting 
in additional ED resources. Workflow practices can also be influenced by the clinicians’ 
organisational skills and medical knowledge (Kessler, Kutka, & Badillo, 2012). 
These studies have collectively shown the ‘messiness’ and fluidity of emergency care 
clinical workflow. A process at times could not simply ‘branch’ to another pre-determined 
process. Additionally, a number of challenges can develop within the processes which require 
reinterpretation from the clinicians of their work. The multiplicity of work tasks and the 
frequency of exceptions also seem to be common themes. Some of these studies have also 
inadvertently indicated roles of clinical staff in executing non-clinical activities. However, there 
is often a lack of clarity regarding the situated nature of non-clinical processes and practices, 
such as where within an overall workflow such processes fit or what are the practices 
associated with these processes. Others have also suggested that studies focussing on non-
clinical work of non-clinical staff (e.g. medical secretaries, assistants and porters) in EDs and 
other healthcare settings are relatively rare (Bossen, Jensen, & Udsen, 2014; Bossen et al., 
2012; Spence & Reddy, 2007). Studies that do include the role of non-clinical staff have been 
limited to a specific care process instead of an overall ED workflow, or solely on the non-
clinical work of a specific group, i.e. medical secretaries. For example, in Bjørn and Rødje's 
(2008) study, the work of registration clerks during a triage process was only briefly mentioned 
(Bjørn & Rødje, 2008). Spence and Reddy (2007) identified the pivotal role of a unit secretary 
as a gatekeeper in the execution of ED activities. Similarly, Bossen et al. (2012) differentiated 
the work of medical secretaries at the pre- and post- implementation stages of an EHR. Little 
attention has been given to details and specificity of non-clinical aspects of an emergency 
workflow. Three main questions still remain in regards to an overall emergency care workflow: 
1. Where do non-clinical processes of non-clinical staff, such as medical secretaries, fit 
into the overall workflow of emergency care?  
2. Are these processes also contributed to the fluidity of the workflow?   
3. What other non-clinical processes that clinical staff can be responsible for in addition 
to supervision of their junior counterpart?  
 
This study aims to fill this gap. Instead of focusing only on specific clinical processes or 
only on the work of non-clinical staff of an ED workflow, this study intends to look at the 
overall emergency care workflow and processes involving both clinicians and non-clinicians. 
This allows for the inter-connectedness of the processes that formed an overall emergency 
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care workflow to be constructed, as well as developing an understanding of the situated 
nature of the overall workflow. ED team members are multi-disciplinary members of clinicians 
and non-clinicians, where they work semi-autonomously, yet inter-dependently, for the 
completion of the workflow (Murphy & Reddy, 2014; Reddy & Spence, 2008). A useful model is 
that of Ajmi et al. (2015) who developed a comprehensive model of an ED workflow with 
major stages, activities and actions of a patient journey; again, the model primarily depicts the 
clinical processes of a patient trajectory. Moreover, the model only captures a static 
representation of a patient journey rather than the situated nature of emergency care 
delivery. The ‘messiness’ of an emergency care work is not reflected in the model. For 
example, one of the processes that formed the workflow is simply being described as how 
patients are examined for their vital signs, whether the results obtained will determine if 
further care is required. The issues or complexity surrounding the specific process are not 
identified or discussed. The model only depicts the ‘ideal’ case scenario, i.e., a test is 
performed and the result obtained will determine the next path in the patient trajectory. 
Meanwhile in Salimifard et al. (2013), the process flow model developed is primarily based on 
an ED patient flow intended for process improvement and remodelling. In process 
improvement, the aim of the model is to be used for simulation so that the bottlenecks that 
can have an effect on patient flow can be identified. Hence, the model is not a representation 
of the situated nature of emergency care workflow. Essentially, both workflow models 
developed from these two studies (Ajmi et al., 2015; Salimifard et al., 2013) are static 
representations of an ED workflow. Furthermore, most of the ED workflow-related studies 
were conducted in US and European EDs, which often have different organisational elements 
to that in the UK.   
In the UK, EDs are managed by hospital Trusts which have their own authority and 
governance arrangement (GOV.UK, n.d.). Patients are guaranteed access to EDs 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, placing a high demand on the service. Furthermore, an ED is also 
categorised based on the emergency care services delivered. EDs can be categorised as Type 1, 
Type 2 or Type 3 (Department of Health, 2004a). A Type 1 department is 24-hour consultant-
led with full resuscitation facilities. A Type 2 department is also consultant-led but with a single 
specialty, for example, dental. Type 3 can be a doctor-led or a nurse led department which 
treats minor injuries and illnesses without prior appointments and can be part of a main ED or 
at separate location. Like any other EDs worldwide, overcrowding is also an issue in UK EDs (Di 
Somma et al., 2015). Studies analysing statistical data have shown that emergency 
attendances in the UK EDs are increasing steadily. There has been an 11% growth in 
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emergency attendances from 2008-09 to 2013 but, during the same period, there was only a 
3.2% growth in the population (Iacobucci, 2013a). More recent figures show an increase of 
more than 10% in attendances for January 2016 compared to the same month in the previous 
year (NHS England, 2016). In January 2016, there was also an increase of 4.6% in the total 
emergency admissions (i.e. hospital admission via Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 EDs) and an 
increase of 6.1% of emergency admissions via Type 1 ED, as compared to the same month in 
2015 (NHS England, 2016). 
In order to ensure the safety and efficiency of emergency care, the DoH introduced a 
target that 95% of patients must be seen and treated within four hours (UEC Review Team and 
ECIST, 2013). Prior to the 95% target, which was lowered in 2010, the initial target was set at 
98%. Despite the decrease, many Trusts in England are still continually failing to meet the 
target. Figures published in August 2011 indicated that nearly 70% of Trusts had failed to meet 
the target (Mooney, 2011). Between January and March 2013 nearly 40% of Trusts were still 
unable  to meet the target, an increase of 50% from the October to December 2012 period 
(Iacobucci, 2013b). A more recent figure shows that in January 2016, only 88.8% of patients 
were seen within four hours (NHS England, 2016).  
As a result, Trusts began to implement their own solutions to meet the target. For 
example, an ED in Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust experienced a delay in obtaining 
senior opinions for acutely sick children (Department of Health, 2004a). The delay accounted 
for 10% of all patients waiting for more than four hours. In order to reduce the figure, they ran 
a collaborative programme in which a paediatric clinical fellow was relocated to the ED 
department to support the senior house officers between 11 am to 6 pm. Paediatric nurses 
from other parts of the hospital also worked alongside the ED team. The Trust also established 
a separate walk-in centre from the main ED for minor injuries patients. This is an example of a 
‘see and treat’ practice, whereby patients with minor injuries or illness are assessed, treated 
and discharged without the need to refer to other clinicians (unless necessary). Several other 
Trusts established Clinical Decision Units (CDU), or observation areas, for patients who 
required a period of observation before making decisions to admit the patients (Department of 
Health, 2004a). This ensures that patients are placed and managed in the appropriate setting, 
without the constraints of the four-hour rule. In the context of UK emergency care, another 
question remains to be answered: do these methods employed by these individual Trusts in 
order to improve the adherence to the four-hour rule determine the ED workflow or 
organisation of work processes and practices of its clinicians and non-clinicians?   
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2.5.4. England National Programme for IT   
At the national level, in order to improve efficiency and safety in healthcare delivery 
including emergency care, the National Programme for IT was introduced in 2002 by the DoH 
(Department of Health, 2006). The National Programme for IT was the largest single IT 
investment in the UK. The programme contained a number of HIT implementations and if it 
had been successful, it could have had a significant and positive impact on the delivery of 
patient care and substantial financial benefits to all healthcare settings including EDs. The 
technological systems in the programme include the NHS Care Records Service which was 
designed to replace local NHS computer systems with integrated systems offering healthcare 
professionals accessibility to EPR (Department of Health, 2006). The Summary Care Record 
(SCR) and HealthSpace are also part of the Care Record Service (Greenhalgh, Stramer, et al., 
2008). The SCR contains summaries of patient clinical details such as medication and allergies. 
HealthSpace, on the other hand, is for patients where they are able to access their own 
records via the internet. These systems can efficiently and safely support healthcare delivery, 
for example, in reducing the amount of time staff must spend taking patient medical histories.   
In the past, the procurement and implementation of IT in NHS organisations were locally 
managed by the Trusts (Department of Health, 2006). Local procurement and implementation 
mean that systems were being supplied and configured by different suppliers with differing 
levels of functionality, hence Trusts with their own legacy systems. For the national 
programme, however, procurement and implementation was centrally managed by 
Connecting for Health, an agency within the DoH (up until 2013). The work of Connecting for 
Health was then taken over by the Health and Social Information Centre (now called NHS 
Digital) (Department of Health, 2017). Connecting for Health was mainly responsible for 
delivering the programme by negotiating contracts with four main suppliers (BT, Accenture, 
Fujitsu and CSC). These four main suppliers were in turn supported by other suppliers. To 
ensure that the best contract is secured, Connecting for Health adopted a number of 
approaches in the management of the suppliers. For example, in order to reduce the size of 
individual contracts and to increase the number of potential suppliers, the National for IT 
Programme is delivered through Local Service Providers at five geographical clusters (West 
Midlands, North East, Southern, East Midlands and London) (Department of Health, 2006). In 
this way, Connecting for Health was able to reduce the impact if any single supplier failed to 
deliver. Additionally, instead of taking a “big bang” approach to implementation a more 
gradual approach was taken. The Local Service Providers initially provided a degree of 
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functionality and progressively built the whole system until its completion in 2010 
(Department of Health, 2006). 
However, despite the approaches taken by Connecting for Health and Local Service 
Providers, as well as with strong ministerial support, the national programme was not 
successful. The full costs of the programme remain uncertain and the benefits were 
disappointing (Department of Health, 2013). Although some parts of the programme were 
successfully delivered (e.g. PACS and N3) (Eason, 2009; Robertson et al., 2010), other main 
systems, such as the Care Record Service encountered severe difficulties. It was reported that 
the first hospital Trust to implement an EPR (part of the Care Record Service) experienced a 
performance drop of 20% at its ED (O’Dowd, 2014). Four early adopters of SCR had informed 
the programme of their decision to opt out from the implementation or to have a limited 
access to SCR (Greenhalgh, Stramer, et al., 2008). The March 2010 deadline for system 
deployment in the North East, West Midlands, East Midlands and North East clusters were not 
met (Cruickshank, 2010). As a result, in September 2011, the UK Government announced that 
the National Programme for IT was to be dismantled (Department of Health, 2013). However, 
some components of the programme remained in place with separate management and 
accountability structures. The failure of the National Programme for IT raised doubts as to 
whether the DoH vision of a paperless NHS can be achieved by 2018.  
Studies conducted in regards to the national programme suggest that a centralised 
approach and top-down implementation by Connecting for Health which mainly focused on 
technical aspects could be one of the reasons why the programme failed (Clegg, 2008; Sheikh 
et al., 2011). Having integrated IT solutions that conform to NHS requirements has a higher 
priority over having a system that is well integrated with existing practice. The resulting 
complexities lie when common technological solutions are to be implemented into 
heterogeneous organisations: the diversity of Trusts’ organisational characteristics including 
the methods used by individual Trusts to achieve care efficiency, the existing legacy systems as 
well as workflows and practices of different medical specialities (i.e. in-patient settings and 
out-patient settings). For example, in the case of SCR implementation in five NHS Trusts, it was 
concluded the solution must be tailored to suit individual Trusts varied work processes and 
work practices (Robertson et al., 2010). This requirement should not be bypassed as the 
transformation from paper-based practices to a paperless system places an impact on existing 
working practices. Another study on the implementation of SCR found that clinicians did more 
data entry than they normally do (Sheikh et al., 2011). As a result, some of the clinicians 
reported that constant use of computers was not what they were expecting.  
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The mismatch between the technical systems and clinical work and workflows has led 
others to suggest that more studies should be done to understand the context of the 
implementation, particularly using the socio-technical approach (Clegg, 2008; Cresswell & 
Sheikh, 2009; de Lusignan & Aarts, 2008; Eason, 2009). This approach can be used to 
understand how people, technology and the process of care interact (Aarts & Gorman, 2007). 
In addition, research conducted in regards to medical work and workflows views the suitability 
of a socio-technical approach as healthcare delivery more often than not takes place in 
unintended and unpredictable ways (Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003; Weigl, Müller, 
Vincent, Angerer, & Sevdalis, 2012). Section 2.6 discusses the socio-technical approach in 
detail.           
The national scale IT implementation of the National Programme for IT provided an 
opportunity to examine processes and practices that are part of healthcare workflows. The 
critical aspect should be selecting and implementing the most appropriate technology for the 
established workflows without adding unnecessary complexities and unintended 
consequences to existing workflow. Although the failure of the programme was also caused by 
other factors such as a lack of communication between Connecting for Health and Trusts 
(Department of Health, 2013), a lack of understanding of healthcare workflow can also result 
in a lack of adoption (de Lusignan & Aarts, 2008; Eason, 2010).  
 
2.6 Frameworks 
2.6.1. Socio-technical framework 
The notion behind adopting a socio-technical approach in HIT development (or any 
other information systems) is that HIT is seen as a socio-technical system. A socio-technical 
system is not seen as purely technical systems with technical functionalities, used in 
supporting healthcare work processes (Aarts & Gorman, 2007). In a socio-technical framework, 
healthcare delivery is produced through the interaction of healthcare systems users, 
technologies and care processes. Berg, Aarts, and Van der Lei (2003) emphasise the 
importance of recognising these dependencies. They argue that the socio-technical systems 
cannot be partitioned into social aspects for social scientists and technical aspects for 
information technologists. To demonstrate this, they give an example of doctors placing a 
medical order (i.e. medication order) to be executed by nurses. At first glance, the clinical 
process seems to be a simple linear process: a doctor conceives an order, writes it down and a 
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nurse carries it out. However, in real life this can be a more complex process. Medical ordering 
process involves more than just one person: for example, a doctor submits a request to one 
other person, such as a nurse, who carries out the task. In other word, the process is not as 
‘linear’ or ‘straightforward’. Instead, it often arises out of a collective discussion among 
healthcare professionals, for example nurses often suggest the right dosage to doctors. Nurses 
may even administer the medication before the doctor formally requests it. Therefore, this 
‘messy’ nature of healthcare work should be recognised in order to achieve a seamless 
integration of technology into healthcare workflow. Similarly, a manifesto for a socio-technical 
approach put forward by Clegg, Wyatt, Elliott, and Sinclair (2010) in regards to 
computerisation of UK healthcare systems, points out that social and technical elements of 
work systems need to be jointly designed. Focusing on only one aspect means that no 
improvements in healthcare delivery can be achieved. Therefore, the framework can be used 
to understand the relationship between technical systems and the social context where the 
technical systems are embedded.  
However, according to Berg et al. (2003), there is “no such thing as ‘the’ socio-technical 
approach” (p. 297) and that the socio-technical framework can be incorporated with other 
fields such as CSCW, human factor design, participatory design and Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI). This strongly suggests that these fields can offer different lenses in providing 
their interpretation and understanding of socio-technical issues. In Gurses and Carayon 
(2009)’s study, the framework was incorporated with the human factor design principles. 
These were used to identify performance obstacles of ICU nurses in their work environment. 
Understanding of the ICU nurses’ obstacles when doing their job is a part of the redesign effort 
aimed to eliminate the obstacles faced. In participatory design, users are given the lead in the 
design process (Doherty, McKnight, & Luz, 2010; Vyas et al., 2013) whereas in HCI, the focus is 
on the interaction of people with the technology (Antonia, Munaz, & Botia, 2013; Park et al., 
2015). Instead of analysing user interaction with the technology, in CSCW the focus is more on 
the interaction and collaboration of users among themselves and how the system technical 
features can be utilised to support it (Schmidt & Bannon, 2013).  
Building on these diverse backgrounds, the framework has also been utilised in 
evaluating the successes and failures of HIT implementations on healthcare workflow. In 
Bossen et al. (2012), the socio-technical approach was utilised together with CSCW field in 
identifying whether cooperative work among medical secretaries in regard to pre- and post-
implementation of an EHR, were achieved or otherwise. Similarly, the framework was also 
used to understand the impact of a CPOE system on the collaboration practice of the clinical 
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users (Aarts et al., 2007) and the impact of an EMR implementation on the doctors’ 
documentation process (Park et al., 2012). The framework can also be used to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the usage of non-technological information artefacts in supporting 
collaborative patient care processes for the purpose of designing its computerised 
counterparts. These include artefacts such as paper-based medical records (Bansler et al., 
2016; Cabitza et al., 2009), dry-erase whiteboards  (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011) and tangible 
artefacts used in architectural design work (Vyas et al., 2013).   
In regards to the National Programme for IT in the UK, studies conducted at early 
adopter hospitals have also utilised the socio-technical approach in order to understand the   
failures or challenges of the program implementation. In Sheikh et al. (2011), they recognised 
changes to clinical and administrative work processes as one of the barriers to successful 
implementation of the EHR at the study settings. Similarly, Greenhalgh, Hinder, Stramer, 
Bratan, and Russell (2010) found that disbandment of HealthSpace, an EPR system accessible 
via the internet, was a result of the system functionalities that did not align with the users’ 
expectations and practices. Vezyridis et al. (2011) found that although the patient registration 
and tracking system provided the nursing staff with real-time updates on patient location and 
treatment progress, paper-based practices still existed particularly in relation to the nurses’ 
interaction with patients. The failures or unintended consequences of these HIT 
implementation and the national programme in general has led others to suggest that the 
framework be used in understanding Trust’s diverse processes and practices prior to the 
implementation of a wide-scale IT solution offered by the national programme (Clegg et al., 
2010; de Lusignan & Aarts, 2008; Eason, 2010). An effective HIT works synergistically with the 
norms and expectations of the healthcare practices, existing information architectural 
implementation and the environment in which it will be used. Benefits of HIT depend not only 
on the technical aspects of the design (e.g. intuitive, user-friendly user interface, 
functionalities) but also on the seamless integration of the technological systems with existing 
work processes and practices. Understanding and optimising these socio-technical 
components is critical to a fluid transition towards HIT.  
In regards to methodology, a number of approaches can be adopted  ranging from: 
experimental studies and clinical trials (Borycki & Lemieux-Charles, 2008) to ‘traditional’ 
software development methodologies. However, experimental studies and clinical trials have 
been criticised for failing to gain a deeper understanding of the social settings where the 
systems are going to be introduced (Kaplan, 2001). Meanwhile, the ‘traditional’ software 
development approach such as Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) has its root in systems 
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engineering rather than in social sciences therefore, its strength is to develop information 
system models with technical requirements (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011). A formative 
approach such as Cognitive Work Analysis on the other hand, is based on the prediction of 
what a system could do as opposed to how work should be done or how work is done (Horsky 
et al., 2006). In addition to these approaches, modelling approach can also be adopted. In 
system modelling, a workflow is studied in order to create idealised models (as opposed to 
‘situated’ models) of work for use in computer simulations (Lim, Worster, Goeree, & Tarride, 
2013; Salimifard et al., 2013). Such idealised models can only “provides a view of how 
processes should occur” (Hayes, Lee, & Dourish, 2011, p. e173). Although, these approaches 
place socio-technical systems as the ultimate end goal in the design process, they are not well 
suited for understanding and designing around the complex, non-routine and exception-filled 
of healthcare workflow (Reddy et al., 2003). This is because these approaches predominately 
focus on the technical features and system constraints. Therefore, they are deemed suitable 
for patient information storage and retrieval systems, instead of information systems that can 
efficiently support healthcare delivery.  
Therefore in this research, in order to capture the situated nature of emergency care 
workflow, a workplace analysis utilising typical sociological inquiries is adopted (the 
methodology for this study is discussed in details in Chapter 3). This approach can be used to 
observe healthcare professionals in their actual work settings while they carry their day-to-day 
work activities (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Bossen et al., 2014; Feufel et al., 2011). This allows 
for understanding of how they actually work rather than what process definition says they 
ought to work (Doherty et al., 2010). This approach has also been widely adopted in 
understanding socio-technical issues at various workplaces such as airlines operating room 
(Berndtsson & Normark, 1999; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1996; Selvaraj & Fields, 2010), trading 
room (Heath et al., 1993), courtroom (Elliott, King, Hall, & Arbor, 2005) and university (Vyas et 
al., 2015).   
Socio-technical approaches can be used at pre- and post-implementation technological 
systems.  In doing so, more often integrates other fields of study such as CSCW, human factor 
and HCI in providing their interpretations. In this research in order to answer the research 
questions put forward in Section 2.9, the CSCW field adopting the fieldwork approach is 
deemed suitable in providing understanding on socio-technical aspects of collaborative 
emergency care processes. This is based on the premise that HIT should be designed to 
support collaborative work of multiple users instead of tasks of individual users. 
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2.6.2. Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 
CSCW is an interdisciplinary field of study where its research community includes 
participants from computer science, information technology, sociology, anthropology and 
business (Coovert & Thompson, 2001). Due to its interdisciplinary nature, the field has been 
applied in the development of various technological systems across various domains such as e-
research community (Jirotka, Lee, & Olson, 2013), social interaction (Vyas et al., 2015), 
engineering design (Jones et al., 2012), collaborative writing (Calvo, O’Rourke, Jones, Yacef, & 
Reimann, 2011; Kim, Mohan, & Ramesh, 2014), collaborative learning (Lavou, Molinari, Prie, & 
Khezami, 2015), e-professional communities (Antonia et al., 2013; Sohlenkamp & Chwelos, 
1994) and architectural work (Vyas et al., 2013).    
In addition, research involving CSCW can fall within the technical framework (i.e. 
technology-centric) or the social framework (i.e. work-centric). In the technical framework, the 
focus of the research is on designing computer technology that can better support people 
working together where the main emphasis is on technology such as cloud computing (Weng 
et al., 2016), web technologies (Antonia et al., 2013), communication technologies (Saunier, 
Balbo, & Pinson, 2014), ubiquitous computing (Jones et al., 2012) and distributed computing 
(Jirotka et al., 2013). In general, research within this realm focusses on the elicitation of 
technical requirements or on the technical design of computerised systems for collaborative 
work. Research that falls within the social framework, on the other hand, places more 
emphasis on the understanding of collaborative work, hence complementing the socio-
technical framework. Such combination allows an investigation of socio-technical issues from 
the perspective of cooperative work.   
Although with two different frameworks, the CSCW field does not typically address 
either component while neglecting the other. An ideal collaborative work system is depended 
on the optimisation of the system technical features (e.g. notification and alert systems), 
electronic tools (e.g. video conferencing, text chat, email, calendars, large display) or 
technologies (e.g. cloud computing, ubiquitous computing) that fit into the social 
characteristics of collaborative work. As pointed out by Pratt et al. (2004), the goal is to 
understand the relationship between technical systems and collaborative work. The field has 
provided conceptual understanding of various types of cooperative work: collaborative work 
for people who are geographically distributed (Luz, Masoodian, & Cesario, 2015); people who 
are co-located within the same building (Erickson, Danis, Kellogg, & Helander, 2008); people 
who are on the move (Mark & Su, 2010); people who have to collaborate synchronously (Vyas 
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et al., 2013) or asynchronously (Lan, Cheng, Lan, Sung, & Chang, 2015); involving homogenous 
group members (Vyas et al., 2013) or heterogeneous group members (Kuziemsky & Varpio, 
2011).   
Healthcare information system design provides a rich domain for CSCW research as HIT 
is targeted for health professionals that must work collaboratively. This is because healthcare 
work is a highly collaborative undertaking, consisting of the heterogeneous and semi-
autonomous work activities of healthcare professionals.  As a result, there is a growing interest 
in the Health Informatics community to understand the issues surrounding healthcare 
workflow and collaboration in these environments (Kane & Luz, 2015).   
  
2.6.3. CSCW and HIT 
 HIT is not just a tool to collect and store data during patient care trajectory. HIT 
applications as well as non-computerised information artefacts used at healthcare settings are 
embedded with features such as standard headings (Berg, 2003), visibility, overview and 
contingency management (Bardram, Hansen, & Soegaard, 2006), annotations (Bringay et al., 
2006; Xiao, Schenkel, Faraj, Mackenzie, & Moss, 2007), resource management (Neale, Carroll, 
& Rosson, 2004) and multiple view of information (Reddy et al., 2008). All of these features 
allow for collaborative work to be carried out among healthcare professionals. As iterated by 
Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, and Shabot (2003), “clinical systems are not simply information 
repositories of patient data but rather are integral part in the collaboration amongst health 
care workers” (p. 443). This has lead others to suggest that CSCW discipline be incorporated 
into the development and implementation of HIT (Pratt et al., 2004; Scupelli et al., 2010).  
 Pratt et al. (2004) for instance demonstrated the synergy between the two fields by 
using an EMR as an example, which they broadly defined as any system that supports 
electronic collection of health information. From their review, they proposed three areas 
where understanding of collaborative healthcare work can be used in the design and 
implementation of HIT. One of the areas suggested is on creating systems and organisational 
structures that can motivate healthcare professionals to use the technology, for example an 
incentive structure for user group at all levels: small groups, individuals and institutions. They 
argue that such structures can play an important role in encouraging the use of HIT, as HIT is 
benefited by various healthcare professionals (e.g. doctors, nurses) as well as organisation, 
differently. They also proposed that there should be an in-depth understanding of the 
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healthcare workflow. In particular, the technology must be effectively integrated into users 
actual work processes and practices. Although according to Pratt et al. (2004), a workflow can 
reflect processes which need to be coordinated for successful completion of work and can 
include standardised operating procedures, it is in fact a mixture of routine work and 
exceptions. As a result, tensions can exist between actual work which is not routine and the 
organisational desire for standardisation.   
Another proposed aspect of collaborative work is on mechanisms or practices that can 
effectively be employed by collaborating users. The objective is to produce and maintain an 
accurate representation of current events and required tasks as well as what is going on 
around them. Essentially, for collaborative work to materialise, people need to be aware of 
each other activities, a concept known as awareness. It is defined as “understanding of the 
activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity” (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992, 
p.107). Awareness is rooted in the collaborative actors work practices where they share 
intentionally or unintentionally detailed information about their activities in order for 
processes and activities to be coordinated (Reddy et al., 2008). Understanding awareness 
involves the understanding of what information it is, who/what it is for and methods in 
obtaining it. As a result of these understandings, suitable mechanisms or technological tools to 
support its provision can be determined. For example, awareness on patient condition or 
awareness on team members activities could be implemented via technological tools such as 
electronic whiteboards or mobile devices, whereas charting system within an EHR can provide 
an awareness on activities such as medication change or cancelled procedures (Kuziemsky & 
Varpio, 2011). Mechanisms within various technological tools can also support the provision of 
different awareness. For example, message displaying feature can be triggered to display 
awareness information on time-related activities, whereas colours can be used to highlight 
certain information on patients with life threatening conditions (Cabitza et al., 2009). Other 
mechanisms such as annotations (Bringay et al., 2006), event notification system (Gjære & 
Lillebo, 2014) and clinical reminder system (Aronsky, Jones, Raines, et al., 2008) can also be 
implemented to achieve awareness of the activities of collaborative actors. Different 
technologies can also provide varying level of awareness. An internet for instance, provides a 
higher level of awareness in comparison to telephone (Ray, Parameswaran, Chan, & Yu, 2008). 
Much can be learnt in regards to socio-technical aspects of collaborative work and 
practices. Studies conducted in regards to healthcare collaborative work have contributed to 
design concepts for HIT system design. In doing so, a number of approaches can be adopted. 
Healthcare professional collaborative work can be studied from perspectives of a single 
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information artefact to homogenous/heterogeneous information systems. It can also include 
methods used or practices practised by healthcare professionals. In investigating cooperative 
work from heterogeneous groups of information artefact for example, Xiao (2005) reviewed a 
number of studies conducted at collaborative work settings in regards to the usage of tangible 
information artefacts. These information artefacts include “flight strips” used by air traffic 
controllers (Berndtsson & Normark, 1999), heterogeneous non-integrated workflow machines 
used in a printing industry (Bowers et al., 1994), a large computerised wall map (Pettersson, 
Randall, & Helgeson, 2004) and a dry-erase whiteboard in a hospital ward (Bardram & Bossen, 
2005a). From the review, characteristic of the information artefacts that support cooperative 
work were identified. These artefacts facilitate articulation of work without explicit articulation 
efforts and allow people to easily integrate their contributions. Tangible artefacts also provide 
a close physical proximity and support for asynchronous and non-verbal communication. In 
addition, artefacts such as a large computerised wall map and dry-erase whiteboards can 
publically display awareness information, provide a shared accessibility and provide flexibility 
in supporting cooperative work.  
 Healthcare settings are information-rich environment with diverse range of information 
artefacts. Xiao (2005)’s review on the role of tangible artefacts as collaborative tools is well 
complemented by empirical studies of other physical objects and non-digital information 
artefacts used at various healthcare settings. This includes information artefacts such as work 
schedules, examination sheets and dry-erase whiteboards used in a hospital ward (Bardram & 
Bossen, 2005a), non-computerised patient records in an Internal Medicine and a Neonatal ICU 
settings (Cabitza et al., 2009), as well as dry-erase whiteboards in an ED (Bjørn & Hertzum, 
2011) and ORs (Lasome & Xiao, 2001; Scupelli et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2007). In Bardram and 
Bossen (2005a) for example, the aim was to obtain an understanding of how coordination of 
clinical work activities are achieved through heterogeneous groups of tangible information 
artefacts such as whiteboards, work schedules, examination sheets, post-it notes and personal 
notes. They found that each of the artefacts represents important context-specific information 
require for short-term work coordination between staff as opposed to patient records which 
are valuable tools for long-term coordination. The short-term coordination requires the clinical 
staff to plan, schedule and update status. This is important whenever they are taking care of 
patients’ hygiene, administration of medicine or when clinical investigation and treatment 
such as radiology and chemotherapy are given, and hence reliance on multiple artefacts. A 
whiteboard for instance, provides information such as patient names, their room and bed 
number, their hygiene-regime and which nurses are taking care of the patients. Post-it notes 
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on the other hand, were used by the doctors and team-leaders during morning rounds to write 
up new tasks, prescriptions or examinations and were put on the whiteboard or given to the 
nurses. Collectively these artefacts coordinated the ward activities by enabling the staff to 
locate patients and other staff, supporting the planning and division of work, maintenance of 
continuous work coordination and keeping of a status overview.  
Non-electronic or dry-erase whiteboard is another very common type of information 
artefact in many healthcare settings. It plays a crucial role in coordinating activities and 
supporting communication among healthcare professionals. In Xiao et al. (2007), instead of 
focusing on multiple tangible artefacts, they investigated the collaborative role of a dry-erase 
whiteboard, at a six-bed OR. The whiteboard is used in the management of surgeries which 
include planned and cancelled surgeries for existing patients and unexpected surgeries for 
newly admitted patients. The study identified various methods and mechanisms used to 
communicate task status and to coordinate tasks-related workflow. For example, magnetic 
case strips in three different colours were used to represent the urgency level of the surgeries. 
A dot is also marked besides the magnetic case strip to indicate status information. Positions of 
the magnetic case strips are also changed to indicate a transition to another task. These 
mechanisms signify the uncertainty of the collaborative work at the OR dictated by for 
example, ever-evolving patients (patients scheduled for planned surgeries vs. emergency 
surgeries), staff and organisational circumstances. Characteristics of the collaborative work 
indicated by the usage of the whiteboard also include planning and tracking of resources. By 
using this method, nursing staff can pick their own cases by negotiating with others, 
understanding the requirements of the cases and assessing their workload.     
  Scupelli et al. (2010) on the other hand, found that physical location of whiteboards 
can play a pivotal role in achieving collaboration. One of the whiteboards which is placed at a 
remote location discourages a face-to-face communication around the whiteboard. One other 
hand, another whiteboard located next to a nurse station appeared to motivate greater 
interaction. In conclusion, the whiteboards serve two types of collaborative practice of the 
clinicians’ (i.e. nurses, surgeons and anaesthesiologists) workflow: asynchronous and 
impromptu (ad-hoc) collaborations. From these findings, they proposed three design principles 
in regards to physical location: One, there should be connectivity between information hubs 
(e.g. a whiteboard and a nursing station) to facilitate interaction among staff. Second, the 
space adjacency and visibility between the information hubs that allow for mutual visibility and 
accessibility to facilitate monitoring and updating of information. Third, an adequate access 
area around the whiteboard should be allocated as well positioning the whiteboard at staff-
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only area for privacy of patient information. The authors assert that the proposed features are 
useful for the OR clinicians. The main reason is that staff can unintentionally stop at the 
location to look for information or whenever they exchanged information informally with 
other staff members.     
In their study, Scupelli et al. (2010) proposed choosing physical locations that can 
effectively  support asynchronous and impromptu collaborations. Their findings are quite an 
opposite to an earlier study by Bardram and Bossen (2005b). In this study they pointed out 
that cooperative work is achieved when people are mobile in their work. They established that 
work mobility is a profound characteristic of work in healthcare settings. This is because, x-
rays, blood samples and tissues are sent back and forth across physical locations and staff. 
Staff members are also consistently mobile, moving from work stations to patient beds. 
Therefore, in order for coordination to be achieved across the spatial dimension of healthcare 
work, it needs to have “the right configuration of people, resources, knowledge and place in 
order to carry out tasks”  (Bardram & Bossen, 2005b, p. 136). In other word, people, resources, 
knowledge and place must be correctly configured for task achievement. Similarly, other 
studies have suggested that cooperative work can be achieved through joint interpretation 
when healthcare providers are participating in face-to-face communication as seen in medical 
meetings (Luz, 2011). However, for healthcare professionals who are geographically 
distributed, sufficient access to a centralised repository is needed to satisfy requirement of 
access to people, resources, knowledge and place (Luz et al., 2015).     
Based on their study of dry-erase whiteboards, Bjørn and Hertzum (2011) found that 
collaborative work of the clinicians is mainly semi-autonomous and interdependent. 
Additionally, one process can constitute of multiple activities or steps executed by different 
people, which need to be coordinated. For example, a patient can be seen by a team of 
consultant external to the department hence ‘consultant management’ become part of the 
collaboration practice. Consultant management practice involved activities of submitting 
requests to various specialities, receiving the requests and completion of the requests. 
Therefore, another concept of cooperative work is introduced, artefactual multiplicity. The 
concept implies the multiple functionalities as well as the relations between the multiple 
functionalities, within a single artefact. It was found that the linkage between these multiple 
functionalities is important for task coordination as healthcare work is semi-autonomous and 
interdependent. They also iterate that the multiplicity of an artefact does not imply 
fragmentation. Instead, it should be seen as interlinked of collaborative activities which are co-
existed and organised through a single information artefact.  
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Studies conducted in relation to the usage of tangible information artefacts (e.g. post-it 
notes, dry-erase whiteboards) in supporting healthcare workflow, have demonstrated that 
cooperative work can be achieved by via linkages of multiple artefacts (Bardram & Bossen, 
2005a), methods or mechanisms employed  (Xiao et al., 2007), spatial characteristics of work 
(Bardram & Bossen, 2005b; Scupelli et al., 2010) and multiplicity of an artefact (Bjørn & 
Hertzum, 2011). These studies have also shown that collaborative work and practices can vary 
among healthcare settings. For example, collaborative work at an ED more often involved 
external collaboration and multiple tests, hence multiple processes (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011) as 
opposed to collaborative work at an OR which mainly deal with admitting patients for 
surgeries and conducting the surgeries (Scupelli et al., 2010). Nevertheless, it is evident that 
levels of uncertainty and the ad-hoc nature of collaborative healthcare work still remain and 
can cause potential difficulties. As such computerised systems design for healthcare 
collaborative work must be able to support this. 
The studies discussed thus far in this section provided their interpretation of 
collaboration from the perspectives of the information artefacts used by the collaborating 
healthcare professionals. Another possible approach of understanding collaboration is by 
focusing on the healthcare work itself. Schmidt, Wagner, and Tolar (2007), for instance, 
conducted a comparative analysis of collaborative work practices at two oncology clinics. From 
identifying the work of the oncology clinics, they provided a detailed interpretation of the 
variations and commonalities of the work practices between the two settings. Their 
interpretation of variations and commonalties of collaboration focusses on the characteristics 
of the setting, mechanisms and coordinative practices that are being employed to achieve 
collaboration as well as the type of information artefacts that are being used in supporting the 
oncology work. The findings indicate that although both settings are comparable settings in 
the sense that both are involved in the provision of treatment against tumours which include 
care processes such as administering of chemotherapy in multiple cycles, and taking of blood 
tests for the purpose of monitoring the state of the patient, the work practices embedded 
within these processes differ. The differences can be seen in the staffing and work 
organisation. One clinic is staffed with nurses, doctors and interns. As a result, it is common 
practice that the interns are responsible to take blood tests and record patient medical history, 
while nursing staff is responsible in managing the reception counter, receiving patients and 
checking what needs to be done. In contrary to the other clinic, reception counter is managed 
by a secretary while nurses and doctors are more involved in clinical work in the consultation 
rooms. One characteristic of healthcare collaborative work this study has shown is that 
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healthcare processes between two very similar speciality clinics were performed differently. 
Such variation can also exist in the same healthcare setting where a work process can be 
performed by a number of professions. In Kuziemsky  and Varpio (2011) for instance, they 
found that because each healthcare professional has its own strengths and weaknesses. It is 
therefore important that team members be aware of what each staff is trained to do and is 
capable of doing in order to ensure patient safety. Similarly, Bjørn and Rødje (2008) also 
studied aspects related to work practices of collaborative healthcare professionals. Their study 
provided an in-depth understanding of triage work practices at an ED, specifically how these 
practices constitute a mechanism for assessing and sorting patients. The study concluded that 
although a triage process is a single process, it is comprised of multiple activities performed by 
various staff in managing patient trajectories within the physical space and over specific time 
frames. In this context, patients are delegated into designated space and according to time 
limit depending on assessed urgency and availability of resources.    
Healthcare collaborative work is not comprised of isolated, singular events. Rather, 
these complex events involve a multiplicity of work processes and practices of healthcare 
professionals. Their work is not a ‘straightforward’ two-way collaboration, but a ‘web of 
collaboration’ of heterogeneous staff with varying levels of medical backgrounds, skills, 
experiences and knowledge (Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011). Making the collaboration more 
complicated is the need to manage patient trajectory across space and time (Bjørn & Rødje, 
2008), while taking into consideration urgency of care (Cabitza et al., 2009; Scupelli et al., 
2010); availability of resources (Abraham & Reddy, 2010); demands from other patients (Bjørn 
& Rødje, 2008); and changes in patient condition (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011).   
A high degree of collaboration among healthcare professionals is thus required to 
maintain healthcare workflows in order to ensure safe and efficient care delivery. It is crucial 
that that HIT be designed to support such collaboration. However, one common theme still 
remains in regards to healthcare collaborative work. Many of these studies have been 
designed primarily in understanding collaborative work of clinical staff. Although clinical 
workflow can be the main component of healthcare collaborative work, the non-clinical 
processes, activities and practices also formed the overall healthcare work system. Thus, HIT 
must also be designed to support this.     
2.7 Synthesis 
 Studies have shown that HIT applications such as EMR, EHR, PACS and CPOE can improve 
efficiency and safety in healthcare delivery (Hillestad et al., 2005; Modrák & Modrák, 2013; Reddy et 
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al., 2009). However, despite reported benefits the integration of HIT into healthcare workflow has 
been a concern. Empirical studies have reported unfavourable workflow effects as a result of such 
integration. This includes increased documentation time (Banet et al., 2006; Park et al., 2012), 
introduction of workarounds (Patterson et al., 2006), communication breakdown (Saleem et al., 
2011), introduction of secondary activities (Abraham et al., 2009), increased coordination effort 
(Feufel et al., 2011) and redundancies or duplication of work (Saleem et al., 2011). It is theorised that 
these workflow effects are due to system design that fails to support its inherent healthcare 
workflow.   
 Healthcare workflow is complicated due to differences in healthcare setting (e.g. ED, ICU, OR 
and out-patients settings like speciality clinics) contextual characteristics. The contextual 
characteristics which are mainly contributed by patient flow and patient condition mean that each 
setting has its own individual workflow. For example, an ED is characterised as being unpredictable in 
terms of patient flow (i.e. patients can come at any time) and variability in patient condition. 
Therefore, ED clinicians have to face this unpredictability to make timely diagnoses (Amouh et al., 
2005). In contrast to an ICU, patients in the ICU are already diagnosed but need to be stabilised until 
their conditions are not critical (Reddy & Jansen, 2008). Therefore, HIT that work in the ICU or in 
other hospital settings does not mean it will work in an ED as the patient care processes of these 
settings can vary. In socio-technical system thinking, HIT is a socio-technical system whereby the 
social aspects of medical work are linked with the technical component (Berg et al., 2003). As 
supported by Ammenwerth et al. (2006), HIT is comprised of technological systems embedded in 
socio-organisational settings characterised with organisational workflows. Therefore, a one-size-fits-
all HIT to be used for an entire hospital can result in negative workflow effects  (Abraham et al., 
2009). HIT for emergency care, for instance, should be designed to support the emergency care 
processes and practices of ED clinicians who have to deal with unpredictability in patient flow and 
patient condition. In delivering emergency care, ED clinicians communicate synchronously and 
asynchronously where the communication is interruptive (Allard et al., 2012; Westbrook et al., 2010) 
and information is sought collaboratively (Reddy & Spence, 2008).     
    The integration of HIT into healthcare workflow has remained an on-going challenge. Studies 
are being conducted empirically at various healthcare settings such as ED, ICU, OR and out-patient 
settings for the purpose of gaining an in-depth understanding of the healthcare workflow to inform 
system design or for system re-design (Section 2.4.4, Section 2.5.2 and Section 2.5.3). Such studies 
can provide an in-depth understanding of work processes, tasks and practices of clinicians and non-
clinicians who are part of the workflow. It can also include an understanding on the characteristics of 
information artefacts, computerised and non-computerised, in supporting the workflow. Healthcare 
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workflow-related studies are also interdisciplinary where fields such as CSCW, Human Factor 
Engineering and participatory design can be incorporated. According to Unertl et al. (2008), a “cross-
disciplinary workflow research presents enormous opportunity for improving the fit between 
technology and work” (p. 271). 
  
2.8 Limitations of existing research 
Section 2.5 indicated that many of the existing workflow-related studies conducted in 
emergency care settings had been predominantly designed to investigate specific clinical processes 
such as the triage process (Bjørn & Rødje, 2008; Castner, 2011), the consultation process (Kessler et 
al., 2012) and patient transfer (Abraham & Reddy, 2010). Moreover, the focus of these studies is only 
on clinical staff members, i.e., doctors and nurses (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Feufel et al., 2011). It has 
been suggested that studies on the non-clinical work of non-clinical staff (e.g. medical secretaries, 
assistants and porters) in EDs and other healthcare settings is rare (Bossen et al., 2014, 2012; Spence 
& Reddy, 2007). Questions still remain on where non-clinical processes or non-clinical work fit into 
the overall emergency care workflow. Instead of looking only at specific clinical processes or only on 
the work of non-clinical staff, this study intends to look at the overall emergency care workflow and 
its processes, involving both clinicians and non-clinicians. The ED team members are multi-
disciplinary, consisting of clinicians and non-clinicians, where they work semi-autonomously yet 
inter-dependently, for the completion of the overall care process (Murphy & Reddy, 2014; Reddy & 
Spence, 2008). Therefore, it is important to gain an understanding of the inter-connectedness of 
both the clinical and non-clinical processes that form an overall emergency care workflow. It is also 
important to identify and understand how the existing information artefacts, computerised and non-
computerised, are used to support the overall workflow. As stated by Bisantz et al. (2010), to 
successfully design new systems “requires a careful understanding of the functions afforded by the 
old systems and the manner in which the manual systems supported clinical work” (p. 39). 
In addition, these studies were conducted in the US and in the European ED which have 
different organisational elements to those in the UK. There are a number of studies investigating the 
adoption of HIT in the UK (e.g. Greenhalgh, Wood, Bratan, Stramer, & Hinder, 2008; Sheikh et al., 
2011). The resources available on workflow-related studies in the UK emergency care settings are 
scarce.  In the UK, the emergency care service is accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and in 
addition, EDs are categorised according to different types (i.e. Type 1, 2 or 3) depending on the 
emergency care service provided. These EDs are manage by hospital Trusts, with their own 
governance arrangements. An increasing trend in emergency attendance has placed a high demand 
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on the service where overcrowding is frequently reported. In order to ensure patient safety, the DoH 
had introduced a target that 95% of patients be seen and treated within four hours (UEC Review 
Team and ECIST, 2013). As a result, hospital Trusts have begun to implement their own solutions in 
order to meet the target and at the same time improving flow of patient thus avoiding overcrowding. 
Additionally, at the national level, the implementation of HIT has been addressed in a number of NHS 
information strategies, the latest one being the National Programme for IT. HIT has been 
instrumental in ensuring the availability of information in order to provide safe and efficient care. 
However, the implementation of the programme has not been successful (Department of Health, 
2013). One of the reasons for the failure is due to the top-down approach where the main aim was to 
implement an integrated solution that conforms to NHS requirements instead of a system that is well 
integrated into existing workflows (Clegg, 2008). Studies conducted at early adopter hospitals have 
also shown resistance in the acceptance of the proposed technological solutions due to negative 
workflow effects (Robertson et al., 2010; Sheikh et al., 2011; Vezyridis et al., 2011).  
HIT is a socio-technical system and in order for it to be successfully implemented, the diversity 
of Trusts’ organisational characteristics and previous implementations, practices of different medical 
specialities (e.g. outpatient settings, ED, ICU) and individuality of the care setting (e.g. EDs with 
different working practices) should be carefully analysed. This has lead others to suggest that more 
studies should be conducted to understand the context of the implementation, particularly using the 
socio-technical approach (Clegg et al., 2010; Cresswell & Sheikh, 2009; de Lusignan & Aarts, 2008; 
Eason, 2009). The socio-technical approach can be used to understand how people, technology and 
process of care interact (Aarts & Gorman, 2007). The national scale IT implementation approach of 
the National Programme for IT provides an opportunity to examine the ED processes and practices so 
that the most appropriate technology for the established workflow can be implemented.   
 
Therefore, this study intends to fill three main gaps:  
i. There are limited studies on workflow-related research that examines the work processes of 
clinicians and non-clinicians and how these processes are inter-connected to form an 
overall emergency care workflow; 
ii. There are limited studies on the usage of existing information implementation at 
emergency care settings in the UK and how this can affect the top-down approach of the 
UK national IT programme; and 
iii. No studies were found that compare and contrast the workflow of different emergency 
settings in the UK.    
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2.9 Conclusion and research questions 
This chapter has reviewed relevant literatures on HIT and healthcare workflows, as well 
relevant studies conducted in domains outside healthcare. As the research was conducted in the UK, 
the review also discussed NHS information strategies, particularly the National Programme for IT in 
implementing technological solutions in the UK healthcare system, including in emergency care. 
Arising from the gaps in the literature (discussed in Section 2.8), the research questions originally 
posed in Chapter 1 have been developed further, into an overall research question is:  
What characterises an ED workflow?  
And more specific research questions:  
1. What are the clinical and non-clinical processes that form an overall ED workflow and 
how do these processes connect as a whole? Is the execution of the inter-connected 
processes ‘fixed’?   
2. Who are the other members that form the ED team, in addition to doctors and nurses? 
What roles do these members play in the workflow?  
3. What are the characteristics of the existing implementation in ensuring/limiting overall 
functioning of the workflow? 
4. What are the differences and similarities in the execution of care processes of 
different emergency care settings in the UK?  
 
In order to answer these research questions, a fieldwork case study approach was adopted. 
The approach is suitable to capture the situated nature of emergency workflow in order to answer 
questions such as ‘what’, and ‘how’ of socio-technical issues that include interaction of people, 
technologies and processes (Bonnie Kaplan & Maxwell, 2005). The next chapter, Chapter 3, discusses 
the adopted research methodology in detail.   
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Having reviewed the literature and identified the need for conducting the research in Chapter 
2, this chapter describes the socio-technical research approach to answer the research questions put 
forward, and provides justification for the chosen approach. It starts off with the philosophy 
underpinning the research. Also discussed are the methods used in analysis, triangulation, sampling 
and recruitments and obtaining research trustworthiness.    
  
3.2 Research philosophy   
Research methodology is defined as a systematic approach in conducting research to 
accomplish its aims and objectives (Creswell, 2009). One example of an approach that can be used in 
conducting research is the research onion framework by Saunders, Lewis, and Thronhill (2012). The 
research onion framework contains a list of steps to conduct effective research. There are six layers 
within the framework. The most outer layer is the research philosophies (e.g. positivist, 
interpretivist) follows by approaches (e.g. deductive, inductive), strategies (e.g. experiment, case 
study), choices (e.g. mixed method, multi-method) and time horizons (cross-sectional, longitudinal). 
The inner core of the onion is the research procedures and techniques which constitutes the data 
collection methods and analysis. This framework is used to demonstrate the methodology employed 
in this research.     
There are three components to the research philosophy: ontology; epistemology; and axiology. 
Ontology refers to what exists in the world and composition of reality (Bryman, 2006). The ontology 
of the study is the emergency care delivery consisting of the clinicians and non-clinicians, workflow 
processes and practices, information artefacts and interaction among these components. In order to 
derive the participants’ perceptions, experiences and opinions in regards to their work in delivering 
emergency care (thus capturing the situated nature of an ED workflow), the epistemology is to 
employ a workplace analysis conducted at actual emergency care settings. Meanwhile, epistemology 
refers to “how we know it” (Creswell, 2009, p. 6). The methodology predominantly adopted 
qualitative sociological inquiry techniques. Adopting qualitative approach means that the study was 
moved towards value-laden, i.e. the axiology, which pertains to the judgement of value of the 
researcher (Saunders et al., 2012). This is perhaps one of the main weaknesses of qualitative 
research as the results obtained could potentially be subjected to researcher bias. However, the 
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qualitative methodology has the advantage of providing a rich description of the phenomena under 
study (Pope, Ziebland, & Mays, 2000). 
Research employing a qualitative framework tends to be pluralistic with respect to paradigms. 
It can be based on paradigms such as interpretive, constructivist and critical theories (Punch, 1998; 
Weaver & Olson, 2006). A constructivist approach is usually combined with an interpretive approach 
(Creswell, 2009). It perceives that the reality is based on the individuals living in the world in which 
they develop subjective meanings. Critical theories on the other hand focus “on the oppositions and 
contradictions” (Myers, 2007, Section 3, para. 9). As was discussed in Chapter 1, the aim of this study 
is to gain an in-depth understanding of emergency care delivery processes performed by the 
clinicians and non-clinicians, and how these processes were being supported via the information 
artefacts. The phenomenon studied is rooted in the actual working experiences of the participants in 
the emergency care settings. It was, therefore necessary to determine the participants’ perceptions, 
experiences, practices and opinions where questions such as what, how and why needed to be asked 
and their way of working need to be observed. This can be answered through qualitative methods, 
allowing for the situated nature of emergency care delivery to be captured. Therefore, a constructive 
approach was the most appropriate for this research. In addition, constructivism is in line in 
conducting healthcare information systems research where a qualitative approach is derived from a 
constructivist paradigm (Friedman & Wyatt, 2000).   
In order to produce an in-depth understanding of an ED workflow and its relevant issues, this 
study adopted an inductive approach. It started from an investigation conducted at two EDs. It then 
progressed from these two particular cases by producing a conceptual understanding of an 
emergency care workflow. In an inductive approach, the research does not begin with a theory, 
instead a theory or a pattern of meanings is generated at the end and tends to be more interpretive 
(Saunders et al., 2012). From an epistemological stance, the inductive approach is based on a 
constructivism framework (Creswell, 2009).   
  
3.3 Research methodology 
3.3.1. Research approach 
As discussed in Section 2.6.1, socio-technical understanding of an emergency care 
workflow can be embedded in the settings. Conducting a workplace analysis by utilising typical 
sociological inquiry techniques allows the situated nature of an ED workflow to be captured. In 
order to perform a workplace analysis, this study is conducted via a fieldwork approach 
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involving two cases, i.e. two emergency care settings. In a fieldwork approach, the researcher 
was required to gather data “in the wild”, a technique that is an opposite with studies 
conducted in a laboratory setting (Furniss et al., 2015). The approach has widely been adopted 
in order to gain understanding of the situated nature of healthcare work at settings such as an 
ED (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Feufel et al., 2011; Park et al., 2015, 2012), hospice (Kuziemsky & 
Varpio, 2011), hospital wards (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Bardram & Bossen, 2005a, 2005b; 
Cabitza et al., 2009) and out-patient settings (Schmidt et al., 2007; Unertl et al., 2009).  
In this research, the fieldwork was undertaken at EDs in the UK.  This is a detailed study 
involving two separate social units with their own physical space and clear boundaries. A case 
study can be a unit, location, community and an organisation (Bryman, 2012). This study aims 
to gain an in-depth understanding of the situated nature of emergency care work, therefore 
the approach is also suitable to explore a phenomena in its natural context (Crowe et al., 
2011). According to Baxter and Jack (2008), a case study design is suitable when the researcher 
cannot manipulate the behaviour of the participants and the study needs to cover contextual 
conditions that are relevant to the phenomena being investigated. Hence, it can be used to 
explain, describe and explore phenomena in the context in which they occur (Yin, 2013).       
It has also been established that the philosophical underpinnings of a case study can be 
based on a constructivist paradigm which recognises that the truth is relative and thus, is built 
on the premise of the social construction of a reality (Baxter & Jack, 2008). A case study 
approach was chosen because, the focus of the study is to answer the ‘what’ and ‘how’ 
questions (as put forward in Section 2.9). Also, in order to capture the situated nature of an 
emergency care workflow, there was a need to cover the contextual conditions of the EDs and 
that there was no clear separation between the workflow (i.e. the phenomena) and the 
context (i.e. the EDs).    
Another important feature of this approach is the ability to use multiple data sources. As 
suggested by Yin (1999), to enhance the quality of case study research, data collection should 
involve a broad variety of techniques which includes documentary evidence, archival analysis 
and direct field observations. Crowe et al. (2011) also reiterate that a case study approach 
typically involves multiple data sources. This study employed the data triangulation technique 
which enables the researcher to obtain a more in-depth understanding of the investigated 
phenomena than a single method would have provided. The triangulation technique is 
discussed further in Section 3.4.7.   
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To conduct case study research, cases should be selected based on the purpose of the 
research (Yin, 2013). This study aims to obtain an in-depth understanding of emergency care 
delivery. Therefore, the focus was to select a ‘typical’ emergency care setting. This study was 
conducted at two EDs where both have the characteristics of: 
 The ED staff need to provide quick and efficient care, safely to all patients;  
 The EDs treat a wide variety of cases ranging from minor cases to critically ill or 
injured patients; 
 The EDs faces unpredictability in terms of patient flow and patient condition; and 
 The ED staff work collaboratively using various information artefacts in order to 
deliver care. 
  
In regards to time horizons, a research can either be a longitudinal or cross-sectional 
(Saunders et al., 2012). The objectives of the research can be achieved during the duration of 
the PhD study, thus the cross-sectional time horizon was adopted. The case study approach 
also supports this strategy (Payne & Payne, 2004a).  
 
3.3.2. Qualitative methods 
3.3.2.1. Data collection methods 
Qualitative methods are suitable for answering ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions. 
These questions bring to the forefront the care processes and practices of the staff in 
the settings and the role of the information artefacts in supporting the EDs workflow. It 
has been acknowledged that sociological understanding of complex practices in natural 
environments (as opposed to laboratory setting) where the technologies are to function 
is crucial. It is argued that, without such knowledge the adequate functioning of the 
technological systems might not be achieved (Berg et al., 2003;Reddy et al., 2008;Reddy, 
Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003). The chosen approach, i.e. qualitative case studies in 
analysing the workflow elements, emphasised the situated nature of these complex 
practices. The analysis was largely focused on the operational, socio-technical issues 
that can be affected by the functionalities of technological systems. Therefore, 
commonly used methods for sociological inquiries in investigating healthcare workflows 
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in Health Informatics were used (Reddy et al., 2008). These methods include qualitative 
interviewing, observation and document analysis.   
  These inquiry techniques when used at fieldwork settings can yield enormous 
contextual information on healthcare professionals, working practices, challenges, 
medical exceptions, use of information artefacts and processes of care. Park et al. (2012) 
employed a combination of non-participant observation and semi-structured interviews 
to identify system’s users, and conflicts or breakdowns in a clinical documentation 
workflow. During the non-participant observation, the clinical documentation process 
was observed at various locations in the ED such as at patient waiting rooms, front 
desks, triage, nursing stations and a charting room. Semi-structured interviewing was 
also adopted in Abraham et al. (2009) to identify peripheral activities surrounding the 
usage of an EMR. The semi-structured interview questions were based on two main 
themes: EMR usage behaviour and challenges clinicians faced with the current 
workflow. Similarly, Abraham and Reddy (2010) employed qualitative interviewing and 
observation to develop an understanding of work activities of hospital departments 
involved in patient transfer workflow. The methods were used to capture events that 
arise in the workflow and to identify challenges faced in the workflow. All these studies 
also incorporated opportunistic or informal interviews as part of their observations. This 
method of interviewing allows for clarification to be obtained while observations were 
being conducted. In regards to obtaining data via observation, the most typical 
technique is non-participant observation, a technique useful for researchers who do not 
have a medical qualification to participate in clinical work. 
Attending expert users and management meetings (Bossen et al., 2012; Koppel et 
al., 2008) and reviewing of organisation documents (Koppel et al., 2008; Vogelsmeier et 
al., 2008) have also been documented. In these qualitative fieldwork studies one 
common aspect can be inferred. Instruments used for observation and interviewing are 
not entirely unstructured or open-ended, but were structured towards the objectives of 
the individual research.  
 
3.3.2.2. Data analysis 
Past studies on healthcare work and workflow commonly involved thematic 
analysis. Abraham and Reddy (2010) started off their analysis by performing a line-by-
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line analysis of the collected data. Codes were then developed based on theoretical 
constructs and were constantly compared and grouped together based on their 
similarities. Other studies also employed a similar approach where codes were 
developed based on theoretical constructs related to activities, work practices, 
interruptions and breakdowns in healthcare workflows (Abraham et al., 2009; Feufel et 
al., 2011; Park et al., 2012).    
 In a thematic analysis, units of data (e.g. sentences or paragraph) referring to a 
concept are given a particular code (Braun & Clarke, 2006). A framework analysis is one 
variant of thematic analysis that provides a systematic and robust approach to analysing 
qualitative data (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). In addition, this technique is suited for 
research with specific research questions and a limited time frame (Srivasta, 2009). 
Framework analysis involves five highly inter-connected steps: familiarisation; 
identifying a thematic framework; indexing; charting; and mapping and interpretation. 
This technique was adopted in this study to perform a thematic analysis on the collected 
data.   
  
3.3.2.3. Triangulation       
Triangulation involves multiple data sources, investigators, theoretical 
perspectives, data analysis and methodological approaches (Denzin, 1970; Thurmond, 
2001). In line with the constructivist approach of this research, this method was used to 
obtain multiple perspectives on emergency care delivery and the usage of information 
artefacts. It has been argued as to what is the value or significant of triangulation as it 
can produce a significant amount of data that could be difficult to analyse (Thurmond, 
2001). However, many have seen triangulation in a more positive light. Triangulation  
can be used to give an in-depth understanding of the investigated phenomena (Fontana 
& Frey, 2011; Holloway & Wheeler, 2010), to ensure comprehensiveness of the findings 
(Bryman, 2006) and to ensure validity (Flick, 2009). 
The use of at least one type of triangulation technique is very common in the 
study of healthcare work. The most common being the within method triangulation, i.e. 
non-participant observation and opportunistic interviews of a qualitative research 
approach (Abraham et al., 2009; Feufel et al., 2011; Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011). In this 
research, this variation of triangulation is also adopted as the researcher feels that in 
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order to conduct field study with the objective of gaining contextual information 
regarding emergency care work, observation has to be paired with at least opportunistic 
interviewing (triangulation is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.7). Another quite common 
variation of triangulation is the investigator triangulation. In Feufel et al. (2011), in order 
to compare and contrast clinicians’ work practices at two EDs, one observer was 
allocated at each ED. Although investigator triangulation can potentially decrease bias in 
gathering, reporting, coding or analysing (Thurmond, 2001), this technique of 
triangulation, i.e. different observer at different study setting, can cause potential 
disharmony in the collected data as each observer provided their own interpretation of 
what was observed. Other studies that have adopted investigator triangulation but at a 
single setting can also be found (Park et al., 2012). In this case, investigator triangulation 
was employed mainly to obtain comprehensive understanding of the investigated 
phenomena. In this research, it is not possible to adopt this variation of triangulation as 
this is a PhD study involving only a single researcher. Multi-site study (i.e. place 
triangulation) can also be used as a basis of comparison (Feufel et al., 2011). In this 
research, this variation of triangulation was adopted not just to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding on emergency care delivery but also to make comparisons between two 
emergency care settings.             
 It is believed that the triangulation technique adopted in this research has 
allowed not only a comprehensive understanding to be obtained on the investigated 
phenomena and as a basis of comparison, but to also allow for the transferability of the 
approach used (transferability is discussed in Section 3.4.10). 
  
3.4 Methods 
3.4.1. Gaining access to the research settings 
Gaining an understanding of emergency care work required access to EDs. Conducting 
research at NHS organisations requires that research be supervised and overseen by an 
employee at the organisation. Negotiation of access at the initial site (i.e. an adult ED) was first 
established by the research supervisor who contacted (via email) a clinical consultant in 
Emergency Medicine working at the adult ED, who is also a researcher at the School of Health 
and Related Research at the University of Sheffield. Following communication between the 
researcher’s supervisor and the consultant, a meeting was organised. The meeting was 
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attended by the research’s supervisor, consultant and researcher. During the meeting, the 
discussion was directed towards the possibility of conducting the research at the adult ED and 
the processes required to do so. Other related matter discussed briefly included what the 
research would be on. The consultant agreed to become the researcher’s field supervisor. The 
researcher kept in touch with the field supervisor during the process of producing the research 
protocol and submitting the required documentation (as listed in Section 3.4.2).          
Similarly, the same method was employed by the research supervisor to establish a 
request for access to the paediatric ED. From the initial contact, a number of possible field 
supervisors were suggested. Upon deciding on which one to pursue, the researcher then 
established communication via emails. The chosen contact was a consultant at the paediatric 
ED and also a teaching staff member with the School of Health and Related Research at the 
University of Sheffield. Through emails, the requirements to conduct the research and 
research topic were discussed. Although the adult ED and paediatric ED are under the 
management of separate hospital Trusts, the requirements for access permission were 
essentially similar.      
 
3.4.2. Ethical considerations 
According to Punch (1998), “all social research involves ethical issues” (p. 281). This 
involves getting permission prior to conducting research or entering the field for data 
collection, respecting the rights of the participants to participate in the study and to withdraw 
from the study while the study takes place, as well as the rights of participants for privacy and 
confidentiality (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010; Punch, 1998). The UK Department of Health (DoH) 
requires that ethical reviews be conducted before any research can be done on patients, care 
professionals, tissues, organs or data (Department of Health, 2005). In addition, the Research 
Governance Framework for Health and Social Care’s principles and requirements also need to 
be taken into account in order to conduct any healthcare research in the UK.   
This study required both research governance and research ethics approvals. Research 
governance approval was obtained from the Research Departments of two different trusts:  
NHS Foundation Trust A for the adult ED and NHS Foundation Trust B for the paediatric ED. 
Both the research governance approvals (Appendix 1a and Appendix 1b) were requested via 
the Integrated Research Application System (IRAS). IRAS is an online research application 
system for applying access permissions for health and social care research in the UK. The 
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purpose of a governance approval was to ensure the well-being of research participants and to 
ensure the quality and continuation of the research. The Letter of Access (Appendix 2a and 2b) 
and project authorisation (Appendix 3) for the adult ED were received on 15th May 2013. The 
Letter of Access (Appendix 4) and project authorisation (Appendix 5) for the paediatric ED 
were received on the 30th Jan 2015. Prior to gaining research governance approval, the 
researcher was required to do the following: 
 To produce a research protocol – (Appendix 6)   
 To submit research governance approvals, i.e. IRAS forms (Appendix 1a and Appendix 
1b)  
 To request the University of Sheffield Research and Innovation Services to act as 
project sponsor and further to register the project in the University Research 
Management System (URMS)  
 To apply for an enhanced CRB check  
 To apply for Data Protection approval - (Appendix 7) 
 To complete an Independent Scientific Review (ISR) - (Appendix 8a and Appendix 8b) 
 To get Clinical Director and Principal Investigator approvals 
 To apply for a Research passport and Insurance – (Appendix 9a and Appendix 9b) 
 
Research ethic approval was also required because of the involvement of human 
participants and generally covered the rights and well-being of the research participants. This 
includes the right to be well-informed of the purpose of the study, the right to participate or 
not to participate, the right to withdraw at any time during the study, the right to be informed 
of the result of the research and confidentiality issues. As both of the studies only involved 
NHS staff (i.e. no patient involvement) University of Sheffield ethical approval was sufficient as 
opposed to NHS ethical approval. Ethical approval (Appendix 10) was received from the 
University of Sheffield on the 23rd April 2013.  
 
3.4.3. Pilot study and immersion in the fields 
The pilot study started during the first case study in the adult ED. The researcher 
entered the field with broad questions in mind, such as what is the ED workflow; who was 
working in the ED besides doctors and nurses, and how care processes were delivered. The 
pilot study was comprised of five participant semi-structured interviews, and a number of 
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observations that were conducted over the duration of a month, for three to four times a 
week. From the pilot study, the interview guide (Appendix 11) was slightly adjusted. For 
example, questions were categorised based on two main themes: work processes and 
information artefacts. There was also a need for specific questions to be asked based on staff 
specific roles such as doctors who held the Consultant in Charge (CiC) role. This method is 
adopted based on similar qualitative workflow-related research conducted in an ED in the US 
where its interview guides was also loosely structured according to themes (Abraham et al., 
2009). The researcher also identified potential research participants and a multitude of 
information artefacts. The information artefacts include forms and paper-based records as well 
as organisational documents such as the ED guidelines and computer manuals.   
At the start of the research at each setting, the researcher was given a general tour by 
the gatekeepers, i.e. the field supervisors. The tours provided the researcher with general 
knowledge of the physical layout of the setting as well as the opportunity to be introduced to 
some of the staff. Conducting field study research like in emergency care setting where speed 
of care and patient safety are the main priorities meant that the researcher had to face a 
number of challenges and difficulties. One of these challenges was the lack of knowledge of 
what medical work typically entails. This especially had an effect on understanding some of the 
medical terms used by the research participants during the semi-structured and opportunistic 
interviews. For example, when the term ‘resus’ was encountered for the first time, the 
researcher had to request clarification for its meaning. The researcher also needed to spend at 
least three to four times a week between five to seven hours each time in order to get used to 
the environment and at the same time to familiarise herself with medical world. One day of 
the week was also allocated to reviewing and reflecting on the observation field notes and 
transcribing the interviews. Slowly, the researcher began to understand the nature of 
emergency work.  
Aside from a lack of understanding of emergency care work, the researcher also had to 
face the challenge of recruitment of the research participants. The researcher was very 
fortunate because at both EDs the field supervisors had initially helped in getting some of the 
research participants. In this way, the study was introduced by someone known to the 
potential participants, thus getting the ball rolling. From thereon, the snowballing technique 
(snowballing is discussed further in Section 3.4.5) was used. The role played by the field 
supervisors had tremendously helped the researcher not only in gaining access to the settings 
in order to conduct the research, but also to the research participants. However, the 
researcher still needed to persevere. There were days that no one could be interviewed and 
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observations were the only method used. Nevertheless, the observation technique provided 
the researcher the means to observe the contextual work of the care providers and to gain 
familiarity with the physical layouts, patient flows and information artefacts in use. Gaining the 
trust of the staff was also a challenge. This was probably due to the feeling that they were 
being intruded upon as well as concerns regarding patient privacy. In order to overcome this, 
the researcher made sure the goals of the study were clearly communicated whenever asked 
and that the study was sanctioned by the Trusts. It was also necessary for the researcher to 
ensure that the research activities were un-obstructive and that the researcher placed herself 
in areas that were not in the way of the staff and patients. Additionally, the researcher made 
sure to wear her ID badge (provided by the Trusts) at all times to prove that the researcher’s 
presence was legitimate. During less busy periods, whenever possible, the researcher 
participated in informal chats with some of the nurses and doctors.  
 
3.4.4. Data collection methods 
The research employed three data collection methods: interviewing, observation and 
documentary sources. These are commonly used sociological inquiry techniques particularly 
effective in understanding  the way people actually work rather than the way in which process 
definitions say they ought to work (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011; Doherty et al., 2010). 
Therefore, a deeper understanding of the intricate and contextual details of the workflow can 
be obtained. In particular, the methods played a crucial role in this study as it helped in 
obtaining a rich description of the interdependencies among the processes, practices and 
resources (i.e. staff and other resources). These methods are also typically employed in other 
workflow-related research conducted at healthcare field settings (Abraham et al., 2009; Park 
et al., 2015, 2012;Unertl et al., 2009).  
At the adult ED, data collection took place from 21st May 2013 to 11th December 2013 
with an exception of one interview which was conducted in June 2014. At the paediatric ED, 
data collection took place from 07th February 2015 to 23rd April 2015. Data was collected 
mostly on weekday mornings and afternoons, and a Saturday morning.  
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3.4.4.1. Interviewing 
Two types of interviewing techniques were used in the study, semi-structured and 
opportunistic interviews. Interviewing is a “very good way of accessing people’s perceptions, 
meanings, definitions of situations and constructions of reality” (Punch, 1998, p. 174). 
Although interviews can also be conducted in a group setting (i.e. focus group), this technique 
was not possible as arranging convenient times for a number of participants was difficult in 
emergency care settings.  
The purpose of the semi-structured interview was to pursue specific lines of inquiry, to 
follow up on aspects that had been mentioned by others, and to seek clarification on matters 
arisen from observation where a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 11) was used. In 
the interview guide, the questions were grouped according to two themes. The first theme 
was related to processes and activities related to the emergency care delivery. The second 
theme was related to the information artefacts used by the participants. The identification of 
the themes is orientated by the objectives of the research. Organising the interview guide 
according to themes related to the objectives of the research is a common technique adopted 
in other workflow-related studies (Abraham et al., 2009; Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Feufel et al., 
2011; Park et al., 2012). The guide was designed to gain an understanding of the setting 
workflow, the work processes and activities of the participants which included their roles and 
responsibilities, and the information artefacts used.  
The interviews which were guided by the semi-structured interview guide (as opposed 
to structured or unstructured interviews) offered the researcher two advantages. Firstly, the 
flexibility to capture the research participants’ interpretation of their work without subjecting 
them to pre-determined categories. Secondly, it offered the researcher the possibility of 
having more control so that only aspects relevant to the research questions were discussed. 
During the interviews, a continuous effort was made to ensure that the voice of the research 
participants was obtained.   
No appointments were set prior to the semi-structured interview sessions. This was 
because setting up appointments for research participants who were working in busy 
healthcare settings was not deemed suitable. This is based on the advice of the field supervisor 
at the adult ED; instead of sending emails to invite staff to participate, researcher should 
approach potential participants face-to-face as this approach could result in higher response 
rate. However, understanding of their busy schedules and respects should be recognised when 
adopting this approach. Researcher typically arrived early in the mornings in order to get a 
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head start. Potential participants were approached during less busy time or during their 
breaks. As time went by, the researcher found that most early mornings were the best times to 
approach research participants for interviews as they were most often less busy, although 
there were other times of the day that researcher were able to recruit participants for 
interviews. It is also important to recognise the contribution of the field supervisors in helping 
the researcher to have access to the staff for interviews (as well as access to organisational 
documents). As they are a part of the workforce, their effort in introducing the researcher to 
the workforce have been fruitful in gaining trust and acceptance, making it easier in the 
recruitment process. The interview sessions took place in private locations or in their office. 
Most of these interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis with one exception. On the 
request of the participants, interviews with the reception staff was either conducted one-to-
one or in a group of two.  
All interviews were electronically recorded and the duration ranged from approximately 
15 minutes to 40 minutes. Prior to the start of the interview sessions, the ethical issues needed 
to be addressed first. The participants were provided with an information sheet (Appendix 12a 
and Appendix 12b). The information sheet contained information regarding the study, such as 
who the researcher was, the purpose of the study, why they were chosen as research 
participants, the risks involved in taking part in the study and the confidentiality of their 
contribution to the study. If they agreed to participate, they were asked to sign a consent form 
(Appendix 13) and to complete a participant profile (Appendix 14). They were also informed 
that the sessions were electronically recorded.    
During the interview sessions, the researcher tried to elicit the participants’ views, 
experiences and opinions in their own terms rather than establishing a rigid order of asking 
questions. Participants were also given ample time to respond to the questions asked. 
Additionally, they were free to ask for clarification; although care was taken to avoid leading 
questions in order to ensure the trustworthiness of the research. Flexibility was also required 
in terms of questions being asked. For example, some senior doctors or nurses had additional 
roles such as CiC and NiC. There was therefore a need to inquire what these roles were and 
how these roles were carried out. The researcher also tried to cover as many questions as 
possible within the available time, as the participants could leave at any time during the 
sessions, for example, when they were needed for clinical care or if their break had ended. As 
a result, the length of the interview sessions varied from participant to participant.  
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Meanwhile, opportunistic interviews were carried out during observations in order to 
obtain clarification and verification of the participants observed activities (observation is 
described in Section 3.4.4.2). This line of inquiry is also commonly adopted in other workflow-
related research in healthcare (Feufel et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2006). Additionally, instead 
of the researcher only documenting what was being observed, it allowed the researcher to 
become more engaged with the research participants when appropriate. This line of inquiry 
can generate more in-depth understanding of the phenomena observed.  No interview guide 
was developed for the opportunistic interview as the researcher was only asking ad-hoc 
questions. Because the ad-hoc nature of this line of enquiry, not all of the opportunistic 
interviews were able to be electronically recorded. However, the information obtained was 
recorded in the field notes.      
As the opportunistic interviews were conducted while participants were doing their 
work, the researcher tried to be as brief as possible and focused on questions that were only 
generated during the particular observations. For example, while doing an observation at the 
adult ED, the researcher noticed that a nurse was updating a whiteboard at one of the clinical 
units using different coloured marker pens. The researcher then asked the nurse was there any 
particular reasons why the different coloured marker pens were allocated at the whiteboard. 
This specific question allowed the researcher to find out why different coloured of pens were 
used and whether it was mandatory that colours were used to represent certain types of 
information. Another example, at the paediatric ED, the researcher noticed that in a clean 
utility room, a group of clinicians was having a discussion while going over a patient list written 
on a dry-erase whiteboard. The researcher then asked one of the other staff who was not 
participating in the meeting what is the meeting all about. From the one opportunistic 
question asked, the researcher was informed it is the daily clinical review meeting, the same 
meeting which was described in the ED handbook.     
However, a number of opportunistic interviews which involved computer system 
demonstration usage took longer as the participants were willing to demonstrate to the 
researcher how they used the system. This type of ad-hoc interviews can last for 
approximately 40 minutes. For example, at the adult ED, a reception staff member 
demonstrated what computerised systems were used during a coding process. She 
demonstrated step-by-step what was done and what issues she had to face while accessing 
different computerised systems. She also demonstrated how ED patients were registered. On a 
different occasion, the researcher also managed to get an overview of how triaging was done 
for ambulance patients at the adult ED. The pit stop doctor demonstrated how computerised 
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systems were used and what information he needed in order to get ambulance patients 
triaged. On both of these occasions, the researcher was able to gain an in-depth understanding 
of the processes which were part of the workflow as well as the usage of the information 
artefacts. These longer opportunistic interview sessions were electronically recorded. Similarly, 
at the paediatric ED, a nurse demonstrated how she used the computerised systems during 
her day to day work as nurse. A junior doctor also demonstrated how she used the same 
computerised system. From both of these opportunistic interviews, the researcher was able to 
gain data from different perspectives, a nurse’s and a doctor’s, and how the same 
computerised system was used in their daily tasks. In addition, some of the participants had 
several opportunistic interviews over the course of the observations.  
Opportunistic interviewing offered a number of advantages to the research process. 
First, the researcher did not need to schedule separate time from participants’ very busy 
schedules. At the same time participants were still able to do their tasks as questions were 
only asked ‘on the fly’. Second, it was a workflow study and questions related to the 
participants’ work processes and activities were some of the main questions. During the semi-
structured interviews, questions such as ‘describe what you do as a nurse’ were asked, but 
during the opportunistic interviews, questions such as ‘why did you do that just now?’, ‘can 
you show me how you use the information system?’ or ‘is it common what you did just now?’ 
were asked. The two types of questioning allowed richer understanding on the topic. Third, 
because of the brief nature of this line of enquiry, the same participants can participate in 
multiple opportunistic interviews and, both opportunistic and semi-structured interviews.    
 
3.4.4.2. Observation 
Observation involves both listening and looking at everyday face-to-face interactions, 
both verbal and visual which provides data on the social contexts of the study and how people 
within the context interact (Wallace, 2005). In this study, a semi-structured observation 
template was used to guide the observation (Figure 3.1) and field notes were used to 
document what was observed. The template includes a number of components: the when and 
where of the observation had taken place, and the description of the location, people and 
activities.  The ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘when’ and ‘why’ questions are commonly used to guide 
the observation method (LeCompte, Preissle, & Tesch, 1997).     
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Title: Qualitative Study of Clinician and Non-Clinician Use of Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) 
and Interaction with EDIS 
- To include diagram of the setting  - 
 
Field note number: 
Date: 
Time started: 
Time ended:  
  
Description of setting and activity: 
Task: describe the location, the people within it, giving visual pictures of events, situations and 
verbatim narratives of individuals’ accounts of their perceptions and ideas in context.  
Themes to look out for: 
1. Medicine objects – patient (patient history and affiliation), healthcare teams (consultants, 
students, nurses, admin staff) 
2. Work practice – communication (face-to-face vs. electronic), collaboration (e.g. between 
doctors & nurses), coordination (e.g. doctors’ tasks with nurses’ works), power & autonomy 
3. Work tasks according to professions (doctors, nurses, admin, etc.) 
4. How EDIS users articulating the actual work tasks with the pre-set workflows 
5. Patient trajectories (the sequence of encounters a patient has with the healthcare system), 
clinical pathways 
6. Pressure on the system e.g.  4-hour waiting time, unpredictability etc.  
7. Information needed/exchanged 
8. Interruption/team work/team coordination 
Observer’s comments:  
Actions, feelings, interpretation, preconceptions, hunches or working hypotheses, future areas of enquiry & 
emerging ideas. Every single action, feelings, etc. should be written as a new paragraph. 
Figure 3.1: Observation template 
 
During the observations, the researcher acted as a passive observer. In this observation 
technique, the role of the researchers is solely as an observer and they are detached from the 
situation (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). This technique is also known as non-participant 
observation. This observation technique is particularly useful when the research is looking to 
provide a description and to conceptualise the ‘taken for granted’ practices employed by 
people as they go about doing their daily work (Fitzpatrick & Boulton, 1994). This technique 
was also chosen as the researcher did not have any medical degree and knowledge to 
participate in clinical activities. It also allowed the researcher to be non-obstructive and rely on 
the research settings, research participants and information artefacts as sources of data. In 
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addition, the researcher also made sure not to impose any interruptions during patient care 
activities. Observations were stopped when necessary or when requested. This was to make 
room for the staff and patients as the settings can become very busy.  
As stated in Section 3.4.3, at the start of the research in both settings, the researcher 
was given a tour of the settings by the gatekeepers. Both tours provided the researcher the 
initial knowledge of the settings’ physical layout (physical layouts of the settings are described 
in Chapter 4). Following the tours, the researcher determined specific locations where 
observations can be conducted. These locations include the reception office, patient waiting 
areas, ambulance bay, triaging areas and clinical areas. Choosing multiple locations has been 
suggested in other workflow-related studies employing observational method (Park et al., 
2012). Observations were conducted at these areas multiple times during the weekdays in the 
adult ED. In the paediatric ED, observations were conducted on Tuesdays and on one Saturday. 
The times of observation varied to include both mornings and afternoons. The events 
observed include ambulance patient handover process, clinical care activities, non- clinical care 
activities such as patient registration and coding, patient transfer, staff interaction and 
communication among themselves as well as staff interaction with information artefacts. This 
allowed understanding of the EDs’ workflow and practices from variety of perspectives. As the 
observations progressed, the researcher improved the description of the events and was able 
to determine further events to observe. However, due to patient confidentiality, the 
researcher was not permitted to observe direct interaction between clinicians and patients, 
although the researcher was able to observe it from a distance.       
Observations were documented in field notes. The field notes included all the observed 
events including the staff as well as future areas of enquiry and emerging ideas. In the field 
notes, a running record of themes to be explored, what to observe next, and questions to ask 
for interviews and opportunistic interviews were also documented. Since everything that 
happened in the settings was potentially an important piece of data, the researcher strived to 
write the most comprehensive notes possible. However, attempts were made to avoid 
introduction of any biases and self-opinions. The field notes were handwritten while 
observations were taking place. The notes were then computer-typed on the same day. If this 
was not possible, the notes were typed not more than three days after the observations to 
avoid any information loss as the events observed can still be fresh in the researcher’s 
memory. Additionally, computer-typed field notes can also be properly organised for analysis 
and can include more detailed description, questions or thoughts. Due to restriction set by 
both settings, none of the observations were video recorded or captured on cameras. 
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The observation technique offered a number of advantages to the research process. It 
provided an opportunity for the researcher to identify prospective participants to be 
interviewed. Additionally, existing questions for the semi-structured interviews were also 
enhanced or added based on the observations. For example, specific interview questions in 
relation to some of the roles that research participants were responsible for, were added later. 
This was necessary as some of the consultants had an additional role as CiC, in addition to their 
clinical roles. Some senior nurses also resumed roles as NiC or coordinating nurse. At the adult 
ED, the researcher also noted that in an observation, the patient flow champion was also a 
qualified nurse (wearing the same uniform) and was able to clarify the difference between the 
role of a nurse and a patient flow champion during the semi-structured interview with the 
patient flow champion. Additionally, conducting observation allowed the researcher the 
chance to identify the information artefacts used during the care processes and to be able to 
gain clarification in terms of its usage during care processes in opportunistic interviews.  
  
3.4.4.3. Documentary sources 
As the objective of the research is to also include an understanding of non-computerised 
information artefacts in supporting an emergency care workflow, paper-based forms and non-
electronic patient documentation (i.e. the ED card) were also part of the documentary 
evidence for the research. Documentary sources can include both published and unpublished 
documents ranging from formal to informal documents which are not deliberately produced 
for research purposes  (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). However, they can still be used to inform 
research as they are part of the social world of the participants (Payne & Payne, 2004b). They 
have the advantage of being less susceptible to bias.   
In addition to the paper-based forms and patient documentation, ED guidelines and 
protocols, computer manuals and public-display notice boards and electronic displays were 
also valuable sources of data. The information within these documents provided insight into 
the organisational elements of the workflow. For example, ED guidelines provided detailed 
insights on emergency care work. Computer manuals provided information on system 
functionalities. They also provided step-by-step instructions on how to perform certain 
processes, for example, patient registration. The contents of these documents are discussed in 
detail in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Table 3.1 lists the documents collected from each ED.   
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Table 3.1: Documentary evidence 
Adult ED Paediatric ED 
Paper-based records, i.e. all forms and two 
types of ED card    
Paper-based records, i.e. all forms 
and two types of ED card   
 
A&E guidelines and protocols Emergency department handbook 
 
Public display notices Public display notices 
 
Computer manuals and documents related 
to computerised systems: PTS screen shot, 
Patient Centre System (PCS) user guide, 
Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) user 
guide and Computer Radiology Information 
Solution (CRIS) Workflow & Glossary of 
Terms 
Computer manuals and documents 
related to computerised systems: 
Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) 
user guide, Medway Clinical manual, 
Filefast reference guide   
 
 
Using documentary evidence as a source of data has its own advantages. Documentary 
sources can be as effective and often more cost effective than other data collection methods 
such as surveys and interviews (Mogalakwe, 2006). Similarly, Yin (1999) argues that 
documentary sources provide a broad coverage of time and events, and are not created as a 
result of the study. This is particularly useful as sources such as the ED guidelines and protocols 
clearly specified how emergency care should be carried out regardless of the time of day. As 
discussed in Section 3.4.4.2, observation could not be carried out in the evenings and 
weekends, therefore such guidelines are able to overcome this limitation.  Additionally,  in 
case study research, documentary sources can be used in addition to interviews and 
observations (Payne & Payne, 2004a) and as a triangulation technique (Punch, 1998).  
 
3.4.5. Sampling and recruitment 
Selecting a sample for a quantitative study or qualitative study is sufficient as it is not 
necessary or possible to study everyone and everything (Punch, 1998). However, the sample 
chosen must be representative enough to represent the whole population. The purpose of 
sampling in quantitative study and qualitative study is different. A quantitative study values 
generalisation for the whole population by having samples that are randomly or probability 
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selected (Sandelowski, 1995). On the other hand, in a qualitative study obtaining a deep 
understanding is necessary and sampling can include artefacts, documents and data.  
In this study, research participants were recruited using purposive and snowball 
sampling techniques with a variation strategy, heterogeneous sampling. The purpose of the 
sampling technique was used to identify the research participants based on their known group 
membership (e.g. doctors, nurses, porters). This is because the objective of the research is to 
gain an understanding of both clinical and non-clinical processes of an ED workflow, which 
were performed collaboratively among heterogeneous members. In a purposive sampling, a 
sample is chosen deliberately with some intention based on the judgement of the researcher, 
for example on the basis of group membership, experience or knowledge (Holloway & 
Wheeler, 2010). Greenhalgh and Taylor (1997) also emphasise that “to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the experience of particular individuals or groups; we should therefore 
deliberately seek out individuals or groups who fit the bill” (p. 741). 
Further participants were then introduced by the initial research participants through 
the snowball sampling. In the snowball sampling, the initial participant assisted the researcher 
to find other prospective participants. This technique was used because engaging research 
participants in a busy healthcare setting was difficult. In addition, obtaining a high number of 
research participants was also a challenge. In order to achieve a higher response rate, 
gatekeepers who were also part of the sites’ workforce also assisted the researcher in the 
recruitment process. The snowballing technique can be used when participants are difficult to 
recruit or inaccessible, or when participants anonymity is needed (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010).   
The study also employed a heterogeneous sampling technique. This technique seeks as 
much variation as possible in choosing the samples where the participants differ from each 
other on a major aspect (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). This technique was chosen because the 
aim of the study was to identify clinical and non-clinical processes performed by an ED 
multidisciplinary team. This required as much variation as possible. The participants included 
both the clinical staff, for example, doctors and nurses of various grades and roles. It also 
included the non-clinical staff, for example, reception staff and porters. This type of non-
probability samplings was chosen in order to provide the researcher with a complete 
understanding of the ED workflow.  
Table 3.2 depicts the participant category at each research site. At the paediatric ED 
clinical technicians, porters, patient flow champions and housekeeping were not members of 
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the ED team. Nursing staff from a non-NHS organisation, i.e. external nurse, was also not 
found at the paediatric ED.   
Table 3.2: Participant groups 
Staff Category Adult ED Paediatric 
ED 
Doctor Consultant 3 3 
Middle grade 
doctor 
1 1 
Junior doctor 2 2 
Nurse Sister/Nurse 
practitioner 
1 1 
Charge 
nurse/coordinating 
nurse 
1 1 
Staff nurse 4 2 
External nurse 1 Non-
applicable 
Medical 
student 
 1 1 
Care support 
worker 
 1 1 
Clinical 
technician 
 2 Non-
applicable 
Reception 
staff 
 3 2 
Patient flow 
champion 
 1 Non-
applicable 
Porter  1 Non-
applicable 
Housekeeping  1 Non-
applicable 
Total  23 14 
 
 
3.4.6. Saturation 
Saturation is achieved when additional data does not reveal any additional results. There 
are two types of saturation: data saturation and theoretical saturation. Data saturation is 
reached when new data adds to data redundancy, whereas theoretical saturation is reached 
when no new concepts can be added to the study (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010).  
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However, there is no clear guidance on how to determine when a saturation point has 
been reached for qualitative research. Holloway and Wheeler (2010) for instance, stated that 
qualitative research is very specific to the research setting in which sampling is purposive, and 
a larger sample size can result in less depth. They further stated that 14 to 20 samples from a 
heterogeneous group are sufficient. They also emphasised that there are no specific guidelines 
and rules to signify when saturation has been achieved; but it is often a matter of judgement 
of the researcher. Sharing this view is Harry Walcott, one of the pioneer qualitative 
researchers interviewed in Baker and Edwards (2012). He iterates that saturation can be 
achieved by interviewing only one respondent who is the ‘person of interest’. It can also be as 
many respondents as possible, as long as different answers were obtained. He concluded that 
“we can’t establish frequencies but we should be able to find the RANGE of responses” (Baker 
& Edwards, 2012, p. 4). Another researcher interviewed, Uwe Flick, argues that although 
epistemological consideration of the research project can influence saturation, other external 
factors should also be considered. This includes time to complete a research project and, 
finding and keeping in contact with the participants.  
From an epistemology stance, this study achieved saturation when it was found that the 
new data could not reveal any new concepts, i.e. theoretical saturation. When observations 
were repeatedly conducted at one location, no new events could be observed. For example, 
one of the locations at the adult ED was the ambulance bay. Conducting observation multiple  
times at the ambulance bay only revealed similar events: patients arrived via ambulance 
accompanied by ambulance staff who then lined up the patients in a queue for triaging and 
while waiting for the patients turn to be triaged, they went to the reception office for the 
patient registration process. This observed event was a ‘typical’ event observed at the 
ambulance bay. While in interview sessions, subsequent participants did not offer any new 
information. For example, the doctors and nurses interviewed typically provided similar 
responses when asked to describe their work. However, external factors such as availability of 
resources as suggested by Uwe Flick in Baker and Edwards (2012) also influenced the 
saturation process. This study was limited in terms of time and resources and the researcher 
has to take this into consideration. In addition, collecting data in emergency settings was very 
challenging. Therefore, it was not possible to obtain a high number of research participants. 
Nevertheless, this research managed to acquire a total of 37 research participants of a team of 
clinicians and non-clinicians. As argued by Holloway and Wheeler (2010), 14 to 20 samples 
from a heterogeneous group is sufficient for qualitative research.  
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3.4.7. Triangulation 
This study employed two types of triangulation techniques: data triangulation and 
within-method triangulation as shown in Figure 3.2. The use of triangulation has been 
suggested to enhance validity of a study although it cannot guarantee it (Holloway & Wheeler, 
2010). Triangulation can also provide an in-depth understanding and descriptive interpretation 
of the phenomena under study (Fontana & Frey, 2011; Holloway & Wheeler, 2010) as well as 
completeness of the findings (Bryman, 2006; Thurmond, 2001).   
 Data triangulation involves the use of multiple data sources from a different space, 
person and time (Denzin, 1970). Space referred to collecting data from two emergency 
settings, an adult ED and a paediatric ED. Conducting research at two research sites allowed 
for an in-depth understanding of an emergency care workflow covering both adult and 
paediatric patients. As this is a qualitative case study research where the criterion is on 
transferability rather than generalisability, space triangulation also allowed for the same 
methods/concepts developed from the first research setting, i.e. the adult ED applicable to the 
second research setting, i.e. the paediatric ED. Data was also triangulated using person 
triangulation. As the ED teams consisted of clinical and non-clinical members, obtaining data 
from the heterogeneous group of staff that formed the ED multidisciplinary team allowed the 
ED workflow concepts to be understood from their perspectives. However, due to restrictions 
imposed by both Hospital Trusts, data triangulation in terms of time was not possible. The 
researcher was only able to collect data during the weekdays, from 8 am to 5 pm, and some 
evenings until 7 pm.  
 In a within-method triangulation, more than one research method of a research 
approach are used (Thurmond, 2001). In this study, a combination of qualitative interviews, 
observations and documentary sources were used. The use of an interview and observation 
together allowed completeness of the data, for example, in the situation where some of the 
research participants cannot express their views clearly due to lack of understanding of the 
questions. The use of observation and documentary sources also improved the completeness 
of the data. For example, while conducting an observation at the paediatric ED, the researcher 
observed a discussion attended by a coordinating nurse and some nurses and doctors lead by 
the CiC of the day. From the documentary analysis of ED guidelines (documentary evidence) 
and a confirmation received from an opportunistic interview, the researcher found that the 
mini-meeting was a daily review held at specific times every day. The triangulated data from 
the observation, a documentary source and an opportunistic interview allowed the 
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identification of a specific work process in the setting. Similarly, in interviews, participants 
provided their interpretation how they used the computerised information systems in their 
daily work. The usage of the computer manuals, i.e. the documentary evidence, further 
allowed the researcher to obtain a more complete usage of the computerised information 
systems in terms of the functionalities.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Triangulation 
 
3.4.8. Data analysis 
 The data analysis process for the study was an on-going iterative process while data was 
being collected. The cyclic process of data collection and data analysis allows for the research 
questions to be updated. According to Pope, Ziebland and Mays (2000), qualitative research 
which begins with broad or general research questions can eventually lead to more specific 
Triangulation Within–method 
triangulation 
Data 
triangulation 
Person triangulation 
 Doctors (junior doctors and 
consultants) 
 Nurses (staff nurses, sister, nurse 
practitioner) 
 Clinical technicians, care support 
workers 
 Others: non-clinical (reception, 
patient flow champion, porter, 
housekeeping) 
Space triangulation 
 Adult ED 
 Paediatric ED 
Qualitative 
 Semi-structured and 
opportunistic interviews 
 Observation 
 Documentary sources 
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research questions as data is collected. The cyclic process had also allowed for certain lines of 
enquiry to be developed in greater depth. Nonetheless, once data collection ended, there was 
still much analytical work to do. 
The qualitative data analysis used in this study is the thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 
2006). It has the potential to provide a rich and detailed account of the data. In a thematic 
analysis a theme “captures something important about the data in relation to the research 
question, and represents some level of patterned response or meaning within the data set” 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84). In a thematic analysis, instances of a theme cannot be based on 
the frequency that a term or a phrase appears in the data as the content analysis approach 
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). As such, aspects of relevance to the research questions can be 
captured. There are two ways that themes can be identified. It can be identified inductively 
where the coding process is done “without trying to fit into pre-existing coding frame or the 
researcher’s analytic preconceptions” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 85). This method bears 
similarity to the grounded theory approach (Payne & Payne, 2004c). Although a data driven 
analysis technique, the researcher cannot code in an epistemological vacuum (Braun & Clarke, 
2006).  In contrast to this approach, the ‘theoretical’ approach is driven by the researcher’s 
theoretical or analytic interest; therefore, it is explicitly analyst driven (Braun & Clarke, 2006).            
This study adopts a hybrid approach: combination of inductive and deductive techniques 
to identify the themes. As suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), the flexibility of a thematic 
analysis should not be restricted. By combining the hybrid approach, an attempt was made 
to allow relevant themes to emerge directly from the data, while at the same time making 
sense of the themes through the theoretical resources from workflow-related studies. 
Additionally, by adopting this approach the possibility of not capturing important aspects of 
the phenomena under study with the sole use of an inductive technique could be avoided 
(Sarker and Sidorova, 2006). 
In doing the thematic analysis, the five-step process of the Framework Analysis was used 
(Srivasta, 2009). The steps are: 1) Familiarisation; 2) Identifying a thematic framework; 3) 
Indexing; 4) Charting; and 5) Mapping and interpretation. These steps were taken to analyse 
all data sources: interviews, observations and documentary evidence. However, these steps 
were not followed in a linear fashion but rather iteratively, and in a reflective manner. This 
included the researcher moving back and forth across empirical data and the theoretical 
resources. 
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Step 1: Familiarisation 
Familiarisation involves the process of immersing oneself with the data by listening to 
the recordings, reading the transcripts and studying the field notes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 
During this stage, the researcher spent hours immersing herself in the raw data. This involved 
listening to all of the recorded interviews and reading the verbatim interview transcripts. 
Familiarisation also involved the process of reading, commenting and reflecting on the 
handwritten observation field notes and, subsequently the field notes were then computer-
typed. Given that the researcher transcribed most of the interview recordings, documented all 
the field notes and subsequently computer-typed the field notes had allowed the researcher 
to fully immerse herself with the collected data thus gaining a holistic sense of the empirical 
data. The documentary sources were also subjected to the familiarisation process where all 
documents were read, commented and reflected on.  
During the familiarisation process, emerging ideas and issues were also recognised. 
These ideas were relevant to the understanding of emergency care work which was further 
incorporated during the analysis stage. As a result, most of these ideas were reflected in the 
findings.     
 
Step 2: Identifying a thematic framework and Step 3: Indexing 
Once the researcher was familiarised with the data, the coding process started. During 
the coding process, data was examined line-by-line in order to identify initial codes and 
categories. It was an iterative process: initial codes and data segments were compared and 
further analysed to allow for the development of new codes and categories and the 
refinement of existing codes and categories. During this process, codes were annotated at the 
margins of the text. The codes were then copied to another word document to allow for easy 
groupings of similar codes. It is an iterative process where developed codes were checked and 
re-checked resulting in a reconsideration of previous choices: giving a segment multiple codes 
or fully removing a segment to a different code. The codes that overlapped or had similar 
content were double-checked by looking at the segments included in each code. The checking 
and re-checking of categories provides insightful interpretation (Polit & Beck, 2013). Examples 
of codes include patient arrive via ambulance, walk-in patient arrival, staff doing registration 
process, staff using Manchester triage, staff doing observation and using information artefacts 
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to do documentation. These codes were then created as NVivo notes for the next step, i.e. 
charting. Table 3.3 lists some of the sample codes and its related vignettes.   
 
Table 3.3: Assignments of codes and categories to vignettes 
Vignettes Data sources Codes Categories 
A number of ambulance patients 
arriving via the ambulance 
entrance. Some are on stretchers 
and some on wheelchairs. All are 
assisted by the ambulance staff.    
Observation 
documented at 
ambulance bay 
(Adult ED) 
Patient arrive via 
ambulance 
Patient flow into 
the ED 
Walk-in patients arriving from 
the main entrance. Most patients 
are accompanied by 
family/relatives. One patient 
with a family member went 
straight to the registration 
counter. Some prefer to find 
some place to seat first and their 
family members go to 
registration on their behalf. 
Observation 
documented at the 
main waiting area 
(Adult ED) 
Walk-in patient 
arrival 
Patient flow into 
the ED 
Two reception staff members are 
busy registering walk-in patients. 
Questions such as what is your 
health problems, where are you 
staying and who is your GP seem 
to me very common.   
Observation 
documented at the 
main waiting area 
(Adult ED) 
Staff doing 
registration for 
walk-in patients 
Organisational 
work process 
An ambulance crew ‘presenting’ 
a patient to a registration staff, 
communicating basically the 
same information required from 
walk-in patients while referring 
to a document on a clipboard. 
Observation 
documented from 
inside the 
registration office 
(Adult ED) 
Staff doing 
registration for 
ambulance patients 
Organisational 
work process 
A reception staff doing a coding 
process.  
“This is only part of it, actually 
and what this is, is the doctors 
when they do the coding [on the 
ED card] miss investigations off 
the back of the [ED] card.  What 
they are supposed to do is tick 
them, when somebody has a CT 
or whatever of these, they forget 
to tick them. Don’t ask me why, 
I’ve no idea why, but it is very 
common”   
 
Observation at a 
reception office and 
opportunistic 
interviewing with a 
reception staff (Adult 
ED) 
Coding process 
using an ED card 
and several 
computer 
applications 
running 
concurrently on a 
computer  
Negative impact of 
a hybrid 
information 
implementation on 
coding process 
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“When the patient arrives, on the 
pit stop, one of the consultants is 
there … if he [pit stop doctor] 
thinks that the patient needs a 
blood [test] so that he [pit stop 
doctor] can request blood [blood 
test] from the pit stop 
Opportunistic 
interviewing with a 
clinical technician 
(Adult ED) 
Triage assessment 
for ambulance 
patients by pit stop 
doctor 
Clinical process 
“it will be one of the nurses round 
here [at the main department] 
that will do it.  And so they’ll just 
triage the patient as they would 
round there [at the Patient 
Assessment Room] and just 
complete it on the computers 
round here” 
Interview with a 
nursing staff 
(Paediatric ED) 
Triage assessment 
performed at other 
location besides 
the patient 
assessment room 
Clinical process 
“… if I am in charge [as a CiC] and 
I want to know what's going on 
with this patient, so the only way 
to do that is if somebody 
[doctors] has put their name on it 
[using Medway], so now I know 
this is Jane Doe [anonymised 
patient], if that [doctor’s name] 
wasn’t there I would have to go 
find the patient, find the [patient 
ED] card, open the notes, look at 
the writing and see who [doctor] 
has seen her, so if it's on here 
[Medway] I don’t have to do any 
of that do I? …So that bit with 
just the doctors name is actually 
quite important because [it] tells 
you who is responsible, the initial 
clinician for the patient and the 
department has 50 or 20 or 
whatever patients and half a 
dozen, a dozen clinicians, or 
more” (Consultant A). 
 
Opportunistic 
interviewing with a 
consultant on how 
he used the Medway 
computerised 
system (Paediatric 
ED) 
Analysing workload 
assignment using 
the Medway  
computerised 
system 
Utilising a 
computerised 
system in 
supporting 
resource 
management task 
  
The thematic framework was constructed by collating these codes. This is also an 
iterative process where themes were reviewed in relation to the coded segments and the 
entire data set.  The final thematic framework consists of two main themes with sub-themes. 
The first theme discusses the ED workflow as components of services, staff, clinical and non-
clinical processes. This includes discussion on the roles and responsibilities of the 
multidisciplinary members of the team as well as the execution of clinical and non-clinical 
processes. The second theme discusses the functionalities of all information artefacts, 
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characteristics of the information artefacts in supporting the collaborative nature of 
emergency work as well as issues faced with existing information architecture 
implementation. Overall, the construction of the thematic framework was iterative which 
was continuously refined as analysis proceed (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994).   
 
Step 4: Charting 
NVivo was used during the charting process. Prior to the actual charting process, word 
processor files of the verbatim interview transcripts and observation field notes were 
exported to NVivo. One of the steps in the charting process was moving the textual data 
from its original textual context to NVivo nodes. These nodes were created to represent the 
categories and codes developed in Step 3. As pieces of data from the interview transcripts 
and observational notes were being charted, nodes or sub-nodes were continuously updated 
and refined. Refinement of categories is the norm in a qualitative analysis (Flanagan et al., 
2011).  
NVivo was a very valuable tool in supporting the charting process. The tool made it 
feasible to refine the initial coding framework and went through several iterations. However, 
it was the researcher who came out with the coding framework and made sense of the data.  
  
Step 5: Mapping and interpretation 
During mapping and interpretation, concepts are defined and associations between 
themes are determined in order to provide an explanation and interpretation of the findings 
(Pope et al., 2000). During this process, the researcher interpreted the data as a whole. This 
included defining the concepts, finding associations, providing explanations and developing 
strategies to support the interpretation with literatures. This process also included devising 
the workflow diagrams. The interpretation from each case study is summarised and 
discussed in the findings and discussion chapters. This also includes discussion on the 
similarities and differences of each case study findings.  
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3.4.9. Triangulation of interviews and observational field notes with documentary sources  
 Documentary sources obtained from the research settings were used to triangulate the 
analysis of the interviews and observational field notes. For example, the ED guidelines 
obtained from both EDs were useful in providing an in-depth understanding of the 
organisational aspects of the research settings, for example the myriad roles clinical staff can 
be assigned to. Other documents such as the main patient care documentation, i.e. the ED 
cards, and order request forms were also used to complement the overall analysis.  
The codes generated from the analyses discussed in Section 3.4.8, were assigned to the 
contents of these documents. For example, the description on the responsibility of a CiC taken 
from the ED guidelines obtained from the adult ED was assigned to category ‘ED team 
members’. Therefore, the category within the theme ‘ED workflow’ also consists of the 
description of a CiC role from the ED guidelines and hence complementing the data from the 
interview transcripts and field notes. Codes were also assigned to other documents, such as 
the forms and computer manuals. For example, a PTS screen shot obtained from the adult ED 
was categorised under the ‘information artefacts’ category. This was used to provide a 
detailed description on system content and usage. This technique allowed the researcher to 
fully describe or support the interpretation given by both the interview and observation data. 
 
3.4.10. Research trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness is used to demonstrate the reliability and validity of qualitative research 
(Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). It encompasses four criteria: credibility; transferability; 
dependability; and confirmability. Credibility is the most important criterion and means that 
the findings are the ‘truth’ and accurate in the social context or phenomena being studied. In 
this research, the credibility was achieved in two ways: members checking activity and 
reflexivity (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). The member checking activity was conducted at the 
adult ED after the analysis was completed. During the member checking activity, an invitation 
letter (Appendix 15a), result summary (Appendix 15b) and evaluation sheet (Appendix 16) 
were sent to the participants in order to obtain their feedback and to confirm that the findings 
were valid. The analysis was revised based on the feedbacks received. However, only five 
responses were received out of the 23 research participants. The low response rate was partly 
due to the busy nature of the ED. In addition, some of the participants were no longer 
accessible. The external nurse and the medical student had left, thus the member checking 
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feedback cannot be obtained from them. In addition to member checking activity, the 
researcher strived to provide detail description of the data collection and analysis processes as 
suggested by Baxter and Jack (2008). This is demonstrated in Section 3.4. The section 
demonstrates the procedures taken in conducting the research in order to show how the 
conclusion of the research was reached. Another method to achieve credibility is reflexivity 
(Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). Reflexivity is the awareness of the interaction between 
researchers and participants, as well as researchers’ values and past experiences which could 
shape the process and outcome of the research. In this research, reflexivity was possible 
because the researcher does not have any prior experience working in healthcare 
organisations which could have an influence on the research process and findings.  
The second criterion of trustworthiness is transferability which means that the findings 
or the concepts developed in the current qualitative research are relevant or applicable to 
similar situations. In this research, transferability was demonstrated by collecting rich data 
using the multiple triangulation approach discussed in Section 3.4.7. The multi-site study 
provided an opportunity for transferability as methods/concepts developed from the first 
research setting, i.e. the adult ED applicable to the second research setting, i.e. the paediatric 
ED. The methods adopted and concepts developed can also be transferred to the study of 
other emergency care settings with similar organisational and information infrastructure 
implementation.  
 The third criterion of trustworthiness is dependability. This refers to the consistency and 
accuracy of the research findings resulting from an analysis that is thoroughly performed, in 
which the context is sufficiently described (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). This ensures that the 
research can be repeated. The dependability of the research was established by maintaining 
complete records of all the research phases, starting from the initiation to the conclusion of 
the research. This included all the documents related to the application process, data 
collection instruments, interview recordings and verbatim transcripts, field notes and 
documentary sources. All these documents provided a full picture of the research process.    
  The final criterion is confirmability. Confirmability may be interpreted as an equivalent 
to objectivity (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). It means that the findings are not the result of the 
researcher’s biases, prior assumptions and/or values. In this research, confirmability was 
achieved by limiting the researcher’s own knowledge or assumptions while data collection was 
conducted. For example, during the interview sessions leading questions were avoided. 
Instead, the researcher waited for the participants to think of what and how to respond to the 
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questions and allowed time for them to add or elaborate as needed. Additionally, prior to the 
data collection, both the interview guide (Appendix 11) and observation template (Figure 3.1), 
were discussed with the research supervisor.   
 
3.5 Methodological limitation 
As listed in Table 3.2, a diverse range of staff were interviewed to reflect a full range of the 
opinions of the EDs multidisciplinary team. However, obtaining a high number or a similar number of 
participants for each group was not possible. This was because the number of participants for each 
group was not the same. For example, there were more nurses than care support workers.  Engaging 
participants was also a challenge as EDs are a busy work environment and staff may not have 
regarded the study as a high priority, particularly compared to caring for patients.  
Conducting non-participant observation in busy settings also has its limitations. First, it was not 
possible to observe the participants and events all of the time. However, as many observations were 
conducted as possible. This included observations on the interaction of staff with information 
artefacts such as when members of staff used the whiteboards, the ED cards or any of the 
computerised systems. Observations also involved observing events such as the overall emergency 
care activities. The researcher was also not permitted to directly observe provider-patient 
interactions due to patient confidentiality and privacy. However, for further exploration and 
elucidation, opportunistic interviews (discussed in Section 3.4.4.1) were conducted whenever 
possible. Participants also participated in semi-structured interviews, which prompted the 
participants to cover issues which otherwise might remained unobserved.  
Also, due to accessibility restrictions imposed by the Trusts, observations at the adult ED were 
conducted in the weekday mornings, afternoons and some evenings. At the paediatric ED, 
observation was conducted once a week on Tuesdays and on one Saturday, 8.30 am to 7 pm. These 
observations however, were repeated multiple times, and at various locations within the department 
and triangulated with interview methods and analysis of documentary evidence such as the ED 
organisational documents. The triangulation technique discussed in Section 3.4.7 provided a detailed 
description on the ED workflow and its supporting information artefacts. 
The data collection and analysis were performed by a one researcher (the PhD student), as this 
is the nature of a postgraduate study. However, to reduce bias, the process of collecting and 
analysing the data were discussed with the research supervisors. The validity of the results was also 
checked by employing the triangulation technique (discussed in Section 3.4.7) and carrying out the 
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member checking activity (at the adult ED). It was also not feasible to conduct a larger scale study 
because of limited time and funding. Gaining access to UK healthcare settings required extensive 
procedures which included CRB check, ISR, research governance and ethical approvals (discussed in 
Section 3.4.2). Moreover, this is a qualitative research whereby transferability instead of 
generalisability is sought.  
  
3.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed the methodology for the current research according to the research 
onion framework by Saunders et al. (2012). This is summarised in Figure 3.3. The methodology 
adopted was discussed in detail, in addition to other workflow-related studies conducted using the 
fieldwork approach. Following that, the qualitative data collection methods, e.g. interviewing, 
observation, documentary sources, sampling and recruitment, were presented. The next chapter, 
Chapter 4, describes the case study settings where the research was conducted.   
 
 
Figure 3.3: Research Onion - adopted from Saunders et al. (2012)  
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH SETTINGS 
4.1 The adult Emergency Department (ED) 
4.1.1 Description 
The adult ED is a Type 1 ED located in South Yorkshire, England. It provides emergency 
care for adults of 16 years and above, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.   
The ED provides care from minor injuries and medical illnesses to life threatening 
emergencies. It also includes specialised services: a Chest Pain Observation Unit and Deep 
Venous Thrombosis (DVT) Unit. In addition to providing emergency care, the department also 
provides teaching and research. Staffing at the ED includes eleven consultants, an ED manager, 
a matron and a nurse consultant.     
 
4.1.2 Physical layout 
Figure 4.1 shows the floor plan of the department. There are three main clinical areas: 
minor injury unit, major unit (comprised of blue sub-unit, red sub-unit and resuscitation sub-
unit) and Clinical Decision Unit (CDU) (These units are further elaborated in Chapter 5). Each 
clinical unit and sub-unit has its own nursing station and patient beds. Patients are assigned to 
these clinical units depending on the severity of their illnesses or injuries. The process of 
assigning patients to the clinical units is also discussed further in Chapter 5. In addition to the 
clinical units, there are ambulance bay, waiting areas, triage room, reception counter and 
office. Patients arriving via ambulance go through their emergency care trajectory starting 
from the ambulance bay. Walk-in patients wait at the main waiting area adjacent to the main 
entrance. Triage room is used for triaging walk-in patients and the reception counter is where 
a patient registration is conducted.    
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Figure 4.1: Adult ED floor plan 
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4.2 The paediatric Emergency Department (ED) 
4.2.1 Description   
The paediatric ED is also a Type 1 ED located in South Yorkshire, England. It provides 
emergency care for infants and children below 16 years old, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It 
receives approximately 52,000 children every year (Sheffield Children’s NHS Foundation Trust, 
2016). Staffing at the ED includes approximately 20 clerical/reception, 68 nurses and 26 
doctors. In addition to providing emergency care, the department also provides teaching and 
research. 
 
4.2.2 Physical layout 
Figure 4.2 shows the floor plan of the ED. The ED is divided to two main areas: waiting 
area and main department. The waiting area is where patients wait prior to being called by 
staff to receive care. The triage nursing room, reception counter as well as two consultation 
rooms are part of this area. Adjacent to this section is the main department. The main 
department and the waiting area are separated by a double door. It houses the clinical areas, 
nursing workstation, clean utility room and radiology waiting area. The clinical areas are: a 
resuscitation room with two beds, trolley bay with six beds, High Dependency (HD) area, 
treatment bays A to D, a play room and two consultation rooms. Patients are assigned to 
receive treatment at one of the clinical areas depending on whether they are ambulant or non-
ambulant. This is discussed further in Chapter 6. A nursing workstation is adjacent to the clean 
utility room which is a room where nurses are based. The radiology waiting area is where ED 
patients wait prior to be called by a radiologist from the Radiology Department for x-ray/scan 
examinations.  
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Figure 4.2: Paediatric ED floor plan 
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY 1 – ADULT ED 
Having introduced the contextual description of the research settings in Chapter 4, this chapter 
presents the case study findings in the adult Emergency Department (ED). The findings are presented 
according to two main themes. The first theme describes the components that make up the ED 
workflow, which includes the emergency care services provided and the collaborative work processes 
of the heterogeneous staff members. The second theme describes the functionalities afforded by the 
information artefacts and issues associated with their integration into the ED workflow. The themes 
and sub-themes are graphically presented in Figure 5.1 including the section number within the text. 
Following the discussion of these themes, a synthesis summarising both themes is discussed in 
Section 5.3. 
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Figure 5.1: Themes and sub-themes of the findings 
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5.1  Components of the ED workflow 
This theme represents the components of the adult ED workflow. Its organisation is based on 
the broadly defined workflow term given in Section 1.2. The section also highlights the emergency 
care services provided by the ED. The construction of this theme is based on the analysis of the field 
notes, documentary evidence and interviews, as explained in Chapters 3 and 4. An in-depth 
understanding of the workflow is necessary to move on to the next themes, which describe to what 
extent the workflow was supported by the information artefacts.  
 
5.1.1. Emergency care services 
The vignette below is one of the researcher’s first observations.  It shows that the adult 
ED covers quite an extensive physical space comprising several clinical areas which are clearly 
labelled: ambulance bay, minor injuries unit, resuscitation unit, red unit, blue unit and Clinical 
Decision Unit (CDU): 
“Walking along the corridor of the main department area, I pass the ambulance bay. 
Parallel to the ambulance bay is the minor injuries unit. The first door after the 
ambulance bay is the resuscitation clinical area. The word ‘resuscitation’ is written on 
the wall just above the door. Opposite the resuscitation clinical area is the blue clinical 
area. There is no door, but the area is still physically separated from the corridor.  I then 
walk a bit further. On the left is the red clinical area. The area is separated by a double 
door but the door is open. I then pass a double door which is also open, walk to another 
double door which leads to an area labelled CDU. This is quite a big department but all 
these areas were clearly labelled so anybody can tell where they are”. 
  
Patients are assigned to these clinical units depending on the severity of their medical 
conditions or injuries. Segregating patients to different clinical areas according to the level of 
injuries and illnesses is common practice in emergency settings (Feufel et al., 2011; Park et al., 
2012). From an opportunistic interview with a nurse, she stated that the major unit was for 
patients who are critically ill or injured, where the resuscitation blue and red units are 
categorised as the major unit. Each of these sub-units contains individual treatment areas 
separated by curtains. The red and blue sub-units are for patients with less life-threating 
conditions. Critically ill or critically injured patients, who require immediate and one-to-one 
emergency care, receive treatment from the resuscitation sub-unit. Meanwhile, the minor 
injuries unit is for patients with less severe injuries and illnesses. These include patients 
requiring treatment for small cuts, for example, or patients requiring treatment for minor 
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illnesses, such as localised infections and eye/ear problems (Opportunistic interview – Doctor 
D). The unit also consists of individual treatment areas separated by curtains.   
Another clinical area, the CDU, functions slightly differently. This is because only some 
patients, either from the minor injuries unit or the major unit, are sent to the CDU to wait for 
further actions/decisions. For example, patients from the major unit or minor injuries unit 
were sent to wait for blood test results and/or scan results, to be transported to other wards, 
to wait for mental health input or to wait for the discharge response team (public display 
notice). Unlike the other two units where patients were allocated trolleys while receiving 
treatment, CDU patients were only allocated to trolleys as needed, while the rest waited at the 
seated area. CDUs, or otherwise referred to as  observation units, are  not common clinical 
areas that can be found in all UK EDs (Woloshynowych et al., 2006). However, a CDU or an 
observation unit can be a promising way for managing patient flow. For example, a CDU can 
allow for additional time for proper investigations to be conducted, thereby preventing unsafe 
discharges (Cooke, Higgins, & Kidd, 2003). Additionally, observing chest pain patients for up to 
23 hours in a CDU can potentially save resources as opposed to admitting them to an Intensive 
Care Unit (ICU) (Institute of Medicine, 2006). 
Delivering emergency care is governed by rules and protocols so that patients receive 
treatment within an acceptable time frame and in a safe manner.  In the adult ED, there are a 
number of time-related target rules applicable to all patients as well as patients with certain 
categories. For example, the four-hour target rule is imposed on all patients receiving 
emergency care in the UK, where the purpose is to reduce patient waiting times (UEC Review 
Team and ECIST, 2013). This means that patients receiving treatment from the minor injuries 
unit and major units are all to receive treatment within the four-hour limit. However, there are 
concerns regarding its implementation. Too much emphasis on it could mean that patients 
who can safely receive treatment in far less than four hours can be overlooked (Department of 
Health, 2004a). It also places patient care within a more restrictive time frame 
(Woloshynowych et al., 2006).     
In addition to the nationally imposed time target, the ED has also implemented its own 
time-related rules. For example, a twelve-hour bed wait is imposed on CDU patients or 
patients who have received a decision for discharge (i.e., either home discharge or in-hospital 
admission) where they cannot wait more than twelve hours in the CDU or for hospital beds 
(interview with a patient flow champion). There is also a target described as a chest pain rule-
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out which is only applicable to chest pain patients (opportunistic interview with Reception staff 
A).  
In addition to the time-related target rules, the ED workflow also includes trigger points. 
Triggers points are mainly situations indicating that the ED is reaching its full capacity. From 
the documentary analysis of the ED’s guidelines and protocols, there are seven trigger points 
that the ED team have to be aware of. Whenever any of these trigger points are encountered, 
plans, such as the reshuffling of nursing resources, should be devised:  
i. More than five patients waiting for beds; 
ii. Waiting in excess of two hours to see a doctor in Majors [red, blue and resuscitation 
sub-units]; 
iii. Waiting in excess of two hours to see a clinician in Minors (for more than 5 patients); 
iv. Notification of the imminent arrival of a trauma case where the wait in the 
department is already two hours or more; 
v. Any patient in the ED blue or red team corridor (as the cubicles are full); 
vi. Resus [resuscitation] at full capacity; and 
vii. CDU at full capacity. 
 
5.1.2. Members of the ED team 
It is frequently cited in the literature that ED team members are multidisciplinary, 
including clinical staff and non-clinical staff. Doctors and nurses, for instance, are clinical staff 
members while a secretary is a non-clinical member (Reddy & Spence, 2006). Similarly, as 
expected, the clinical members at the adult ED also consisted of doctors and nurses. Unlike in 
EDs in the USA, where doctors are categorised as either attending physicians or resident 
physicians (Park et al., 2012), doctors in the adult ED are categorised according to grades: 
junior doctors, middle grade doctors and consultants (Figure 5.2). Nursing staff, on the other 
hand, can include sisters, Emergency Nurse Practitioners (ENP) and staff nurses. Other 
members or support staff includes clinical technicians, care support workers, porters, patient 
flow champions, reception staff and housekeeping staff.   
In addition to delivering clinical care, clinical staff members can also be assigned to 
perform other duties. For example, some senior clinical staff members can resume roles, such 
as the Consultant in Charge (CiC), pit stop doctor, Nurse in Charge (NiC) and triage nurse. 
Doctors at the consultant level have the additional CiC and pit stop doctor roles while the NiC 
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role is assigned to senior nursing staff, i.e. sisters. A CiC and NiC frequently work together in 
managing staff work assignments or re-assigning staff according to changing workloads (ED 
guidelines and protocols). A CiC also holds an advisory role where he/she is responsible to 
supervise and give advice to junior doctors. In contrast, a pit stop doctor’s role is a clinical role 
responsible to provide triage to ambulance patients.   
 
Figure 5.2: ED multidisciplinary members 
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From the researcher’s observations, support staff, such as porters and care support 
workers, also played an important role in patient care. For example, both were responsible for 
transporting patients within the ED and to hospital wards. Housekeeping staff were 
responsible for cleaning the clinical units and beds. They also served as a link between patients 
and nursing staff. Registration staff performed administrative duties such as registration, filling 
and billing.  
Patient flow champions seem to be a unique position in the ED. The patient flow 
champion interviewed was also a qualified member of the clinical staff, but without clinical 
responsibility. She collaborated with a NiC in making sure that there were enough clinical 
resources so that patients can be appropriately attended to. This involved constantly ensuring 
that patients that are ‘booked’ (i.e. registered) were seen by clinical staff and their plan of care 
generated. Once a plan of care is in place, treatment can be delivered and decisions for 
discharge can be made. If there was an inherent delay due to an increase in patients or 
shortage of clinical members, an adjustment to staff allocation would have to be made: 
“We’d keep going... looking round every so often to the red team, so every half an hour 
or 20 minutes, so we’d keep going round saying, this patient hasn’t had anything else 
done to them, they’re still waiting for the doctor to come down or they’re still waiting for 
treatment to be done – is there a problem, do you need some help.  So they might need 
another nurse put into red team or blue team for that short period of time.  There might 
be too short a workload for them.  so we’d ask the Sister in Charge [NiC] to see if she can 
send another nurse to help out and get the treatments done or go with somebody to CT 
scan… our job, really, is to stop breaches and keep an eye on patients what’s in the 
department” (Patient flow champion A).   
  
Her task also included assessing bed availability at hospital wards so that ED patients 
who are to be hospitalised can be transferred:   
“we have to attend a bed meeting so that everybody knows how many beds are in the 
hospital at that point of time in the day.  So I will come back down to A&E and say 
there’s gonna be 30 beds on the MAUs [Medical Assessment Unit], there’s gonna be 10 
beds on surgical assessment unit [SAU], say, for example.  I know for a fact that there 
should be a bed for the patients, what I’ve just flagged up or the doctors have flagged up 
to go to surgical assessment unit, whether it be for orthopaedic with a broken bone or 
whether it be an abdominal pain” (Patient flow champion A). 
 
From the observations and information written on the staff whiteboard, members of 
staff, such as doctors, nurses and care support workers were assigned to work at either a sub-
unit of the major unit, a minor injuries unit or CDU per particular shift. However, in the CDU, 
only nurses and care support workers were permanently allocated, while doctors were only 
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called to the unit when there was a need to make decisions regarding discharge. Other 
members such as patient flow champions, clinical technicians, porters and housekeeping were 
assigned to work across all clinical units.   
   
5.1.3. Patient flows  
There are two modes of entry to the ED. Patient who came on their own, i.e. walk-in 
patients and patients who were transported via the ambulance service, i.e., ambulance 
patients. The patient’s mode of arrival together with the severity of their illnesses/injuries 
determines the paths or trajectories of the care.   
5.1.3.1. Walk-in patients   
Walk-in patients arrived at the ED via their own transport. It was observed that as 
patients arrived, they went to the reception counter located in the waiting area to 
register their visits. Upon completion of their registration they were sent to wait in the 
waiting area. Patients were then called for a triage by a nursing staff located in a triage 
room at the waiting area. According to an opportunistic interview with a member of the 
reception staff, there was no specific time limit for how long patients can be waiting 
prior to triage and that triage was normally done as soon as possible. Normally, walk-in 
patients are triaged to receive treatment from the minor injury unit. However, such 
scenarios cannot be frequently expected, as patients at times were presented with 
certain circumstances. According to a staff nurse, some walk-in patients can also require 
immediate treatment and be assigned to receive treatment from the major unit instead 
of the minor injuries unit:   
 “Some patients also walked in even though it is not a minor injury. So, not all that 
walk in are in the minor injuries. Some maybe were just outside the hospital and they 
felt bad and they [patients] just went straight into hospital. Not all of them [patients] 
are from ambulance. Some of them [patients] have been taken by family or came 
here by taxi” (Aux nurse G). 
 
Although it is expected that walk-in patients receive treatment at the minor 
injuries unit, this is not always the case. It is often cited that emergency care is 
unpredictable (Allard et al., 2012), and one of the unpredictable factors encountered at 
the adult ED was that walk-in patients can at times be sent to receive treatment from 
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the major unit instead of from the minor injuries unit. Once patients are called into the 
minor injuries unit, treatment can then be delivered. Some walk-in patients end their 
trajectory at the minor injury unit while others can be sent to the Critical Decision Unit 
(CDU) for further care.   
  
5.1.3.2. Ambulance patients 
From the observations conducted at the ambulance bay, patients arriving via the 
ambulance service went into the ED via a separate entrance from the walk-in patients. 
When they arrived, they were put in a queue (while lying on stretchers or sitting in 
wheelchairs) to be triaged by a pit stop doctor situated at the ambulance bay. Similar to 
walk-in patients, the duration of time that patients had to wait for a pit stop doctor 
assessment can vary. From the observations, at times ambulance patients can be triaged 
almost straight away and at other times they would have to wait.    
Ambulance patients were normally sent to receive treatment from any of the sub-
units within the major unit. However, ambulance patients can also sometimes receive 
treatment from the minor injury unit. It was observed on a number of occasions that 
patients were wheeled off to the minor injuries unit via the staff entrance to the unit 
instead of being transported to the major unit. According to a nurse, the ambulance 
service can just be a mode for transportation instead of being used for emergency 
situations: 
 “Not everyone that calls the ambulance needs to be seen straight away. Not all these 
people could not make their own way to the hospital or they come by ambulance 
unnecessarily and some of those people do get triage into the waiting room [i.e. 
minor injuries unit]” (Charge nurse A).  
 
Upon finishing their treatment at the major unit, some patients were sent to the 
CDU. In the majority of cases, the CDU is their final destination in their care trajectory. 
However, some patients can be transferred back to the major unit if their condition 
deteriorates. During an observation, one patient located in one of the treatment area in 
the CDU had to be transferred back to the major unit. During the event, an alarm was 
raised by a nurse in the CDU and a few doctors from the major unit ran to the CDU. They 
decided to transfer the patient quickly back to the major unit. Following the observed 
event, a nurse commented in an opportunistic interview that such transfer was 
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necessary so that treatment for the patient can be continued at the suitable clinical 
area:   
“She [was] epileptic so she was brought here, so, but the thing here is we don’t 
really have all the facilities if they [patients] become really poorly that is why 
poorly patients should really not go here [@CDU] because this is just a holding 
bay. So, she [the patient] brought to resus [resuscitation sub-unit] now” (Aux 
nurse G). 
  
In a separate interview, another nurse also described a similar event to what was 
observed. She stated that all patients sent to the CDU should be in a stable condition but 
those that deteriorate needed to be transferred to the main unit (i.e. major unit) 
immediately: 
“...if someone was really poorly they [patients] shouldn’t really be down here [at 
CDU]. We do have situations because patients are patients, where maybe you’ll 
have somebody who’s had a scan of their head because they [patients] have had a 
fit, and sometimes they [patients] will come down here [to the CDU] and they 
[patients] will have another fit so we pull the emergency alarm and they [patients] 
get whizzed back up to the main department [major unit]” (Staff nurse E). 
 
5.1.3.3. Resuscitation patients 
From the observations, resuscitation patients arrived via ambulance in a critical 
condition, and were often unconscious. At times the ED received courtesy calls from the 
ambulance service prior to their arrival. Resuscitation patients required immediate 
resuscitation and were attended to by a resuscitation team. Upon arrival, they bypassed 
the pit stop triage. Instead, they were immediately transported by the ambulance staff 
to the resuscitation sub-unit where emergency care started immediately. However, it 
was highly unlikely that resuscitation patients were sent to the CDU. They were either 
kept at the resuscitation sub-unit until their condition became non-critical, or sent to 
surgical theatre for surgery or hospital wards for further treatment. 
 
The patient trajectory can be quite unpredictable because of a patient’s condition and 
personal circumstances. Although it is expected that walk-in patients receive treatment from 
the minor injuries unit and ambulance patients receive treatment from the major unit, their 
circumstances can dictate otherwise. In dealing with  unforeseen exceptions, the healthcare 
professionals need to provide re-interpretation to the common practice (Berg & Toussaint, 
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2003).  Figure 5.3 shows the ED patient flow (keys to the symbols are also on page xv). The 
dashed lines in the flowchart depict the possible variability in the flow as some patients can be 
presented with certain circumstances which require re-assessment of the flow.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Patient flow (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, rectangles 
represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows and 
dashed arrows represent exceptions)  
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5.1.4. Collaborative work processes 
 This section highlights the ED work processes with emphasis on the task and activities 
which formed the ED workflow. The adult ED work processes were similar to ED work 
processes discussed in the literature (Chan, 2000; Hertzum, 2011; Rothenhaus et al., 2007; 
Vezyridis et al., 2011). They can be categorised to two types: clinical and organisational work 
processes. Clinical processes included triage, assessment, treatment, observation and 
discharge. Organisational processes included patient flow and resource management, patient 
registration, coding and documentation, and billing. These processes are closely linked and 
conducted in parallel for many patients. Although different members of a team have different 
motivations for completing their tasks and activities (Strauss, Fagerhaugh, Suczek, & Wiener, 
1985), collaboration among them is crucial in order to deliver patient care safely and 
efficiently.  
 
5.1.4.1. Clinical work processes 
Clinical processes consist of activities related to providing clinical care ranging 
from making a diagnosis based on the patient condition to stabilisation. It also includes 
medical decision in discharging patients to home or hospital wards. 
a. Triage  
At the adult ED, triage is performed for both walk-in patients and ambulance 
patients, with an exception to resuscitation patients. Aronsky et al. (2008) describe a 
triage as “a fast-paced process that prioritizes the allocation of limited health care 
resources to patients in greatest need” (p. 16). During triage, regardless of whether they 
are walk-in patients or ambulance patients, the process is essentially the same. It 
involved a quick assessment of the patient’s presenting condition in order to determine 
the next course of action for the patients:  
“... they [patients] have come in and they [patients] have gone through triage 
which is they [patients] have gone through either the nursing triage if they 
[patients] have driven [walk-in patients] here or they [patients] have gone through 
pit stop [transport by ambulance] which is where the [pit stop] consultant will just 
briefly hear the story, scan them [patients] over and decide where they [patients] 
should go which is what triage is all about, is deciding where people should be in 
the department...” (Staff nurse E). 
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From the observations, triage for walk-in patients was performed by nursing staff. 
During the process, a triage nurse briefly assessed the patient condition and history. 
Nursing triage for walk-in patients also involved assigning patients to six different 
streams (public display notice):  
i. Emergency Nurse Practitioner (ENP); 
ii. Patients returning from investigation; 
iii. ED doctor; 
iv. Psychotherapist; 
v. Review clinics; and 
vi. Speciality team (DVT and chest pain units). 
 
These streams essentially categorise patients according to the treatment that they 
are going to receive. For example, patients who are assigned to the ENP stream are 
treated by the ENP nurse first and then the ED doctor only if necessary. The review 
clinics stream is for patients who returned for follow-up care such as wound dressing. 
The speciality team stream is for patients who needed to be seen by specialised nursing 
for Deep Venous Thrombosis (DVT) and chest pains. As stated in Chapter 4, the adult ED 
also provided specialised services, i.e., a Chest Pain Observation Unit and DVT Unit and 
the speciality stream is dedicated for such patients. The streaming technique adopted by 
the adult ED is probably a way to improve patient flow. Streaming of minor injuries 
patients reduced the number of patients waiting more than one hour by 30% 
(Department of Health, 2001).   
 It is a common practice and frequently cited that a triage process at EDs is 
commonly performed by nursing staff (Aronsky, Jones, Raines, et al., 2008; Castner, 
2011; Janssen et al., 2011). However, at the adult ED, although walk-in patients were 
triaged by the nursing staff, ambulance patients were triaged by ED doctors with a 
consultant rank. A consultant assigned to do triage of ambulance patients is referred to 
as a pit stop doctor. However, triage by a pit stop doctor was only available at certain 
times contributing to yet another variability in the delivery of emergency care:  
“there is always a triage nurse 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. The 
pit stop doctors are sort of, more of a Monday to Friday. I think on the weekends 
are more of a 9 till 6 or 9 till 7 systems” (Charge nurse A).    
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 A triage by a pit stop doctor is similar to the nursing triage where the patient 
presenting condition was assessed. It is frequently observed that a pit stop doctor triage 
was conducted in a presence of ambulance staff. The pit stop doctor triage also involved 
two additional decisions: determining which sub-unit of the major unit patients were to 
be assigned to and the ordering of clinical investigations.  
“When the patient arrives, on the pit stop, one of the consultants is there … if he 
[pit stop doctor] thinks that the patient needs a blood [test] so that he [pit stop 
doctor] can request blood [blood test] from the pit stop and either one of the 
other doctors like in major, they [doctors in major unit] go to see the patient. If 
they [doctors in major unit] think, if the blood is not already requested by a 
consultant [at the pit stop], they [doctors in major unit] can request by themselves 
so … and then we [clinical technicians] can do the blood [blood test] and 
everything” (Clinical technician A). 
 
However, according to an opportunistic interview with a pit stop doctor, the 
practice of requesting an investigation test during a pit stop assessment was just to 
speed up the care process and that it was usually done only to help out the clinical team 
in the major unit. This shows that a pit stop triage is not just about allocating resources, 
such as bed assignment in a major unit, but also formulating a care plan for the patients. 
This is an interesting work practice as the triage process is commonly referred to as 
assessing patients’ medical conditions and allocating limited resources based on the 
severity of their condition (Aronsky, Jones, Raines, et al., 2008). Because of the 
individual practices of the pit stop doctors, this inadvertently also contributes to the 
variability in the care process.   
During pit stop triage, it was also observed that a pit stop doctor works 
collaboratively with the ambulance crews and porters. Collaborative work between a pit 
stop doctor and ambulance crews was a handover activity where the care of the 
patients was transferred to the ED from the ambulance service. Collaborative work with 
the porters, on the other hand, was a request for patient transfer, i.e. from the 
ambulance bay to the radiology department or to the major unit.  
“The doctor [pit stop doctor] will tell us [porters]… there are the different team[s], 
the blue team, red team. So if we [porters] are going to take [the patient] to the 
blue team, we [porters] say blue team. If it is x-ray, to x-ray, they [pit stop doctors] 
are just going to tell us x-ray and there is a card [Diagnostic imaging order form] 
provided by the doctor … And then they [pit stop doctors] will tell me so whether 
they [pit stop doctors] want it [the patient] straight to the x-ray and then they [pit 
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stop doctors] will say ‘straight [to] x-ray and after that red [sub-unit] or blue [sub-
unit]” (Porter A).   
 
 
b. Assessment, treatment and observation 
Direct clinical care tasks included assessment performed by both doctors and 
nurses. At each of the clinical units the type of emergency care treatment given differs. 
For example, in the minor injuries unit, direct clinical care included assessments and 
treatments for DVT and chest pain patients given by DVT nurses and chest pain nurses, 
respectively. It can also include ENP nurses’ and ED doctors’ assessments and 
treatments for new attendance or returning patients.    
Meanwhile, in the major unit, i.e., the blue and red sub-unit, clinical care is 
conducted slightly differently. Patients at these sub-units have to undergo two 
additional steps: nursing assessment performed using the Manchester triage Score 
(Appendix 17) and consequently doctor assessment. The Manchester triage Score is a 
national triage for triaging process (Ganley & Gloster, 2011).  Nursing assessment is an 
initial assessment performed by nursing staff to be conducted prior to patients being 
attended to by doctors. It is essentially another triage process (after the pit stop doctor 
assessment) for the major unit patients. The assigned triage score placed the patients 
into a queue to be seen by doctors according to their level of urgency: 
“If you are working within the department [major unit] you are assessing patients 
when they [patients] first come through from the Ambulance Service [pit stop 
triage] or from triage [nursing triage] so getting a general medical history, what 
they [patients] have come in for, taking vital signs, ECG’s, and if anything is 
highlighted you then triage them [patients] with the Manchester Triage Score. 
Then they [patients] are put into a queue to see one of the doctors…” (Staff nurse 
C).   
The doctor’s assessment was then performed based on the urgency level provided 
by the score. However, variability can happen as sudden clinical decisions must be made 
during a nursing assessment because of the patient’s condition. For example, in an 
interview with a member of the nursing staff, she described a dire situation where she 
thought that the patient would have to be attended to by a doctor straightaway instead 
of going through yet another triage (i.e. nursing assessment). In such cases, she would 
have to inform a doctor so that the patients can be seen immediately:   
 “Sometimes I have had people [patients] come in and they describe their 
symptoms and I immediately was like something is wrong here, and I will go 
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straight to a doctor and say this patient needs to be seen right now” (Staff nurse 
E). 
  
There can also be occasions when patients need to be moved to another sub-unit 
which was better equipped to handle certain types of cases. This transfer was initiated 
after patients had initially been assigned to a different sub-unit during a pit stop doctor 
triage. The scenario below was given by a nurse working at the ED. According to this 
informant, initially the patient was assigned to a major non-resuscitation sub-unit. 
However, when she conducted a Manchester triage assessment during the nursing 
assessment, she soon realised that the patient was having a heart attack. Instead of 
continuing her assessment, she immediately transferred the patient to a resuscitation 
sub-unit where the patient was treated immediately by a dedicated resuscitation team: 
“I had like a patient last week who I did the ECG and she had some chest pain... 
she was having a really bad heart attack so we need to act really quickly... that is 
my assessment as a nurse, I looked at the full picture and she was sweaty and grey 
and just looked really poorly and clutching her chest, did the ECG, massive heart 
attack so I got hold of her and pushed her straight into resus [resuscitation sub-
unit] at the end so she could go on all the monitors and be seen straight away” 
(Staff nurse E). 
 
 There were also times when nursing assessments and doctor assessments did not 
follow one after another. Instead, doctors immediately did their assessment due to an 
increased volume of patients coming in and a shortage of nursing staff:  
“Sometimes if it’s more, if it’s quicker you can do my assessment before the team 
nursing assessment…That’s unusual but it’s increasingly common because of the 
volume of patients coming through.  There is an inherent delay for nursing 
assessments after they have been allocated [to the major unit].  So rather than 
having downtime where you are waiting for a nurse to do an assessment then to 
be seen by a doctor, the doctor can see the patient” (Consultant F). 
 
As described by Consultant F, the doctor’s assessment without a nursing 
assessment can avoid downtime in an event where there was a shortage of nursing staff, 
hence speeding up the care process. The practice also contributed to the variability in 
the patient care trajectory.  
 While nursing assessment involves assigning Manchester triage scale, doctor 
assessment includes conducting an initial examination and coming up with a patient 
care plan to be executed collaboratively among nurses, care support workers and clinical 
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technicians. The treatment plan is in the form of clinical investigation orders and 
observations for nurses, clinical technicians and care support workers. Clinical 
investigations included orders for blood tests, x-rays/scans and ECGs. The investigation 
results received could initiate new cycles of further clinical investigations, observations 
and treatments, justifiable admission to wards, home discharge or referral to other 
speciality. While waiting for investigation results, some patients were sent to the CDU 
while others remained in the major unit. Subsequently they were discharged home or to 
hospital wards.  
According to a care support worker, an observation that is a part of patient care 
plan involved tasks such as: 
“base line obs [observation], bm’s [base line monitoring], hygiene of patients, 
hydration of patients to make sure obviously that they have had something to eat and 
their hygiene needs, if they need any help with that we do that as well” (Care support 
worker A).    
 
There are occasions when these clinical activities are performed with the help of 
non-clinical staff members. For example, a patient flow champion occasionally became 
involved in clinical work, although her responsibility is to ensure smooth patient flow 
within the ED. This is possibly due to the fact that a patient flow champion is also a 
qualified nurse. In the event of a nursing shortage, she can be of valuable help to the 
nursing staff. However, in doing so, her actual responsibility may not be fully met: 
“We [patient flow champions] occasionally do hands on [clinical work], we [patient 
flow champions] will help to do log rolls, we [patient flow champions] will do some 
observations, but what they’re saying is, if we [patient flow champions] did get 
involved with clinical work, then if you’re gone for half an hour, lots of people 
[patients] can come through A&E department [ED] and there’s nobody keeping an eye 
on that”  (Patient flow champion A). 
  
At the resuscitation sub-unit, although part of the major unit, the care trajectory 
is different. Patients were treated immediately upon arrival as they were unconscious 
and/or critically ill/injured. Instead of working on specific clinical tasks or processes one 
after another, a resuscitation care team worked together simultaneously: 
“…the patients in resus [resuscitation] they are a bit more ill.  You generally tend to 
have direct input… So resus [resuscitation] they [patients] come, they [patients] have 
a parallel assessment” (Consultant F).  
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Similarly, a nurse described her work at resuscitation sub-unit as, “we [nurses] just 
take part in the team [resuscitation team] doing what is necessary at the time” – Nurse 
C. 
 
Treatment processes at the CDU are also different in comparison to the minor 
injuries and major units. For example, CDU patients who were transferred from the 
major unit or minor injuries unit were mostly waiting for investigation results, further 
decisions or required further monitoring. Therefore, nurses needed to make sure that 
patients’ test investigation results were back so that they can be reviewed by doctors. 
Doctors can then make a decision for discharge:  
“...in CDU it is a lot about management and patient flow so if patients have come 
down from the majors [blue, red and resuscitation sub-units] department [to the 
CDU] you obviously are still monitoring their health, any needs they may have as a 
patient and making sure they are safe and they are okay basically but your main 
responsibility after that is to making sure the doctors have come down and reviewed 
them [patients] when they need to be reviewed.  Making sure their [patients] blood 
results are back, a lot of them [patients] have come down following having blood 
tests…  Other things like they [patients] have come back from scans, if they [patients] 
have had a CT head or something like that” (Staff nurse E). 
In the CDU, more emphasis is placed on patient management by keeping up to 
date with the availability of investigation results. In contrast, in the minor injuries and 
major units, performing patient assessments are the main priorities. Regardless of how 
the processes are executed, it is a priority that patients received their treatment 
accordingly and that there is a continuous flow and throughput of patients so that fewer 
patients accumulated in the department. 
 
c. Investigation test ordering 
Various types of investigation tests can be conducted in order to arrive at a 
medical decision. Investigation results are needed for doctors so that they could make 
clinical decisions which include decisions for home discharge or to hospital wards. ED 
patient flow relies greatly on these clinical decisions. Once clinical decisions are made, 
patients can then be moved out from the ED, hence making space for other patients. 
From the observed activities of the care support workers and clinical technicians, 
investigation orders included blood test and x-rays/scans investigations, and ECGs. This 
work process contained multiple activities: request, execution, transfer and availability. 
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Doctors and ENP submitted blood test requests to nurses, clinical technicians or care 
support workers. They then executed the request by obtaining blood samples from 
patients and submitting the samples to the laboratory. The availability of the results was 
informed by nursing staff, clinical technician or care support workers to the doctors. 
According to a nurse, by informing doctors of availability of blood test results, doctors 
could thus engage in other clinical activities and not have to constantly check whether 
the investigation results were back or not:  
“…we [nurses] just make sure that everyone is seen and not forgotten and chasing 
up doctors to give back results to the patient… It saves the doctors a job if they 
[doctors] are busy elsewhere, we [nurses] can then say we [nurses] have had a 
look and they [results] are not back or we [nurses] have had a look and they 
[results] are back so you [doctor] need to come and review the patient” (Staff 
nurse C). 
 
Since blood test investigation can also be executed by a care support worker and 
clinical technician, they also expressed a similar view on the matter, i.e., informing 
doctors of investigation tests availability can be very helpful to the doctors:  
“...the doctors, they [doctors] can view [blood test results] by themselves but 
sometimes if they [doctors] are busy and the patient is in need to go to any other 
ward and we [clinical technicians] can trace the blood and tell the doctor the blood 
has arrived and this is the blood, they [doctors] request so yes, it [is] going to be a 
bit helpful for the doctor” (Clinical technician A). 
“We [clinical support workers] tend to chase bloods and results for doctors so that 
when they [results] are back, we can then get the doctors to come down and 
review the patients and either move them on wherever they [patients] are going 
or discharge them [patients]” (Care support worker A). 
However, blood test investigation to be conducted care support workers is limited 
to those that have been trained to perform the medical procedure. According to Care 
Support Worker A, she has had the necessary training in order to do the job and that not 
all support workers were trained for such a procedure:  
“I do because I’ve been here for a long time, and I’ve been trained a long time to 
do them but we have new support workers that don’t do bloods, don’t do ECG’s” 
(Care Support Worker A).  
Figure 5.4 represents a process flow diagram for blood test investigation work 
process between doctors and clinical technicians, nurses or care support workers (keys 
to the symbols are also on page xv). A blood test request is submitted via a paper-based 
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blood order form by doctors to either clinical technicians, nurses or care support 
workers. They then execute the order. Blood test tubes are transferred via a poding 
system (pneumatic tube system used to transport blood tubes containing blood 
samples) and the request is submitted online. They are also responsible for checking 
results availability. Once results are available, they then inform the doctors or ENPs who 
requested the tests so that a clinical decision can be made.  
 
Doctor/ENP Doctor/ENP/clinical technician/nursing 
staff/care support worker 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Blood test investigation work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions and arrows represent normal flows) 
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With regards to x-ray/scan investigation test ordering, collaboration between 
porters as well as care support worker with doctors was observed. Figure 5.5 depicts an 
x-ray/scan test investigation work process where a doctor submits a request for the test 
via a paper-based form (keys to the symbols are also on page xv). The form can be 
handed over to any available porter or place at the whiteboard allocated for porters. 
Porters or care support workers then transferred the patients to the radiology 
department and handed the form over to the radiology personnel. Their task was mark 
as completed when patients were transported back to the ED. Scan images were 
submitted via the CRIS by the radiology department. ED doctors then reviewed these 
images via PACS and provide their interpretation. This was then sent back to be verified 
the radiology department so that a full report can be made which is accessible via the 
ICE.  
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Figure 5.5: X-ray/scan investigation test work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions and arrows represent normal flows) 
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discharged and they [patients] have got a fracture or it not need be a fracture, it 
could be any other medical problem that is through from the x-ray and we [reception 
staff] have to, or get what we call an angular slip and we [reception staff] would then 
go with the patient record so the doctor to say that there was a problem with an x-
ray and you know, how they [doctors] would like us [reception staff] to proceed with 
it because obviously there is something not right so it can’t just be ignored, it has to 
be followed up” (Reception staff A). 
 
Delays in the availability of investigation results, such as the radiologist results 
described by Reception Staff A, required that further action be taken. It is particularly 
important for follow up to occur as failure to report on the investigation after patients 
are discharged may have consequences on patient safety (Russ et al., 2010). This type of 
unexpected collaboration would therefore contribute to variability in the care process, 
i.e. collaboration between reception staff and clinicians in a test investigation work 
process. 
 
d. Seeking advice and consultation request 
It was a common scenario to observe doctors constantly interacting with each 
other. This interaction involved clinicians seeking advice from each other in regards to 
patient treatments. This could involve junior doctors seeking advice from their senior 
counterparts. According to a consultant, as a senior member of the team, he was 
required not only to provide direct clinical care to patients but also responsible to give 
advice to other doctors and nurses: 
“[In] Majors and minors [units], I essentially do two roles, I take the next card, or 
the next patient waiting as well as supervision and giving advice under doctors 
and clinicians and nurses as well in that area” (Consultant F).   
 
e. Referral 
  A referral also needs to be made external to the ED. It is a request for another 
speciality team to attend and treat the ED patients. Once a patient is being referred, the 
decision for discharge lies with the speciality team instead of the ED doctors (A&E 
Guidelines and protocols).   
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f. Discharge 
The decision for discharge can only be made by doctors or ENPs. Patients can 
either be discharged home or to hospital wards such as the Medical Assessment Unit 
(MAU), Surgical Assessment Unit (SAU) or surgical theatres. Regardless of where 
patients were discharged to, discharge summaries (GP letters), were sent to the 
patients’ GP (Opportunistic interview with Reception staff A).   
 
5.1.4.2. Organisational work processes 
Organisational work processes are normally categorised as non-clinical work 
performed by non-clinical members (Reddy & Spence, 2006). At the adult ED, 
organisational processes generally involved the management of resources such as beds 
and staff, and non-clinical processes such as registration, transfer, coding and billing. 
  
a. Registration 
From the observations and interviews with reception staff members, the 
registration process was performed only by reception staff for all ED patients. Normally, 
walk-in patients registered their visits on their own or with the help of relatives. 
However, for ambulance patients, their registration was assisted by ambulance crews. 
Throughout the researcher’s observation at the registration office, ambulance crews 
were constantly going in and out of the reception office. They were seen assisting the 
registration staff during the registration process by communicating patient details and 
then submitting a copy of the ambulance sheet.   
The registration process included the assignment of an ED number and the 
recording of non-clinical information such as name, mode of transportation, GP 
information and home address. However, returning patients, i.e. patients who came 
back for the same problem, used the same ED number although they were still required 
to register again: 
“Every time they come back for a new incident, they [patients] get a new number [ED 
number].  If they [patients] come back with a problem, say last week they [patients] 
came in with a sprained ankle, and this week you have come back because that ankle 
is no better, you would get that number [ED number] and re-use it as a follow up 
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because it is not a new incident, it is the same incident and it is a follow up to that 
incident” (Reception staff A). 
 
However, the registration process is not as ‘predictable’ as ones could have 
thought (Ajmi et al., 2015). For example, a member of the reception staff upon 
identifying very ill patients who required immediate attention during registration had to 
alert the triage nurse in order for triage assessment to be conducted straight away: 
“We [reception staff] do kind of triage them [patients] at reception desk in case there 
is any serious case and we [reception staff] do actually flag it up to the triage nurse to 
get them [patients] in a bit quicker... We [reception staff] kind of look – especially 
people with chest pain, shortness of breath, paleness, PV bleeds, heavy PV bleeds, 
heavy PR bleeds, we will flag [verbally]” (Reception staff B). 
 
As described by Reception staff B, there were a number of symptoms that 
patients can come with which require immediate care. Flagging the triage nurse meant 
that these patients did not have to wait for triage and therefore patients can receive 
treatment as soon as possible. Although it is frequently mentioned that exceptions are 
frequently dealt with by clinicians (Berg, 2003; Kobayashi, Fussell, Xiao, & Seagull, 2005), 
in this case, exception had to be exercise by a non-clinical staff member, i.e. a member 
of the reception staff.   
 
b. Patient transfer 
Patient transfer involved the moving of patients within the ED, for example from 
the ambulance bay to the major unit or from the ambulance bay to the radiology 
department:  
“the [pit stop] doctor will see when the ambulance bring them[patients], they, [the pit 
stop] doctor will see and then he [pit stop doctor] will assess which team he [pit stop 
doctor] going to send … and then they [pit stop doctors] will tell me, so whether they 
[pit stop doctors] want it straight to the x-ray and then they [pit stop doctors] will say 
straight x-ray and after that red or blue” (Porter A).   
 
Patients can also be transferred from the ED to the hospital wards upon a decision 
for discharge from the doctors. This transfer was commonly executed by a porter 
accompanied by a nurse or a care support worker. Alternatively, transfer can also be 
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executed by nursing staff or a care support worker without a porter. Interestingly 
enough, one nursing staff commented that a patient flow champion was also 
occasionally involved in transferring patients to hospital wards:  
“Patient Flow [patient flow champion], quite often come they [patient flow 
champions] usually come down and say, ‘you need to get this patient to the ward’ 
and if we [direct care team] are too busy there’s too many assessments, which is a big 
priority really, then they [patient flow champions] will either take [transfer to wards] 
them themselves [patient flow champions]” (Staff nurse E). 
 
A patient with a medical decision for hospital discharge is no longer bound by the 
four-hour rule. However, it is still important that patients be transferred in a timely 
manner as delays can create bottlenecks in the department (Abraham et al., 2009).  
 
c. Coding and billing 
From the observation, in addition to conducting patient registration, registration 
staff members were also required to complete a coding process. The coding process is a 
process whereby invoices can then be generated for billing purposes. The process 
involves updating the computerised PCS from the information obtained from patients’ 
ED cards. It is a manual process whereby reception staff identifies from patients’ ED 
cards all the investigations that have been carried out, diagnosis given, medical 
procedures performed and medication administered (PCS user guide).  
According to a member of the reception staff, once coding was completed, GP 
letters can then be produced. The purpose of the GP letters was to inform the patients’ 
GP of the patient ED visit:  
“once we do our coding, and we’ve completed everything it will ask if you want to 
send a GP letter which we do and basically that we just give them a standard briefing 
to say that that patient has attended the A & E Department, what investigations that 
we’ve had, the diagnosis and the disposal, whether they’ve been admitted or referred 
back to GP” (Reception staff B).   
 
 
d. Ensuring patient flow 
Throughout a patient’s trajectory, emergency care has to be delivered within a 
stipulated time frame according to the target rules and trigger points (as described in 
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Section 5.1.1). This task is performed collaboratively with a patient flow champion, NiC 
and CiC, by making sure that all patients upon arrival at the ED are triaged, received 
their treatment and consequently discharge (A&E Guidelines and protocols). According 
to a patient flow champion whose main task is to ensure smooth patient flow, staff 
members needed to constantly monitoring each other’s work activities, helping out 
whenever necessary and submitting request for additional human resources if 
necessary:   
“We [patient flow champions] would keep going... looking round every so often to the 
red team [and other teams], so every half an hour or 20 minutes, so we [patient flow 
champions] would keep going round saying, these patients haven’t had anything else 
done to them [patients], they [patients] are still waiting for the doctor to come down 
or they [patients] are still waiting for treatment to be done – is there a problem, do 
you need some help.  So they [care team] might need another nurse put into red team 
or blue team for that short period of time.  There might be too short a workload for 
them [care team].  So we would ask the sister in charge [NiC] to see if she can send 
another nurse to help out and get the treatments done or go with somebody to CT 
scan” (Patient flow champion A).  
 
In ensuring patient flow, a patient flow champion can also request additional help 
from non-ED staff members. This practice was usually exercised when there was an 
overflow of ED patients that needed to be transferred:    
“…if the whole department is just starting to get really full, they [patient flow 
champion] will bring staff down from other [hospital] wards to come and start doing 
transfers, so that’s quite helpful” (Staff nurse E). 
 
e. Resource management 
Resource management is also an important part of the ED workflow. The 
management of staffing resources at the ED is the responsibility of consultants with a 
CiC role and senior nurse with a NiC role (ED guidelines and protocols). Although a CiC 
role is yet another task needed to be performed, it is not performed in isolation of 
clinical tasks. As indicated by a consultant, the management of resources was done in 
parallel with clinical work: 
“When I did CiC I do several things.  So you do the usual roles in terms of allocating 
staff.  You liaise, well I liaise with the nurse in charge of any problems but I also see 
patients…, the main difference from how I function when I’m just clinical, because I 
still see patients when I’m in charge” (Consultant F). 
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Resource management also included formulating a plan to anticipate any surges 
of patients and allocating staff to any units that have long queues of patients waiting to 
receive treatment: 
“…when I become a CIC the main thing I did was sort of made sure we had a plan in 
case we got surges in patient presentations with injuries. You allocate, so I move 
around clinicians a lot just based on where queues are building up so I don’t leave it 
static but those are, you know you don’t need to be constantly doing that” 
(Consultant F).    
 
During the course of the data collection in the ED, the role that housekeeping staff 
played was unexpected. It was expected that the housekeeping staff would be in charge 
of taking care of the cleanliness of clinical units including the beds, hence partly 
contributing to the availability of beds. However, in one of the opportunistic interviews 
with a member of the housekeeping personnel, it was revealed that she was also 
instructed to provide assistance to patients’ relatives: 
If there is a lot of family we all just get them a drink and go and you know just keep 
checking that they [patient family] are all right, you know, because sometimes they 
[patient family] want to stay a long time or if they [patients] are, somebody [patient] 
has gone to theatre [surgical theatre], we [care team] will get relatives here [ED 
department] until they [the patients] come out from theatre [surgical theatre] and 
then I have to take them [patient family], you know, to theatre [surgical theatre], 
where they [the patients] are” (Housekeeping A). 
 
This practice inadvertently contributes to the availability of nursing resources at 
times when their skills are needed the most for clinical activities. 
 
f. Teaching and learning 
As the adult ED is also in a teaching hospital, it was not surprising to see medical 
students being part of the ED team. However, medical students are restricted in terms 
of which care processes that they can be involved with. For example, a medical student 
stated that she was mostly involved in executing the investigation test work process:      
 “like lots of blood and coagulation and we do like a lot of clinical skills, say, like 
taking ECGs from patients and we also get to talk to patients before the doctors and 
maybe doing some brief examinations and then explain our findings to the doctors 
before they [doctors] see the patients” (Medical student A).  
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The practice of teaching and learning depends on specific instructions issued by 
the doctors. Although medical students could have skills in conducting certain medical 
procedures, they would not be able to contribute to the care process unless directed by 
doctors. The same medical student indicated that doctors usually give a list of specific 
patients that she and other medical students had to attend to, together with 
instructions on what to do: 
“the doctors will tell us like ‘all these patients in these beds, this is their names, this is 
their date of birth, go and have a chat with them, so then, we just go and have a 
chat” (Medical student A).   
 
This theme has provided an insight into the components that make up the ED workflow. 
Figure 5.6 summarises the ED workflow components discussed. The theme has also provided 
insight of the collaborative work processes of the heterogeneous members of the ED team, 
unexpected events or practices that can affect the ‘normal’ or expected trajectory or flow of 
work. In the next theme, the information artefacts in supporting the ED work processes are 
discussed.    
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Figure 5.6: ED workflow components 
 
 
5.2  Information artefacts in supporting the ED workflow 
 Both computerised and non-computerised information artefacts formed an important 
component of the workflow. One of the approaches that can be used to gain an understanding of the 
workflow is by looking at how the existing information architecture supports the workflow (Bjørn & 
Hertzum, 2011; Feufel et al., 2011; Sicotte et al., 2009). Similarly, Bisantz et al. (2010) point out that 
the “successful design of these new systems requires a careful understanding of the functions 
afforded by the old systems and the manner in which the manual systems supported clinical work” 
(p. 39). Such understanding can be useful in understanding of design features which can lead to 
efficiency and safety of care delivery. As this study is conducted in an emergency care setting with its 
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own legacy systems, looking at how these systems have been utilised for its workflow can be 
beneficial to inform system design for new systems as offered by the National Programme for IT.  
5.2.1. Information artefacts  
Identifying and accessing information urgently are crucial in EDs. The adult ED still relied 
on hybrid information architecture to support care delivery. This includes various non-
computerised information artefacts such as paper-based records and forms, dry-erase 
whiteboards as well as multitude of computerised information systems.    
  
5.2.1.1. Non-computerised information artefacts 
a. ED cards 
At the adult ED, the documentation system is a paper-based documentation 
system known as ED cards (Appendix 18a Appendix 18b). There are two versions of the 
ED card: non-trauma ED (i.e. normal ED cards) and trauma ED cards where each type is 
used for a different patient category. For example, the majority of non-trauma medical 
patients were allocated the normal ED card while major trauma patients assigned to 
resuscitation sub-unit were allocated the trauma ED card:   
“…there is a trauma card but the other resus [resuscitation], the non-trauma resus 
[resuscitation] patients have a normal ED card… The minority of patients, trauma 
patients would only constitute a small percentage of our workload, major trauma 
patients.  So the majority, so 80% of the patients through resus [resuscitation] will 
have a normal ED card” (Consultant F).   
 
From the documentary analysis of a non-trauma ED card, the card includes non-
direct care information such as demographic information, mode of arrival, place of 
incidents and presenting complaints. Direct clinical information includes information 
related to clinical care. For example, there is a nursing assessment section for nursing 
staff and a clinical notes section for doctors. A Sister, for example, documented any 
advice that she gave to patients as well as any advice that she received from doctors: 
 “If I give advice to a patient, then I would certainly document that… if I’ve asked a 
consultant for advice and he has advised that I do x, y, z, I would document on that 
[ED] card” (Sister B). 
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The documentation system is also used by support staff. For example, a care 
support worker also documented any information related to the task assigned to her:   
“when I’ve done their observations, when I’ve given them something to eat, if a 
patients been soiled, and I’ve had to clean them up.  If a patient has been aggressive, 
or more confused, if we do any type of observation, you know we put all that on” 
(Care support worker A).   
 
The documentation system takes in the format of structured and un-structured 
information. For example, information such as referrals, admission, medications, 
discharge and follow-up information are more open-ended. Meanwhile, the final part is 
in a structured format used to document diagnosis, patient group, treatment and special 
case information. The ED card for trauma patients is slightly different. The content of 
clinical information is structured differently. For instance, the clinical information is 
structured into sections such as “Incident details”, “Procedure at scene”, “Other 
specialty”, “Secondary survey” and “Summary of injury”, where some of these sections 
require the information to be presented graphically instead of in a text format. The final 
part which is the structured format is identical to the non-trauma ED card.      
 
b. Forms 
Paper-based forms still play a significant role in the delivery of emergency care at 
the adult ED. Similarly, other healthcare settings, such artefacts are still quite common 
(Saleem et al., 2011). As shown in Table 5.1, each paper-based form serves different 
functions within the care process.   
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Table 5.1: Forms and their purpose 
Name Purpose 
Ambulance sheet Assisting reception staff to perform patient 
registration for patients brought by the ambulance 
service 
Pit stop and Emergency 
Department Ambulance 
handover and 
assessment forms 
Initial assessment forms used by a pit stop doctor 
to perform triage assessment 
Diagnostic imaging 
order form 
Form for requesting diagnostic imaging service 
Blood order form Form for requesting a blood test 
Appointment cards Cards used for referral to other specialties such as 
the hand centre, fracture clinic and nurse 
practitioner 
Guidelines and 
protocols 
Internet-accessible documents and printed copies, 
such as ED policies and guidelines. 
 
 
c. Whiteboards 
A dry-erase whiteboard is also another common information artefact found in 
many healthcare settings including ED settings (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011). From the 
observations, the researcher found a total of six dry-erase whiteboards located in 
multiple areas, with the exception of the minor injuries unit. Two whiteboards were 
located at the main ED area, one each in the blue, red and resuscitation clinical areas (of 
the major unit) and one in the CDU. These whiteboards can be categorised to two main 
types: non-clinical whiteboards, i.e. staff whiteboards, and clinical whiteboards. The 
information written on these whiteboards is structured according to a set of pre-printed 
headings. For example, the staff whiteboard located at the main ED area contained pre-
printed headings: “Consultants on Call”, “Pit Stops”, “Major Read”, “Major Blue”, 
“Resus” [resuscitation], “Trauma Team”, “Nurse in Charge”, “Chest Pain Nurse”, “CT 
Nurse” and “Triage”; all of which indicate staff assignment information. The information 
on staff who are on-call and staff who are assigned to work for the red team (red sub-
unit), the blue team (blue sub-unit), the resuscitation team (resuscitation sub-unit) and 
the trauma team, can all be obtained from the whiteboard. According to observations 
and an opportunistic interview with a staff nurse, this information was updated daily by 
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a NiC. Another staff whiteboard, also located in the main ED area, is a smaller-sized 
whiteboard which contained a list of porters who are on duty on particular days. From 
the observations, the information was updated daily by the porters themselves (by 
writing their names) when they reported for duty. They then erased their names when 
they finished their shift for the day.   
Clinical whiteboards located at the red, blue and resuscitation sub-units of the 
major unit and the CDU serve a dual-purpose. Each whiteboard contained the clinical 
information of the patients located at the particular units as well as staff assigned to the 
unit. Similar to the staff whiteboards, the contents of the clinical whiteboards are also 
guided by pre-printed headings. For example, pre-printed headings on the CDU 
whiteboard correspond to the treatment areas within the area: Trolley bay (1-11); 
Treatment area (1-2); Observation area (1-6). Patient names, their movements (e.g. 
patient at radiology unit) and time of arrival at the unit were documented under these 
sections:    
“I put the time that their obs [observation] were last done, their [patients] 
observations, and then it's moved across to the other section if they [patients] have 
gone for a CT scan or an x-ray just so you know that the patients not in your team, 
that they [patients] are in x-ray” (Staff nurse D). 
 
Additionally, clinical whiteboards also included information such as patient dietary 
requirement and medical conditions: 
“There’s some additional information [on the whiteboard] like if they [patients] can 
eat, there’s notes on them [patients] so if there is somebody with diarrhoea or an 
infectious disease” (Consultant F).  
 
However, according to a senior member of the nursing staff, clinical whiteboards 
should not contain any confidential information. This response somehow contradicts the 
response above from Consultant F who listed medical condition such as infectious 
diseases to be part of the information on a clinical whiteboard: 
“… as long as they don’t contain any confidential information.  So you couldn’t put 
what was wrong with the patient, but you could just scribble on repeat ECG 
[Electrocardiogram], please” (Sister B). 
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d. Pigeon holes and in/out trays 
Like any other information systems, pigeon-holes and in/out trays are also 
important components of the information architecture. This is because the accessibility 
of the ED cards is ensured by placing them in the pigeon holes and in/out trays. From 
the observations, these artefacts were located at nursing stations at the blue, red, 
resuscitation sub-units and the CDU. There were also pigeon holes located in the 
reception office allocated for each of the ED doctors. These artefacts are used to store 
ED cards of different status. For example, pigeon holes in the clinical areas were used to 
store ED card for patients who were still receiving treatment. In addition, according to 
an opportunistic interview with a member of the reception staff, the pigeon holes in the 
reception office were used to pass an incomplete ED card to the doctors. The in/out 
trays, on the other hand, were used as a holding place to transport ED cards for patients 
who had finished their treatment.   
  
5.2.1.2. Computerised information artefacts 
Computerised systems are also part of the resources within the workflow.  Some 
of the systems are clinical systems while others are non-clinical systems.   
 
a. Patient Tracking System (PTS) 
The PTS is a tracking system and the most widely used computerised information 
system at the ED. From the observations, it was used by everybody from clinicians to 
support staff where its usage PTS ranges from obtaining and updating clinical 
information of patients (i.e. patient care plan) in order to deliver clinical care as well as 
obtaining non-clinical information for non-clinical purposes.  Both clinicians and non-
clinicians alike emphasised that the most common usage of the PTS was to track patient 
location. Determining patient location including their movement within the ED was 
necessary in order to deliver clinical care as well as to entertain requests from relatives:  
“...the tracking system [PTS] is a system that tracks all the patients in the department, 
according to their time of arrival...The IT system [computerised PTS] helps by telling 
us where they [patients] are in the department…” (Consultant C). 
“[From the PTS] People [staff] know where they [patients] are, the receptionist can 
find if any relatives phone up, they [receptionist] can see, oh the patient is in blue 
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[sub-unit], so they [receptionists] can put the phone call to blue team”   (Patient flow 
champion A). 
 “I look where patients are. You know, for anybody who is enquiring, relatives or if 
somebody asked me where is mrs so and so and then I will go to the computer [PTS] 
and find out where they [patients] are...” (Housekeeper).  
 
Another common usage of the PTS is to keep track of patient clinical status, i.e. 
patient care plan. A patient care plan can include for example, clinical information 
related to the patient presenting complaint and any clinical tests ordered: 
“[Referring to the updates make on the PTS] Yeah if a patient came in with chest pain 
and they [patients] would been experiencing chest pain for however long we [nurses] 
would just write – if they [patients] were waiting for blood results we’d write [on the 
PTS] ‘chest pain rule out’, ‘has had an x-ray’, ‘has had blood taken and is now waiting 
results” (Staff nurse C). 
 
Similarly, a doctor updated the PTS with information whenever he has attended 
the patients:  
“For us [doctors], it’s more a case of for the responsibility of recording the fact [in the 
PTS] that we [doctors] are about to see them [patients] and where we [doctors] are 
likely to be admitting them [patients] to, if at all” (Doctor E). 
 
The information regarding the patient care plan is quite comprehensive although 
it is presented in a very structured format, i.e. a table format. Collectively these columns 
formed patient care which needed to be updated as patients go through the care 
process. It is very clear what information should be documented because of the highly 
structured format. For example, a column labelled “Referred to” contained referral 
information for the patients such as orthopaedics and diabetes/endocrine. If patients 
are to be monitored longer, the acronym CDU is used. Another column labelled “X-Ray” 
has the time patients are sent to the Radiology Department. There are also columns 
allocated to document the time that a patient is attended to by doctors.   
In addition to the structured format, another very valuable feature of the PTS is 
the colour-coded feature. The colour-coded feature commonly known as a traffic light 
system is used to reflect timing information in relation to patient progress: from the 
time that patients have been registered to time of their discharge. They are five colours 
used to project patient clinical status within the expected four-hour clinical government 
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requirement. After one hour following registration, patient names are highlighted in 
white. After two hours, their names are changed to green. After three hours, their 
names are in yellow and finally, fifteen minutes upon expiration of the four-hour rule, 
their names are changed to red. If the four-hour limit is exceeded, their names turned to 
pink. 
This feature is therefore, a very valuable way in providing awareness to try and 
ensure that a patient care trajectory does not exceed the governance requirement:  
“We use it [PTS] for our tracking systems so that we can log and …  how much time 
they [patients] got left in the department and acted to comply with the breach rules 
[target rules] and try to see our patients in a timely manner” (Doctor A). 
 
The use of the PTS as a time-tracking tool is clearly emphasised in the ED 
guidelines and protocols. The guidelines and protocols stated that it is a mandatory 
requirement that the PTS is regularly updated with the timing information.      
  
b. Patient Focus Information (PFI) and Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) 
There are two clinical systems used for clinical test ordering. The Patient Focus 
Information (PFI) and Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) can be used to submit blood 
test investigations and to check results availability. Different systems are accessible by 
different categories of staff. From the interviews of the clinical staff members and 
support staff, it can be gathered that the PFI was mainly used by clinical technicians and 
care support workers, while the ICE was used only by nurses and doctors.  
Both the PFI and ICE systems can be used to submit blood test investigations and 
to check results availability. However, it appears that the ICE system seems to have 
more functionality in comparison to the PFI system (documentary analysis of the 
computer manuals for both systems). For example, the ICE system can also be used to 
access reports of x-ray/scan investigation tests in addition to blood test reports as well 
as to access patient records for patients who had been hospitalised at hospitals within 
the Trust. As confirmed by a care support worker with access to the system, she 
normally goes on the ICE system “to have a look for old records for patients”. 
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Although a PFI is a clinical system, it was also found that reception staff members 
have access to the system, but for organisational tasks. Reception staff B stated that she 
needed to use the PFI to produce GP letters upon completion of patient emergency care 
treatment:    
“there are just certain things that we have to go on PFI for, for example if we need 
the GP letters, the Accident and Emergency GP letters, we still have to use PFI to get 
those printed, yeah” (Reception staff B). 
 
 Another member of the reception staff, in an opportunistic interview, stated that 
she needed to access the PFI system as part of a coding process.    
 
c. Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS) and Computerised Radiology 
Information System (CRIS) 
Both Picture Archiving Communication Systems (PACS) and Computerised 
Radiology Information Systems (CRIS) found at the ED are Radiology Information 
Systems (RIS). Although they are within the same category of HIT clinical application, 
they are separate systems with individual logins but interlinked purposes. PACS is used 
by doctors to view x-ray/scan images while the reports on these images are available via 
CRIS. According to Reception staff A, CRIS is only accessible by reception staff for coding 
purposes.  
 
d. Patient Centre System (PCS) 
 From the documentary analysis of the PCS computer manual and an interview 
with Reception staff A, the PCS is only accessible by reception staff for patient 
registration and coding. During patient registration, upon documenting all the required 
details, ED cards can then be printed. The computerised information system is also used 
for the coding process where invoices are generated for billing purposes and patient 
records are updated.  
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5.2.1.3. Databases 
The EDIS also consisted of a number of electronic databases, each with different 
purposes. The NHS Strategic Tracing Service (NSTS), for instance, contained GP details 
and is used by reception staff during patient registration (Reception Staff A). Another 
database is used to store electronic version of the ED cards which are more than one 
week old. However, this particular electronic database can only be accessed via a 
computer allocated solely for the database (Reception staff A). Guidelines related to 
teaching, learning and research can also be obtained via the Trust Intranet system 
(Doctor A). Table 5.2 summarises the computerised information artefacts and electronic 
databases together with accessibility options and functionalities. 
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Table 5.2: Computerised information artefacts and electronic databases 
Systems Staff accessibility Task & functionality 
Patient Centre System (PCS) Reception staff Patient registration 
Patient Focus Information 
(PFI) System  
Clinical technician, 
care support worker 
& reception staff 
i. O
rdering blood tests 
ii. V
iewing blood test 
results 
iii. P
rinting blood tube 
labels 
iv. P
roducing GP letters 
Patient Tracking System 
(PTS) 
All staff i. P
atient location and 
movement 
ii. P
atient care plan 
(summary) 
Picture Archiving 
Communication System 
(PACS) 
Doctor & (some) 
nurse 
Viewing of x-ray and 
scan results (images) 
Computerised Radiology 
Information System (CRIS) 
Reception staff Viewing of x-ray and 
scan reports 
Integrated Clinical 
Environment (ICE) 
Doctor & nurse i. V
iewing of patient 
information (patient 
records) 
ii. V
iewing of blood test, 
x-ray and scan 
reports 
NHS Strategic Tracing 
Service (NSTS) 
Reception staff GP information 
Scanned ED cards Doctor, nurse and 
reception staff 
Old copies of ED cards 
(Scanned) 
Internet and Intranet 
guidelines 
Doctor Research and 
information governance 
 
As part of an EDIS, each information artefact has its specific functionalities. Table 5.3 
maps the functionalities of an EDIS to the corresponding information artefacts at the adult ED.  
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Table 5.3: System functionalities and the corresponding information artefacts 
EDIS Functionalities Adult ED 
Registration PCS, NSTS, PTS, 
ambulance handover 
forms 
Triage ED cards, ambulance 
handover forms 
Coding PCS 
Tracking (time and 
location) 
PTS, whiteboards 
CPOE system ICE, PFI, blood order 
form 
Radiology information 
system   
PACS, CRIS, 
Diagnostic imaging 
order form 
Clinical documentation ED cards, scanned ED 
cards  
Discharge (home or 
wards) 
Copy of ED cards 
Teaching and learning  Internet guidelines 
 
 
5.2.2. Characteristics of the information artefacts in supporting collaborative work 
As shown in Table 5.2, the EDIS, which consists of non-integrated information artefacts 
provides the technical functionalities for the execution of the clinicians and non-clinicians work 
processes. However, in addition to these technical functionalities, the EDIS also functioned 
indirectly as a resource management tool and visual tool.  
 
5.2.2.1. Supporting resource management   
Resource management is an important characteristic in collaborative work  (Bjørn 
& Hertzum, 2011). In the ED, information on resources such as staff and trolley areas, 
are conveyed in the computerised PTS as well as ED cards together with pigeon holes.       
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a. Patient Tracking System (PTS) 
As discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, the PTS is one of the most accessible 
computerised information systems where its users ranged from clinical staff members to 
support staff members. Information including patient location and patient care plans 
obtained from the PTS allowed the clinical and non-clinical tasks of the ED team 
members to be carried out. In addition to providing clinical information, the PTS is also a 
resource management tool where it can be used to gauge the demand for resources, i.e. 
staff. For example, to a pit stop doctor, the PTS was used to estimate availability of staff 
(i.e. supply) based on the number of patients who had arrived to the ED but were yet to 
be allocated to the clinical units (i.e. demand):   
“We don’t have sort of board system [electronic board system] so we have to sort of 
rely on this [while showing the split PTS screens] to have an idea of, you know, how 
busy each department [unit] is…I look at this [PTS], I look this, I can tell that things are 
getting busy because you look at that [blue coloured columns besides patient name], 
these people [patients] all do not have allocation [registered patients that are not 
triaged yet]… So, means got one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten 
people [patients] not allocated yet [registered patients that are not triaged yet]. So, 
that means, they [patients] are somewhere around but not allocated [triaged] yet, so 
you know that these people [patients] are just need to be booked in or need to be 
sorted out, need to be triaged. So, that [the PTS] gives me an idea of how busy or how 
the department is getting busier because this gives you an indirect indicator that your 
supply and demand does not match, so that means people [patients] coming in is 
more than what you can triage them [patients]” (Consultant B). 
 
 The pit stop doctor further commented that by having a general idea of how busy 
the clinical units were, he can decide how to provide a more detailed triage assessment. 
This involved generating a plan of care for the patients before the patients were 
assigned to the clinical unit, hence reducing the workload of the clinical care team at the 
clinical area. With patient care plans already in place, medical decision can be made or 
treatment can be delivered straight away:  
“Just let say if I have 7 people that are waiting to be seen there [while demonstrating 
the PTS split screen – blue sub-unit] and 7 people waiting to be seen there [while 
demonstrating the PTS split screen – red sub-unit] so I know and I have got 2 doctors, 
for example, so I know that [blue sub-unit] will be very slow and that [red sub-unit] 
will be very slow. So what I do is sometimes, I actually, I look at that [looking at the 
PTS split screens] and I actually see [perform triage assessment] the patients as 
though the patients were in there [@ the sub-unit] so there is a plan for them there 
already. So when they [patients] do go to the team [unit] everything [blood test 
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request, scan request, observation needed, etc.] is already done [requested] for 
them” (Consultant B).  
 
As a resource management tool, the PTS has provided the pit stop doctor with an 
overview of the case load and a case mix at the clinical units; an indication of how busy 
these units are. This means that necessary actions can be taken during pit stop 
assessment to reduce delays. According to Horsky, Gutnik, and Patel (2006), triaging also 
involves the cognitive tasks of estimating the number of patients in each area while also 
taking into consideration the level of urgency and the number of available doctors.  
Similarly, the PTS is also a resource management tool to support staff. As stated in 
Section 5.1.1, some patients from the minor injuries unit and major unit can be sent to 
the CDU for further care. Patients who were sent to the CDU can either be assigned a 
trolley bay or to a seating area. The trolley bay area is a scarce resource at the CDU (or 
any other clinical units). From the PTS, a care support worker for example, who was 
expecting to receive patients transferred to the CDU, needed to know whether patients 
should be allocated to trolley bays or to a seating area. The use of the PTS allowed her 
to obtain such information so that such transfer can be managed appropriately:   
“...we look on patient tracking [PTS] to see if there are any patients to come down to 
CDU.  If there's a patient to come down to CDU it will come up as ‘CDU T’ which is a 
trolley, or ‘CDU S’ which is a seat.  We [care support workers] then click at the side of 
that name to say that we have a male or female trolley or a seat to accept that 
patient to come down” (Care support worker A).   
 
At times, clinical areas have limited resources in comparisons to the demand for 
them. To be able to use the PTS as a tool to obtain resource information is important in 
order to ensure that resources are utilised or appropriately allocated.        
 
b. ED cards and pigeon holes  
 It was observed that ED cards and pigeon holes are to be used together as the 
latter provided accessibility to information documented in the ED cards. This technique 
also inadvertently allowed for the management of resources. Pigeon holes are a physical 
marker for trolley bays within clinical units. If, for example, a pigeon hole has an ED card 
stored, this can provide an indication of the unavailability of the trolley bay.   
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Pigeon holes also provide a physical marker for managing workload assignment 
among the clinical staff. For example, when a pigeon hole was empty (without an ED 
card), it was an indication that the patient was currently being attended to. Therefore, 
the discrete tasks of workload assignment among nurses and doctors are being 
facilitated by the availability of the ED cards placed in the pigeon holes. Acknowledging 
the interdependence among colleagues ensures the functioning of parallel work 
processes (Feufel et al., 2011). 
 
5.2.2.2. Providing visual access 
Having visual accessibility to each other’s work activities is an important 
characteristic in collaborative work (Xiao et al., 2007). In the adult ED, the non-
computerised component of the hybrid EDIS have been useful in giving access to 
information related to the staff members work activities and their roles within the 
workflow, hence ensuring successful completion of inter-dependant processes. 
 
a. Whiteboards 
Both the staff whiteboards and the clinical whiteboards provided visual access 
and cues to each other’s work activities on a need-to-know basis. This is because 
whiteboards serve as points of reference where their usage is based on a scheduled 
passing. From the staff whiteboard located at the main ED area for example, a patient 
flow champion who is required to work closely with a CiC and NiC, could easily find out 
which doctor and nurse had been assigned to these roles. The second whiteboard in the 
main ED area contains a list of porters who were on duty on a particular day. 
Interestingly, this whiteboard did not only convey information on the availability of the 
porters. From the observation conducted near the whiteboard, this whiteboard also 
served as a collaboration tool between doctors and porters where it acted as a 
‘document holder’ for x-ray/scan request forms. The x-ray/scan request forms placed at 
the whiteboards provided porters with visual access to their tasks, as confirmed by other 
member of the team:  
 “Like if some patients they need some kind of scans, they [doctors] request it for 
x-rays, they [doctors] fill up the x-rays form [Diagnostic imaging order form] for 
that patient, they [doctors] just leave that x-rays form over that white board and 
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the porter who got the request form and ... they [porters] can take that request 
and find the patient and take the patient to the x-rays department. When the x-
rays done they [porters] can bring him [patient] back” (Clinical technician A).   
 
 
This method provided the porters with a visual cue that there were patients to be 
transported to the Radiology department. This is similar to other study where magnetic 
strips were used as part of an operating room whiteboard to indicate the task activity 
without having to explicitly write what the task is (Lasome & Xiao, 2001). This study 
indicates that in addition to information written on the whiteboards, other artefacts 
placed at the whiteboards also provide visual accessibility to tasks that needed to be 
executed allowing members of the team working in a close physical proximity to 
communicate implicitly.    
Similarly, it was also observed that clinical whiteboards at the clinical areas 
provided visual access and cues to clinical team members. They can perform tasks at 
hand while still remaining aware of other members’ activities. Visual accessibility to 
information allows members of the team to continue performing current tasks yet still 
have accessibility to relevant information, similar to those found in other studies (Xiao et 
al., 2007). 
Other studies have also demonstrated whiteboards as tools in facilitating 
interpersonal communication, collaboration, problem solving, shared awareness, 
visibility, contingency management and handoffs, characteristics important in 
collaborative work environments (Bardram et al., 2006; Lasome & Xiao, 2001; Xiao et al., 
2007). However, quite surprisingly, in this study a nurse commented that the clinical 
whiteboard helped her “to remember”. She further elaborated that: 
 “it is very hard when you get pulled in all directions, I will write sort of under the 
patient name, on the whiteboard, obs [observation] due at half past twelve so I can 
see when I next come back to the board [whiteboard]. It is gone half twelve I need to 
get in there and do those obs [observation], and I will come back and – so that is the 
only time when it is written for me is when I make a little note on the board 
[whiteboard]” (Staff nurse E). 
 
In this case, the notes written on the whiteboard can be used not only as a 
collaboration method with other nursing staff, but also as a reminder to perform one’s  
activity in due time.  
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b. Pigeon holes and in/out trays 
From the observations, pigeon holes were located at each of the clinical area. 
These pigeon holes were used to store ED cards for patients in the unit. Similar to the 
dry-erase whiteboards, pigeon holes also provide visual accessibility to the clinical staff, 
in regards to patients who were currently receiving treatment in the unit.   
In addition, each clinical unit also had in/out tray used to temporarily placed ED 
cards for patients who have been discharged: 
 “In each working area [units] there is a tray which is for discharge cards [ED cards]” 
(Staff nurse C). 
 
Unlike the pigeon holes, the in/out trays are particularly useful for reception staff 
stationed at the reception office. This is because they need to know whenever patients 
have been discharged from the clinical areas in order for the ED cards to be collected 
from the clinical units for coding and billing purposes. Having such trays provided the 
visual access to their task as they move about the department to do the collection.  
“Just in the interval we [reception staff] go around [the clinical units] to check and 
bring the [ED] cards back and then put the information back in into the system 
[perform coding]” (Reception staff A). 
As a result, no direct communication with clinical staff members at the units 
needs to be established, hence eliminating possible interruption.         
Pigeon holes located at the reception office also serve as visual accessibility in 
maintaining asynchronous collaboration, in particular collaboration between clinical 
members and non-clinical members. According to an opportunistic interview with a 
member of the reception staff, ED cards which were placed in the pigeon holes indicated 
incomplete ED cards which required the doctors to fully complete the cards before they 
could be filed:     
 “...these [ED] cards in here, are in the doctors pigeon holes – let me show you.  All 
those [ED cards] in there they belong to each – each doctor has a pigeon hole and 
they [ED cards] the ones that have not [completely] been coded” (Reception staff A).  
 
In this case, the pigeon holes are a mediated artefact particularly useful in 
achieving complete patient records. Although viewed as place holders for paper records, 
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pigeon-holes as well as the in/out trays are an integral part of the information 
architecture.   
 
c. ED cards and other paper-based forms 
Unlike whiteboards, pigeon holes and trays which serve as visual tools to support 
asynchronous collaboration, an ED card on the other hand, is a visual tool in face-to-face 
direct interaction. It was frequently observed that when doctors were consulting each 
other for advice, ED cards were used at all times to accompany the interaction. In such 
interaction, the portability of the ED cards is useful in providing visual accessibility to its 
contents as well as allowing the interaction to be conducted anywhere within the ED.  
In addition, other paper-based artefacts such as clinical test ordering forms also 
facilitate direct interaction among group members. For example, blood order forms 
were frequently handed over to the clinical technicians or care support workers, where 
the forms served as a visual tool indicating the task to be performed. The same goes for 
an imaging order form which can easily be placed at the porter’s whiteboard or given 
directly to them. These forms effortlessly facilitate articulation of multiple processes. 
Other studies have highlighted that paper-based documents can introduce legibility 
problems that could lead to inefficiency in care delivery (Niazkhani et al., 2009) or that 
dealing with fragments of paper-based outputs can make the care process a challenge 
(Feufel et al., 2011). However, in this study the visibility of the documents themselves 
conveniently supports the direct interactions among clinicians as well as between 
clinicians and support staff.  
 
   In achieving collaborative work, resources within the workflow must be managed 
accordingly and information be easily accessible in order to provide awareness of the activities 
of other team members. Therefore, HIT applications used in collaborative care should be 
designed not only to include functional requirements for clinical activities such as triage, 
ordering investigation tests or viewing test results, but also to incorporate requirements for 
collaborative work.   
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5.2.3. Integration issues of the information artefacts into the ED workflow 
  The ED workflow comprised of a number of computerised information systems and 
non-computerised artefacts such as paper-based documents and dry-erase whiteboards. 
Therefore, the synergistic use of these information artefacts is necessary for the execution of 
the ED work processes. However, the usage of myriad information artefacts has had negative 
implications for a number of work processes.  
 
5.2.3.1. Usages of more than one system for a single work process 
The availability of myriad information artefacts has negatively affected the 
efficiency of a number of clinical and organisational work processes, namely test 
investigation ordering processes, patient registration processes and coding processes. 
The execution of these processes required the use of more than one computerised 
information system as well as paper-based forms.   
 
a. Investigation test ordering  
As discussed in Section 5.1.4.1, clinical test ordering is one of the clinical 
processes in the workflow. Although it can be categorised as clinical work, this work 
process is carried out by both clinicians and support staff (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5). 
Execution of this work process requires the use of a number of computerised 
information systems depending on the type of tests, as well as who is doing the 
ordering. In submitting blood tests requests, two different computerised systems can be 
used: PFI and ICE. According to opportunistic interviews with two clinical technicians, 
they stated that they have access to the PFI system. Nursing staff and doctors, on the 
other hand, had access to the ICE system. According to a nurse, she only had access to 
the ICE system although the PFI was, according to her, more commonly used for this 
purpose: 
“I personally use ICE because I’ve been trained in ICE in my previous job but the 
department generally uses PFI here” (Staff nurse C). 
 
Another nursing staff member, when asked which system she used for blood test 
requests also provided the same response: 
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“They prefer PFI on here [at the ED] but I used to work at the [other hospital – name 
is anonymised], so I’m more, I prefer ICE” (Staff nurse D). 
 
The preference of using the PFI over the ICE system, however, according to a care 
support worker depended on individual preference: 
“I do PFI and I also do ICE because I’m phlebotomy trained. So I request bloods, 
mainly on PFI because that’s the one that I use mostly.  Lots of people prefer PFI or 
prefer ICE; I think it just depends on your preference” (Care support worker A). 
 
The availability of more than one clinical systems in essentially doing the same 
thing, i.e. blood test ordering, has contributed to myriad of non-integrated systems. 
This, can lead to non-uniformity of practice (Jirotka et al., 2005).  
 Use of the PFI system, although preferred, also contributed to another negative 
workflow effect; to perform a single work process requires accessibility to various 
systems. In an opportunistic interview with a clinical technician while she was accessing 
the PTS, stated that she needed to obtain a piece of information from the PTS before 
she can proceed to submit a blood test order via the PFI system:  
“To find out [from the PTS] where patients are and to find out the hospital number 
just because the job I [submitting blood test requests] do I need to have the hospital 
number” (Clinical technician B).    
  
As for x-ray/scan investigation tests, yet another set of computerised information 
systems must be used. Although ordering and accessing the test results only involved 
clinicians (Figure 5.5), they still needed to access two separate systems, one system, i.e. 
the PACS to access the digital image of the tests, and another system, i.e. the ICE to 
access the report format of the test:  
“X-ray results are viewed on PACS, it is another different system. You can see if the x-
ray has been reported on ICE… But you can view images and if you are able to 
interpret it, you can view it sooner on the PACS system” (Doctor D). 
  
The use of the computerised information systems for investigation tests work 
process also presents another challenge. None of these systems are accessible to 
medical students who are doing their trainings, and to the auxiliary nursing staff who are 
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hired to work at the ED on a need basis. When the researcher questioned an external ED 
staff which computerised systems she has access to, she responded:  
“We don’t. We don’t have passwords, we don’t have logins” (Aux nurse G). 
 
Similarly, according to Medical student A, although part of her training was to 
perform blood test investigations, she could not submit the blood test request via any of 
the computerised systems. Instead, she relied on the doctors to submit the request once 
the patient’s blood was obtained: 
“We just do the blood test and then we get the doctors to request them for us [via the 
computerised system]. So they [doctors] can do like, they [doctors] print out the 
labels and things like that and we stick them [labels] on it [blood tube]” (Medical 
student A).  
 
In the ED, four computerised information systems, PFI, ICE, PACS and PTS have to 
be utilised for a single work process, i.e. the clinical test work process. Figure 5.7 
presents a rich picture representation of the investigation test work process together 
with its resources, both actors and systems (the figure does not show the sequence of 
steps for the process). The system to be used depends on what type of test needs to be 
ordered (i.e. blood test or x-ray/scan) and by whom. As for x-ray tests, orders can only 
be submitted offline (via a paper-based form). However, to access the results, two 
separate systems need to be used, i.e. PACS or ICE, depending on the type of result 
format.   
 The availability of more than one system in order to execute a single work 
process has contributed to more disparate information architecture. This can lead to the 
non-optimal utilisation of information (Barthell, Coonan, Finnell, Pollock, & Cochrane, 
2004). In addition, non-accessibility restrictions on medical students and external staff 
members prevents the work process to be executed efficiently as it can restrict amount 
of information to staff (Haleh Ayatollahi, Bath, & Goodacre, 2009).    
 In view of this effect, a number of clinical staff suggested that a single 
computerised system for investigation test work processes be implemented. Such 
implementation can be better suited in order to ensure the continuity of the process:   
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“I do think the system can be improved by integrating everything into one. Although 
they [the ED] have four different systems for things, so that’s the only thing to 
correct, to improve things… if we can order blood tests or radiology investigations via 
one system, like ICE, that would be better, rather than having PFI, you know, PACS 
and everything” (Doctor D). 
 
“I think it would be useful to have a single system with a single log-in for that, which 
ran all the different things that you need to do.  So, for example, if you wanted to 
order a chest x-ray or a blood test, look up results of previous x-rays and scans and 
previous blood tests that would be a better system to be able to order everything 
through a single system” (Doctor E).  
 
 
Studies have shown the benefits of an integrated implementation. For example, 
an integrated EDIS comprising electronic whiteboard, Electronic Patient Record (EPR) 
and Computer Physician Order Entry (CPOE) provides rapid access to more detailed 
information (Aronsky, Jones, Lanaghan, et al., 2008). Similarly, Hertzum (2012) theorised 
that an electronic whiteboard system in their study failed to achieve distributed usage 
among the doctors and nursing staff due to a lack of integration. 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Rich picture representation of the information artefacts for the 
investigation test work process. 
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b. Patient registration process 
As discussed in Section 5.1.4.2, the registration process can be categorised as an 
organisational work process. This work process is performed only by reception staff. 
Similar to the investigation test work process, more than one computerised information 
systems, as well as paper-based forms, need to be used to complete this process.   
 Three different computerised systems were used, PCS, NSTS and PTS, all of which 
had separate logins for the completion of patient registration process (Reception staff 
A). This process consisted of multiple tasks where each task involved accessing the three 
systems:  
 
Step 1: Obtaining an ambulance sheet and searching from the PCS, patient demographic 
information. Information on the patient’s clinical status was also recorded:  
“The patients arrive and we normally get a yellow sheet [ambulance sheet] from the 
ambulance service that they [ambulance crew] already filled in, not always filled in 
very well and so we need to take the name and date of birth and we search on those 
details [on the PCS] and then check to see whatever comes up if they [patients] live at 
that address and then we take the name, the address, the telephone number, the 
next of kin, religion, ethnic group, occupation, next of kin and family, last of all we 
then go on to the screen where we add the episodes which is what they [patients] are 
coming with that day, why they [patients] come to Accident and Emergency [ED] that 
day”   
 
Step 2: Patient details also included obtaining their GP information. Obtaining GP 
information required a search from the NSTS database which was not part of the PCS:  
“...we also have another system which NHS Strategic Tracing Service [NSTS] and well, 
I think it is a national system actually and that is to trace anybody GP that is in the A 
[A is anonymised city], absolutely everybody and if they [patients] are not registered, 
obviously, they [patients] are not there…” 
 
Step 3: After documenting all the information in the PCS, the patient was registered into 
the tracking system, i.e. the PTS:  
“...click on to another screen which is the department screen tracking system [PTS] 
which belongs, should appear A&E department for the whereabouts of the patients, 
click those details on to that screen which is totally separate from what we [reception 
staff] have been using [PCS]”  
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Step 4: The patient ED card and labels were then printed:  
“...we have to produce the card [ED card], print the card [ED card] and some labels”  
 
Figure 5.8 shows a rich picture demonstrating the utilisation of various 
information artefacts during a registration process (the figure does not depict the 
sequence of steps for the process). The computerised systems, i.e. the PCS and PTS as 
well as a national database, i.e. the NSTS, are non-integrated systems. Therefore, the 
process requires the registration staff to separately login into multiple computerised 
information systems. It has been shown that HIT in emergency care with multiple logins 
can increase computer time and lead to user dissatisfaction (Likourezos et al., 2004). 
From the observations conducted at the reception office, registration conducted with 
assistance from ambulance staff, required the use of an ambulance sheet. Further, the 
type of ED card printed at the end of the registration process was depended on the type 
of patient injury.   
 
 
Figure 5.8: Rich picture of the information artefacts for registration process   
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c. Coding 
As stated in Section 5.1.4.2, coding is an organisational process to generate 
invoices for billing and to ensure complete patient records. From an observation of a 
coding process performed by Reception staff A, this process required the use of 
computerised PCS, PFI and CRIS as well as the paper-based ED card. Any investigation 
tests and treatments documented in ED cards were manually transferred to the 
computerised PCS to generate invoices. However, a coding section on the ED cards were 
almost never completed by doctors as required:  
 
 “This is only part of it, actually and what this is, is the doctors when they do the 
coding [on the ED card] miss investigations off the back of the [ED] card.  What they 
are supposed to do is tick them, when somebody has a CT or whatever of these, they 
forget to tick them. Don’t ask me why, I’ve no idea why, but it is very common” 
(Reception staff A).   
 
As a result of an incomplete coding section of the ED cards, Reception staff A had 
to obtain the required information from two other systems, the PFI and CRIS. The PFI is 
for blood tests while the CRIS is used for radiology tests. This involved accessing the list 
of tests conducted on certain day according to patient attendance to the ED. Upon 
checking a list of blood tests conducted on the 19th from the PFI, Reception staff A can 
confirm that the patient had two types of blood tests, bio chemistry and haematology:   
“So I’m looking for the 19th, which is number three, and that tells me on that day this 
lady she had bio chem [chemistry] and haematology” (Reception staff A). 
 
She then clicked on another desktop icon, CRIS. CRIS was used to determine 
whether the patient has radiology tests performed or not. However, in order to use the 
CRIS, she needed to use the patient hospital number (instead of an ED number) which 
she had to obtain from the same system she used to obtain patient blood test, i.e. the 
PFI: 
“So I’m going to put that gentleman’s hospital number in because that [referring to 
CRIS] doesn’t recognise – because it's a hospital wide system, it doesn't recognise 
A&E numbers [ED numbers]; it only recognises a hospital number.  So I’m going to put 
that in – and it's still thinking about it – and I’m looking again for the 19th, and it's 
telling me on that day that she had a chest x-ray” (Reception staff A).  
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Figure 5.9 is a rich picture demonstrating the use of these multiple information 
artefacts in a coding process (the figure does not show the sequence of steps for the 
process). Both the PFI and CRIS sourced different information into the PCS. Updating of 
the PCS is a manual process carried out by reception staff. Invoices can then be 
generated upon completion of the process.  
 
 
Figure 5.9: Rich picture showing the information artefacts for the coding process 
 
Once the PCS was updated with treatment details to produce invoices, GP letters 
can also be produced. However, instead of using the PCS to produce the GP letters, the 
PFI was used. The coding process also did not just stop once the PCS was updated and 
invoices were generated. Whenever incomplete ED cards were encountered, they 
needed to be returned to the doctors via their pigeon holes located in the reception 
office. Once the ED cards were completed by the doctors, the PCS was updated again:  
“each doctor has a pigeon hole and they’re [ED cards] the ones that haven't been 
coded.  I will have coded them, only for financial reasons [in the PCS], not for any 
medical reason. Say that doctor comes along now, and does all those, they’ll be put 
there and the girls [other reception staff] will do them and put the diagnosis and 
everything that’s missing” (Reception staff A).  
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Disparate information artefacts can negatively impact the delivery of care. 
Information can become more fragmented and become unavailable. As a result, there is 
a need to access more ‘informal’ sources (Reddy & Spence, 2008). It can also result in 
clinicians having to rely on other care providers to reduce mental efforts and additional 
time in order to find complete information (Abraham et al., 2009). 
 
5.2.3.2. Inaccurate documentation 
Another study showed that fragmented information systems, part computerised 
and part non-computerised, can contribute to workarounds, errors and user 
dissatisfaction (Harrison et al., 2007). In this study, it was found that the ED hybrid 
information infrastructure can lead to inaccuracies in the documentation process 
leading to errors in reporting. It was a commonly observed event that throughout the 
clinical processes performed by the clinicians, both the computerised PTS and ED card 
needed to be updated and used concurrently. This is mainly because these artefacts are 
used for different purposes. The PTS is used mainly to track of patient movement and to 
obtain an overview of patient care plans (PTS screen shot analysis). The ED card, on the 
other hand, is the formal documentation system where comprehensive medical notes 
are documented (ED card analysis).   
Updating two systems simultaneously while delivering clinical care can result in 
discrepancies. This in turn could affect accuracy in the reporting of any breaches:  
“So somebody [a doctor] can call a patient in at a certain time, and then they’ll put 
down – I don’t know say they call them in at 9 o’clock so they might click onto the 
patient, onto the tracking system [PTS], the doctor called them in at 9 o’clock, and 
they see the patient, do everything, then they [doctor] decide to write the [ED] card, 
well it might be quarter past nine by that time. Or half past nine, so then they’re 
writing 9:30 time that they’ve seen the patient. So straight away there's a difference 
in timings and we’ve lost like 15. They do the same when they’re discharging because 
sometimes it comes down to minutes that could be just the time that it's taken them 
to see the patient off, walk to the desk sit down and maybe get a phone call in 
between and then by the time they get writing the [ED] card and then click it off, they 
can have made it breach [of the four-hour target] simply because” (Reception staff 
C). 
 
 As stated in Section 5.1.1, the four-hour target rule is a clinical governance that 
all UK EDs need to adhere to. In addition, any delay in discharging or admitting patients 
could lead to risks on patient safety and ED overcrowding. However, having to update 
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two separate systems during the entire patient trajectory had caused error in the 
documentation practice. This affects the efficiency and accuracy in the execution of this 
particular ED workflow component.   
 
5.2.3.3. Unavailability of complete information 
Partial electronic implementation can also affect the availability of obtaining 
complete information. For example, obtaining patient location is crucial in the delivery 
of emergency care as patients are constantly being moved from clinical units to other 
areas of the ED. Patients can also be temporarily ‘removed’ from treatment bays:   
“patient moves that frequently from here to x-ray or if they are kept in a room or if 
they are in the side room, we need that side room for patients, they get move out to 
accommodate the [newly arrived] patients so we tend to do a lot of swapping around 
patients” (Clinical technician B).        
 
 In order to obtain a patient’s location, staff had to rely on both the PTS and 
clinical whiteboards. From the documentary analysis of a PTS screen shot, the PTS can 
only be used to determine which clinical unit patients are assigned to, i.e. minor, red, 
blue, resuscitation unit and CDU. However, in order to determine their exact location, 
i.e., which treatment bay within the clinical unit, the clinical whiteboards had to be used:  
“Tracking [PTS] doesn’t tell you exactly where the patient is in red team [sub-unit] 
whereas the whiteboard does. So, they [PTS and whiteboards] kind of work together” 
(Staff nurse F).    
  
Similarly, another nursing staff commented that one artefact cannot do without 
the other:  
“I think if you remove the whiteboard from the nurse’s station then you wouldn’t 
necessarily know where patients were in the department.  But equally the tracking 
system [PTS] is valid because everyone can see it wherever they [patients] are in the 
department” (Staff nurse C). 
 
Obtaining an accurate patient location is crucial for the ED workflow. However, 
obtaining this particular information required access to two separate information 
artefacts, the computerised PTS and the dry-erase clinical whiteboards. If the PTS were 
to become unavailable for technical reasons, the overall ED workflow could be affected.  
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Although the existing information architecture has continuously provided support for 
the ED workflow, this theme has demonstrated that a number of integration issues still 
remained. Other studies have reported that disparate systems can result in the non-optimal 
use of the information (Barthell et al., 2004) and introduction of ad-on tasks non related to 
patient care activities (Abraham et al., 2009). In this study, the disparate systems affected the 
continuity of tasks within a single process as well as affecting the accuracy and availability of 
obtaining complete information. Additionally, the ‘option’ to select which system to use for 
the same process can lead to more disparate systems. An ideal system is able to support 
continuous tasks by making available all pertinent information portable, locatable and 
accessible to all members of the group (Feufel et al., 2011).   
 
5.3  Synthesis 
This section synthesises the findings presented in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. It is organised in 
relation to the ED patient trajectory across different clinical units, the work processes of the ED team 
members at the clinical units which formed the workflow and the information artefacts used.  
  
5.3.1. Patient trajectory 
 Patients receive treatment depending on the severity of their illnesses or injuries. At the 
ED, there are three units patients can receive treatment from: the minor injuries unit, major 
unit and CDU. 
 
a. Minor injuries unit 
The minor injuries unit is for patients receiving treatment for minor injuries such as cuts, 
and minor illnesses such flu. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 are flowchart diagrams showing the 
patient trajectory at the start of emergency care and patients specifically assigned to the minor 
injury unit, respectively. The connector symbol A in Figure 5.10 leads to the patient trajectory 
at the minor injury unit in Figure 5.11. The dashed lines represent exceptions made to patients 
with deteriorating condition as they go through the care trajectory. For example, the dashed 
lines from nursing triage process to bed allocated process represents an exception that needs 
to be made for walk-in patients who are triaged to the major unit (instead of the minor injuries 
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unit). Most patients at the minor injuries unit are walk-in patients with occasional ambulance 
patients. All walk-in patients are required to register themselves prior to receiving treatment. 
During registration, details such as personal information and presenting complaints are taken. 
Registration also starts the clock for the four-hour rule.  
Once registered, patients are sent to wait in the waiting area (Figure 5.10). They will 
then be called for triage by a triage nurse. During a nursing triage, patients are assigned to 
different streams based on the conditions and types of emergency care that they are going to 
receive. There are six different streams in total: ENP; patients returning from investigation; ED 
doctor; psychotherapist; review clinics; and speciality team. Assigning patients to the streams 
means that priority is given to those who require immediate care, i.e. patients might not be 
seen based on time of arrival and by ED doctors immediately. For example, patients assigned 
to the ENP stream are treated by an ENP nurse first, requiring an intervention from an ED 
doctor only if needed. The review clinics or follow-up stream is for patients who are returning 
for follow-up treatment such as wound dressing. The specialty team stream includes patients 
being seen by specialised nursing staff such as DVT and chest pain nurses.   
Once triage is completed, patients are sent to wait again in the waiting room, prior to be 
called to the minor injuries unit clinical area. The clinical area contains trolley areas separated 
by curtains. Each patient is allocated an area while receiving their treatment. As shown in 
Figure 5.11 (keys to the symbols are also on page xv), during the course of the minor injuries 
treatment, assessments are performed and investigation tests, such as blood tests and x-
rays/scans are ordered. The end of their care trajectory is either home or hospital discharge. 
Some patients are also sent to the CDU to wait for investigation results or for hospital beds if 
they are to be admitted. The connector symbol B (Figure 5.11) leads to patient trajectory in the 
CDU (Figure 5.12).   
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Figure 5.10: Overall patient trajectory and major unit patient trajectory (Keys to the symbols: ovals 
mark the start/end, rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent 
normal flows, dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
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Figure 5.11: Minor injuries unit patient trajectory (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows and 
circles represent connectors) 
 
b. Major unit 
The major unit is divided into three sub-units: red, blue or resuscitation. Each sub-unit is 
occupied with beds separated by curtains. The red and blue sub-units are essentially the same 
level and are allocated for patients with less life-threating conditions. Meanwhile, critically-ill 
or critically injured patients who require immediate and one-to-one emergency care are sent 
to the resuscitation sub-unit. Patients from the major unit are more often the ambulance 
patients. Figure 5.10 depicts patient trajectory at the major unit. The patient registration 
process of major injury patients is assisted by the ambulance staff. Similar to the walk-in 
patients, the four-hour time limit starts as soon as they are registered. Once registered, they 
are triaged almost straightaway by a pit stop doctor situated at the ambulance bay. They do 
not have to wait at a waiting area but instead are transferred to any of the sub-units within the 
major unit. However, pit stop triage is only available for patients arriving at certain times of the 
day. Ambulance patients who arrive when pit stop triage is not available are triaged by triage 
nurse although the same method of triage is used (i.e. determining which sub-unit patients are 
sent to). 
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As shown in Figure 5.10, at the red and blue sub-units of the major unit, patients are 
assessed twice, firstly by nursing staff and finally by doctors. During a nursing assessment, a 
Manchester triage score (Table 5.1) is used to determine how soon the patients need to be 
seen by doctors for doctor assessment. The doctors are not supposed to see patients until 
after the nursing assessment. However, it has become increasingly common practice to have 
doctor assessment performed first when the volume of patients increased or if there is an 
inherent delay in performing nursing assessment. During the course of emergency care, 
investigation tests are ordered, treatments are administered and patient conditions are 
monitored. Referrals are also made to specialty teams (e.g. cardiologists and psychiatrists) in 
which case the decision for discharge lies on the specialty team instead of the ED doctors. The 
decision for discharge for non-referred patients can be home or hospital discharge. Some 
patients are also sent to the CDU. The connector symbol B in Figure 5.10 leads to patient 
trajectory at the CDU depicted in Figure 5.12. 
Meanwhile in the resuscitation sub-unit, resuscitation patients are treated by a 
dedicated team of doctors and nurses. The resuscitation team work simultaneously to 
resuscitate and stabilise very ill patients. 
 
c.  Critical Decision Unit (CDU) 
Figure 5.12 shows the trajectory for patients who are sent to the CDU. The CDU is where 
patients from the minor injuries unit and major unit are sent to wait for blood test results 
and/or scan results; to be transported to other wards; to wait for mental health input or to 
wait for the discharge response team. In general, patients sent to the CDU are in stable 
condition; however, patients who deteriorate while at the unit are sent back to the major unit 
(shown by dotted line to the connector symbol C). CDU patients are confined to a twelve-hour 
bed wait, in which case they can only be held in the CDU for a maximum of twelve hours. Chest 
pain patients are also sent to the CDU but they are not restricted to the twelve-hour bed wait. 
There are individual trolley bays areas and observation areas separated by curtains. However, 
not all patients who are sent to the CDU wait in these areas: some non-critical patients wait at 
the seated waiting area.   
Staffing in this unit is slightly different from the other two units. Only nurses and care 
support workers are allocated to the unit at all times. Doctors are not assigned specifically to 
the CDU, although they are required to come and review patients once patients’ test results 
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are available. Therefore, nurses allocated at the unit must keep track of patient investigation 
results and inform doctors of the availability of the investigation results. In addition, nurses 
and care support workers are responsible for providing observations on the patients, 
accompanying porters when patients are to be transferred to wards or to/from the radiology 
unit.   
 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Patient trajectory for CDU patients (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, 
dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
 
 
5.3.2. Collaborative work processes 
As discussed in Section 5.1.2 and shown in Figure 5.2, the ED team is comprised of a 
multidisciplinary team of clinical and non-clinical members. Each member has their own roles 
and responsibilities. For example, a consultant can carry two additional roles, i.e. an advisory 
role, in addition to their clinical role in which they are responsible for providing advice to junior 
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doctors and nursing staff. Some of the consultants are also assigned a CiC role where they are 
in charge in managing patient flow together with a NiC and patient flow champion. “Medical 
work is comprised of tasks of individual providers as well as the tasks which connect 
collaborating providers” (Niazkhani et al., 2009 p. 540). In contrast, some staff members, such 
as a clinical technician, have a single role which is to execute clinical investigation tests 
requested by doctors.   
Execution of the ED work processes require that these multidisciplinary members 
collaborate. It is crucial that collaboration be maintained in order to ensure continuous flow of 
the work processes. Figure 5.13 to Figure 5.17 are the swim lane flowcharts showing the roles 
and responsibilities of the staff members in executing ED collaborative work processes (keys to 
the symbols are also on page xv). Figure 5.13 shows the responsibilities of both clinical and 
non-clinical staff members in executing the processes for patients assigned to the major unit. 
The registration process is the initial process where all patients are registered and 
consequently triaged. The type of triage performed is based on the patient’s mode of arrival. 
Ambulance patients are triaged by a pit stop doctor while walk-in patients are triaged by a 
nurse. However, triage by pit stop doctors is only available at certain times of the day. When 
unavailable, it is taken over by nursing triage (shown as a dashed line from the ambulance 
patient decision to the triage process by triage nurse). As stated in Section 5.1.3, the major unit 
is mainly for ambulance patients while the minor injuries unit is for walk-in patients. 
Therefore, pit stop doctor triage result in patients being sent to the major unit. However this is 
not always the case. A small number of ambulance patients can also be triaged to the minor 
injuries unit. This is shown by the dashed line from the pit stop doctor triage to the connecter 
symbol F. F is the continuation of care processes for minor injuries unit staff members in Figure 
5.14. Similarly, nursing triage can also occasionally result in a small number of patients being 
sent to the major unit. This is shown by the dashed line from nursing triage to assessment by 
nursing staff at the major unit.   
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Figure 5.13: Collaborative work processes at the major unit (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the 
start/end, rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal 
flows, dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors)  
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Figure 5.14: Collaborative work processes at the minor injury unit (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark 
the start/end, rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent 
normal flows, dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
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Figure 5.15: Investigation tests work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, 
dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
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 The workflow at the CDU (Figure 5.16) is quite different compared to the workflow in 
the major unit (Figure 5.13) and minor injuries unit (Figure 5.14). This is because CDU patients 
are either waiting for investigation test results or hospital beds. The main process at the CDU is 
where the nursing staff must be kept updated on the availability of test results in order to 
inform doctors of the results. This is so that clinical decisions can be made. The decisions can 
include decision for more tests to be conducted, referral or discharge. The test investigation 
work process in Figure 5.15 can occur at either unit. 
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Figure 5.16: Collaborative work processes at the CDU (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, 
dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
 
As for an investigation test process (Figure 5.15) and a coding process (Figure 5.17), 
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(Figure 5.17). However, when incomplete ED cards are encountered, they need to pass the ED 
cards back to the doctors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.17: Coding process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, rectangles represent 
processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, dashed arrows represent 
exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
 
Additionally, on certain occasions (not shown in any of the figures), housekeeping staff 
also participate in non-clinical care activities such as managing the well-being of patients’ 
relatives. Similarly, medical students also participate indirectly in clinical processes such as the 
investigation test process. Within the overall workflow, ensuring that patients receive their 
treatment within four-hours, an organisational work process, is also executed. This is the 
responsibility of the CiC, NiC and the patient flow champion.  
  
5.3.3. Information artefacts in supporting the ED collaborative work 
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the ED workflow consisted of clinical and non-clinical 
collaborative work processes. These work processes are executed semi-autonomously by staff 
of various roles. In order to support collaboration among staff members for an overall delivery 
of emergency care, the EDIS has to be able coordinate the processes. Many studies have 
emphasised that HIT should not be treated as purely storage and retrieval tools but also 
collaborative tools (Feufel et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012; Wong et al., 2009). 
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The role-based accessibility to the hybrid information system, particularly the 
computerised information systems, does not seem to foster seamless collaboration among ED 
team members. For example, the PCS is accessible by the reception staff almost entirely for 
registration and coding processes only, whereas the clinical staff and other support staff 
members have access to other computerised systems for clinical processes. Given that the 
emergency care processes are collaborative processes, the coordination of one process to 
another requires additional coordination efforts. For example, a registration process is 
completed by reception staff via the PCS, the next process, i.e. the triage process is continued 
on via a separate system, a paper-based system (i.e. the ED card), hence ‘a gap’ between the 
processes. The gap involves the ‘transitioning’ of the PCS to a paper-based system. Clinical 
processes are also continued with the utilisation of disparate computerised systems while at 
the same time tracking of patients have to be supported via other artefacts. On top of this, the 
disparate systems also affect the continuity of tasks within the same work process (as shown in 
Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9)   
 However, the use of non-computerised information artefacts, particularly the clinical 
documentation system (i.e. the ED card) and the dry-erase whiteboards as well as the 
computerised PTS does, to a great extent, support the collaborative practice of the team 
members. The PTS is particularly useful in providing an overall assessment of the clinical units. 
A pit stop doctor particularly depends on the PTS in order to assign patients to the sub-unit 
within the major unit. A CiC can also use the PTS to determine how busy the clinical units are; 
an asynchronous collaboration between the pit stop doctor and clinical team in the major 
units. It is important that this information is known so that resources such as staff and beds 
can be adjusted as necessary. In contrast, the ED cards placed in the pigeon holes and in/out 
trays serve as a physical marker for managing workload assignments among staff members. 
For example, the ED cards in the out tray are for the reception staff while the ED cards in the 
pigeon holes are for the clinical members. Acknowledging the interdependence among group 
members ensures workload distribution and therefore, smooth functioning of the work 
processes (Feufel et al., 2011). In addition, the ED cards on their own also facilitate 
collaborative practice between junior doctors and senior doctors. The portability of the paper-
based systems permits such collaboration to be easily conducted anywhere within the setting. 
Characteristics such as visual access and cues afforded by these artefacts also allows for 
the execution of the collaborative work processes. The dry-erase whiteboards and paper-
based forms placed at the whiteboard provide an indication to the staff members of what 
needs to be done. For example, the imaging forms place at the porter whiteboard is a ‘signal’ 
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that there are patients to be transported to the radiology unit. Similarly, another study has 
shown that the use of ‘external’ objects on the whiteboard such as magnetic strips provide a 
visual cue for a task to be executed without having to write the indicated task activity explicitly 
(Lasome & Xiao, 2001). 
 
5.4  Conclusion 
This chapter presented the case study findings at the adult ED. This study provided an in-depth 
understanding of the adult ED workflow which does not only consist of interconnected processes or 
resources but also variability and exceptions of the care process. It also includes findings on how the 
workflow is being supported and issues concerning the integration of the hybrid information 
implementation. In Chapter 6, findings from a case study conducted at another emergency setting, a 
paediatric ED is presented. The study at the adult ED led to the study design in the paediatric ED. 
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY 2 – PAEDIATRIC ED 
 
Similar to Chapter 5, this chapter discusses the findings from the second research setting, a 
paediatric ED. This chapter follows a similar format to that of Chapter 5. Figure 6.1 presents the 
relationship among the themes and sub-themes. The synthesis of the themes is discussed in Section 
6.3. This chapter also includes a discussion (Section 6.4) on the similarities and differences between 
the first case study (i.e. the adult ED) and the findings of this chapter (i.e. the paediatric ED).  
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Figure 6.1: Themes and sub-themes of the findings 
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6.1  Components of the ED workflow 
Similar to the first theme in Section 5.1, this theme contains categories that represent a broad 
definition of the workflow term.   
 
6.1.1. Emergency care services 
The paediatric ED provides emergency care service for infants and children below 16 
years old. In order to deliver the service, patients are treated based on two categories. 
According to Doctor B, all patients attending the ED were categorised based on whether they 
were able to walk or not:  
 “they [patients] don’t split between minors and majors so everybody just comes in, they 
[patients] are either ambulant or non-ambulant, that’s the only difference” (Doctor B). 
  
 According to an opportunistic interview with Consultant A, this categorisation is to 
determine whether they need to be assigned a trolley or not along their care trajectory. As 
shown in Figure 4.2, the ED physical space consists of a number of clinical areas. 
Corresponding to the opportunistic interview given by Consultant A, it was observed that 
ambulant patients were first consulted by doctors in any of the consultation rooms or 
treatment bays area (excluding the trolley bay area). Upon completion of the initial 
consultation, if they required any further care, they were then moved to the play room. In 
other words, ambulant patients were not allocated a trolley permanently along their 
trajectory. In contrast, non-ambulant patients were allocated to the trolley bay area where 
they were allocated trolleys along their trajectory, i.e. they were not moved to any other 
areas. Similarly, resuscitation patients were sent to the resuscitation area and stayed there 
until the end of their trajectory. 
Patients are also categorised based on their attendance type. Most attendance is an 
emergency attendance, i.e., patients without appointments. ED patients can also include 
patients who come with appointments to attend an ED review clinic or a nurse-led dressing 
clinic (ED handbook). The ED review clinic is a consultant-led clinic held Monday to Friday from 
9.30 am, in which a maximum of 12 patients are seen daily.  
The paediatric ED also has an observation unit, an Acute Assessment Unit (AAU), which 
is located adjacent the ED waiting area. In contrast to the CDU at the adult ED, the AAU is 
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classed as in-patient ward (“….it's a ward area, because it’s got beds not trolley’s it's an in-
patient ward” - Nurse B). As an in-patient ward, ED patients are only sent there at the end of 
their emergency care trajectory, i.e., when they are formally discharged from the ED. It serves 
as a ‘transit’ area for the ED patients. Instead of patients being sent to hospital wards, those 
who needed to be observed for longer were sent to the AAU. Depending on patient condition, 
the duration that patients can be placed in the AAU can vary:  
“Once they [patients] have moved from the emergency department although it's part of the 
emergency department … they [patients] are classed as being admitted to that ward and so 
we can transfer patients down to that inpatient [referring to AAU] to be observed and some 
might stay for just a few more hours, some might stay overnight” (Nurse B). 
 
 Although the AAU is not part of the paediatric ED, both units work closely with each 
other in terms of sharing nursing resources. According to a senior nurse, she can be a charge 
nurse at the ED and AAU at the same time. Staff nurses can also be placed on a rotating basis 
between the AAU and the ED.  
Similar to the adult ED, the emergency care trajectory is governed by time-related 
targets. The four-hour target imposed by NHS England is also applicable to the paediatric ED. 
There is also a Trust policy which requires patients to be triaged within 15 minutes of 
registration (ED handbook). 
In delivering the paediatric emergency care service, exceptions sometimes must be 
made to accommodate unexpected situations. From documentary analysis of the ED 
handbook, it is stated that patients who are over the age of 16 should not be brought to the 
ED. However, the handbook specifically states that an exception should be made for patients 
(over the age of 16) who are still under active follow-up at the Trust’s hospital. Exceptions 
should also be made regarding any adults who require resuscitation care, in which case they 
should be treated until their condition is no longer critical. This description of exception 
corresponds to an event that the researcher happened to observe. During the event, a couple 
of doctors and a coordinating nurse ran towards the outsides of the ED. In an opportunistic 
interview with another nurse, it was mentioned that a man had just collapsed outside the 
hospital building. Upon evaluating the man, the clinical staff decided that he was not in a 
critical condition and was sent via ambulance to an adult ED. This shows that although this is a 
paediatric ED which provides emergency care for infants and children, emergency care must 
be given regardless of age when certain situations arise.    
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6.1.2. Members of the ED team 
Figure 6.2 graphically displays the members of the ED team. The team is comprised of 
multidisciplinary members including doctors of various grades: junior doctors, middle grade 
doctors and consultants. Nursing staff includes senior nurses, staff nurses and Emergency 
Nurse Practitioners (ENP). Other members include non-clinical members such as care support 
workers and reception staff as well as medical students. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: ED multidisciplinary members 
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 Senior members of the team hold certain roles. For example, senior doctors can carry 
roles including medical coordinator and advisory roles. According to the ED Handbook, a 
medical coordinator role, or Consultant in Charge (CiC), is assigned to a consultant or a middle 
grade doctor on a daily basis, Monday to Friday from 9 am to midnight. Senior staff members 
assigned with the medical coordinator role are entrusted with additional non-clinical, indirect 
patient care responsibilities. Specifically, the tasks involved:   
i. Monitoring the four-hour target;  
ii. Reviewing management plans for category A and B patients (A and B are triage 
categories elaborated in Section 6.1.6.1); 
iii. Coordinating all medical care, providing an advisory role to other ED doctors; 
iv. Performing early assessment on patients who required facilitated discharges; and 
v. Managing resources such as staff and treatment areas. 
         
An advisory role, on the other hand, is an assumed role for all senior doctors at all times. 
It is the Trust policy that this role is exercised by all senior staff in addition to their clinical role:    
“if I am on the shop floor then I will be seeing patient myself whenever I have available time 
to do so but at the same time I am available for advice and I’m available for advice and 
consultation with any of the nurses or the clinicians…” (Consultant C). 
 
The advisory role iterated by Consultant C conforms to the Trust’s policy stated in the ED 
handbook: “The ED consultant is available for advice and support at all times”. However, 
seeking clinical advices should be sought only from certain members of the team. It is the 
policy of the Trust that such advice not be sought from any junior levels clinicians, such as ED 
Senior House Officers (SHO) or junior doctors. In the event that no qualified doctors are 
available at the ED for advice and support, other specialities external to the ED such as the 
trauma team, crash team, medical team and surgical team can be consulted depending on the 
patient’s illnesses and conditions. The conditions specified stress the importance of an 
advisory role to be carried out only by qualified senior doctors and that the role is assumed to 
be with greater responsibilities and accountability.    
Similarly, the ED nursing staff are also allocated various roles and tasks. This includes the 
triage nurse, coordinating role and resuscitation team members. According to a senior nurse, 
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these roles were assigned on a daily basis and a nurse can be assigned multiple roles within the 
same shift or be assigned to the ED observation unit, the AAU:   
“So if you do a fourteen hour shift ... we split up the day so sometimes you may do four 
hours in triage [as triage nurse], then you might come out of triage and be allocated for 
resus [resuscitation team] for the afternoon so you could do two [roles].  You might just be 
allocated to be down on the assessment unit [AAU], you might be allocated to coordinate 
[coordinating role] all day.  It varies.  You could have between one, no jobs and two jobs or 
maybe three” (Nurse A). 
 
The assignment of specific nursing roles to the nursing staff specific has to take into 
consideration the medical training of the nursing staff. For example, a triage nurse role 
required nurses to work for a certain number of years (“as a triage nurse you have be qualified 
eighteen months before we let anyone triage here because you do need some experience in 
assessing children” – Nurse A). Meanwhile, nursing staff members assigned to a resuscitation 
team needed a qualification on paediatric life support (ED Handbook).  
As for the coordinating role, instead of having certain clinical training, the seniority of 
the nursing staff determines their eligibility for carrying out the role. Similar to the medical 
coordinator role, this is because a coordinating nurse role is assigned to a senior nurse only. 
Nursing staff with a coordinating role are required to work closely with a medical coordinator 
for ensuring smooth patient flow throughout the ED, as well as making sure that the four-hour 
rule is adhered to (ED handbook). To ensure smooth patient flow, this role involves the 
execution of non-clinical organisational tasks. As described below by a senior nurse who has 
held a coordinating nurse role, a nurse with a coordinating role was responsible for managing 
nursing resources throughout the patient care trajectory. In other words, the ED should be 
appropriately staffed to cover all aspects of patient care so that care can be delivered on time, 
efficiently and safely: 
“so when I’m in uniform my non-clinical work [coordinating nurse] is generally organising 
the flow of patients around the departments, making sure that children are managed 
appropriately by other staff, so allocating people [nursing staff] to look after the children 
that need to be observed in the department or need any interventions while they’re waiting 
to see medical staff.  It's ensuring that the staff in the department are covering all aspects 
of care for a patient in terms of observations, general care, pastoral care that sort of thing 
as well. I liaise with the senior doctor [CiC] that’s on to look at what our workloads are like… 
I will make sure clinically everything is covered across the department when I’m 
coordinating” (Nurse B). 
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 Nurse A, who is also a senior nurse with a coordinating role, also provided a similar 
comment regarding the role, which included managing nursing staff breaks: 
“I [as a senior nurse with a coordinating role] would decide on who’s going to lunch breaks 
as the coordinator and I have to make sure that I always leave a senior nurse in the 
department, someone who can triage and make sure it's appropriately staffed for the level 
of work you’ve got but you sort of say to everyone, “Right this is what we are doing.  You’re 
going for first lunch”, and then make sure that the people that are left in the department 
know what's happening” (Nurse A). 
 
Some senior nurses are also an ENP (Emergency Nurse Practitioner). An ENP is a 
qualified nursing staff member who can provide emergency care independently without a 
doctor. Other members of the ED team include care support workers, reception staff and 
medical students. Care support workers mostly provide assistance to doctors and nursing staff. 
Although not a clinical member and only providing support for clinicians, they are, to a certain 
extent, clinically skilled workers.  According to a care support worker, she is required to have 
knowledge in operating some of the clinical tools: 
“We learnt how to use the BM machine, ECG, we have to learn that, you know and things 
like that.  Urine machine as well because they dip urines as well, also test urine …” (Care 
Support Worker). 
 
    Reception staff and medical students were also part of the ED team.   
 
6.1.3. Patient flows 
From a public display notice which graphically illustrated patient mode of entry, the ED 
patients can arrive via an ambulance service or as walk-in patients, corresponding to the 
researcher’s multiple observations of patient arrivals.   
Patients who are in critical condition arriving via an ambulance service can be subjected 
to a certain degree of variation in their trajectory. Being alerted before the arrival of such 
patients allows certain preparations to be made in advance. For example, major trauma and 
cardiac arrest patients are notified to the ED by the ambulance service prior to their arrival to 
the ED so that a suitable team of clinicians (e.g. cardiac arrest or trauma teams) can be 
assembled (ED Handbook). Preparation also includes the clinicians preparing any simple drug 
calculations as needed. However, prior preparation done for these patients is not only 
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restricted to clinically-oriented tasks and the assembling of clinicians, but also in assembling in-
patient hospital notes (ED handbook) which is possibly why their arrival was also being 
communicated to the reception staff members: 
“... normally a trauma patient will have a phone call through on the emergency phone to 
say trauma patient coming in or they’ll give us [ED team] a brief history so the front desk 
will be made aware that one is coming in” (Nurse A). 
 
According to an opportunistic interviews with reception staff members, their task was 
only restricted to patient registration. They were also required to submit requests for hospital 
medical records when necessary.  
   
6.1.4. Collaborative work processes 
Although the work processes (e.g. registration, triage, coding) at the paediatric ED are 
very similar to those at the adult ED, the execution and organisation of these processes are not 
essentially the same. The differences have also resulted in the workflow and patient trajectory 
that are not an exact match.  
 
6.1.4.1 Clinical work processes 
a. Triage 
It was observed that the triaged process at the ED was conducted by a member of 
a nursing staff located in the patient assessment room regardless of patient mode of 
entry. It is the Trust’s requirement that triage be conducted within 15 minutes of patient 
registration (ED handbook). Triage is possibly the quickest clinical process. According to 
a senior nurse, triage involved a quick assessment of the patients where a triage 
category was assigned (“triage which is the assessment so you see every patient that 
comes through the department, that books in and you assess them [patient] and decide 
an appropriate [triage] category, so how quickly they [patients] need to be seen by a 
doctor” - Nurse A). The triage scale (i.e. Manchester Triage in Appendix 17) is the 
national scale used for triaging ED patients (Ganley & Gloster, 2011), similar to the one 
used at the adult ED in the nursing assessment process. Its purpose is to “rapidly sort 
patients arriving in the Emergency Department in order to prioritise the timing and 
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location of the care required” (ED Handbook). This means that a priority is given to 
patients who need it the most. 
In addition to assigning a triage category based on patient condition, the process 
also involves submitting a request for clinical tasks. For example, nursing staff 
observation can also be requested by a triage nurse during a triaging process:   
“normally the child that needs observations that the doctor has requested have 
already been requested by the nurse in triage so you kind of know that they will be 
needing longer periods of observation” (Nurse C). 
 
This particular finding is quite unexpected as studies on emergency triage 
commonly pointed out that the process of triage involves determining how soon 
patients should be seen (Aronsky, Jones, Raines, et al., 2008; Castner, 2011). This 
finding, however, indicates that in addition to assigning a triage category, the very 
specific allocation of resources to patients, i.e. assigning nursing staff to patients, was 
also done.  
In terms of triage location, it was frequently observed that triage at most times, 
was performed in the patient assessment room located at the ED waiting area. This 
included ambulance patients who arrived at the ambulance bay (located in the main ED 
area). However, the location of triage is not rigid and that patient condition needs to be 
taken into consideration when conducting triage. According to a nurse, if a patient was  
not able to be triaged at the designated clinical area, triage can always be performed 
where the patient was allocated:    
“depending on how unwell the child is.  So if the child is really unwell and needs to be 
kept on the trolley [in the main department] we will triage them on the trolley bay.   If 
they are well enough to go round to triage then they will go round to triage [at the 
Patient Assessment Room] and see the triage nurse” (Nurse C). 
According the same nurse, a triage which had to be completed elsewhere can 
always be conducted by other qualified nursing staff instead of a triage nurse:  
“it will be one of the nurses round here [at the main department] that will do it.  And 
so they’ll just triage the patient as they would round there [at the Patient Assessment 
Room] and just complete it on the computers round here” (Nurse C). 
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 Triage practice can also be subjected to variability when facing a high influx of 
patients which consequently altered the overall workflow. In an event that patients 
cannot be triaged within the stipulated time (i.e. 15 minutes), an additional triage 
stream needs to be established: 
“we’ve got a protocol in place now where if there is a queue for triage longer than 
15 minutes there needs to be a second nurse, so another nurse will go on and start 
doing that rather than having a big backlog of people waiting” (Nurse C). 
 
Surprisingly, a triage process although consistently observed is not a mandatory 
process when facing an increase in patient flux into the ED. This can also alter the care 
trajectory for certain patients. In an event where a triage nurse is busy or there is a 
queue for triage (i.e. patients must wait longer than necessary for triage), a separate 
stream needs to be created (ED handbook). Once these patients are assigned to the 
stream, they do not have to undergo the triaging process. However, this stream is only 
reserved for patients with minor injuries/illnesses. Selecting these patients require a 
quick visual assessment by a triage nurse. Patients who are assigned to this stream are 
seen by a dedicated ENP and/or doctor with a nurse.  Although the main aim of the 
minor stream is to reduce patient waiting time, it can also serve to reduce handovers 
among clinicians (e.g. from nursing triage to doctors). 
 
b. Assessment, treatment and observation 
Essentially the severity of patient condition determines the priority and speed of 
care given. For example, from observations, resuscitation patients were brought straight 
to the resuscitation room to receive immediate care. Once in the resuscitation room, 
patients and the team remained in the room until the patients were discharged (i.e. 
transferred to a hospital ward for further care). As described by a doctor: “resus 
[resuscitation] patients you end up treating differently because you treat straight away” 
- Doctor B. These patients were treated solely by a dedicated team of clinicians led by a 
team leader:    
“In a resuscitation of a child I may be one part of a group of ten or so clinicians all 
who are caring for the same child and because I am a consultant, I am very likely to 
be leading that [resuscitation] team” (Consultant C).  
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Otherwise, the care process for non-resuscitation patients was done on a one-to-
one consultation between patients and doctors or ENP. This was a commonly observed 
type of care at the ED. Unlike resuscitation care, it is possible for a doctor to be treating 
multiple patients simultaneously:   
“… as the patients come through the department as it's their turn to be seen you just 
pick up a card [an ED card] and so if you then discharge the patient then yes it will just 
be one patient per doctor as you go through, so there might be five patients actively 
being seen at any one time by the five doctors but if say two of those doctors then 
want to keep those patients in for observation or for referral they’ll still be attached 
to that name but they will carry on seeing the next patient but they will be in the 
department plan with the nurses to do observation while waiting for referrals so a 
doctor may have five patients in the department they [doctors] are responsible for 
but they [doctors] will keep on seeing new patients if they’ve time to depending on 
what needs to be done to them [patients].  So for example …  if it's something like a 
broken leg that’s waiting for a bed in the orthopaedic ward and the orthopaedic 
doctor to come and see them [patients] it won't be much more for that doctor to do 
but their [doctors’] names will still remain attached to them [patients] but they 
[doctors] will carry on doing the next bit of work” (Consultant B). 
 
As a result of doctor consultation, some patients can require further care in the 
form of a nursing observation. Nursing observation was conducted by nursing staff upon 
request from doctors and may require a number of clinical tasks:  
“They [patients] don’t need a nurse allocated unless they [patient] need a period of 
observation… so it's the doctors responsibility to come and tell the coordinator “I 
want this patient to either lie on a bed for observation” or “They are sitting in the 
playroom to catch urine sample” or “Can they have some salbutamol?” so then the 
[nurse] coordinator will say right okay, I’ll allocate a nurse to them [patients] then” 
(Nurse A).   
“the doctor will – once the doctor has seen them [patients] they will come and tell you 
so they’ll find out who’s looking after the patient and let you know that this child 
needs observations doing or needs a urine sample” (Nurse C). 
 
  It was also frequently observed that prior to patients being attended to by 
doctors; patients were first seen by nursing staff, care support workers or medical 
students, for initial consultation. This practice, however, is not a must. During this 
process, patient history data was taken, weight was measured or, at times, urine 
samples were requested. However, which patients to be attended by the staff depend 
on their preference and clinical experience. According to Nurse A, she usually prepared 
patients who were triaged to category C. Her reasoning was that category C patients 
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needed to be seen by doctors sooner, and that they should be ‘ready’ (i.e. weight or 
patient history already available) before being attended to by doctors:   
“No so it depends on what needs to be done.  So if they [patients] are triaged as a C 
[triage category] the chances are there's probably going to be a doctor that can call 
them [patients] fairly soon but sometimes there needs to be various jobs done on that 
patient so if the patient has come in and they [patients] are pyrexial and it's a baby it 
will need stripping off and weighing and setting up for a urine sample, given some 
paracetamol so there is no point in a doctor seeing that patient until they’ve had 
some paracetamol given so the nurse will probably call them [patients] round into the 
main department, do all those things and then say to the next available doctor “Can 
you see this one next…?” (Nurse A). 
 
In contrast, a medical student would normally choose patients triaged to a lower 
category, i.e. category D, as she felt that by doing so she would not be delaying Category 
C patients that should be attended to by doctors sooner:  
“Normally I do ‘D’ just because ‘C’. I don’t want to hold up any patient that needs to 
be seen [by doctors]… I think it would probably be best not to because then the next 
free doctor will see the patient instead of us sort of taking the history” (Medical 
student A).  
  
 The execution of some clinical tasks can also be less rigid as staff clinical 
experiences can play a role. Some clinical tasks can be executed if necessary by nursing 
staff prior to being instructed by doctors:   
“you can look at a child and think actually you probably need to be BM [Blood 
Glucose Measurement] checked so you don’t need a doctor to say I want you to do a 
BM [Blood Glucose Measurement], a triage nurse can say I want that done or as a 
nurse just looking after the patient you might think I’m going to do that.  But I think 
some of that comes with experience” (Nurse A). 
 
Surprisingly, the execution of some clinically-related tasks can also be carried out 
by support staff, for example by a care support worker: 
“If there’s any jobs, you know the jobs that show up on the [ED] card, like weight or 
blood sugars, urine, so just shout them [patients] and do the work that’s on the [ED 
cards] – because [if] it comes off ECG or shout [call] them [patients] round, do an 
ECG” (Care Support Worker A). 
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In addition to doctors, ENP can also treat and provide treatment, and 
consequently discharge patients. However, unlike doctors who can treat patients with 
all levels of illnesses and injuries, an ENP can only treat patients with minor injuries: 
“So say a child with – like the little girl that’s just come with a finger injury, or a child 
with a broken arm, I can call them [patients] through and request x-rays, I can give 
medications to take home and I can then treat, diagnose and diagnose fractures, 
make diagnosis, treat them [patients] and discharge them [patients].  So I do that as 
well. Okay so anything that’s a minor injury or minor illness” (Nurse B). 
 
However, such an encounter can also be a non-linear process, i.e. some patients 
that was initially attended to by ENPs can turn out to be more serious, therefore 
required doctors’ intervention. In this case the care of the patients is transferred to the 
doctors:   
“So I might say for example call a patient through that’s got, I don’t know, say if they 
have an earache or something like that and I’ve taken an earache through and I think 
it's just a minor illness then when I start to examine the child I find things that are 
outside of my competence so perhaps they’ve developed a rash that might suggest 
that there might be some problems in terms of meningitis, septicaemia that sort of 
thing, if they are very unwell and I think it's outside my competence I would go and 
discuss it with one of the doctors and hand that over to one of the doctors” (Nurse B).  
 
c. Investigation test ordering 
Emergency care treatment also involves the conducting of investigation tests such 
as blood tests and x-rays/scans. From the observations, the execution of these tests 
involved a number of clinical staff and can span across hospital departments. For 
example, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 6.3 (keys to the symbols are also on page 
xv), blood tests can be completed at the ED or by the hospital phlebotomist. This can 
result in variability in the process. If it is to be done at the ED, one consultant 
commented, he usually did it himself or on occasion, requested nursing staff assistance 
(“If I want the blood sample taking I either have to do it myself or I have to physically ask 
somebody [nursing staff] … In many cases I just do it myself” – Consultant C).  
Although nursing staff assistance can be requested by doctors, such requests can 
only be executed by qualified nursing staff and taking into account the availability of 
nursing resources: 
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“Band 6 [nurses] can cannulate and take blood, some of the Band 5 [nurses] are 
now being trained up to do that as well.  We [nurses] wouldn’t say “Oh we 
[nurses] need to do all your blood tests” we can do a blood sugar very easily 
because that’s just a little finger prick with a machine.  It would be a doctor’s 
decision if they want a full baseline blood and things taking, a nurse can do that if 
they [nurses] are free, so it depends on the workload of the nurse ... If you’re not 
qualified [to cannulate blood] you’d either ask one of the other nurses who can or 
you just say I can't do it and no other persons free so the doctor would have to do 
it” (Nurse A). 
 
Blood samples taken at the ED are sent to the laboratories via the poding system 
(pneumatic tube system used to transport blood tubes containing blood samples) as 
quickly as possible to ensure they could be on the next available transport (RHH 
Microbiology workflow notice).   
Alternatively, patients can also be sent to the hospital phlebotomist (“So if you 
need blood tests there are phlebotomists [at the hospital] that the patient can go to and 
they [phlebotomists] will do it from a thumb prick – Consultant A). However, the method 
can only be opted for within a limited timeframe. According to the ED handbook, 
requests for a hospital phlebotomist service can only be conducted during standard 
working hours, i.e. from 9 am to 4.45 pm, Monday to Friday.  
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Figure 6.3: Blood test investigation work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions and arrows represent normal flows) 
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Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 6.4 (keys to the symbols are also on page xv), the 
x-ray/scan investigation work process has to involve the hospital radiology department. 
The only variation existing in the process is dependent on whether the patients are 
ambulant or non-ambulant. From the observations, some patients that were not able to 
walk were transferred to the radiology department with a trolley or wheelchair by 
nursing staff or care support workers or carried by their own carers. Otherwise, patients 
were sent to wait at the radiology waiting area located within the main ED area.  
Radiologist from the adjacent room then called patients as their turn arrived (“They 
[radiologist] come and get them [patients] so they [radiologist] come out and get them 
[patients]” – Consultant D).  
 
Doctor Nursing staff/care 
support worker 
Radiologist 
 
 
  
Figure 6.4: X-ray/scan investigation test work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions and arrows represent normal flows) 
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Upon completion of the radiology tests, ED doctors were then required to provide 
their opinions, and final reports can then be completed by the radiology department. 
 
d. Discharge   
Upon receiving treatment, patients can either be discharged home or to a hospital 
ward for further treatment (“The discharge method that’s where we discharge them 
[patients] to a ward, home” – Nurse A). Although the decision for discharge can only be 
made by doctors, nursing staff based on their experiences can ‘predict’ which type of 
discharge that some patients might go through:  
“I would never send a patient to a ward unless they’ve been seen, clocked and 
everything done, but sometimes because I’ve done the job for as long as I have and a 
lot of other nurses here have been in this job a long time, you just know the ones that 
aren’t going to go home” – Nurse A. 
 
Although the decision for discharge remains the clinical decision of doctors and 
ENPs, the experience of the nursing staff could contribute to ‘collective’ decision of the 
discharge process.     
 
6.1.4.2 Organisational work processes 
a. Registration 
From the observations, patient registration was performed by members of the 
reception staff. It was expected that patient demographic information is to be collected 
during the process as suggested by Rothenhaus, Kamens, James, and Coonan (2007). 
However, according to a member of the reception staff, the registration process was not 
merely collecting such information but also involved finding out the reasons that 
prompted their visit to the ED:     
“We [reception staff] gather all patient information, from name, date of birth, 
address, GP that they [patients] are registered with, ethnicity, religion and obviously 
what the present complaint is” (Reception staff A).  
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It was also quite surprising to be informed that their task was not only to perform 
patient registration but also to be aware of patient condition so that clinical staff can be 
notified when care had to be given straight away which meant that such patients did not 
follow a planned emergency care trajectory:    
“If it's something urgent obviously if a child presents with breathing problems and is 
looking quite ill we [reception staff] would get the attention of the nursing staff 
immediately” (Reception staff A).  
 
From the observations, regardless of patient mode of entry, non-resuscitation 
patients underwent the registration process at the reception desk. The only difference 
was that ambulance patient registration process was assisted by ambulance staff. 
However, variation in terms of registration process and its location can be seen in the 
registration process for resuscitation patients. Instead of being conducted at the 
reception desk, reception staff had to go to the resuscitation room to obtain patient 
details from their carers. Each time this type of registration was observed, members of 
the nursing staff would inform the reception staff the arrival of very ill ambulance 
patients who required resuscitation care. This is because these patients arrived via the 
ambulance entrance and the ambulance staff had to remain in the resuscitation room 
instead of going to the registration desk. Upon being informed, the reception staff 
would then rush to the resuscitation room to begin taking patient details from their 
carers and ambulance staff. Apparently, this type of registration process was considered 
‘delicate’ as the carer was very distracted and distraught, thus making it quite difficult to 
provide all the required information. As informed by an opportunistic interview with a 
reception staff, she would normally have to get back to the carers in order to obtain 
complete information but to proceed first with registering the patients with only partial 
information.  
  
b. Coding 
Coding is a process of documenting the treatments delivered, investigative clinical 
tests ordered and treatment administered. There are two main purposes of a coding 
process. The first purpose is to submit payment claims for the emergency care service 
provided and secondly to produce a GP letter.  
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According to Nurse A, coding had to be done by doctors who delivered the care. 
Nevertheless, it was a common practice for nursing staff to help out:  
“To be honest we [nurses] probably use it quite a lot because the doctors are really 
bad at coding their patients so if we say actually this patient is going to go to M2 we 
would say ‘admit SHE,’ put all that on and then when you press ‘save’ it will then 
come up and say ‘the patient is not coded’ so the doctors should really do their coding 
because they [doctors] know what they [doctors] have done but a lot of the times if 
you’ve been a nurse looking after him [a patient] you know if they [patients] have had 
bloods, you know if they [patients] have had an x-ray so you can just put all that in” 
(Nurse A). 
 
Another member of the nursing staff also commented on the same practice, that 
coding was supposed to be completed by doctors but it was common for nursing staff to 
also be involved:     
“It's normally the doctor’s job to do their own coding but sometimes the nurses will 
have to do the coding” (Nurse B). 
 
Coding is then verified by reception staff. According to a member of the reception 
staff, verification involved checking the completeness of the coding information in the 
computerised system based on the documentation on paper-based documentation 
system. An incomplete coding information by clinical staff detected by reception staff 
can result in the repeat of the process:    
“The doctors code them themselves as they [doctors] go through the process but we 
[reception staff] validate the coding back here [at the reception desk].  So when it [ED 
cards] comes round here we [reception staff] check that certain things are inputted 
[into the Medway system], like treatment, any drugs within the department and 
anything like that, we [reception staff] just validate the fact that they’ve actually 
inputted it on there [Medway].  And then if they [doctors] haven’t input it we 
[reception staff] send them [ED cards] back down to them and make sure it's 
[documented] in there” (Reception staff A). 
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c. Ensuring patient flows 
In order to avoid ED overcrowding, patients need to be seen, receive their 
treatment and decision for discharge. Like any other UK ED, the four-hour rule is an 
integral part of the paediatric ED emergency care processes. Adhering to the time limit is 
a collective responsibility of all team members together with senior clinical staff 
members with coordinating roles:   
“It's sort of everybody’s responsibility, probably the coordinator of the shift and 
the consultants are the people who should be looking out for it the most.  But 
that’s why the coordinator role is really important; you don’t really want it to get 
to that point of breaching” (Nurse A). 
 
In order to ensure that the time limit is being adhered to, a number of approaches 
are being practised. For example, nursing staff with a coordinating role frequently 
provided a reminder to doctors so that they were aware of their patients care trajectory:  
“…some of the nurses will come and tell you that your patient is closed to 
breaching [the four-hour target], have you got a [treatment] plan?  So there is 
usually somebody, the nurse in charge is usually the one that comes around and 
tells you what” (Doctor B). 
 
A senior doctor who had been assigned a CiC role stated that when she was a CiC 
for the day, she would actively ensure that care plans for all patients in the department 
was in place, and that patients received their treatment and discharge appropriately:  
“I will make sure that there is a clear plan for the care of that patient and if it's 
required that the patient stays in the department for more than four hours for 
clinical reasons then that’s fine. If they [patients] don’t need to be in the 
department for more than four hours then I will find out if there is something that 
we can do to make sure that they [patients] are either admitted or discharged in a 
timely way” (Consultant C).   
 
Other approaches also include having regular meet-ups among staff members. For 
example, a daily senior review is to be held on a daily basis at 9/9.30 am, 4 pm and 
9/9.30 pm where the purpose is to discuss clinical history, management plans and 
outstanding actions of critically ill/injured patients who might require a longer care 
process (ED handbook). From the observations of these meetings, the meetings were 
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not only attended by senior staff members or members with coordinating roles, but also 
by doctors who were in charge of the care process for critically ill/injured patients. It 
was observed that the care plan for these patients was discussed, including the 
possibility that these patients were to be held longer in the department.   
 
d. Teaching and learning 
Teaching and learning are also part of the processes within the ED workflow. From 
the observation, the ED also housed medical students who were on their medical 
training. Medical training can either be research-based training or emergency care 
medical training. An interview conducted with a medical student doing a research-based 
project in the ED as part of her medical programme revealed that while also doing a 
research-based activity, she also performed direct clinical tasks:   
“taking initial examinations [on the patients] and then present back [the results of 
the examination] to one of the doctors here” (Medical student A). 
 
Other medical students were also seen attending patients, with direct supervision 
from their senior counterparts.   
 
 Figure 6.5 shows the grouping of the collaborative work processes, clinical and non-
clinical. These processes are performed collaboratively by the ED team for many patients in 
parallel. On the surface, these processes seem to be executed one after another, i.e. in that 
they constitute a straightforward linear process. However, in reality the execution of these 
processes is governed by time related targets, organisational policies as well as embedded 
with the practices and experiences of members of the team, all of which inadvertently 
contribute to variability.     
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Figure 6.5: Collaborative work processes 
 
6.2  Information artefacts in supporting the ED workflow 
Similar to Chapter 5, this section also discusses how the existing information artefacts are 
being utilised in supporting the requirements of the collaborative work processes of clinicians and 
non-clinicians.  
6.2.1. Information artefacts 
6.2.1.1 Non-computerised information artefacts 
a. ED cards 
The clinical documentation system at the ED is still a paper-based system known 
as ED cards (Appendix 19). From the documentary analysis of an ED card, there are 
several sections which are spread across four pages, where each section provides 
different types of information. Patient demographical information is mainly documented 
on the first page while clinical details such as triage assessment, doctor clinical notes 
and nursing notes are spread to other pages. In addition to an ED card, the patient 
documentation system also includes trauma cards and medical cards. These cards are 
used in conjunction with an ED card but only for resuscitation patients (Appendix 20).   
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b. Trays 
 From the observations, trays were located at various locations within the ED to 
place printed ED cards. These trays were clearly labelled to indicate which ED cards are 
to be put in specific trays. In addition, the trays were placed at locations where it was 
commonly accessible by the clinicians the cards were meant for. For example, within the 
nursing desk area where the doctors were usually seated, trays labelled ‘C’, ‘D’ and 
‘Discharge’ can be found. ‘C’ and ‘D’ represent the triage categories C and D, 
respectively (triage category is discussed in Section 6.1.4.1) and were used to place ED 
cards for patients already triaged but waiting to be seen by doctors. The tray labelled 
‘Discharge’ was for ED cards for patients already attended to by doctors and discharged 
by them. Another set of trays mainly for the nursing staff, labelled ‘Treatment’, ‘Trolley 
bays/trolley obs’ and ‘Playroom’, were located in the clean utility room. Whenever 
patients’ ED cards were placed in these trays, it became the responsibility of the nursing 
staff to deliver the subsequent care activities. Additionally, ‘Trolley bays/trolley obs’ and 
‘Playroom’ trays were used to place ED cards for patients who needed nursing 
observation in which the trays’ labels corresponded to the location of the patients, i.e. 
at the trolley bay area or at the play room.   
 
c. Forms 
Paper-based forms can also be found at the ED. As shown in Table 6.1, each form 
serves a specific purpose. For example, The Age and sex, Time of incident/Time of 
arrival, Mechanism of injury, Injuries suspected, Signs and Treatment form (or in short 
ATMIST) is used to record any relevant information during an ambulance courtesy call to 
the ED. Similar to the trays, the form was also placed near a location where it is easily 
accessible for its purpose. The form which was kept on a clipboard near the phone “was 
designed primarily for trauma cases but is used also for medical cases phoned through” 
(ED Handbook). The Fast Track Registration form, accessible by being within reach of 
members of the reception staff at their workstations, was used to register severely 
injured or sick patients. This form is essentially a temporary medium to obtain patient 
details of patients who were unable to walk to the reception desk for a registration 
process.   
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Table 6.1: Forms and its purpose 
Name Purpose 
ATMIST To document patient information for patient handover 
by phone (i.e. courtesy call from ambulance crew). The 
form should be filed together with the trauma card.  
 
Ambulance Assessment 
and handover form 
Assisting patient handover to the ED   
Fast Track Registration 
form 
Assisting reception staff to record patient details during 
resuscitation cases.  
 
 
d. Whiteboards 
The ED was also equipped with a number of dry-erase whiteboards. From the 
observations, the main clinical whiteboard is the nursing whiteboard mainly used and 
updated by nursing staff. The whiteboard was horizontally positioned and the 
information can be read from top to bottom and left to right. The content is in a pre-
structured table format with pre-printed headings. The pre-printed headings include 
Location, Name, Nurse and Doctor. Each individual row referred to a bed number in the 
trolley area. Primarily, the whiteboard contained the clinical status and location of a 
pool of patients who required further care, i.e. only patients who required nursing 
observation. Although the whiteboard can be classed as a clinical whiteboard mainly for 
the purpose of communicating clinical and tracking information, a small part of the 
whiteboard was also used to include information on nursing staff assignments. This 
includes nursing staff members who were in charge, on triage, assigned to the AAU and 
on the resuscitation team, for particular days/shifts.    
The resuscitation room also housed another two clinical whiteboards. Unlike the 
whiteboard in the clean utility room, which served both as a staff and clinical 
whiteboard, the resuscitation whiteboards are only used for clinical care. Each 
whiteboard is allocated for a single patient (as opposed to a pool of patients). The 
format of the whiteboard is also semi-structured with pre-printed headings (‘name’, 
‘weight’, ‘energy’, ‘tube’, ‘fluids’, ‘adrenaline’ and ‘glucose’). The contents of these 
heading are also guided based on formulas written on a sheet of paper placed besides 
each of the whiteboards.      
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6.2.1.2 Computerised information artefacts 
A number of computerised information systems are used to support the delivery 
of emergency care.  
a. Medway 
Medway is the main computerised information system at the ED used by both 
clinical and non-clinical staff (Medway Clinical Manual). It has all the functionalities 
associated with emergency care. From the observations, the Medway system was 
accessible from a number of computer terminals located throughout the ED: two 
terminals at the nursing desk, two terminals in the clean utility room, one in the patient 
assessment room and one in each consultation room.  
In terms of accessibility, there seems to be a preference of which computer 
terminals to use. Throughout the observation, the two computer terminals located at 
the nursing desk were mostly used by the ED doctors while the terminals in the clean 
utility room were used by nursing staff. Corresponding to these observations, a staff 
nurse commented in an opportunistic interview that one of the terminals in the clean 
utility room was allocated to a coordinating nurse while the other one can be used by 
other staff nurses:  
 “… there’s a computer in the room there [pointing to the clean utility room], the 
nurse in charge [coordinating nurse] logs in on hers because she does most of the 
computer work when she’s in charge but then the computer next to it is not normally 
logged on so if you’re wanting to use it you can log on to that one [pointing to the 
other terminal]” (Nurse C). 
 
Further, the other terminals served a sole purpose. For example, the terminal 
located in the patient assessment room was solely used by triage nurses during the 
triage process. The two computer terminals at the reception desk were for reception 
staff to carry out the patient registration process.   
 The information within the Medway system is structured according to views 
(Medway Clinical Manual). The ‘Reception List’ view, for instance, lists every single 
patient already registered regardless of their care status. Patients in this list can be at 
any stage within their care trajectory including patients at the end of their trajectory, i.e. 
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patients who have been discharged. According to Reception staff A, from the ‘Reception 
List’ view, she was able to obtain an overview of status of all patients in the ED:     
“that [Reception List] tells me all the patients that are in the department at the 
moment and we like to keep that screen up because it tells you what's happening 
with that child at any one time.  So we can see that child’s been registered, triaged 
and is now being called and being seen by a doctor.  If they go to a speciality it will 
say referred and then they become admitted it will say DTA which is Decision to 
Admit”).  
 
On the other hand, the ‘Triage Patient List’ view consists of only a sub-set of 
patients from the ‘Reception List view’ and is mainly used by a triage nurse. The view 
only consists of a list of patients who have been registered but are still waiting to be 
triaged. By right clicking on an individual patient entry, a triage nurse can choose from 
the sub-menu options to begin triaging the selected patient.   
Another sub-set of patients from the ‘Reception List’ view is the ‘Current Patient 
List’. This view is mostly used by doctors and nurses in the main ED area. Similar to the 
‘Triage Patient List’ view, by clicking on the individual patient entry, doctors can begin to 
deliver treatment to patients. 
 
b. Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS) and Integrated Clinical 
Environment (ICE) 
PACS and ICE are clinical systems used only by clinical staff. PACS is a Radiology 
Information System (RIS) used to view x-ray/scan investigation results in an image 
format. On the other hand, the ICE is a CPOE system to order blood test investigations 
and to view the results. 
 
c. Filefast 
From a documentary analysis of the Filefast reference guide, Filefast is used by 
reception staff to track paper-based patient medical records. Medical records are 
tracked to determine the physical location of the records within the hospital (e.g. which 
clinics or doctors’ room). Once the location of the medical records is determined, a 
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request for the records can be submitted via telephone to the clinics where the records 
are located.   
Figure 6.6 shows computerised information systems and its functionalities. The 
Medway system has the most functionality which provides support for the overall 
workflow.   
    
 
Figure 6.6: Computerised information artefacts and its functionalities 
 
6.2.2. Characteristics of the information artefacts   
6.2.2.1 Supporting resource management 
As demonstrated in Theme 1, the ED workflow consists of resources including 
staff members and clinical areas. In addition to providing the technical functionalities 
(e.g. registration, triage), the information artefacts at the paediatric ED are also utilised 
as a resource management tool. As a resource management tool, both the computerised 
Medway system and the main clinical whiteboard in the clean utility room place an 
emphasis on the discrete management of resources, i.e. the allocation of staff to 
patients. From the computerised Medway system, for instance, information on which 
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doctor is seeing a patient can easily be obtained from the ‘Current Patient List’ view 
(Medway Clinical Manual). Whenever a doctor started attending to a patient, he/she 
needed to make the assignment clear. The fact that such an assignment was made at the 
initial stage of a patient-doctor interaction demonstrated its importance in the process:  
 “So if we can just use this patient [using a patient as example from patient list], so 
using the information that’s on here we [doctors] would find them [patients] on here 
– it would be there [‘Current Patient List’] – and then to do anything on the [Medway] 
system you have to right click [on patient’s name] and then it gives you all of those 
options [displayed as sub-menus]. The first thing that we [doctors] would do is we 
would select See Patient and then you would find your name in there [a drop down 
list]. So that’s my last name so then I would double click on [from the drop down 
menu] that to say that I had seen the patient which means that other people can tell 
who is seeing the patient.” (Doctor A).   
  
The information on which doctor is seeing a patient not only provides an 
indication that a patient is under the care of a specific doctor, and that other doctors 
can instead attend other patients. This particular piece of information is also crucial in 
the management of patient flow, one of the ED organisational tasks performed by a CiC. 
A CiC needs to ensure that all patients have their care plan in place, which can only be 
developed once a doctor-patient interaction takes place. In order to keep track of this, a 
CiC emphasised the importance of knowing doctor-to-patient assignment whereby the 
system has provided an easier way to obtain such information: 
“… if I am in charge [as a CiC] and I want to know what's going on with this patient, so 
the only way to do that is if somebody [doctors] has put their name on it [using 
Medway], so now I know this is Jane Doe [anonymised patient], if that [doctor’s 
name] wasn’t there I would have to go find the patient, find the [patient ED] card, 
open the notes, look at the writing and see who [doctor] has seen her, so if it's on 
here [Medway] I don’t have to do any of that do I? …So that bit with just the doctors 
name is actually quite important because [it] tells you who is responsible, the initial 
clinician for the patient and the department has 50 or 20 or whatever patients and 
half a dozen, a dozen clinicians, or more” (Consultant A). 
 
The clinical whiteboard in the clean utility room also posed a similar characteristic 
in terms of the discrete assignment of resource but instead of a doctor to a patient 
assignment, the whiteboard is utilised in the management of nursing staff and support 
staff. As indicated in Section 6.2.1.1, the whiteboard is used to keep track of patients 
requiring nursing observations. Therefore, the main function of the whiteboard was to 
assign a nurse to the task:  
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“any child that needs observations doing, urine samples or anything like that, we 
write them [patients’ name] on the whiteboard and then we allocate the nurse to 
them” (Nurse B). 
 
In addition to nursing staff assignments, the whiteboard was also used for any ad-
hoc task assignments to the support staff. A care support worker commented that at 
times when her assistance was needed, it would be written on the whiteboard: 
“They usually put my name on the [white]board to assist, like again the relatives in 
resus [resuscitation] if a really bad case comes on” (Care Support Worker A). 
 
The paediatric ED is also equipped with a number of trays where ED cards are 
placed. The usage of these trays as a resource management tool is quite the opposite 
compared to the computerised Medway system and clinical whiteboard. For example, 
from the observations the trays labelled C and D were used to place ED cards for 
patients who were triaged to category C and D, respectively. Because these trays 
depicted an overview of patients according to their triage categories, resources such as 
doctors can be targeted to patients with the greatest need.    
 Information artefacts as a resource management tool provide an overview of 
overall ED workload or function as a discrete allocation of resources. At the paediatric 
ED, the computerised Medway system and the clinical whiteboards place an emphasis 
on the discrete allocation of resources such as doctor to patient assignment. The trays, 
on the other hand, are targeted to give an overview of the ED workload according to 
patient triage category.  
 
6.2.2.2 Providing visual accessibility 
a. Whiteboards 
The location and ease of use of the non-computerised information artefacts plays 
a significant role in providing visual accessibility to information at a point of care. For 
example, the main clinical whiteboard mainly used by nursing staff was placed in the 
clean utility room where nursing staff were usually stationed. The whiteboard containing 
information on patients who required nursing observation can easily be accessible in 
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passing or when required. In providing the visualisation to the information written on 
the whiteboards, various non-standardised methods are employed, depending on their 
personal preference. For example, some nursing staff preferred to use coloured marker 
pens to show different categories of information while others preferred to use only one 
colour: 
“It is personal preference as to who coordinates with what they want.  Some people 
[nurses] write the [patient] names in one colour and then all the like jobs in another 
colour.  Some people like if they’re referred to a different speciality in another colour.   
It's personal preference as to how you bring things and how you coordinate… I think it 
can work if you’ve got surgical patients, trauma patients like put them [patients] in 
different colours but I get a bit like – I can't concentrate if everything was a different 
colours I don’t like it.  I can't function like that.  If I wasn’t coordinating I would never 
say to someone you can't do that, but I just prefer it all in one colour.  So it is personal 
preference” (Nurse A). 
 
 It was also observed that a symbol ‘tick’ was used. When asked what the tick on 
the whiteboard represents, a nurse commented: “It means that that action has been 
actioned so a tick means it's done”. Surprisingly even the usage of this specific symbol is 
itself subject to variation:  
“Some do a little box with a tick in it, I don’t bother with a little box I just tick it” 
(Nurse B). 
 
 The ease of use of the whiteboard allows for flexibility to be exercised by 
individual nursing staff. However, this method could possibly introduce confusion 
especially to new members or members external to the ED (e.g. referral team). They 
may require assistance from the nursing staff in interpreting certain information, hence 
defeating the purpose of a whiteboard in supporting asynchronous communication.   
Similarly, the resuscitation clinical whiteboards were also placed in a location 
within reach of the resuscitation team. As the content of the resuscitation whiteboards 
is guided mostly by formulas, the formula sheet was also placed beside each 
whiteboard, allowing the team members to simply use it whenever it is needed.  
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b. ED cards and trays 
From the observations, at the end of the triage process, patients’ ED cards were 
then printed. The printing of the ED cards from a printer located in the clean utility room 
is a visual indicator to the nursing staff of what needs to be done: 
“the [ED] cards that are printed out there [at the clean utility room] are some boxes 
at the bottom, I’ll show you if you like, and it will like say weight observations, urine, 
drugs and it will have a tick in it if it needs to be completed.  So as each [ED] card is 
printed out you need to check that there’s nothing on it that needs doing.  If it does 
then you need to go do it before you put them [ED cards] in the box [tray] to be seen 
by the doctor… If you just have a quick read on there as well because they may just 
need drugs but sometimes on here they might say what type of drugs, so it might say 
… or whatever medicines they need on there” (Nurse C).   
 
Once the preliminary tasks were executed by the nursing staff, the ED cards were 
then placed in the trays according to the respective patient triage category. Again, the 
location of the artefacts plays a significant role in providing visual accessibility to the 
tasks. Trays were located within the nursing workstation. Although a nursing 
workstation, from the observations, the workstation was almost entirely occupied by 
doctors. Therefore, placing the ED cards in the trays allowed doctors to simply pick up 
the ED cards prior to assessing the patients.    
Cues are also integrated within an artefact to provide visual accessibility to a 
completed task. On one occasion the following was observed: a medical student picked 
up an ED card from a tray at the nursing desk to perform an initial consultation. After 
the initial consultation, the ED card was put back in the tray and a message “Seen by 
medical student” was written on a stick-on note attached to the ED card.    
The ED cards were also used whenever junior doctors were seeking advice from 
senior doctors. During the interactions, according to a doctor it was not a requirement 
that senior doctors and consultants put their signatures of the ED cards; however, the 
ED cards served as a medium of interaction: doctors can look or refer to its contents 
throughout the duration of the interaction.  
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6.2.3. Integration issues of the information artefacts into the ED workflow 
6.2.3.1 Usages of more than one systems for a single work process 
As depicted in Figure 6.6, the paediatric ED relies on four computerised systems 
where each system has its own functionalities. Similar to the adult ED, the myriad 
availability of these systems requires the usage of more than one systems for the 
completion of a single work process.   
 
a. Investigation test ordering  
As shown in Figure 6.7 which depicts a rich picture representation of the 
investigation test work process, multiple computerised systems must be used to submit 
requests for clinical tests and to accessibility to the results. X-ray/scan and blood test 
requests, for instance, can be submitted online via the Medway system:   
“If we [doctors] want to order any tests like a blood test or an x-ray we can do that all 
on here [MEDWAY].  Then our computer system is linked to the x-ray computer 
system [PACS] so we would fill in an x-ray request and then it would print – the 
request would print in the x-ray department” (Doctor A). 
 
However, the submission of the blood test requests via the Medway system 
according to Consultant C was not automated: 
“It [blood test request] is not an automatically generated request so it doesn’t go to a 
work pile just because it's gone on Medway” (Consultant C).  
 
The submission of the blood test request via the Medway is done so that forms 
and labels can be printed and the ordering process is ‘logged’ (ED handbook), but the 
actual requests were communicated via the printed forms and labels. The results can 
then be accessed via the ICE system (ICE user guide). 
In contrast, for the x-ray/scan tests, the request can be automatically sent to the 
Radiology department as the Medway system is integrated with the hospital RIS:   
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“You go onto x-ray, clinical information, who is requesting it, date and time, and then 
jot down what the request is. When you’ve finished it shows you what your request is 
and then it prints remotely [at the Radiology department]” (Consultant A). 
 
 
 Figure 6.7: Information artefacts for investigation test work process 
 
 However, in order to access the image format of the investigation results, the 
PACS system had to be used. The purpose of accessing image formats of investigation 
results is so that the ED clinicians can provide their feedback. It is particularly “essential 
for the radiologists to have some indication of what the original clinician thought of the 
x-ray” and that the PACS must be used for that purpose (ED handbook).   
 
b. Coding 
Because of the hybrid implementation, the completion of the coding process must 
also be completed via a number of artefacts (Figure 6.8). From the observations, the first 
part of the coding was completed by doctors using the Medway system. This is when 
they have to ensure that all the tests ordered and treatments delivered were logged into 
the system. In doing so, they had to frequently refer to the formal documentation 
system, i.e. the ED cards. When this was completed, the coding task was then 
transferred to the reception staff. From the observation conducted at the reception 
desk, the specific task of the reception staff in the coding process was to ensure that the 
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documentation provided in the ED cards and the Medway system matched; no 
information can be missing from either artefact. This process also required them to flip 
through the ED cards while checking the Medway system. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Information artefacts for coding process 
 
6.2.3.2 Increase in documentation time 
The Trust’s policy dictates that all clinical documentation is done in the non-
computerised ED cards (ED handbook). In addition, the computerised Medway system 
also needs to be used for the purpose of tracking patient location and progress, the 
ordering of investigation tests and coding: 
“it's not a fully electronic system we [doctors] have to write history and everything 
and examination on the [ED] cards, so handwrite that [ED cards] but for discharge 
and to order anything [investigation tests] it all has to go on the electronic system 
[Medway].  So it's just slightly awkward dual systems” (Doctor B). 
 
However, one consultant felt that it was up to clinicians if they also wanted to use 
the computerised Medway system for clinical documentation but the ED cards must still 
be used:  
 “This is the clinical notes [referring to ED an card]; you still have to write the clinical 
notes.  You don’t do a history on here [Medway] – well you can if you want but you 
don’t do a history, you don’t write the examination on this [Medway].  So this isn’t – 
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for the practice of medicine you need to do certain things, a history of examination 
and the plan and you need to write what's your advice you give [on the ED cards]” 
(Consultant A). 
 
As a result of a hybrid information implementation, it was frequently observed 
that the ED doctors spent a significant amount of time completing ED cards after 
patients were discharged.  
Disparate information systems can contribute to the inaccessibility of information 
(Barthell et al., 2004), therefore affecting the availability of information at a point of 
care. In addition, information may be fragmented: different pieces of information 
located in multiple sources may require a higher degree of collaboration among team 
members (Reddy & Jansen, 2008). In this study, however, there appears to be one 
advantage to the practice, the establishment of alternative options to access 
information. For example, a nurse commented that she can either refer to the 
computerised Medway system or ED cards if she wanted to find out whether a clinical 
observation was needed or what treatments doctors had prescribed for the patients:  
 “If you go on ‘view clinical notes’ and ‘triage’ [‘View Triage Details’] so this shows you 
obviously that they [patients] have not had any observations done but it will normally 
show the observations and what the [triage] nurses requested, so she’s requested 
some observations to be done on this child and have her [patient’s] weight done as 
well.  So you can always check it on there [referring to Medway] as well as on the [ED] 
card that you’ve got” (Nurse C).   
 
In contrary to Nurse C, one doctor described the hybrid implementation as 
“slightly awkward dual systems” (Doctor B). The difference in the opinion between a 
doctor and a nurse could be because providing a comprehensive clinical documentation 
on only the paper-based system (i.e. the ED cards) is mandatory requirement of the 
workflow, explicitly emphasised by the Trust’s policy (ED handbook). A doctor also 
similarly emphasised that “for the practice of medicine, clinical documentation should be 
comprehensive and include information such as medical history, tests conducted and 
advice given” (Consultant A). Therefore, for a doctor to constantly switching between a 
computerised system and a paper-based system can be seen as unnecessary. Switching 
between various information artefacts has been described as peripheral activity which in 
turn lead to challenges in the patient care process (Abraham et al., 2009).      
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6.3  Synthesis 
6.3.1. Patient trajectory 
Figure 6.9 illustrates the flowchart (keys to the symbols are also on page xv) for non-
resuscitation patient trajectory. Both walk-in patients and ambulance patients go through 
similar processes. They are first registered by reception staff and consequently triaged by a 
triage nurse. During registration, ambulance patients are handed over by ambulance staff to 
reception staff while walk-in patients register themselves at the reception desk. The 
registration process starts the four-hour clock which means that patients need to receive 
treatment in four hours or less. All registered patients are then sent to wait in the waiting area 
to wait for triage. Triage is performed by a triage nurse at the patient assessment room which 
is part of the waiting area. It needs to be carried out within 15 minutes of registration. Once 
patients are triaged, they are sent to wait again in the waiting area. How long they have to 
wait to receive treatment is dependent on the assigned triage category. However, exceptions 
are made to those patients whose condition deteriorates while waiting, in which case they 
receive treatment sooner (shown by the dotted line in Figure 6.9). Non-ambulant patients are 
allocated to trollies while receiving treatment. 
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Figure 6.9: Patient trajectory for non-resuscitation patients (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the 
start/end, rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal 
flows and dashed arrows represent exceptions)  
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Bed allocated 
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No 
Doctor/ENP 
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Doctor 
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Patient waiting 
in the waiting 
area 
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Patients then go through a series of assessments, treatments, observations and clinical 
tests. This includes preliminary assessment by nursing staff, care support workers or medical 
students. During preliminary assessment, weight measurements or blood glucose 
measurements can be taken. Patients who require a period of observation are allocated 
nursing staff. Patients can also be referred to other specialties, in which case the decision for 
discharge falls on the referral team instead of the ED doctors or ENPs. Referral can happen at 
any point in time during the care process, i.e. during an initial assessment or at a later time 
after tests and observations are conducted. Patients who are discharged by the ED clinical staff 
members can either go home or be moved to the hospital wards. Some patients who require 
further observation that might exceed four hours but might not need hospitalisation are 
discharged to the AAU.  
However, the resuscitation patient trajectory is different (not shown in the Figure 6.9). 
Their registration and ambulance handover processes occur in the resuscitation clinical area 
instead of at the registration desk and, can occur simultaneously while treatment is given. 
Resuscitation patients are also not triaged. A team of clinicians work on them simultaneously 
until they no longer require resuscitation.   
 
6.3.2. Collaborative work processes 
The ED workflow consisted of clinical and organisational work processes performed by 
multidisciplinary members. The members consist of clinical and non-clinical staff with various 
roles and responsibilities. For example, a doctor with a consultant rank assumed the advisory 
role and can also be assigned a CiC role. A senior nurse can also carry out a coordinating role.  
The ED work processes are comprised of collaborative tasks and activities of the 
multidisciplinary members where their execution is governed by time-related targets and 
exceptions. Figure 6.10 is the main swim lane flowchart (keys to the symbols are also on page 
xv) showing the clinical and organisational processes executed by members of the team. It 
commences with the registration process which is performed by reception staff and continues 
to the triage process performed by nursing staff. Normally patients are sent to the waiting area 
prior to being seen by doctors. However, when patient condition deteriorates while waiting, 
they can be sent straight away to receive care (as shown by the dotted line from the 
registration process to the ‘ambulant patient?’ decision symbol). After triage, patients can be 
claimed by either doctors or other members of the team which include medical students.    
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Figure 6.10: Overall collaborative work processes 
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During emergency care treatment, investigation and nursing observation can be 
ordered. These processes are shown in Figure 6.10 as an extension to connector symbols B and 
C, respectively (keys to the symbols are also on page xv). Referral outside the speciality of 
emergency medicine can also be made, in which case patient care is taken over by the referral 
team including decisions for discharge. Referral marks the end of the care workflow at the ED. 
The final part of the workflow is the coding process (shown as connector symbol A). This 
process is executed once patients are discharged to hospital wards or home, and referral.  
Clinical processes such as assessment, investigation tests (Figure 6.11) and nursing 
observation (Figure 6.12) commence once patients are claimed from the waiting room. As for 
investigation tests, blood tests can be performed by either the ED clinical staff or the hospital 
phlebotomist. The collaborative processes end with a coding process in which both the doctors 
and reception staff are responsible (Figure 6.13). The dotted line represents occasional times 
when nursing staff are requested to do the coding. Alongside the care processes depicted in 
these figures, other processes include the monitoring of target rules as well as teaching and 
learning.     
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Figure 6.11: Investigation test work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, 
rectangles represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, 
dashed arrows represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
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 Nurse/care support 
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Figure 6.12: Observation work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, rectangles 
represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows and circles 
represent connectors) 
 
 Reception staff Nurse Doctor/ENP 
    
 
Figure 6.13: Coding work process (Keys to the symbols: ovals mark the start/end, rectangles 
represent processes, diamonds represent decisions, arrows represent normal flows, dashed arrows 
represent exceptions and circles represent connectors) 
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6.3.3. Information artefacts in supporting ED collaborative work 
Very similar to the adult ED, both non-computerised and computerised information 
artefacts are used alongside each other to support the work processes. The non-computerised 
artefacts include paper-based documentation system, i.e. the ED card, trauma cards and 
medical cards, which are being used alongside various trays located throughout the ED. Other 
very important artefacts are the clinical dry-erase whiteboards, primarily use to support 
clinical work processes such as observation and treatment. Meanwhile, the computerised 
information systems include the Medway and Filefast as well as clinical ordering systems, ICE 
and PACS. These artefacts collectively provided the technical functionalities in the execution of 
the ED collaborative work processes. The Medway system for example, is used for the 
registration process and triage process. In registration work process, the Medway system is 
used to record information such as patient demographic data and presenting complaints. In 
triage work process, the system is used to document information such as baseline observation 
and medication administered, and consequently assigning a triage category. The Medway 
system is also a tracking system to make organisational decision such as the adherence to the 
15-minute triage time and four-hour rule. However for clinical process such as clinical tests 
ordering, other computerised information systems, i.e. the ICE and PACS are used.  
In addition to the technical functionalities, the artefacts also posed characteristics 
necessary in supporting collaborative work. One of the prominent characteristics identified is 
as a resource management tool. For example, the Medway system allows a discrete 
management of resources, namely providing a functionality to allocate a doctor to a patient. 
Similarly, a clinical whiteboard located in the clean utility room is used to assign nursing staff 
for patient observation. Information artefacts such as the clinical whiteboards and ED cards 
are also visual tools, for example, to signal the execution of a task or to specify the next task to 
be executed. It is also a visual tool in the teaching and learning process of medical students.  
However, the hybrid implementation has contributed to a number of issues. One of the 
obvious issues is related to the usage of multiple systems for the completion of a single work 
process. For example, in the x-ray/scan test ordering process, multiple computerised systems 
must be used. The Medway system is used to submit test requests and the PACS to access test 
results (Figure 6.7). The coding process also has to rely on a number of information artefacts 
(Figure 6.8). Having to access multiple information artefacts to complete a single process 
affects the continuity of tasks within a process. The hybrid implementation has also resulted in 
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doctors having to update multiple systems throughout patient trajectory, i.e. the computerised 
Medway system and the formal patient documentation system, i.e. an ED card.           
 
6.4  Discussion  
As stated in Chapter 3, the study was conducted in two emergency care settings located in the 
UK. Despite having essentially similar work processes (i.e., triage, assessment, discharge and coding) 
and other workflow resources, differences were observed in the organisation of these work 
processes and the extent to which the information artefacts support the work processes and 
practices. 
 
6.4.1. The workflows 
As stated in Chapter 4, the adult ED and the paediatric ED are both Type 1 EDs in the UK 
providing care to adults and children respectively. In terms of physical space (illustrated by the 
floor plans in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, respectively), both occupy an extensive physical space 
that includes registration, waiting and staff working areas. There are also clinical areas with a 
separate area for resuscitation patients, and further care areas such as the CDU in the adult ED 
and AAU in the paediatric ED. Although the work processes of the two EDs are essentially the 
same (e.g. registration, triage, investigation test work processes), there are a number of 
striking differences in terms of the overall organisation of these work processes and local 
practices within the processes. This finding is interesting yet quite surprising as both EDs are 
within the same ED category.   
One of the obvious differences between the two EDs was the difference in the patient 
trajectory (as shown in Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.12 of the adult ED patient trajectory, and the 
flowchart in Figure 6.9 of the paediatric ED patient trajectory). These trajectories comprise of 
essentially similar care processes (e.g. triage, treatment, assessment, clinical test ordering and 
discharge), hence suggesting the common aspects of emergency care (Ajmi et al., 2015). 
However, the overall organisation of the work processes differs. This is mainly due to the fact 
that each ED has a different approach in segregating its patients according to the level of 
illnesses and injuries, as well as differences in their staff mix (Figure 5.2 and Figure 6.2) and 
staff work assignment. In the adult ED, patients are categorised as minor injury patients and 
major injury patients. In contrast, in the paediatric ED, patients are categorised as ambulant 
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patients and non-ambulant patients. Each category of adult ED, patient is assigned to 
individual clinical units (i.e. minor injury patients to the minor injuries unit and major injury 
patients to the major unit). These units are staffed with their own patient care team. 
Therefore, in each unit, patients are assessed by separate teams of clinicians where the 
execution of the care processes within each unit differs. This means that the patient care 
process is compartmentalised within the individual units. In the paediatric ED, the 
categorisation is primarily done to determine whether to allocate trollies to patients during 
their trajectory. There are no individual clinical units with separate teams of clinicians working 
independently. Therefore, the adult ED workflow is essentially more compartmentalised in 
comparison to the paediatric ED. Segregating patients according to their condition is a 
common characteristic of an emergency care setting (Feufel et al., 2011). Nevertheless, 
separation of teams of clinicians working independently on different groups of patients could 
also further characterise an emergency care workflow.   
Differences are also noticeable in the execution of specific clinical processes like triage. 
Although a triage process is a standardised aspect in emergency care delivery and the usage of 
the Manchester triage score is a national requirement for UK EDs (Ganley & Gloster, 2011), 
how the triage process is conducted is essentially a local practice. For example, in the adult ED, 
the triage process is executed by nursing staff and pit stop doctors, depending on the patient’s 
mode of arrival. Patients who arrived via ambulance (at most times) are triaged by pit stop 
doctors who are doctors of consultant rank while walk-in patients are triaged by nursing staff. 
For the ambulance patients, although a pit stop doctor assessment is a triage process, the 
process only involves allocation of patients to the clinical sub-units of the major unit. The 
Manchester triage score is not yet used at this stage. The triage score is used only after 
patients are assigned to the clinical units, i.e., during the nursing assessment process. As for 
the walk-in patients, the score is used together with the assignment of patients to streams. In 
contrast to the paediatric ED, regardless of the patient’s mode of arrival, triage is performed 
only by a triage nurse using the score. In addition to using the score, some patients are 
allocated specific nursing resources for their further care trajectory. Moreover, in the situation 
where there is a high influx of patients into the ED, patients with minor injuries/illnesses are 
not subjected to triage. The execution of a blood test investigation work process also differs 
quite significantly. In the adult ED, it is a common practice that the process is executed with 
other staff members, i.e., clinical technicians, care support workers, medical students and 
nursing staff (as shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.4). In the paediatric ED, the process can be 
quite simple and more straightforward. At most times, the doctors would do the test 
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themselves with occasional help from the nursing staff (as shown in the flowchart in Figure 
6.3). Requests can also be sent to the hospital phlebotomist. The clinical observation work 
process also differs between the two EDs. At the paediatric ED, upon patients being assessed 
by doctors, only some patients requiring further observation are allocated specific nursing staff 
(Figure 6.12). In contrast, in the adult ED, patients are under nursing observation at all times, 
either directly or indirectly (Figure 5.16). Similar to the clinical processes, the execution of the 
organisational processes also differs, for example, in the coding process (Figure 5.17 and 
Figure 6.13). In the adult ED, the coding process is primarily executed by reception staff, while 
in the paediatric ED coding is performed by clinical staff members. These differences show that 
in addition to a national requirement and common care processes, the local practices also play 
a role in the execution of these processes, therefore contributing to a more localised patient 
care process. 
Differences can also be seen in the methods used to adhere to the national 
requirement, the four-hour rule. One of the methods employed to ensure that patients receive 
care within four hours is by sending patients who require extended care to an observation 
unit. Once patients are sent to the unit, the four-hour rule no longer applies. In the adult ED, 
the observation unit is known as the CDU: operationally, it is part of the ED. Patients who are 
sent to the CDU from the minor or major units for further observation, or to wait for 
investigation results are not discharged at that point from the ED, and therefore patients are 
still under the care of the ED team members. In the paediatric ED, patients who are expected 
to need longer care are discharged from emergency care to the AAU. Unlike the CDU which is 
part of the adult ED, the AAU is a separate unit from the paediatric ED. Therefore, patient care 
falls under the care of the AAU staff.  
Besides the four-hour rule, each ED also has its own time-restricted activity, possibly to 
improve adherence to the four-hour rule and improve patient flow. For example, the adult ED 
has a 12-hour bed wait where patients who are to be discharged to hospital wards cannot wait 
longer than 12 hours to be transferred. In addition, minor injuries patients are also triaged to 
different streams depending on their presenting complaints. The streaming of minor injury 
patients was found to reduce the number of patients waiting more than one hour by 30% 
(Department of Health, 2001). The paediatric ED, on the other hand, has a 15-minute triage 
time, whereby patients cannot wait for more than 15 minutes to be triaged upon registration. 
In the adult ED, the organisational task of enforcing these time-related rules is allocated to 
staff with a specialised role, a patient flow champion, on a permanent basis. A patient flow 
champion then works collaboratively with clinical staff with CiC and NiC roles. Although a 
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patient flow champion is also a trained clinical staff, he/she does not carry out any clinical 
duties unless in exceptional circumstances. However, a slightly different approach is used in 
the paediatric ED. Any senior nurse can be allocated a coordinating role, a role that is assigned 
on a daily basis. In addition, the coordinating nurse is also in charge of managing nursing 
resources (e.g. nursing staff work assignments and breaks) while at the adult ED, the 
management of nursing resources is the task of a NiC.  
An emergency care workflow is governed by a national requirement and common care 
processes. However, local practices, with regards to staff-mix, overall organisation of work and 
approaches adopted to improve patient flow, also characterised the workflow. Furthermore, 
this characterisation can be found across the overall trajectory of care processes, clinical and 
non-clinical.     
 
6.4.2. Variability in the patient care processes 
The constructed workflow diagrams discussed in Section 5.3 and Section 6.3 of this 
thesis mainly reflect the routine processes of the EDs. However, the execution of these 
processes is not routine, and neither is it straightforward. It has been recognised that 
healthcare work is uncertain and can be variable because of the need to integrate exceptions 
into routine work (Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Berg, 2003). Although a number of exceptions 
identified can be reflected in the constructed workflow diagrams (represented by the dotted 
lines), there are other events which occur on an ad-hoc basis or arise from existing practices 
that are not possible to be graphically displayed. Healthcare settings consist of a mixture of 
routine work and exceptions, which make it difficult to build formal workflow models (Pratt et 
al., 2004). In this study, deviation from the ‘normal’ workflow is caused by a combination of 
patient conditions and existing local practices.  
Patients whose condition deteriorated while waiting for treatment can be ushered 
straight into the clinical areas to receive treatment instead of continuing to wait, although 
initially they can be triaged to a lower category (i.e., non-urgent cases). Although this 
exception might seem mundane and logical, some of these exceptions were identified by non-
clinical staff members. It might be expected that clinical decision concerning patient condition 
are being made by clinical staff members, however boundaries between the task and role 
cannot be very rigid (Berg, Langenberg, Berg, & Kwakkernaat, 1998). In this case, the non-
clinical members might have dealt with these circumstances many times before and their 
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decisions are based on what they have previously experienced. Another exception that was 
identified, based on the deteriorating condition of a patient happened, specifically in the adult 
ED. This is partly because patient care is physically compartmentalised (i.e. minor injuries unit, 
major unit and CDU). This event required that the patient be transferred to a more 
appropriately equipped clinical unit. Therefore, the patient care process fell to another team of 
clinical staff with a different workflow, hence contributing to variability in the patient care 
process. Workflow in the paediatric ED can also differ depending on the patient’s condition. 
For example, non-ambulant patients brought by the ambulance service are transported to the 
trolley area which is very close to the ambulance entrance (as shown in the floor plan of the 
paediatric ED in Figure 4.2). Thus, instead of triaging being conducted by a triage nurse located 
in the patient assessment room, the triage process became the responsibility of any qualified 
nursing staff located in the main area of the department. It is important to note here that only 
non-ambulant patients are transported directly to the trolley area. Patients that can walk are 
still instructed to have their triage at the patient assessment room, similar to walk-in patients.     
There are also non-routine tasks which are common across the two EDs. For example, it 
is quite common for medical students to be involved in a number of clinical activities. This can 
include taking patient history and performing medical tests such as taking blood from patients. 
However, differences do exist between the two EDs in relation to this particular practice. In the 
adult ED, which includes patients that a medical student can attend to depending on explicit 
instructions from the doctors. In the paediatric ED, it was observed that medical students can 
decide who they want to attend to; one medical student pointed out that she would normally 
take patient history from patients that are triaged to a lower category (i.e., not very sick 
patients) as opposed to more sickly patients who are usually chosen by experienced nursing 
staff.    
The role of support staff, such as care support workers and housekeeping staff, can also 
contribute to variability in the care process. According to a care support worker in the adult 
ED, not all care support workers are trained as phlebotomists, and therefore not all of them 
are allowed to perform certain medical tasks when requested by clinical staff. Additionally, 
housekeeping staff can also participate in the workflow implicitly. This is one of the most 
unexpected findings in the adult ED. A member of the housekeeping staff stated that, at times, 
she was instructed by nursing staff to assist the family members of very ill patients. This might 
seem insignificant in the care process but in order for her to execute the task, she needed to 
have access to information about the patient’s location. ‘External’ help such as this can also 
free up certain resources, such as nursing staff, in a way that could reduce their multi-tasking 
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behaviour. However, this practice was not found in the paediatric ED. This could mainly be due 
to the fact that housekeeping staff are not a part of the ED team. Consequently, the higher 
staff-mix and roles in the adult ED contributes to even more variability in the care process. A 
patient flow champion, who was also a qualified clinical staff member, can get involved in the 
care process when the ED faced staff shortages. Further, the limited availability of pit stop 
doctors at only certain times of the day means that triage for ambulance patients is taken over 
by nursing triage. 
Variability in the delivery of emergency care can be caused by a patient’s condition, 
which requires that exceptions have to be made. It can also be caused by existing local 
practices. It is important that this variability be recognised to ensure that the information 
artefacts are able to support it. Information artefacts in each ED have been, to a certain extent, 
designed and adapted to support each ED work practice and the variability of the care 
processes that can happen.   
 
6.4.3. Information artefacts in supporting the collaborative work processes  
Both EDs still rely on a hybrid information architecture, consisting of computerised and 
non-computerised information artefacts. With the exception of the CPOE and RIS systems (i.e. 
ICE and PACS), which are exactly the same systems, others are in-house legacy systems. Hence, 
the usage of these information artefacts in supporting the workflow varies quite significantly.  
One of the main differences between the two EDs is the number of non-integrated 
computerised systems. In the adult ED, a greater number of non-integrated computerised 
systems could be found. As a result, more than one information artefact must be used to 
support a single work process. For example, the computerised PCS and PTS, as well as a non-
integrated database, the NSTS, are all used in the registration work process (Figure 5.8). In 
contrast, only the computerised Medway was used in the paediatric ED. As for clinical 
documentation, although both EDs still operate paper-based systems, the documents used are 
not identical. In the adult ED, there are two types of documentation system, one for medical 
and minor trauma patients (Appendix 18a) and one for major trauma patients (Appendix 18b), 
where the usage of either type of ED cards depending on patient’s condition. In the paediatric 
ED, although there is a separate document, i.e., a trauma card (Appendix 20), which is used for 
resuscitation patients, there is only a single documentation system (Appendix 19), regardless 
of the type of patient condition. If a trauma card is used, it has to be filed together with the 
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main document. Therefore, although the two EDs have the same paper-based clinical 
documentation system, their work practices in regards to clinical documentation process is in 
fact quite different. There are also differences in terms of the number of paper-based forms: 
more order-entry forms can be found in the adult ED (Table 5.1), in comparison to the 
paediatric ED (Table 6.1).  
Other non-electronic artefacts such as dry-erase whiteboards, pigeon holes and trays 
can also be found in both EDs. How these artefacts are utilised, however, is not similar. For 
example, whiteboards can be found in each of the clinical units, whereby the information on 
the individual whiteboards is confined to the information within the particular units. In the 
paediatric ED, however, the main clinical whiteboard essentially depicted information only for 
selected patients (i.e., patients who require nursing observation) regardless of which areas 
patients are located. Therefore, whiteboards in the adult ED project information on a poll of 
patients while the whiteboard in the paediatric ED concerns only a specific group of patients. 
In contrast to the characteristic of whiteboards, individual pigeon holes in the adult ED 
represent information on a single patient as they store individual patient ED cards. However, in 
the paediatric ED, trays are used for the purpose of grouping similar patients (e.g., Tray C is 
used to place ED cards for patients triaged to category C).    
Regarding the ward admission process, both EDs still rely heavily on direct 
communication with hospital wards. For example, requests for hospital beds can only be 
established via direct communication. In the adult ED, direct and consistent verbal 
communication between a patient flow champion and the hospital needs to be maintained. 
However, in the paediatric ED, hospital bed availability can be obtained from the computerised 
Medway system although request for these beds can only be made via telephone. Table 6.2 
summarises the information artefacts used in both EDs in supporting the workflow processes. 
It is clear that a range of multiple information artefacts are needed to support both the clinical 
and non-clinical work processes.   
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Table 6.2: ED processes and their corresponding information artefacts in the two EDs 
Processes Adult ED Paediatric ED 
Registration PCS, NSTS, PTS, 
ambulance handover 
forms 
Medway, ambulance 
handover forms 
Triage ED cards, ambulance 
handover forms 
Medway, ambulance 
handover forms 
Tracking (time, location 
and clinical progress) 
PTS, whiteboards Medway, whiteboards 
Investigation test – 
blood 
ICE, PFI, blood order 
form 
ICE 
Investigation test x-
rays/scans  
PACS, CRIS, 
Diagnostic imaging 
order form 
PACS, Medway 
Clinical documentation ED cards, pigeon 
holes, in/out trays 
ED cards, trays 
Discharge (home or 
wards) 
 
Copy of ED cards Copy of ED cards, 
Filefast 
 
It is also crucial not to overlook the characteristics of these artefacts in implicitly 
supporting collaboration within the workflow. Although these artefacts are embedded with 
specific functionalities in supporting the workflow processes (e.g. Medway for registration and 
patient tracking), these artefacts are also utilised in supporting the less obvious components of 
the workflow, such as resource management and, teaching and learning.  As a resource 
management tool, for instance, the overall management and monitoring of resources such as 
beds and staff, and discrete assignment of tasks can be carried out. In the adult ED, the clinical 
whiteboards and the computerised PTS emphasise the monitoring of overall ED and clinical 
unit workloads. Meanwhile, the clinical whiteboards and the computerised Medway system in 
the paediatric ED place an emphasis on the discrete assignment of tasks (e.g., nurse to patient 
assignment for observation, doctor to patient assignment). As a visual aid tool, pending tasks 
or subsequent tasks to be executed can be determined in passing. For example, information 
written on the whiteboards as well as documents placed at the whiteboards or in the 
mediated artefacts (e.g. trays), provides an indication that a certain task needs to be executed, 
in addition as a self-reminder system.  
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6.4.4. Impact of information fragmentation on work processes  
To a significant extent, the hybrid information implementation consists of technical 
functionalities and non-technical functionalities in supporting the workflow processes and 
collaborative work. However, such implementation has contributed to fragmented information 
which has negatively affected a number of clinical and non-clinical processes. In the adult ED,  
there are non-integrated computerised information systems ranging from the PCS and PTS for 
registration process and patient tracking, as well as PFI, ICE and PACS as clinical systems. As a 
result, a number of work processes such as the registration process and the coding process, 
require the use of multiple systems. In delivering clinical tasks, clinicians also need to rely on 
multiple artefacts including non-computerised information artefacts. Similarly, these scenarios 
can also be found at the paediatric ED. However, the degree of the fragmentation is more 
prevalent in the adult ED.       
For example, in the registration process in the paediatric ED, the Medway system is used 
to record patient detail and patient tracking. There is no need to access a separate database 
and tracking system to complete a registration process, as is the case in the adult ED. During 
the registration process in the adult ED, the PTS and PCS, which are non-integrated 
computerised systems, are used in addition to another non-integrated system, a NSTS 
database (Figure 5.8). As a result, reception staff have to keep switching between multiple 
systems when carrying out the process. As for clinical processes in the paediatric ED such as 
the investigation test work process, an investigation order for x-rays/scans is submitted 
electronically via the Medway system. There is no need to use any paper-based order entry 
form, the method used at the adult ED (Figure 5.7 and Figure 6.7). For a blood test request, a 
separate computerised system, i.e., the ICE system is used, in addition to the computerised 
Medway system. The Medway is used to order the test (by printing the forms and blood tube 
labels) and the ICE is then used to access the results. Although in the adult ED, quite a similar 
scenario can also be found, the ED has more than one system, i.e., the PFI and ICE which 
essentially are the same systems to be used for ordering blood tests. Blood tests can be 
ordered either via PFI or ICE, depending on who submitted the order. The PFI is used if blood 
test ordering is performed by clinical technicians, while the ICE is used if orders are submitted 
by doctors and nurses. This has resulted to a non-standardised usage of myriad artefacts which 
are essentially for the same purpose.   
The hybrid implementation not only affects specific clinical or non-clinical processes 
negatively, but also the process of identifying patient location, a problem that is also more 
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prevalent in the adult ED. In both EDs, patient tracking can be done via computerised systems. 
In the adult ED, the tracking system is the computerised PTS. However, its use to determine 
patient location must be accompanied by the dry-erase clinical whiteboards. This is in contrast 
to the paediatric ED in which the computerised Medway system alone is sufficient to provide 
patient location information. Another process affected by the hybrid implementation is the 
coding process. In the paediatric ED, coding is completed using only the computerised Medway 
system and clinical documentation system (i.e. an ED card) (Figure 6.8). Meanwhile, in the 
adult ED, completion of the process means utilising a greater number of information artefacts 
(Figure 5.9). 
 The ED workflow is supported by a combination of computerised and non-computerised 
information artefacts. However, in comparison, there are more computerised systems at the 
adult ED than in the paediatric ED. Consequently, the impact of information fragmentation in 
the paediatric ED, such as the need to use more than one system to complete a task (e.g. 
registration and coding processes) and the need to first access other artefacts for information 
to obtain complete information (e.g. obtaining patient location), is minimal. Other studies have 
shown negative consequences of fragmented information. For example, it can increase 
accessibility to more ‘informal’ sources  (Reddy & Spence, 2008) and additional time to obtain 
complete information (Reddy et al., 2009). In this study, information fragmentations caused by 
the hybrid implementation, which consists of mostly non-integrated systems have affected the 
continuity of tasks within a single process as well as on overall workflow.   
The comparison made between the two settings (i.e. in this Section 6.4) has shown 
significant differences in the workflow of the two settings. These are mainly contributed by the 
embedded practices which are governed by organisational elements. Figure 6.14 shows the 
socio-technical concepts found which have contributed to the variation in the workflows and 
processes. It is important that these variations be recognised in order to have HIT that can 
seamlessly be integrated into current practice (Balka, Bjorn, & Wagner, 2008). However, with 
such variation, the recurrent features of emergency care work still prevail, that emergency 
care work constitutes interconnected and interrelated clinical and non-clinical processes of 
multidisciplinary members, where at times exceptions must be made in light of patient 
situation. In addition, the workflow is also governed by organisational time-related constraints 
and supported by hybrid information architecture.  
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Figure 6.14: The contributing of socio-technical elements to workflow and work process variations  
 
6.5  Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the case study findings at the paediatric ED. A comparison between 
the findings at the adult ED and the paediatric ED was also discussed (Section 6.4). In Chapter 7, the 
characteristics of emergency care work are discussed by triangulating the findings from the two case 
studies.    
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 
7.1. Introduction 
As explained in Chapter 2, the aim of this thesis is to gain an in-depth understanding of the 
Emergency Department (ED) workflow and work practices of both clinicians and non-clinicians, in 
addition to how the existing Emergency Department Information System (EDIS) is being utilised for 
the delivery of emergency care. The results, which are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 can be 
summarised as follows:  
1. The emergency care workflow consists of the inter-connected and inter-related clinical 
and non-clinical processes and practices of the multidisciplinary members. The 
execution of these processes is governed by organisational practices, as well as being 
embedded with clinical exceptions and variation. 
2. The multi-disciplinary members of the ED team include the obvious clinical members 
(i.e. doctors and nurses) as well as support staff who are responsible for clinically-
related tasks and administrative tasks. There are also members of the team, particularly 
the senior clinical members, who are responsible in performing time-related 
administrative tasks. 
3. The EDIS is comprised of computerised information systems, non-electronic artefacts 
and paper-based records and forms. The hybrid information architecture is crucial in the 
overall functioning of the workflow. Some integration issues existed in the existing 
implementation of the EDIS, although the non-computerised component has 
demonstrated characteristics that supported collaborative work.    
4. The comparison made between the findings of the two study settings shows that 
although both settings have essentially similar processes and resources, differences can 
be seen in the organisation of the work processes, various practices in regards to some 
of the processes (e.g. triage) and the extent to which the information artefacts support 
the work processes and practices. 
   
The next section, i.e. Section 7.2, re-iterates the importance of treating HIT as socio-
technological systems. The remainder of the sections (Section 7.3 to Section 7.4) further discussed 
the findings from a socio-technical perspective of collaborative work. Specifically, Section 7.3 
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discusses the under-researched components of an emergency care workflow and further suggests 
some socio-technical design requirements for these components. As the research was conducted in 
the context of emergency care in the UK, Section 7.5 discusses the implementation of UK national IT 
programme on emergency care workflow.    
 
7.2. Socio-technical approach in understanding workflow-related components of emergency care 
delivery   
As explained in the literature review (Section 2.6), Health Information Technology (HIT) has 
been considered by many as a socio-technical system (Berg, Aarts, & Van der Lei, 2003; Lawler, 
Hedge, & Pavlovic-Veselinovic, 2011; Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003). Socio-technical systems 
consist of two components that are interrelated: the social features of work and the technical 
features of the system. Berg, Aarts, and Van der Lei (2003) emphasised that socio-technical systems 
cannot be partitioned into social aspects for social scientists and technical aspects for information 
technologists, but need to be considered as a whole. Therefore, determining the requirements for 
socio-technical systems requires a close examination of the work that the technical systems will be 
supporting, as well as the impact of the technology on the work (Baxter & Sommerville, 2011).  
As discussed in Section 2.6.1, a number of approaches can be used in investigating workflow-
related social-technical issues. These approaches have been adopted in such studies in order to gain 
an in-depth understanding of socio-technical issues in designing, implementing, and evaluating HIT 
(e.g. Abraham & Reddy, 2010; Feufel, Robinson, & Shalin, 2011; Park, Lee, & Chen, 2012; Reddy, 
Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003). In this study (as discussed in Chapter 3), a workplace analysis, 
utilising social science inquiry techniques, was used to gain an in-depth understanding of the situated 
nature of emergency care workflow. Using this approach the system requirements of a HIT can be 
viewed as being embedded in the users’ work practices (Doherty et al., 2010). Generating system 
requirements using this approach is also based on the view that workflow models can be difficult to 
build in healthcare environments where healthcare work is filled with exceptions, and can be volatile 
and unpredictable (Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003). Moreover, workflow modelling only 
“provides a view of how processes should occur” (Hayes, Lee, & Dourish, 2011, p. e173). Abraham, 
Kannampallil, and Reddy (2009) further suggested that to develop an HIT for emergency care, the 
complex and contextual nature of the care processes and its activities should be fully understood. 
The findings presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are discussed according to four themes 
(Section 7.3.1 to Section 7.3.4) that make up the components of emergency care workflow. As other 
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studies (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Feufel et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012) mainly focused on the clinical 
workflow of clinicians; the themes discussed include other under-researched part of an emergency 
care workflow. These themes should not however, be treated as separate components or 
‘standalone’ components of the overall workflow, but regarded as part of the whole picture.     
 
7.3. The ED workflow: A socio-technical perspective 
Essentially emergency care workflow constitutes of both clinical and non-clinical processes. On 
top of that, some clinical members were also responsible in carrying additional non-clinical tasks. The 
execution of these processes is further intertwining with organisational and national procedures, as 
well as existing information architecture.  
 
7.3.1. Time-related care processes 
An emergency care setting is a challenging environment, filled with unpredictability and 
volatility with regard to the volume of patients and patient conditions (Batley et al., 2011). It is 
additionally challenging where patient safety is a concern, and clinical decisions and 
treatments need to be delivered within specified periods of time. In the UK, the four-hour rule 
is a form of national clinical governance established by the Department of Health (DoH) to 
reduce patient waiting times in an effort to improve patient satisfaction (UEC Review Team 
and ECIST, 2013). So much emphasis has been placed in adhering to this rule that a target that 
95% of ED patients need to be seen within four hours or being admitted to the ED has been 
introduced (UEC Review Team and ECIST, 2013). This has put additional pressure on care 
delivery. The four-hour rule and the set target are also measures that were implemented to 
avoid ED overcrowding. ED overcrowding, one of the most common issues in EDs worldwide, 
can affect patient safety (Di Somma et al., 2015). In addition to the four-hour rule, the 
workflow is also governed by other time-restricted targets specific to each ED. In the adult ED, 
for example, there is a 12-hour bed wait restriction, in which patients who are being admitted 
cannot wait more than twelve hours in the ED. In the paediatric ED, a 15-minute triage time 
was practised. Such targets are probably measures taken by EDs in the UK to improve care 
efficiency and, indirectly, to contribute to reaching the national target.  
As a result, an ED workflow is not solely about the delivery of clinical care, but at the 
same time making sure that these time-related targets are being adhered to. This could be one 
reason why senior clinical members have been entrusted to additional non-clinical roles such 
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as a Consultant in Charge (CiC) and coordinating roles. Moreover, in the adult ED in this study, 
a specific position (i.e., a patient flow champion) was also created for this task. What further 
complicates a clinical role is that this role is entrusted to senior clinical staff members 
simultaneously with their clinical role and advisory role. They need to be aware of the overall 
load in the ED to ensure that patients do not build up in the area while at the same time 
attending to their own patients and handling questions or concerns from their junior 
counterparts. This shows that the tasks of clinical staff, particularly the senior doctors, involve 
more than delivery of direct clinical care as predominantly identified in other studies (Abraham 
et al., 2009; Ajmi et al., 2015; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Hollingsworth, Chisholm, Giles, Cordell, 
& Nelson, 1998), but also include non-direct care activities. The research in this thesis has 
identified that these non-direct activities, for example, in maintaining smooth patient flow 
(i.e., so that there are no patient build ups) are just as crucial in order to ensure safe and 
efficient care delivery. In addition, although the time-related aspects of the clinical processes 
are primarily being carried out by senior members of staff such as the CiC, and staff with 
coordinating roles, processes such as patient transfer, triage, investigation test ordering, 
treatment and observation performed by other staff members are heavily intertwined with 
these time-related targets and activities, thus making them a collective task and effort for all 
team members. Therefore, EDIS must be able to support this ‘not-so-obvious’ component of 
an emergency care workflow. An ED workflow does not only consist of interrelated clinical care 
processes but also processes that are embedded with organisation time-constraint rules.    
 
7.3.2. Clinical work of the ED workflow 
The research revealed that ED clinical processes such as triage, assessment and 
treatment are mainly executed by doctors and nurses. This means that a patient goes through 
an emergency care trajectory being treated by the same group of clinicians in each stage of the 
trajectory. For example, all patients that go through triage, assessment and investigation test 
processes are seen by triage nurses for triage, nurses and doctors for assessments, and clinical 
technicians for blood test work. However, this is not always the case, as the care trajectory can 
be subjected to variation, in terms of who can perform specific processes (as shown in Figure 
5.14 to Figure 5.16, Figure 6.11 to 6.13), depending on the skill sets of individuals within the 
same professional group. This is the result of staff members having different professional 
qualifications or having undergone different clinical training. For example, in the adult ED, not 
all care support workers are allowed to do blood work on patients. Some care support workers 
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with a certain professional qualification are allowed to undertake the task. This means that 
some patients can have their blood work performed by qualified care support workers, in 
addition to nurses and clinical technicians. In the paediatric ED, a care support worker 
interviewed was also responsible to carry out ECG and urine tests, common clinical tasks 
performed by nursing staff. 
Similarly, the triage process in the paediatric ED can only be assigned to qualified 
nursing staff, meaning that not all nurses can be assigned for triage work. The same goes for 
treating resuscitation patients. Only members of the nursing staff with a certain level of 
qualification can be assigned to be part of a resuscitation team. Uncertainty in patient flow 
and volume can also contribute to variation in the care trajectory. For example, in the adult 
ED, patients assigned to the major unit undergo a nursing assessment and, subsequently, a 
doctor assessment. However, it is increasingly typical, according to Consultant F, that a nursing 
assessment has to be skipped due to an increasing volume of patients. Additionally, the 
execution of some of the clinical work is also embedded with organisational practices which 
inadvertently can alter a somehow ‘fixed’ care trajectory. For example, to a certain extent, 
clinical work can be assisted by medical students for the purpose of teaching and learning, as 
well as be assisted by different staff because of their clinical experience. A more experience 
nursing staff can at times ‘projected’ that a patient would need to be hospitalised prior to the 
medical decision been made by a doctor. As a result, request for hospital bed can be made in 
advance, hence variability of the patient trajectory. 
 Clinical work can be very specific in terms of who can perform which processes (e.g. 
only doctors can make medical decisions) (Ajmi et al., 2015). However, the clinicians involved 
in a patient’s care trajectory at any given time can vary depending on factors such as staff skill 
sets or staff availability. The unpredictable nature of an ED setting could also result in the 
variation of the trajectory.  
  
7.3.3. Non-clinical work of the ED workflow    
As depicted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 6.2, the ED team consists of heterogeneous staff 
members with both clinical and non-clinical roles. Senior clinical members, i.e., doctors and 
nurses, are also responsible for executing both clinical duties and non-clinical duties, such as 
teaching and supervising students, giving advice and supervising their junior counterparts. 
These added responsibilities are, in fact, an integral component of an ED workflow and could 
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often be overlooked, because the workflow has predominantly been characterised as clinician 
workflow in delivering direct clinical care to patients (Ajmi et al., 2015; Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; 
Feufel et al., 2011). Overlooking this important component could result in an interpretation 
that the workflow is only fluid and interactive as a result of unpredictability of patient flow and 
patient condition (Reddy & Spence, 2008). However, these added responsibilities, like requests 
for advice, can also lead to additional ‘disruption’ to the flow of work for the senior clinicians.  
A self-audit study of a consultant in a UK ED found that requests for verbal advice was one of 
the most common interruption to the flow of clinical work (Allard et al., 2012).  
   It is also crucial to recognise the role of support staff, such as reception staff, in the 
workflow in making clinically-oriented decision. For example, reception staff are also 
responsible for identifying and handling medical exceptions. Exceptions in healthcare delivery 
are common (Koppel et al., 2008). In this study, although clinical exceptions were also 
identified and dealt with by the clinical staff members, exceptions were also handled by non-
clinical members, particularly the reception staff. Their role in handling exception should not 
be overlooked as they are the first point of contact in the patient trajectory. And although 
patients have been triaged (i.e. priority assigned) by clinical staff, reception staff in particular 
need to make decisions as to whether patients who are currently waiting for treatment should 
be given priority to receive medical treatment or not, if their condition deteriorates, hence 
overriding the triage category assigned earlier in the patient trajectory. Making such a 
judgment correctly is crucial for patient safety. As stated by Berg and Toussaint (2003), 
healthcare workflows are situated and interactive, which require reinterpretation when faced 
with unforeseen circumstances. In addition, medical exceptions happened frequently, and are 
therefore handled intuitively based on work experience and prior knowledge (Kobayashi et al., 
2005).  
Reception staff work is also volatile with regard to their main task, i.e., registration 
process. It is a process that can in fact happen anywhere, spatially. To register a resuscitation 
patient, for instance, cannot at most times happen at the registration counter. A carer or 
patient’s relative, who is the next available person to do registration on the patient’s behalf, is 
most probably with the patient in the clinical area. Therefore, the non-clinical process can also 
be happening anywhere across the clinical area, not just fixed at the patient’s first point of 
entry. In addition to patient registration, the reception staff are in charge of the coding 
process. This process requires them to scan through patient ED cards, a clinical documentation 
system, to make sure that completed invoices are generated, i.e., all the investigation tests 
that are ordered and treatment that is delivered are incorporated in the invoices. At the same 
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time, they also need to make sure that the clinical documentation is completed thoroughly by 
clinical members. These findings suggest that although reception staff are not clinical 
members, they require clinical knowledge, at least at a superficial level, to make the right 
clinical judgment and to ensure proper completion of the coding process. This is probably 
achieved through experience working in the environment, providing them with the ‘technical’ 
knowledge in executing these tasks.  
The involvement of non-permanent staff members such as external staff, medical 
students, as well as housekeeping staff, in an ED workflow should also be factored in. External 
clinical staff members, employed on a need basis, are expected to participate in the workflow 
whenever they are employed. However, the workflow can be ‘thrown’ out of normal practice 
when they are not around. Similarly, medical students can also be a cause of ‘disruption’ to the 
normal flow of work. Whenever they are around, there is a need to include them in the care 
process as part of the teaching and learning process. In addition, there is also a possibility of an 
ad hoc involvement of unexpected members, such as housekeeping staff. This finding suggests 
that involvement of housekeeping staff as part of non-direct patient care relinquishes nursing 
staff for the task, and hence allowing them to concentrate on their clinical tasks. This indicates 
that although at times the ED workflow can be predictable in terms of the sequence of the 
processes and who is executing certain processes, to a certain extent it can also be variable. 
Lee, Tang, Park, and Chen (2012) also demonstrated a similar result: that the nursing team in 
an ED is dynamic and loosely formed. Actual work situations can often require constant and 
continuous renegotiation (Mills, 2003).   
Many studies of HIT for emergency care have placed significant emphasis on integrating 
HIT into clinical workflow (Abraham et al., 2009; Aronsky, Jones, Raines, et al., 2008; Bjørn & 
Rødje, 2008; Feufel et al., 2011). This study has shown that an ED workflow is as much clinical 
and organisational, as well as being variable, uncertain and exception-filled. As shown in Figure 
6.14, the ED workflow is driven by a number of contextual factors contributing to the fluidity of 
emergency care delivery.    
      
7.3.4. Hybrid information infrastructure vs. paper-less infrastructure   
To move practices that are already deeply integrated with a particular information 
infrastructure to unfamiliar technological implementation is no trivial task. Therefore, it is 
important to look at an existing EDIS implementation and how it is utilised in supporting the 
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workflow. In the study, the ED workflow was supported by hybrid EDIS architecture. The 
computerised components of the hybrid implementation significantly supported the workflow 
processes, such as registration and patient tracking, as well as generating invoices (during the 
coding process), However, HIT can “accommodate domain and work requirements sometimes 
more, sometimes less effectively than old technology” (Feufel, Robinson, & Shalin, 2011, p. 
e94). To a certain extent, the non-computerised components have played a significant role in 
assisting the collaborative nature of the workflow. 
This study found a number of non-technical characteristics of the non-computerised 
components of the hybrid implementation: the paper-based documentation system (i.e. the 
ED card) and the dry-erase whiteboards, in supporting ED collaborative work processes. These 
artefacts play a significant role in coordinating work activities among the ED group members. 
An ED card, for instance, functions more than just patient records. It is also a teaching and 
learning tool. Teaching and learning is one of the ‘not so obvious’ components of the 
workflow; nevertheless, it is a crucial component. The process can be accommodated flexibly, 
whenever and wherever, for instance, in a face-to-face interaction between junior clinical staff 
members (e.g. junior doctors and medical students) and senior doctors. Face-to-face 
interaction is a common method used by junior doctors in seeking advice from their senior 
counterparts in matters related to patient care as well as in achieving correct documentation. 
Obtaining a comprehensive and correct clinical documentation is constantly being emphasised 
during the coding process; part of the process was to ensure that ED cards be completed 
comprehensively. The ED guidelines issued by the Trust also stated the same requirements. As 
one consultant (i.e. Consultant A) described it: “for the practice of medicine, clinical 
documentation should be comprehensive and include information such as medical history, tests 
conducted and advice given”. As such, it was a common practice to observe that the 
documentation tool was constantly used as a tool to facilitate the teaching and learning 
practices. The practices can easily be facilitated as the portability of a non-computerised 
artefact permits the convenience and ease-of-use to in a face-to-face interaction. Because a 
face-to-face interaction allows information to be better contextualised (Benham-Hutchins & 
Effken, 2010),  learning activities could be achieved more effectively.  
The ED card also has the advantage in supporting direct interaction between clinical 
staff members and patients. The portability of a non-electronic documentation system means 
that patient-doctor interactions can be supported regardless of where it is about to happen. 
This is particularly useful as patients can be assigned to any areas of the ED to receive 
treatment. Moreover, in a face-to-face interaction, doctors can spend more time learning 
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about a patient’s conditions and allowing treatment to become more visible to patients, 
therefore increasing patient satisfaction (Hertzum, 2011). Although the patient-doctor 
interaction may not have direct consequences on collaboration among team members, 
implementation of an electronic clinical documentation system could change an existing 
working practice whereby interaction with patients can happen flexibly throughout the care 
process. Therefore, if computerised documentation system is to be implemented, for example, 
as part of Summary Care Record service of the National Programme for IT, the functionality of 
the documentation system as a teaching and learning tool in facilitating face-to-face 
interaction should not be overlooked. Achieving this would probably require that sufficient 
number of computer terminals is allocated or dedicated rooms be allocated for such practices. 
Another advantage of a non-electronic documentation system is that additional non-
medical information can be incorporated non-permanently. This study found that stick-on 
notes were used by medical students to indicate that a patient had been initially attended to 
by them (Section 6.2.2.2). Using stick-on notes is a way of indicating that an activity had 
occurred (i.e. patient history has been documented by a medical student). Such notes do not 
just provide the information per se but serve as visual cues to an activity.  This suggests that 
stick-on notes were used to provide visual cues to specify completion of a task, and therefore, 
the next task, i.e., patient assessment, could be carried out by doctors. They do not have to go 
through the ED cards to tell them that an initial consultation has already been completed.  It is 
a faster and more visible way of indicating the completion of a task. The act of placing stick-on 
notes implicitly allows the generating of awareness information as part of the object of 
collaboration, i.e., an ED card. The stick-on notes which can be removed later do not 
contribute to additional patient information but rather as a tool to increase awareness. 
Increased awareness allows collaborative work to be carried out more efficiently (Kuziemsky & 
Varpio, 2011;  Reddy, Dourish, & Pratt, 2001).   
In addition to teaching and learning, management of resources is also an integral part of 
the workflow and the ED card has been utilised to support this. Management of resources can 
involve discrete task assignment or overall workload monitoring.  The ED card when placed in 
trays or pigeon holes implicitly allows for tasks to be assigned to group members (i.e. discrete 
task assignment). For example, in the paediatric ED, ED cards placed in Tray C and Tray D 
indicated that they are patients still waiting to be seen by doctors while ED cards placed in the 
tray labelled ‘Observation’ were for nursing staff to conduct patient observation. As a resource 
management tool in discrete task assignment allows work to be coordinated without explicit 
communication that can result in team members being interrupted. Frequent interruption 
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increases task completion time and causes errors which can affect patient safety (Bailey & 
Konstan, 2006; Laxmisan et al., 2007). The ED card also allows for overall workload monitoring. 
For example, in an event where there are many ED cards in any of the trays, could be an 
indication that the ED is becoming overcrowded, thus necessary action such as allocating or 
adjusting necessary human resources can be taken care of by the CiC or NiC. A surge of 
patients coming to an ED can be unpredictable, therefore, collaborative tools that can 
assemble and manage resources enhance the work coordination of collaborative group 
members (Neale et al., 2004).     
Besides the ED card, the dry-erase whiteboards also function as a resource management 
tool. For example, a clinical whiteboard in the paediatric ED clean utility room is used to assign 
nursing staff to patients, in addition to providing information on patient care. Flexibility can be 
exercised when it comes to its usage in achieving task allocation and coordination. This study 
found that nursing staff adopted their own techniques (e.g. any colour of pens or symbols) on 
how they write information on them. A possible explanation for this might be that the semi-
structured format of the clinical whiteboards already dictates what specific information should 
be written, but as long as the required information is there, how the information is written is 
secondary. However, this technique can present a challenge to non-permanent staff members 
such as external staff and medical students. The interpretation of non-consistently 
represented information could result in non-permanent staff resorting to explicit 
communication, i.e., by asking other staff the meanings, thus defeating the purpose of the 
whiteboards as a medium for asynchronous collaboration. The coordination of activities 
afforded by dry-erase whiteboards and the utilisation of conventions such as arrows or ticks in 
achieving coordination is common (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011). However, too much flexibility 
exercised in using these conventions could result in unnecessary interruptions. Moreover, as 
much as to support task coordination with other staff members, the information was also 
written as a self-reminder, i.e., to remind themselves of the tasks at hand (Section 5.2.2.2). The 
utilisation of the dry-erase whiteboard as a self-reminder system could be due to the fact that 
dry-erase whiteboards only hold information on patient care, non-permanently. Unlike the ED 
card which becomes part of patient records, none of the information written on dry-erase 
whiteboards can be permanently stored. 
Other studies have also shown that information on dry-erase whiteboards have 
frequently been tied up to the physical location of the whiteboards in achieving an overall 
coordination of clinical workflow (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Xiao et al., 2007). This is also a 
profound characteristic of almost all of the clinical whiteboards in both EDs: clinical 
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whiteboards were located in each sub-unit in the adult ED and resuscitation whiteboards in 
the resuscitation rooms in the paediatric ED. These whiteboards correspond to the information 
on patients assigned to the clinical units. In addition, in the paediatric ED, there is also a clinical 
whiteboard located in the clean utility room. The whiteboard contained information on all 
patients requiring nursing observation who were allocated to receive treatment in any of the 
areas within the ED, instead of in specific clinical units. Although the location of this one 
particular whiteboard is quite the opposite of the other clinical whiteboards, its location seems 
to be appropriate in supporting the overall workflow.  One possible explanation for this is that 
the clean utility room was where the nursing staff normally ‘hang-out’. Placing a whiteboard at 
a location frequently visited by them provides direct accessibility to the information for the 
work process they are responsible for executing. Ignoring subtle spatial characteristics of an 
information artefact can contribute to decreased collaboration among clinical staff members 
(Balka et al., 2008).     
These findings suggest that the non-computerised component of the hybrid 
infrastructure implicitly provide the non-technical functionalities which support collaboration 
practices. This is because it can easily accommodate specific requirements of the workflow and 
its practices. Meanwhile, the computerised component, such as clinical ordering systems, has 
provided the functionalities to support the clinical processes. Both types of information 
artefacts have formed an integral part of the current practice, although one doctor (i.e. Doctor 
B) described the hybrid infrastructure as “slightly awkward dual systems”. The hybrid 
infrastructure has contributed to a number of unintended consequences on both clinical and 
non-clinical work processes (as identified in Section 5.2.3 and Section 6.2.3). Negative 
workflow effects of a hybrid implementation identified in other studies include increased 
users’ cognitive load which consequently reduces the amount of information accessed (E M 
Borycki & Lemieux-Charles, 2008) and the need to transition between multiple artefacts 
(Abraham et al., 2009). However, a paper-less NHS as envisioned by the Department of Health 
(DoH) (Department of Health, 2013), should be approached with caution. The focus should not 
solely be in eliminating a hybrid environment for the sake of utilising and benefiting the 
computerised capabilities, although studies have demonstrated the benefits of technological 
systems such as computerised whiteboard system and electronic documentation system. A 
computerised whiteboard system, for instance, allows rapid accessibility and real-time display 
of patient information (Aronsky, Jones, Lanaghan, et al., 2008; Vezyridis et al., 2011). However, 
a computerised whiteboard system can also decrease doctor-patient interaction and increase 
cognitive load (Hertzum & Simonsen, 2013). Similarly, an implementation of a computerised 
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documentation system is also associated with mixed reviews. While others have suggested 
that such system can provide easy access to accurate patient records (Wilcox, Lu, Lai, Feiner, & 
Jordan, 2010) and standardising practice (Menke, Broner, Campbell, McKissick, & Edwards-
Beckett, 2001), some have associated its implementation as incompatible with a clinical 
workflow (Embi et al., 2013; Park et al., 2012). 
As this study has shown, the subtle characteristics of the non-computerised systems 
have, to a large extent, supported collaborative practices that emergency care work entails. 
These findings are also in line with other studies which demonstrated that non-computerised 
artefacts can serve collaborative work better than their electronic counterparts (Feufel et al., 
2011) and that interaction with non-computerised information artefacts is direct and flexible in 
achieving work coordination of collaborative practices (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Xiao et al., 
2007). Therefore, if moving towards a paperless system is considered as a way forward, the 
characteristics of the non-computerised component of the existing hybrid implementation 
should not be ignored. These characteristics need to be explicitly integrated when designing 
and implementing its computerised counterpart. Section 7.4 proposed some socio-technical 
suggestions that can be incorporated in achieving collaboration. Overall, computerised system 
must be adaptive to the collaborative practices of an emergency care workflow while, at the 
same time, providing all the technical requirements for emergency care delivery.     
 
7.4. Some socio-technical recommendations 
Having identified the characteristics of the workflow and the extent of usage of the hybrid EDIS 
implementation in supporting the workflow, this study proposes three design guidelines for a 
computerised socio-technical system that can support an ED model of care. These are discussed 
below. 
7.4.1. Designing for integrated implementation 
The existing hybrid information architecture consists of a myriad of computerised 
information systems for processes such as patient registration, patient tracking and clinical 
tests ordering. However, these computerised artefacts are not integrated which have 
contributed to a number of unintended consequences. For example, the execution of the 
patient registration process at the adult ED requires separate accessibility (i.e. separate logins) 
to two non-integrated computerised information systems and an external database (as 
illustrated in Figure 5.8). The clinical tests ordering process at both EDs requires accessibility to 
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different information systems for different types of investigation tests (Figure 5.7 and Figure 
6.7). Moreover, the computerised information systems can be categorised as two types: 
clinical systems to support clinical processes such as investigation tests ordering, and non-
clinical systems to support non-clinical work processes such as registration and coding. This 
topology has resulted in no continuity in the execution of the interconnected processes. As a 
result, direct communication and/or non-computerised information artefacts are needed to fill 
the gaps between the processes.     
Therefore, this study proposes an integrated implementation incorporating the technical 
functionalities to support the ED work processes. An integrated system which allows 
accessibility to all related data fragments including patient records, triage information and 
investigation results could streamline both clinical and non-clinical work processes. A clinical 
test ordering process, for instance, can be supported by a single computerised information 
system regardless of type of test. An integrated implementation supports a more efficient and 
coordinated care processes (Callen et al., 2014) and allows for distributed accessibility 
(Faggioni et al., 2011). Having to obtain information from multiple systems can cause clinicians 
to resort to direct communication which in turn causes interruption (Kuziemsky & Varpio, 
2011).   
  
7.4.2. Designing for multiple roles 
In the current EDIS implementation, the separation between clinical and non-clinical 
roles was implicitly enforced by the non-integrated implementation. There are separate 
systems for clinical work processes and non-clinical processes. In the adult ED, for example, 
the ICE and PACS are Computer Provider Order Entry (CPOE) and Radiology Information 
System (RIS), respectively, for clinical tests ordering. These computerised information systems 
are only accessible by clinical staff members. The same exact CPOE and RIS systems are also 
used in the paediatric ED, and accessible only by clinical staff members. In the adult ED, the 
registration system was only accessible by reception staff. As a result, there was no continuity 
of the interrelated care processes. In addition, non-permanent clinical staff members have 
very limited accessibility to the computerised information systems. This could be due to the 
amount of time required for user training and the creation of accounts. As stated by a member 
of the auxiliary nursing staff in the adult ED, the only time she was allowed to access the ICE 
system was when she was given access by other nursing staff. Similarly, a medical student also 
expressed a similar concern. Although she was instructed to perform blood test on patients, 
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she could not complete the whole work process, i.e., submitting test orders online, without 
requesting help from other staff. This practice requires added collaborative effort among team 
members and led to interruptions. Interruptions can result in reducing the time clinicians 
spend on clinical tasks, and a failure or delay to return to the interrupted tasks (Westbrook et 
al., 2010). In addition, as discussed in Section 7.3.1, the clinical work and non-clinical work of 
the ED workflow are interrelated, where some clinical staff members can perform dual roles 
(coordinating roles and clinical roles), while others are only responsible for a single role. 
However, in the current implementation, regardless of whether clinical staff members are 
carrying dual roles or not, they have accessibility to both clinical and non-clinical computerised 
systems. Unlimited accessibility can potentially contribute to privacy issues on patient data (H 
Ayatollahi, Bath, & Goodacre, 2009).  
The efficient use of an EDIS therefore needs to be explicitly linked to the roles for which 
staff members are responsible. To address the limitation of the current implementation, this 
study (in addition to having an integrated implementation as discussed in Section 7.4.1) 
suggests a role-based design methodology. Adopting this methodology reduces the visibility of 
the data or tasks to only authorised or competent group members. Regardless of an ED staff-
mix, roles can be explicitly created and given only the required accessibility. For example, a 
consultant doctor who is responsible as a clinical member and as a CiC should have 
accessibility to tasks and information relevant to both roles, as opposed to a doctor with only a 
single role. An ambulance triage role can also be interchangeably assigned to either consultant 
doctors or nurses as required. This is particularly useful in the adult ED as triage is executed by 
different clinical members depending on the time of the day (i.e., the consultant only 
performed ambulance triage at specific time frames as opposed to nursing triage which is on a 
24-hour basis). Roles can also be useful to restrict specific sets of tasks that specific group 
members can perform. For example, non-permanent staff such as medical students, can only 
be assigned a task to submit clinical orders. Instead of having accessibility to the overall 
process of ordering, submitting and viewing results of the investigation tests work process, 
they can only submit an order request.   
 
7.4.3. Designing for awareness 
Awareness is “the understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for 
your own activity” (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992, p. 107). To achieve collaboration, awareness 
needs to be deliberately supported by HIT (Cabitza et al., 2009; Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011). 
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This study proposes seven types of awareness that should be incorporated into system design 
for emergency care:   
i. Team structural awareness  
As illustrated in Figure 5.2 and Figure 6.2, the ED team members consist of clinical 
and non-clinical members. Some clinical members also carry non-clinical roles in 
addition to their clinical roles. For example, a senior staff member such as a 
consultant can carry a clinical role, a CiC role as well as an advisory role. There is 
also a specific role in managing patient flow, carried out by clinical members. 
Knowing the structural aspect of team organisation enables team members to go 
to the right person to establish collaboration.  
    
ii. Team member awareness 
An ED team consists of members from various disciplines and areas of expertise. 
Because of team heterogeneity, team members involved in taking care of 
individual patients can vary greatly. For example, some care support workers are 
qualified to withdraw blood from patients while others are not (Section 7.3.2). 
Therefore, some patients can have their blood drawn by care support workers 
while others have their blood taken by clinical technicians. Some patients can 
have their history taken by medical students while others can be seen by a doctor 
straightaway. It is therefore important that team members be aware of which 
team members are present and the scope of their responsibilities as professions 
involved in the care processes for individual patients at any given time can vary 
greatly.  
Team member awareness also includes knowing other members’ current and 
future tasks. For example, knowledge on whether nursing assessment has been 
performed or not allows doctors to perform their assessment based on the 
completion of the nursing assessment, hence coordination of work between 
doctors and nurses in performing patient assessments can be done inter-   
dependently without having to resort to direct communication. Explicitly including 
this level of awareness enables division of labour based on the unique skill sets of 
individual team members (Kuziemsky & Varpio, 2011).  
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iii. Resource awareness   
In an ED setting, where resources such as staff and beds are scarce, and the arrival 
of patients is unpredictable, it is crucial that the resources are allocated efficiently 
to ensure safe and efficient care delivery. Resource awareness refers to 
information such as who is currently doing what or which clinical units have 
reached full capacity or availability of beds or staff. In the current hybrid 
implementation, resource awareness is implicitly conveyed by non-computerised 
artefacts. For example, ED cards that are placed in pigeon holes and patient detail 
written on the clinical whiteboards indicate that beds within the clinical units are 
being occupied. Similarly, an overflow tray allocated for ED cards indicates that 
the ED is filled with patients who have not been attended to by doctors. In 
addition, these artefacts were used as resource assignment tool, for example, 
assigning a bed to a patient or assigning nursing staff to a task. Resource 
awareness enables workflow planning and the division of labour, as well as 
specific measures to be taken to overcome the unavailability of resources. Lack of 
information on resource availability can affect care coordination (Reddy et al., 
2009). This is further supported by Neale et al. (2004): in order for work to be 
coordinated, there should be a means for the allocation and monitoring of tasks, 
as well as the planning and scheduling of resources.      
 
iv. Patient awareness   
ED patients can largely be categorised in terms of their condition. While some 
patients only need straight forward minor treatment (e.g. for cuts or minor 
illnesses), others might need more elaborate clinical investigations which 
consequently require a period of observation. Patient conditions can also 
deteriorate while receiving treatment. It is crucial for patient safety that members 
of staff have awareness of patient condition throughout their care trajectory so 
that appropriate steps can be taken when faced with unexpected situations. 
Patient awareness also corresponds to where patients are physically located 
during the emergency care trajectory as patients can be located across extensive 
physical space while waiting to receive treatment or while treatments are being 
delivered. 
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v. Workspace awareness   
As patients are located across the physical space, so are the staff members. 
Within the physical space, staff members can be at the clinical units doing clinical 
activities, such as administering treatment, or at their work stations completing 
clinical documentation. Awareness of who is at specific locations, or the common 
areas where staff members usually are, enables members of the team to easily be 
reached. Therefore, determining where individual professions are located enables   
establishment of ad hoc collaboration. Achieving workspace awareness enables 
the assignment and coordination of collaborative activities dynamically 
(Hajizadeh, Tory, & Leung, 2013), as emergency care is spatially delivered across a 
large physical area. 
 
vi. Temporality awareness   
The delivery of emergency care is not only governed by the four-hour rule but also 
by other specific time related activities such as the 15-minute triage and 12-hour 
bed wait. Although these are not UK-wide clinical governance imposed by the 
DoH, they are implemented as part of an initiative to achieve smooth patient 
flow. This, in turn, helps in adhering to the four-hour rule. Awareness of the 
temporal aspects of the activities enables patients to receive care within specified 
timeframes. This is because, staff members awareness on the temporal features 
of their work enables them to plan, organise and coordinate their activities 
(Reddy, Dourish, & Pratt, 2006).    
vii. Self-awareness   
The multiplicity of patient care processes can further complicate the delivery of 
emergency care. A nurse, for example, can be responsible for providing care to 
multiple patients at the same time. Similarly, a clinical technician needs to draw 
blood from multiple patients, one after another. This multiplicity can contribute to 
errors or some patients being forgotten if self-awareness cannot be maintained. 
Self-awareness acts as a reminder for activities such as “what has been done” or 
“what do I do next”. In the current implementation, the flexibility afforded by 
non-computerised clinical whiteboards allowed self-reminder notes to be written 
without adhering to any particular format or convention.      
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Various mechanisms can be used to support the awareness information listed (i.e. i to 
vii). For example, in the current implementation, temporality and patient awareness is 
supported by the use of colours for the PTS at the adult ED and the Medway system in the 
paediatric ED.  However, the PTS is still lacking in supporting other time-related activities such 
as the 12-hour bed wait. Similarly, the CPOE and RIS systems for blood and radiology test 
ordering lack the capacity for notifying the availability of test results. As a result, nursing staff 
members need to keep checking the systems in order to notify doctors when test results are 
available. This is an added collaboration effort which could be supported by having a 
notification system (Gjære & Lillebo, 2014) incorporated in the clinical ordering systems (i.e. 
the CPOE and RIS systems).  
Team structural awareness and resource awareness, on the other hand, can be better 
suited by having a central visual display such as an electronic whiteboard which allows for 
visual accessibility. Although in the current implementation such awareness is supported by 
non-dry erase whiteboards (i.e. clinical and staff whiteboards), they were only located at 
certain locations. Thus, in order to obtain the information, staff members needed to walk to 
where the whiteboards are located. Electronic whiteboards can offer both centralised data 
access as well as distributed accessibility (Lopes, Balancieri, Teixeira, & Dias, 2014). In addition 
to centralised data access, the distributed accessibility of an electronic whiteboard by 
allocating sufficient computer terminals across the physical area can in turn support the 
provision of other forms of awareness such as team awareness, patient awareness and 
workspace awareness. Workspace awareness can also be supported with features such as a 
notification system (Heer & Agrawala, 2007) and a chat facility (Heer, Viégas, & Wattenberg, 
2009). Self-awareness, on the other hand, can be better supported by means of electronic 
annotation (Bringay et al., 2006).  
Awareness is a crucial aspect in achieving collaboration and should be incorporated 
deliberately in socio-technical systems for collaborative work (Cabitza et al., 2009). Lack of this 
can cause deterioration in the quality of patient care (Reddy, Shabot, & Bradner, 2008). Table 
7.1 summarises the socio-technical requirements of the ED workflow and its corresponding 
proposed solutions. 
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Table 7.1: Workflow requirements and proposed solutions 
Proposed solution 
 
 Integrated 
implementa
tion 
Role-
based 
design 
Awareness type 
Requirements 
Time-related care processes   Resource, self-
awareness, 
temporality 
Interrelated collaborative care 
processes 
  Workspace, self-
awareness, team 
structural and team 
member 
Staff mix   Team member, 
team structural  
Multiple roles of senior staff members   Team structural  
Variation of clinical work   Team structural, 
team member 
Handling exceptions   Patient 
Roles of non-permanent staff 
members 
  Team member 
Ad hoc involvement of other staff 
members  
  Team member, 
resource, 
workspace 
Resource management   Team member, 
resource, patient  
 
 
7.5. ED workflow and the National Programme for IT      
As discussed in Section 6.4, there are a number of differences when comparing the workflow 
of the adult ED and paediatric ED. The differences can be seen in terms of the overall organisation of 
the work processes, the staff mix, organisational practices as well as the information artefacts used. 
A possible explanation for this is that the EDs are managed by different hospital Trusts. Hospital 
Trusts are independent legal entities with their own governance arrangements (GOV.UK, n.d.). As a 
result, Trusts are able to implement their own measures and practices to deliver efficient and safe 
healthcare which includes emergency care. This has translated into the different approaches taken in 
adhering to the four-hour rule and achieving the government’s target, as well as in ensuring the 
overall improvement of patient flow to avoid ED overcrowding. In the adult ED, for example, patients 
are segregated to minor or major units depending on the severity of their illnesses. Thus, two 
separate groups of clinical teams are allocated, one for each unit, allowing for simultaneous minor 
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and major treatments be delivered. There is also an observation unit, i.e., the CDU, and minor 
injuries patient stream. An ED observation unit can potentially contribute to the efficient utilisation 
of resources (Institute of Medicine, 2006) while the streaming of minor injuries patients was found to 
reduce the number of patient waiting time by more than one hour by 30% (Department of Health, 
2001). The separate triage for walk-in patients and ambulance patients is also a local approach, 
possibly to improve patient flow. In the paediatric ED, there is the 15-minute triage and a similar 
observation unit, i.e., the AAU, despite the AAU being a separate entity from the ED. All of these 
characterised the workflow in each setting. Another contributing factor that could result in the 
variation in working practices and overall organisation of work is that each ED provides emergency 
care to different categories of patients: adult and children. Therefore, emergency care can include 
specialised treatments delivered to specific groups of patients. For example, the adult ED has services 
for Chest Pain Observation Unit and Deep Venous Thrombosis (DVT). Chest pain and DVT are 
conditions more prevalent in adults than children (NHS Choices, 2016).  
Therefore, the diversity of Trusts and specialism (e.g. ED, ICU, wards) which can contribute to 
an individualised workflows and local practices meant that implementing a standardised solution of 
the UK National Programme for IT, a one-size-fits-all design, can result in a mismatch of the technical 
system and its workflow. Implementation could possibly contribute to unintended consequences or, 
in a worst-case scenario, affect patient safety. A technical system that serves a particular workflow 
well can be inappropriate in another (Robertson et al., 2010; Sheikh et al., 2011). Therefore, in order 
to achieve a seamless integration of a standardised solution with the workflow that it is meant to 
support, it is essential that local customisation is possible to be achieved. Although some parts of the 
national programme, such as PACS, has been considered a success (Sutton, 2011), the major 
application, the full electronic care record systems, faced severe difficulties (Eason, 2009). One 
possible reason for the success of PACS is that users can see direct benefits arising from its usage. 
PACS provides good quality images that can facilitate accurate diagnosis (Hurlen, Borthne, Dahl, 
Ostbye, & Gulbrandsen, 2012). However, in this study, it was found that the introduction of PACS had 
added to an already diverse range of technological artefacts for clinical tests ordering (blood test 
ordering requires a different information system). Moreover, the ordering and viewing of radiology 
tests had to be done via multiple systems. This is because PACS is a standalone system which can 
only be used to view image results, whereas the ordering must be done via a separate system. In the 
adult ED, a paper-based form was used (Figure 5.7) while in the paediatric ED, the computerised 
Medway system was used (Figure 6.7). In addition, as PACS can only be used to view the image 
results of the x-rays/scans, the actual report from the radiologists must be obtained from yet another 
standalone system, i.e., the ICE. The myriad technological artefacts do not only affect the 
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investigation test work process but also other work processes; a domino effect on the entire 
workflow. In the adult ED, in particular, completion of a coding process requires the use of multiple 
artefacts (Figure 5.9). This is because data is located across multiple non-integrated systems and a 
coding process requires access to all the information related to patient care. Therefore, in order to 
introduce yet another standardised computerised system, i.e., the full electronic care record system, 
could make the integration problem much worse. Hence, it is essential that existing IT infrastructure 
of the individual Trusts be taken into consideration when introducing another system. To introduce 
another component might not be a better approach, if it cannot be configured to integrate with 
existing legacy systems and, ultimately, the entire workflow. A standardised solution can give an 
impression of uniformity of practice (Jirotka et al., 2005), however its implementation needs to be 
tied up to local practices and existing information infrastructure.      
In addition, the implementation of the national programme was known to adopt a ‘big bang’ 
rapid rollout approach (Department of Health, 2006). Although many modern technological systems 
can be configured to meet the need of its workflow, to achieve the correct configuration that can fit 
into the related workflow, the rapid, ‘big bang’ approach of the national programme could be seen as 
unrealistic. This is because introduction of a new technological system is not a simple ‘plug and play’ 
process. A rapid roll-out implementation prevents staff from fully understanding what the 
technological systems have to offer, hence limiting configuration to be done to meet local needs 
(Eason, 2010). This study has shown that the ED workflow is not just unique to the individual Trusts 
but also very volatile, exception-filled and variable. These workflow characteristics are faced on a 
day-to-day basis, hence staff reactions to using the technological tools need to be monitored for a 
certain period of time. This is so that adjustments or configurations that need to be made for local 
requirements can be identified and dealt with. Even a fully customised system requires an adaptation 
process from its users (Park et al., 2015). Failure to do so could result in workarounds which can have 
a negative implication on patient safety or decrease in adoption. Migrating to unfamiliar 
computerised systems is not a trivial task, and requires a period of adaptation.     
 
7.6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, findings from both emergency settings, the adult ED (Chapter 5) and the 
paediatric ED (Chapter 6), were discussed from the perspective of socio-technical aspects of 
collaborative work. This study was conducted in two emergency care settings and employed multiple 
triangulation techniques allowing for an in-depth understanding of the topic to further suggest 
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system design for emergency care. This chapter also discussed the impact of the different emergency 
care workflow between the study settings on the implementation of the national programme.       
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS  
8.1 Introduction 
The aim of this thesis is to gain an in-depth understanding of an ED workflow which includes 
the work processes and practices of its clinicians and non-clinicians, and how the workflow is being 
supported by existing information artefacts. This study is important because an ED is characterised 
by being unpredictable in terms of patient flow (i.e., patients can come at any time). There is a huge 
variety in the conditions and severity with which they might arrive, including those that are 
immediately life-threatening (Reddy & Spence, 2008). Therefore, an effective and safe functioning of 
an ED is dependent on a HIT that is able to integrate well with the unpredictability of emergency 
care. 
Previous studies conducted in emergency care settings have been carried out in order to gain 
an in-depth understanding of emergency care work; these include studies focusing on clinical 
workflow (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Feufel et al., 2011) or specific clinical processes of the workflow 
(Bjørn & Rødje, 2008; Callen, Georgiou, Prgomet, Paoloni, & Westbrook, 2010), as well as on 
communication (Kilner & Sheppard, 2010) and interruptions (Westbrook et al., 2010). As most of 
these studies predominantly deal with the clinical aspects of emergency care delivery (e.g. challenges 
on a triage process or communication among ED clinicians), this study provides a novel contribution 
by examining the interrelatedness of work processes and practices (clinical and non-clinical) of an ED 
workflow, as well as how the workflow is being supported by the Emergency Department 
Information System (EDIS), and therefore fills the gaps identified in the literature in Chapter 2.    
Motivated by these gaps in the literature, the intention of this study was to describe the 
emergency care workflow as a whole. In other words, the aim was to identify the components that 
constitute the workflow, as well as to identify the interrelatedness of the components and their 
characteristics. This includes both clinical and non-clinical processes as well as the resources, 
including human resources and information artefacts. In order to achieve this, the study undertook 
qualitative field work study in two emergency care settings located in the UK. From the findings at 
each setting, a comparison between the workflow of the two settings was also conducted. The 
results of this study make important contributions to the conceptual understanding of emergency 
care work. This chapter concludes the dissertation by summarising the main findings in relation to 
the research questions (Section 8.2), discusses its contribution to new knowledge (Section 8.3) and 
outlines the implications for practice (Section 8.4) and for further research (Section 8.5).     
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8.2 Research questions 
1. What are the clinical and non-clinical processes that form an overall ED workflow and 
how do these processes connect as a whole? Is the execution of the interconnected 
processes ‘fixed’?   
An ED workflow consists of interrelated care processes, clinical and non-clinical 
processes. These processes are executed semi-autonomously by clinicians and non-
clinicians and governed by time-related organisational constraints, two of which is a 
national requirement. Others include organisation specific constraints aimed to improve 
patient flow. Therefore, an ED workflow is not entirely contains flow of work of 
clinicians, but is interconnected with organisationally-related and non-clinical processes. 
In addition, an ED workflow also involves organisationally-related tasks in order for 
smooth functioning of the clinical workflow.   
An emergency care workflow is also very volatile and not as straightforward. It is 
characterised with medical exceptions that need to be exercised in light of continually 
changing patient conditions, and also variable in terms of staff availability and 
experience. This means that the workflow is not static; processes do not just simply 
‘branch’ to another. A lot can be ‘happening’ within certain processes that requires re-
interpretation by the healthcare professionals involved.     
 
2. Who are the other members that form the ED team, in addition to doctors and nurses? 
What roles do these members play in the workflow?  
An ED workflow is not only comprised of clinicians, such as doctors and nurses 
responsible for performing clinical duties. Senior clinical members are also responsible 
for executing non-clinical processes such as resource management, supervision of their 
junior counterparts as well as monitoring of patient flow. Non-clinicians such as clinical 
support staff and reception staff are also an important component of the workflow. 
Their tasks are mainly organisational-related although some level of clinical knowledge is 
required. This shows that some clinical staff also involves in non-direct or non-clinical 
patient care processes. Similarly, non-clinical staff although primarily responsible for 
organisationally-related tasks, they are also required to exercise certain degree of 
clinical understanding.    
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3. What are the characteristics of the existing implementation in ensuring/limiting overall 
functioning of the workflow? 
The workflow is supported by a hybrid information architecture. Primarily, the 
computerised components of the architecture provide support for a number of 
processes, including patient registration, clinical ordering, patient tracking and coding 
processes. The non-computerised components are mainly used as documentation 
system for patient records as well as a resource management tool. In addition to that, 
the non-computerised components are embedded with non-technical characteristics 
such as flexibility and ease-of-use that can easily be adapted to support collaborative 
practices of the workflow. However, the hybrid implementation has resulted in a 
number of integration issues such as the need to use more than one system for the 
completion of a single work process and the risk of inaccurate documentation. 
Therefore, in order to implement a paper-less environment, there is a need to leverage 
of what has worked in the existing implementation and, at the same time leveraging on 
the good features of the new technology.  
 
4. What are the differences and similarities in the execution of care processes of different 
emergency care settings in the UK?  
Essentially, the components that make up the workflow are similar. Processes such as 
registration, treatment, observation and coding are identical across the workflow in the 
adult ED and paediatric ED. However, the overall organisation of the processes and the 
practices are not quite the same. This is mainly due to the fact that each ED has a 
different approach to segregating its patients according to the severity of illnesses and 
injuries, as well as differences in their staff mix and staff work assignment.    
 
 
8.3 Contribution to new knowledge   
The completion of this research has allowed the researcher to provide a number of new 
contributions to the current understanding of emergency care work in order to inform system design 
for computerised information systems in EDs. These are summarised according to their contribution 
to emergency care workflow (Section 8.3.1), EDs in the UK (Section 8.3.2) and methodological issues 
(Section 8.3.3).    
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8.3.1. Emergency care workflow 
 Previous studies conducted in EDs have contributed to an understanding of the clinical 
work of mainly doctors and nurses. Although the relevance of these studies (discussed in 
Section 2.5) in enhancing our understanding of emergency care work is clear, the majority of 
these studies focused primarily on the clinical work of clinical staff members such as doctors 
and nurses. This led others (e.g. Bossen, Jensen, & Udsen, 2014; Bossen, Jensen, & Witt, 2012; 
Spence & Reddy, 2007) to suggest that more research should be conducted to include non-
clinical staff members.  
In light of this suggestion, this study included non-clinical staff in order to gain an in-
depth understanding of emergency care work. One of the novel findings related to the 
contribution of non-clinical staff in handling medical exceptions and their ability to read and 
understand clinical documentation. Medical exceptions have frequently been mentioned as 
characteristics of healthcare work mainly dealt with by clinical staff (Feufel et al., 2011; Xiao et 
al., 2007). However, in this study, medical exceptions were not only handled by clinical staff 
members but also non-clinical staff members. In regards to clinical documentation, other 
studies have shown the importance of such documentation in the clinical work of clinical staff 
(Feufel et al., 2011; Park et al., 2012). However, this study identifies that reception staff may 
also be required at certain times to be able to decipher clinical documentation, for example 
during the coding process.   
In another aspect, senior clinical staff members, to be exact, the senior nursing staff and 
doctors were responsible for non-clinical duties, in addition to their clinical duties. These 
clinical duties were mainly to ensure that patients received care within the allocated amount 
of time imposed by the healthcare systems (i.e. NHS and Trusts). Emergency care delivery has  
mainly been referred to as the delivery of clinical care in a fast-paced manner in relation to 
patients’ injuries and illnesses (Bjørn & Hertzum, 2011; Reddy & Spence, 2006).  Although this 
characteristic is the main ‘driving force’ in the delivery of emergency care, it was also found 
that other time-related rules imposed by the healthcare system also characterised the care 
process.   
With regard to an overall workflow within emergency care, this study specifically 
focused on the previously understudied sets of issues revolving the interconnectedness of 
clinical and non-clinical processes. Previous emergency workflow models have demonstrated a 
rather stable workflow; i.e., that the patient registration process leads to triage, clinical 
assessments and decisions (Ajmi et al., 2015; Salimifard et al., 2013); however, this study 
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identified that the flow of the processes is not as straightforward as this. Along the way of this 
trajectory, variability and exceptions occur. The workflow is embedded within organisational 
practices, driven by patient’s presenting conditions and changes in their condition as well 
availability of staff, all of which contribute to the fluidity of the workflow. The characteristics 
that contribute to the fluidity of the workflow are graphically shown in Figure 6.14. This thesis 
has therefore provided a novel insight into this previously unreported dynamic workflow. 
 
8.3.2. EDs in the UK 
A significant amount of the literature on the computerisation of healthcare work in the 
UK has mainly been on the implementation of different national programmes, the latest one 
relevant to this study being the National Programme for IT. The literature mainly highlighted 
the failures of the adoption of the computer systems as a result of a lack of integration of the 
computerised systems into healthcare work (Robertson et al., 2010; Sheikh et al., 2011). These 
studies further suggest that work processes and practices of healthcare professionals need to 
be understood so as to avoid unintended consequences resulting from the use of the 
computerised information systems, hence increasing their adoption. However, limited 
research was found with regard to the understanding of emergency care work in UK EDs. 
Moreover, these studies have mainly focused on clinical work in general, without explicitly 
pointing out what are the processes and work practices within the clinical work. For example, 
Allard, Wyatt, Bleakley, and Graham (2012) characterised interruptions faced by a clinical staff 
member, i.e. a consultant emergency physician. Vezyridis, Timmons, and Wharrad (2011), on 
the other hand, investigated the impact of a tracking system, which is a part of an EDIS, on 
nursing workflow. Although these studies have collectively provided an understanding of the 
clinical work of clinical staff members at UK EDs, they are lacking in terms of the specificity of 
the processes and practices involved in emergency care delivery.            
 
This study has contributed to a better understanding of emergency care work in terms 
of both clinical and non-clinical processes that form the overall emergency care workflow. 
These interconnected processes are depicted in series of workflow diagrams, i.e., patient 
trajectory (Figure 5.10 to 5.12, Figure 6.9) and staff workflow (e.g. Figure 5.13 to 5.17, 6.10 to 
6.13). Within these processes, the work practices and variability of the processes are also 
highlighted. Therefore, in addition to describing emergency care work as a triage process 
(Vezyridis et al., 2011) or clinical processes that are prone to interruptions (Allard et al., 2012), 
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this study makes an important contribution in highlighting what are the processes that make 
up the overall emergency care, how these processes are executed, who are responsible in 
executing these processes and possible variations that can exist in the execution of these 
processes. Moreover, emergency care work should not only be seen as being executed by 
clinicians, such as doctors and nurses, but also by clinical support staff, as well as non-clinical 
staff. Such staff contributes collectively in overall emergency care delivery.       
 
Additionally, as a result of conducting the study at two EDs that are under the 
management of separate Trusts, this study has revealed that, although these EDs are 
comparable emergency care settings categorised as Type 1 ED, the care practices differ. 
Despite having essentially similar clinical and non-clinical processes which form the overall 
emergency care workflow, the flow of the work processes differ in addition to the work 
practices embedded within these processes (as shown in Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.12 vs Figure 
6.9). For example, in the adult ED, the triage process is separated for walk-in patients and 
ambulance patients, whilst in the paediatric ED, regardless of the patient’s mode of arrival, 
there is no separate triage process for these two groups of patients. Additionally, triage 
process was also conducted quite differently. Although both EDs used a national triage scale 
(i.e. Manchester triage), the stages where this national scale is used within the patient 
trajectory differs (Section 5.1.4.1 and Section 6.1.4.1). Another difference that was observed 
was the coding process. In the adult ED, coding is primarily performed by reception staff while 
in the paediatric ED this process is performed by the clinical staff. Section 6.4 discusses in 
detail the differences in the working practices embedded within these processes, between the 
two EDs.  
  
With regard to the infrastructure of the information systems, both EDs rely on a hybrid 
implementation. These systems can be characterised as systems for documentation, clinical 
ordering, patient tracking and registration. However, because the level of integration among 
these systems differs, the EDs faced varying levels of unintended consequences that affected 
the processes. For example, the registration process as depicted in Figure 5.8 in the adult ED 
resulted in the utilisation of multiple information artefacts, a problem not faced in the 
registration process in the paediatric ED. On the plus side, a hybrid implementation has shown 
that information artefacts do not only represent clinical tools but also collaborative tools that 
support the collaborative work that emergency care delivery entails, including teaching and 
learning. These information artefacts (e.g., pigeon holes and dry-erase whiteboards) are also 
resource management tools and visual tools. Hence, implementation of the national 
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programme should not be seen as the implementation of technological solutions to support 
clinical processes but also as work systems that can ensure the smooth functioning of 
collaborative work. To impose a one-size-fits-all system with a big-bang approach may result in 
negative workflow effects and hence there may be resistance from healthcare professionals.  
 
 
8.3.3. Methodological issues 
Sociological inquiry techniques have been widely adopted in conducting research using 
the fieldwork approach where context plays a significant role (e.g. Abraham & Reddy, 2010; 
Feufel, Robinson, & Shalin, 2011; Park et al., 2012). However, although some of these studies 
utilise data collection methods such as observations and interviews (semi-structured or 
opportunistic), in this study, further sources of evidence were used. The availability of 
organisational documents, particularly the ED handbooks and guidelines, which outline 
matters related to the delivery of emergency care specific to the organisations (i.e. the Trust) 
have provided a more comprehensive interpretation of emergency care work that could 
otherwise been missed during the observations and interviews.    
  
 
8.4 Implications for practice 
In addition to making a contribution to new knowledge, as discussed in Section 8.3, the 
findings from this study provide important new insights for the development of information systems 
within the ED setting. In order to avoid unfavourable effects on workflow, from the implementation 
of HIT, there is a need for an in-depth understanding of the workflows of where the information 
systems are to be implemented. In contrast to more stable work environments such as banking 
(Reddy, Pratt, Dourish, & Shabot, 2003), emergency care workflow, as shown in this study, is 
complex, variable and uncertain. In addition, the workflow does not only constitute clinical processes 
but also non-clinical processes that are highly intertwined with each other. Therefore, system 
designers must pay attention to these contextual characteristics. This understanding could most 
probably be achieved if system designers play a more ‘active’ role ‘in the field’ by interacting with 
whole healthcare systems. This includes system designers broadening their focus from technical 
systems to include the interaction of healthcare work with the technical systems in obtaining 
requirements for system designs. 
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With regard to the national programme, the Connecting for Health agency (a central agency 
that was responsible for the procurement and implementation processes until 31st March 2013) and 
subsequent agency, i.e. NHS Digital, should take a gradual approach when it comes to system 
implementation. More time and effort should be allocated for the implementation phase. For 
example, effort should be made to understand the contextual elements of a workflow. As this study 
has shown, emergency care workflow is fluid and interactive in such a way that it is variable and 
exception-filled. Processes, for instance, do not simply branch to the next process. In addition, legacy 
systems are also important components of the workflow. Trusts have their own legacy systems as a 
result of past procurement processes (Department of Health, 2006). This study has shown that non-
technological systems, in particular, play a significant role in supporting the overall functioning of the 
workflow. Despite this, the current implementation also presents certain integration issues. A better 
way of achieving seamless integration could be by giving more attention to existing systems by, for 
example, recognising their strengths and weaknesses, and at the same time exploiting the flexibility 
or capability of the new systems in order to support local integration.  
Once implementation is already started, healthcare staff should be provided with sufficient 
time and space for learning and adaptation (Park et al., 2015). All these are necessary in order to 
have a HIT implementation that is configured to support local requirements and customisation, 
hence minimising/avoiding any workflow effects. This approach could also offer a deeper 
understanding of the mechanisms underlying healthcare information system acceptance which can 
then be used to develop more successful implementation strategies such as user training.  
 
8.5 Implications for future research 
From this study, a number of additional workflows within the ED have been identified: patient 
transfer, patient referral and ambulance handover workflows. A transfer workflow involves the 
transferring of ED patients who are discharged to hospital wards while referral workflow requires 
obtaining consultation requests with speciality clinics. In both workflows, collaboration between the 
EDs and hospital wards or referral clinics needs to be established. It would be useful to examine how 
this collaboration is established among the departments. It has been shown that inter-departmental 
patient transfer workflow presents itself with challenges associated with both clinical and 
organisational aspects (Abraham & Reddy, 2010). Delays in obtaining in-patient hospital beds can 
result in ED patient being held up at EDs which inadvertently cause ED overcrowding (Erenler et al., 
2014). A cross-departmental workflow study could include the identification of relevant tasks, 
processes or information needs within these workflows, as well as issues related to the 
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organisational aspects (e.g. bed allocation) of the workflow, the technologies and mechanisms used, 
the challenges faced (e.g. communication or coordinating challenges) or gaps in the current 
workflow. Similarly, the workflow of ambulance transfer could also be investigated using a similar 
approach to develop a better understanding of the intersection between the ED workflow and 
ambulance transfer workflow.   
It is also equally important for the current research to be replicated in different ED categories 
in the UK in order to understand similarities and differences among different types. EDs in the UK can 
be categorised as Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 (Department of Health, 2004b). A review of a 
government document (Department of Health, 2004a) also indicated that EDs often adopt their own 
measures or techniques to improve patient flow, hence there can be varying emergency care 
workflow and practices. As supported by this study, the two EDs investigated exhibit workflows that 
are not an exact match with each other, although they evidence similar clinical and non-clinical 
processes and staff mix. This could partly be attributed to measures implemented to improve patient 
flow. As a result, these workflows are embedded with varying organisational practices. It would be 
interesting to investigate the workflows of other EDs, particularly EDs in different categories like Type 
2 and Type 3, in terms of the processes that form the workflow and their embedded practices, as 
well as their existing information architecture implementation.   
This chapter, therefore, concludes the thesis by summarising the main findings in relation to 
the research questions, and in doing so also highlights the implications on future practice and 
research.  
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